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Foreword
The United States is a world leader in aviation and space technology. The role of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration is to provide leadership through advances in science and
technology for both aeronautics and space.
The NASA Lewis Research Center has maintained a strong research program in aeronautics,
beginning in 1942. During the period from the late 1940's to the late 1960's, the helicopter came
into wide use in the military and civil arenas. In 1970, the United States Army and NASA began
a joint effort at Lewis which focused on helicopter propulsion technology. A significant portion of
that program is devoted to advanced transmission technology. The advanced transmission technology
program at the Lewis Research Center is augmented through the use of contracts and grants with
U.S. industry and universities. Working at the University of Illinois at Chicago, under NASA/Army
sponsorship, Dr. Faydor L. Litvin has developed many new and important ideas for the mathematical
formulation and theoretical understanding of spur, helical, and spiral bevel gears--gears that are of
very great importance to the transfer of power from engine to rotor blades in modern helicopters.
Dr. Faydor L. Litvin has significantly contributed to the goals of the NASA/Army transmission
program by his accomplishments in the science of gearing and his authorship of this book. His work
has provided a mathematical basis which improves our understanding of bevel gear geometry and
the manufacturing procedure. His work has provided solutions to reduce gear noise and to enable
a smoother transfer of power in helicopters. In summary, he has directly contributed to advance the
state of the art in helicopter power transmission technology, and has made a significant contribution
to NASA's research projects and to the public good.
This book explains the most general problems of the theory of gearing, but it represents only a
part of Dr. Litvin's accomplishments. His research contributions have improved (1) almost all types
of gearing including spur, helical, hypoid, bevel, worm, and noncircular gears; (2) tools for gear
manufacture; and (3) computer programs for simulation of meshing and contact. His theorems, methods
for gear synthesis, and methods for gear generation represent a very significant contribution to the
science of gearing. His influence has spread throughout the world via his many lectures, publications,
and approximately 60 doctoral students who have settled in Europe, Asia, and North America. Because
of his career achievements, I believe Dr. Litvin is a true leader in the development of the theory of
gearing.
It is my pleasure to recommend this book to all who desire a deeper knowledge of the theory of
gearing.
John J. Coy
NASA Lewis Research Center

Preface
This edition is the first English version of the author's monograph on the theory of gearing. The
first and second editions of ihis work were published in Russian in 1962 and 1968. Both of those
editions were translated into Chinese by Dr. Go-Kai, one of the author's former doctoral students,
to whom he is very thankful for his devoted work. The second edition was translated also into Hungarian
by Dr. Zeno Therplan and Dr. Jozsef Drobni, who accomplished an excellent work.
This English version is substantially different from the previous editions. The author has paid
particular attention to the basic mathematical problems of the theory of gearing, such as the necessary
and sufficient conditions of envelope existence, relations between principal curvatures and directions
for surfaces of mating gears, singularities of surfaces accompanied by undercutting in the process
of generation, the phenomena of envelope of lines of contact, the principles for generation of conjugate
surfaces, and others. Special attention has been paid to the algorithms for computer aided simulation
of meshing and tooth contact. !I
This edition has been complemented with the results of research recently performed by the author
and his doctoral students. The book is supplied with sample problems and problems proposed for
the reader to solve that the author believes will be helpful for the study of the book.
The manuscript of this book has been used as a textbook for two courses (Theory of Gearing and
Advanced Theory of Gearing) that have been taught by the author for graduate and undergraduate
mechanical engineering students at The University of Illinois at Chicago.
The author would like to express his deep gratitude to the National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration and to the United States Army who have, by numerous grants, sponsored the work that went
into the preparation and publication of this book and a significant portion of his research efforts since
coming to the United States of America. In particular, the author is grateful to Mr. Erwin V. Zaretsky,
Mr. Gilbert J. Weden, and Mr. Dennis P. Townsend for their encouragement and support of the
publication of this work. The progress of the work was continuously overseen by Dr. John J. Coy,
who also provided sound advice and counsel throughout the project. A thorough technical review
was conducted by Mr. Robert F. Handschuh, which resulted in helpful corrections and a fine index.
The author also thanks Mr. Steven B. Brunn for his editorial suggestions and help in the preparation
of the manuscript for publication.
Faydor L. Litvin
The UniversiO' of Illinois
at Chicago
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Chapter 1
Coordinate Transformation
1.1 Introduction to Coordinate Transformation
Consider a set of Cartesian systems Sj (xl,yl,zl), $2 (x2,Y2,Z2)..... S,, (x,,,y,,,zn). Point M
is specified in these systems by coordinates M (xl,yl,zO, M (xz,y2,z2) ..... M (x,,,y,,,z,,).
Coordinate transformation is a set of relations which associate point coordinates of one system
with the point coordinates of other systems. For instance, through coordinate transformation we
may relate the given set (xl,yl,zO with (xk,yk,zD, (k=2,3 ..... n). It will be shown below that
the relations between sets of coordinates depend on the location of the origins of the considered
systems and on the orientation of their respective axes.
Coordinate transformation is a powerful technique of engineering mechanics. It may be used
to study the motion of rigid bodies and their kinematical and dynamic characteristics, which are
associated with different coordinate systems. In the theory of gearing, coordinate transformation
will be applied in the following ways:
(i) For determining the equations of (a) the path traced out by a point of a moving body, (b)
the surface traced out by a line rigidly connected to a moving body, and (c) the locus of surfaces
generated by a surface rigidly connected to the moving body.
(2) For expressing equations of a given surface (line) in several different coordinate systems
which belong to the same rigid body.
Coordinate transformation will be considered for systems with (1) common origin and
noncoincident coordinate axes and (2) noncoincident origins and noncollinear coordinate axes.
Coordinate transformation is studied in matrix presentation. Properties of matrices and matrix
operations are summarized in appendix A.
1.2 Systems of Coordinates With a Common Origin
Consider a rigid body which is free to rotate about a fixed axis. We set up two coordinate systems
as follows: Sf (xf, yf, zf), which is rigidly connected to the frame--the fixed coordinate system, and
Se (xg,yg,Zg), which is rigidly connected to the body--the moving coordinate system (fig. 1.2.1).
Systems Sf and Sg are located such that they share a common origin and their axes xf and xg coincide
xg
1
IS"
Yg
(a)
xf, Xg
1
Yg Yf
(b)
Figure 1.2.1.
with the axis of rotation. To identify a point M in the rigid body, we use the position vector 1
(fig. 1.2.1(a)) rg = OM, which may be expressed as a 3xl matrix
[r_l =
Xg
Yg
Zg
(1.2.1)
Assume that the body is rotated by an angle 4_ (fig. 1.2. l(b)). Point M is still specified by its
original coordinates in system Sg, but must now be identified by new coordinates in system Sf.
The new coordinates are given by the matrix
[r:(_g)] =
x:(%)
Yi(¢_)
z:(6g)
(1.2.2)
where qSg is the angle formed by axes zf and zg (or by axes yf and yg).
To express coordinates (xf,3),zf) in terms of (Xu,yg,Z s) and the angular parameter _g, let us
represent the two position vectors r s and rf in terms of the unit vectors and Cartesian components
of their respective coordinate systems
rg = Xgig + ygjg q- zgkg (1.2.3)
rf = xfif + yfjf + zfkf (1.2.4)
Since r e and rf locate the same point, they are equal (i.e., r 8 = I'D, and by using equations (1.2.3)
and (1.2.4), we obtain
xfif + yf jf + zfkf = xgig + ygjg + Zgkg (1.2.5)
1Henceforth, a quantity denoted in the form _ has the meaning of a vector which spans the line segment AB and points
from A to B. Further, AB denotes the magnitude of vector AB.
We now multiply each side of equation (1.2.5) successively by unit vectors if, if, and k s and obtain
the following three expressions:
xf(if,if)+ )_:(if,if)+ zf(if,ks)= Xu(if.ig)+ yg(if,jg)+ Zg(if,kg) (1.2.6)
xf(jf • if) -t- yf(jf.jf) + zf(jf" k s) = Xg(jf. i8) + yg(jf.jg) -I- Zg(jg • kg) (1.2.7)
zs(ki, if) + yf(ks.Jf ) + zf(kf, kf) =xg(kf. ig) + yg(kf.jg) + zg(kf, kg) (1.2.8)
Since unit vectors if, if, and kf are mutually perpendicular, we may write
if. if= 1 is.if= 0 if. ks= 0 etc. (1.2.9)
Equations (1.2.6) to (1.2.9) now yield three linear equations
xf= Xg(if,ig)+ yg(if,jg)+ zg(if,kg) (1.2.10)
yf=xg(jf, ig) + yg(jf,jg) + Zg(jf, kg) (1.2.11)
zf = xg(kfoig) + yg(kfojg) + zg(kf, kg) (1.2.12)
which may be represented in matrix form as
xf ] if. ig ifo jg
yf = jf. ig jf.j_
zf kf. ig kf.jg
if * kg Xg
if. kg yg
kf • kg Zg
(1.2.13)
It may be verified from figure 1.2. l(b) that the 3x3 matrix in equation (1.2.13) is given by
1 0 0
0 cos_bg sinOg
0 -sinOg cOSOg
(1.2.14)
and thus matrix equation (1.2.13) becomes
xy
Yl
Zl
1
= 0
0
0 0
cos Og sin _bg
-sin_g cOSOg
Xg
Yg
Zg
(1.2.15)
or in a shortened form
Matrix
[rs] = [Ls,][rg]
all a12 a13
[Lfg] = a21 a22 a23
a31 a32 a33
(1.2.16)
(1.2.17)
uniquelydescribesthetransformationfcoordinatestothenewcoordinatesystemSf from the old
coordinate system Sg. The subscripts fg in Lfg indicate the order of such a transformation (i.e.,
to f from g, the new coordinate system being denoted by the left-hand subscript).
It is noted that each element of matrix [Lfg] is the scalar product of two unit vectors which belong
to systems Sf and Sg. For instance, element a21 may be represented as
a2i = if° ig = jfig cos 0f, is) = cos (j/,ig)
where cos (if, if) is the cosine of the angle formed by new axis number 2 (axis yf) and old axis
number 1 (axis Xg). This quantity is known as the direction cosine of unit vectors jf and if. To
generalize this, we say that the elements of [Lfg] are of the form ake (k = 1,2,3; t = 1,2,3), where
ake is the direction cosine of the new unit vector k and old unit vector f; unit vectors i, j, and k
correspond to the numbers 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Consequently,
a23 = j/° kg = cos (jf, kg) and a31 = kfo ig = COS (kf, ig)
With all of the results derived above, matrix equation (1.2.13) may now be expressed in the general
form
3)+
3
all a12
= a21 a22
a31 a32
a13
a23
a33
Xg
Yg
zg
(1.2.18)
This matrix equation represents a system of three linear equations which relates the set of new
coordinates (xf,yf, zf) with the set of old coordinates (Xg,yg,Zg) and direction cosines ake (k = 1,2,3;
f = 1,2,3) of the transformation matrix [Lfg].
The matrix method of coordinate transformation works equally well between rigidly connected
systems and between systems which move relative to one another. If we deal with two rigidly
connected systems, all elements of [Lfg] are constant and point M in one system is seen as the same
point in the other system, although point M is specified with different sets of coordinates in each
system. If, however, one coordinate system moves relative to the other, some elements of [Lfg]
vary in the process of motion, and point M of the moving system traces out a path in the fixed
system. Referring to figure 1.2.1(b), the angle 4_g changes in the process of motion and thus
elements of matrix equation (1.2.2) will vary with _b8. Accordingly, point M of system S8 traces
out a curve in system Sy whose coordinates are a function of 4_gand are, in fact, coordinates of
a circle. It will be shown in section 1.4 that the matrix method of coordinate transformation is
a valuable tool for deriving the equations of curves and surfaces.
Once it is known how to transform coordinates from system Se to system SI, it is useful to
develop the reverse operation, coordinate transformation from Sf to Se, which may be represented
as follows:
[rg] = [Lgllry] (1.2.19)
Matrix [L#], the operator of the reverse transformation, is, in fact, the inverse of matrix [Lfg].
It may be proven that the determinant of a general transformation matrix [Lfg] is equal to unity
and therefore its inverse will always exist. It may also be shown that transformation matrix [Lye]
is an orthogonal matrix; that is, its transpose and inverse are identical
[L_] = [Lug]T= [Lfx1-1 (1.2.20)
For instance, referring to figure 1.2.1(b), matrix [Lgf] may be obtained as the transpose of
matrix (1.2.14); thus
[Lg/l -- [Lfx] T=
1 0 0
0 cosCx -sin_;b x
0 sinq5 x cos 4)x
(! .2.21)
Since [L_] is the inverse of matrix [Lfx], we may write that
[Le_fl[Lyx] = [Lfx][L_] = [I1 (1.2.22)
where [ll is the 3x3 unit (identity) matrix. Similarly, by equations (1.2.20) and (1.2.22) we get
[Lf_lr[Lfg] = [Lfgl[Lfx]r= [I] (1.2.23)
Still further, it must be pointed out that while a general transformation matrix
all a12 a13
[Lfg I = a21 a22 a23
a31 a32 a33
if'i x if'jx if'k x
jy. ig Jg'Jx Jf'kx
kf.i x kf.jx k/.kg
(I .2.24)
consists of nine elements, only three of them are independent. This results from the fact that the
nine elements of [Lfx] are related by six orthogonality conditions, which are as follows:
a_, + a_2 + a213= 1 a22,+ a_2 + a_3 = 1 a_, + a]2 + a_3 = 1 (I.2.25)
alia21 + a12a22 + a13a23 = 0 alia31 + a12a32 + a13a33 = 0 a21031 + a22a32 + a23a33 = 0
(1.2.26)
Equations (1.2.25) demonstrate that each unit vector of the new system has unit length, while
equations (1.2.26) ensure that the three new axes are mutually perpendicular.
To perform successive coordinate transformations, we need only follow the product rule of matrix
algebra. For instance, the following matrix equation
[rn] = [Ln(n-I)l[Ltn-l)(n-2)] • • • [L32][L'2dlrtl (1.2.27)
represents the successive transformation of point coordinates, specified in system Sl, to $2, to
S3 ..... toSn.
Example problem 1.2.1 By using the method of successive coordinate transformation described
above, derive the transformation matrix [LIgl for systems $1, Sp, Sf, and Sx shown in figure 1.2.2.
Write the three equations which relate (Xx,yg,Zg) with (xl,Yl,ZO. Find the inverse matrix [Lgd.
xf,Xg
I/-/
(a)
Zp
Xp
x1
(b)
Figure 1.2.2.
Solution. Transformation matrices are as follows:
[L:_] =
1 0 0
0 cos Og sin Og
0 -sin_bg cos_bg
cos 3, 0 sin 3'
0 1 0
-sin 3' 0 cos 3'
[Lip] =
cos hi sin _bI 0
-sinhl coshj 0
0 0 1
[rA =
A'g
Yx
7_t,
_f_
x/
y/
z/
Matrix multiplication yields
[Llp]ILpgl[Lfe] = [Lie] =
bll b12 b13
b21 b22 b23
b31 b32 b33
cosycosOi -sin 3' cosOi sinOe
+sin q_l cos Oe
-cos 3' sin hj sin 3' sin hi sin Oe
+cos 01 cos ¢g
-sin 3' -cos 3' sin he
sin 3' cos hi cos Og
+sin 01 sin hg
-sin y sin 01 cos Og
+cos Ot sin hg
cos 3' cos he
Coordinates (xl,Yl,Zl) and (xg,yg,zx) are related by equations
xl = bllxg + bl2.,ve + bl3Ze Yt = b21xe + b22Yg + b:,3ze Zl = b31xg + b32Yg + b33zg
The inverse matrix [L_I] may be determined as the transpose 'of the matrix [Li8]
bll b21 b31
[Lgll=[Ligl T= blz b22 b32
bl3 b23 b33
1.3 Coordinate Systems With Noncoincident Origins
and Noncollinear Axes
Consider a rigid body which moves in space. System Sm is rigidly connected to the moving body
and Sn is a fixed coordinate system (fig. 1.3.1). Point M of the body is specified by the position
vector O,,_ = rm(Xm,Ym,Zm) and its instantaneous position in space Sn is determined by the position
vector rn(x.,y.,z.). Position vector ri °) indicates the initial position of point M,M (°), when
systems Sm and Sn coincide.
Point M of the moving body traces out a path in space Sn, whose instantaneous point is
represented by the position vector r h. Components of r n are given by the following functions:
X.(Xm,ym,Zm,d_) y.(Xm,ym,Zm,O) Z.(Xm,ym,zm,O) (1.3.1)
where _ is the variable parameter of motion. These functions (1.3.1) may be derived through the
technique of coordinate transformation.
The position vector r. may be represented as
r.= OnOm+ OmM= OnOm+rm (1.3.2)
Equation (1.3.2) yields
_(o )k (1.3.3)x.i. + YnJ. + znk. = x_°')i. + Y_°')J. + z. m . + Xmim + YmJm + Zmkm
Here x_ °m), y,l °"), z_ °') determine the position of origin Om in system Sn; in, Jn, k., and i m,
Jm, km are the unit vectors of systems S. and Sm respectively.
lxm Xn _ rmZm
/ ,/\l ._"--_
0 I"'+It'_L'4-M(0) n f z(Om)
n --" I" ]_-j_"-l+--; _" n_z n
Yn
Figure 1.3.1.
We now multiply each side of equation (1.3.3) successively by unit vectors i,, j,, and kn. Taking
into account that
in °in =j, ojn =kn'kn= 1 and in'jn=in'kn=jn °kn=0
we obtain three linear equations
xn = x,_(i,°i,,) + ym(in°Jm) + Zm(in°km) + x(nO_)
Yn = Xm(jn°im) + Ym(jn°jm) + zm(jn'km) + y_n°_1
Zn = x,,(kn °i,,) + y,,(kn °jm) + Zm(kn°km) + Z(n°_
which may be represented in matrix form as follows:
(1.3.4)
X n
yn
Zn
I al I a12 a13
= a21 a22 a23
a31 a32 a33
X m
Ym +
Zm
a14
('/24
(/34
(1.3.5)
As noted in section 1.2, a general element ake (k = 1,2,3; e = 1,2,3) is the direction cosine of
new unit vector k and old unit vector e; unit vectors i, j, k correspond to the numbers 1, 2, and 3,
respectively. Elements a14, a24, and a34 represent the new coordinates x_ °_), y_O,), and z_ °')
of the old origin Ore; that is, the location of the old origin in the new coordinate system.
Coordinate transformation (eq. (1.3.5)) requires mixed matrix operations where both multiplication
and addition of matrices must be used. Matrix representation of coordinate transformation will
need only multiplication of matrices if position vectors are determined by homogeneous coordinates.
These coordinate transformations were applied to spatial linkages by Denavit and Hartenberg (1955)
and to spatial gears by Litvin (1955). Homogeneous coordinates of a point in three-dimensional
space are determined by four numbers (x',y',z' ,t') which are not equal to zero simultaneously
and of which only three are independent. Assuming t' _0, regular coordinates and homogeneous
coordinates are related as follows:
x' y' z'
X _ --
t' Y = _-7 z = 77 (1.3.6)
With t' = 1, a point may be specified by homogeneous coordinates such as (x,y,z,t = 1), and thus
linear equations (I.3.4) may be represented as
x n = a t lXm+ al2Ym + al3z m + al4t m
Yn = a21xm + a22Ym + a23Zm + a24t m
Zn : a31Xm + a32Y m + a33z m + a34t m
tn = tn, = 1
(1.3.7)
The matrix representation of equation system (1.3.7) is
Xt/
Y.
Zn
tn
all a12 a13 a14
a21 a22 a23 a24
a31 a32 a33 a34
0 0 0 1
X m
Ym
Zm
trn = 1
(1.3.8)
or in shortened form
[r.] = [M.m][r,nl (1.3.9)
Unlike transformation (1.3.5), coordinate transformation (1.3.8) needs only one type of operation-
multiplication of matrices.
Let us now develop the inverse coordinate transformation, from system Sn to system S,,,, which
may be expressed by the following linear equations:
Xm = bllX n + bl2Yn + bl3Zn -]- bl4t n
Ym = b21xn + b2zvn + b23zn + b24tn (1.3.10)
Zm = b31xn + b32)'n + b33zn + b34tn
tin=t,,= 1
The matrix representation of equation (1.3.10) is
X m
Ym
Zm
tin= 1
bll bl2 bt3
b21 b22 b23
b31 b32 b33
0 0 0
b14
b24
b34
1
X n
Y,
zn
tn= 1
(1.3.11)
or
[r.] = [M.m][r.l (1.3.12)
The inverse coordinate transformation exists indeed, if the system of linear equations (1.3.7)
has a unique solution for unknowns Xm,Ym,Zm,t m (in terms of Xn,Yn,Zn,tn and elements akt
(k = 1,2,3; e = 1,2,3,4)). For this the determinant of the coefficient matrix must differ from zero;
that is,
det Mnm =
all a12 a13 a14
a21 a22 a23 a24
a31 a32 a33 a34
0 0 0 1
all
= a21
a31
a12 a13
a22 a23
a32 a33
#0 (1.3.13)
If inequality (1.3.13) is observed, new coordinates (Xm,Ym,Zm,lm) may be expressed in terms of
x,,,Yn,Zn,tn and elements b_e of the matrix [M,,,n] (eq. (1.3.1 1)). Therefore, inequality (1.3.13) is
the requirement for existence of an inverse matrix.
Let us now express elements b_e of matrix [M,,_] in terms of elements at.t of given matrix [Mnml.
The product of the given matrix and its inverse yields
IM,,,,,IIM,,,] = [Mmnl[Mnm] = [I] (1.3.14)
where [1] is the 4x4 unitary matrix. It results from equation (1.3.14) that
[MmA =
all a21 a31 b14
a12 a22 a32 b24
a13 023 a33 b34
0 0 0 1
(1.3.15)
where
b14 = - (alia14 + azla24 + a31a34)
b24 = - (a12a14 + a22a24 + a32a34)
b34 = - (a13a14 -4- a23a24 + a33a34 )
and ake are elements of matrix
(1.3.16)
IM_ml=
all a12 a13 a14
a21 a22 a23 a24
a31 a32 a33 a34
0 0 0 1
(1.3.17)
Equations (i.3.15) and (1.3.16) may be derived in a rigorous manner as follows:
Step 1.--Set up the 3 × 3 submatrix [L_m] from [M_m] and determine its transpose IL,m ] T, which
is equal to the submatrix [Lm_], where
[L,,,,,] =
bll b12
bet b22
b31 b32
b13
b23 = IL,,mlr =
b33
all a12
a21 a22
a31 a32
T
a13
a23
a33
all
= a12
a13
a21 a31
°22 a23
a23 a33
(1.3.18)
Matrix equations (1.3.18) determine nine elements bkt in terms of elements ak_, (k = 1,2,3;
e = 1,2,3).
Step 2.--To express elements b14, b24 , and b34 in terms of elements ax.t, multiply elements of
corresponding columns of known [M,,,,], add the products, and change the sign of the final result
as it is shown in the following expressions:
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bj4 = - (allat4 + a21a24 --F a31(134) i a21
i
i
a12
a22
a32
O
a,3?;4iq
iia23 ,,a24,
B
i
'a /
a33 ', 34, l
, 'ji ii io ,..!..,
b24 = - (a12a14 + a22a24 + a32a34)
all
a21
a31
0
..oo_
',a12'
i i
i i
i i
i i
i i
i ,
,----¢]a13 ia14,
'i/i i023 !a24
'i/i ia33 i a34
, 'j, i0 -.L.:
b34 = - (a13a14 + a23a24 + a33a34)
all a12
a21 a22
a31 a32
O O
° .........
al3 ia,4i]
i/i |i |Ia23 Ia24
a i i/
i i i
ia33 ia34 :
,ji i i
i ii .,,I I,.o...... !
As noted in section 1.2, the matrix method of coordinate transformation works equally well between
rigidly connected coordinate systems and between systems which move relative to one another.
If systems Sm and S, are rigidly connected, all elements of matrices [M,,m] (and thus [Mm,]) are
constant. Consequently, point M in one system is seen as the same point in the other system, although
M is specified with different coordinates in each system. If, however, one coordinate system moves
relative to the other, some elements of [M,,,,] vary in the process of motion, and point M of the
moving system traces out a path in the fixed system.
To perform successive coordinate transformation, we need only follow the product rule of matrix
algebra. For instance, the matrix equation
[rp] = [Mp(p_ l)][M(p_ l)(p_2) ] ..... [M321[Mzll[rd (1.3.19)
represents successive coordinate transformation from system Sj to $2, from $2 to $3 ..... to Sp.
To perform a transformation of vector components, we need only apply 3 × 3 submatrices [L],
which may be obtained by eliminating the last row and last column of the corresponding matrix
[34]. This results from the fact that vector components (projections on coordinate axes) do not depend
on the location of origin of the coordinate system.
The transformation of vector components of vector A from system S,, to S,, is represented by
the matrix equation
IA,,] = [L.,.I[A.,I (1.3.20)
where
[A.I = Z Vn
A -tl
[L,,,,,] =
all a12
a21 a22
031 a32
a13
a23 [Am] =
a33
Axm
A ,.,,1
A .,,
(1.3.21)
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Example problem 1.3.1 Gears 1 and 2 rotate about axes zf and z? (fig. 1.3.2), which form a
crossing angle 3' and shortest axes distance C. Consider coordinate systems $1, $2, and Sf, which
are rigidly connected to gear 1, gear 2, and the frame, respectively. The auxiliary system S, is
also rigidly connected to the frame.
By using the method of successive coordinate transformations described above, determine the
transformation matrix [M21] for systems Si, Sf, Sp, and $2, which are shown in figures 1.3.2 and
1.3.3. Obtain the three equations which relate (x2,y2,z2) with (xl,Yl,ZO. Find the inverse matrix
[Ml2].
Yf
Yl
xf
/ I
Of,O1 _ zf,Zl
*r',j,,_//[ ,__l)
7
YP / I 02' Op
zp, z2
Figure 1.3.2.
/r Projection of z[
Y
"'-Projection of yf
Zp
Figure 1.3.3.
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Solution. The transformation matrices are as follows:
[M_I =
cos¢l -sin¢t 0 0
sin ¢1 cos ¢t 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
(1.3.22)
[m_f] --
1 0 0 C
0 cos3' -sin3, 0
0 sin 3' cos 3' 0
0 0 0 1
(1.3.23)
[M2pl=
cos ¢2 sin 4'2 0 0
-sin4,2 cos ¢2 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
(1.3.24)
The matrix product is thus
[M21] = [M2pItMp:]IM:]
cos ¢1 cos ¢2
+ cos 3, sin 01 sin ¢2
- cos ¢1 sin ¢2
= + cos 3' sin ¢1 cos ¢2
sin 3' sin ¢1
0
- sin ¢1 cos ¢2
+ cos y cos ¢1 sin ¢2
sin ¢1 sin ¢2
+COS y COS ¢1 COS ¢2
sin 3' cos ¢1
0
- sin 3' sin ¢2
- sin 3, cos ¢2
cos y
0
C COS ¢2
- C sin ¢2
0
1
(1.3.25)
Coordinates (x2,Y2,Z2) and (xt,ylzO are related by the equations
x2 = xl(cos Ct cos _2 + cos 3' sin 0t sin ¢2)
+ Yl( - sin Ct cos ¢2 + cos 3' cos ¢1 sin ¢2)
- zi sin 3' sin ¢2 + C cos ¢2
Y2 = Xl( - cos _b_sin ¢2 + cos 3' sin _1 cos ¢2)
+ Yl( sin ¢1 sin ¢2 + cos 3' cos ¢1 cos 4)2)
-zl sin y cos ¢2 - C sin ¢2
z2 = x_ sin 3' sin ¢1 + Yt sin 3' cos ¢1 + Zl cos 3_
t2-_-I 1 = 1
(1.3.26)
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The inverse matrix [MI2 ] is given by
[MI2 ] =
cos01cos02 - cos 01sin 0,. sin 3' sinOi -Ccos01
+ cos 3' sin 0j sinOz + cos 3' sin 01cos 02
- sin 0jcos 02 sin 01 sin 02 sin 3' cos 01 C sin 05
+ cos 3' cos 01 sin 02 + cos 3' cos Oi cos 02
- sin 3/sin 02 - sin 3, cos 02 cos 3' 0
0 0 0 1
(I .3.27)
Coordinates (xl,yl,z_) are expressed in terms of (x2,Y2,Z2) by the following equations:
xl = x2(cos 05 cos 02 + cos 3' sin 01 sin 02)
+ Y2( - cos 01 sin 02 + cos 3' sin 05 cos 02)
+ z2 sin y sin 05- C cos 0t
Yl = x2( - sin 01 cos 02 4- cos 3' cos Oj sin 02)
+ y2(sin 05 sin 02 + cos 3' cos 01 cos 02)
+ z2 sin 3' cos 01 + C sin 0_
zl = - x,. sin 3' sin 02 - Y2 sin 3' cos 02 + ..-', cos 3'
t I =t2= 1
(1.3.28)
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1.4 Generation of Curves and Surfaces in Matrix Representation
In some cases, curves (surfaces) applied in engineering mechanics may be determined as a locus
of points (lines) generated by a point (line) of a moving body. Equations of such curves or surfaces
may be derived by following the rules of coordinate transformation.
Figure 1.4. l(a) shows an extended epicycloid. This curve is generated by point M, which is
connected to the plane of circle A (of radius p) as it rolls over circle 1 (of radius r). Points Mo
and M represent two positions of the generating point; A and 1 are the movable and fixed centrodes.
r Extended FA
/ epicycloid __ Ya
M
_ OaM _ a / Of'Ot_--------____ "_1 ×f
{a) (b)
Figure 1.4.1.
The same extended epicycloid may be generated in coordinate system $1 if both centrodes move
(fig. 1.4.1(b)) and their angles of rotation ¢ and 0 are related; thus
r
0 p
We set up coordinate systems S,_(x``,y``,za) and St(x_,yt,zl) rigidly connected to the rolling circles
A and 1 and the fixed coordinate system Sf(xf, yf, zf).
Equations of the generated curve may be derived with the matrix equation
[Q] = [Mj[r_l = [Mt/]lg:allr_] (1.4.1)
where column matrices [r``] and [Q] represent the coordinates of the generating point and the
generated curve, respectively; matrices [My,,] and [MIf] describe coordinate transformation from
S`` to Sf and from Sf to Sl. Here
[ra] =
0
--a
1
[rl] =
Xl
Yl
1
[Mlf ] =
cos ¢ sin ¢ 0
-sin_ cos¢ 0
0 0 1
[M:ol=
cos ¢ sin ¢ 0
-sink cos¢ r+p
0 0 1
[MI``] =
COS(_b+¢) sin(q_+¢) (r+p) sin
-sin(O+¢) cos(¢+¢) (r+p) cos_b
0 0 1
(1.4.2)
where a = OaM (fig. 1.4.1 (b)). Matrix equation (1.4.1) and expressions (1.4.2) yield
xl = (r+o) sin0-asin(0+¢) 3'1 = (r+p) cosq_-acos(_b+¢)
Because of rolling we have that
and
(1.4.3)
pC = r0 (1.4.4)
r
¢ =- 0 (1.4.5)
P
Equations (1.4.3) and (1.4.5) represent the extended epicycloid with functions
xl0;b) YI(0) _bl<0<q_2 (1.4.6)
The alternative way of determining these functions is based on the vector equation (fig. 1.4. l(a))
01M = OlO, + O,M (1.4.7)
Multiplying both sides of this vector equation successively by unit vectors il and Jl of coordinate
axes xl and y_, we get
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xt = OiM • it = OlO o • il + O.M • i I = (r + P) sin ¢ - a sin (_ + _b)
Yl = OIM "jJ = OlOa "Jr + OaM "Jl = (r + p) cos _ - a cos ($ + 6)
These equations concur with equations (1.4.3).
Generally, we are able to use two alternative methods to generate plane curves. However, the
great advantage of the matrix method of curve and surface generation becomes more obvious for
the case of surface generation. In the following example, a plane curve L generates, in screw motion,
a surface called a helicoid (fig. 1.4.2(a)), which may be represented as a locus of lines L. The
angle of rotation _ and the axial displacement s are related by the equation
s =pff (1.4.8)
Here p is the parameter of screw motion--the pitch of the screw--and is given by
h
P 2r (1.4.9)
where h is the axial displacement corresponding to one complete revolution.
Assume that the plane curve L is given in coordinate system S,(x,,y,) (fig. 1.4.2(b)) by equations
x. = xo(O) Y_ = yo(O) z_ = 0 Oi <--0<02 (1.4.10)
where parameter 0 is the independent variable. The generated surface is determined in the coordinate
system Si with the matrix equation
[rl] = [Mla][ra] (1.4. l l)
where
[rl]
Xl
Yl
Z]
1
[MI_] =
cosff -sind/ 0 0
sin J/ cos J/ 0 0
0 0 1 p_,
0 0 0 1
[r,l =
xa(O)
ya(O)
0
1
(1.4.12)
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r Helicoid
I
\\
'- Axis of screw motion
la)
zl, za
x -, OaI _ Ya
xx
Yl
X
(b)
Figure 1.4.2.
Matrix equations (1.4.11) and (1.4.12) yield
xl = x_(O) cos ff - ya(O) sin _b Yl = Xa(O) sin _b + ya(O) cos g, zl = p_b (1.4.13)
where 01 <-0___ 02 and ¢'t < 4' < _b2. Equations (1.4.13) represent the generated helicoid with surface
coordinates 0 and 4,. By surface coordinates it is meant that a point on the surface is uniquely specified
by the given values of 0 and 6.
Problem 1.4.1 A surface of revolution is generated by rotation of a plane curve about the fixed
axis zl. Figure 1.4.3 shows the axial section of the surface. The generating curve (fig. 1.4.4(a))
is represented in coordinate system Sa(xa,y,_,Za) by equations
xa = xa(O) Ya = 0 za = za(O) (1.4.14)
The angle of rotation g, (fig. 1.4.4(b)) lies within the interval 0-< _b < 27r. Using the matrix method
of surface generation, determine the equations of the generated surface.
Answer.
xl = xa(O) cos _b Yt = x_(O) sin _ zj = za(O) (1.4.15)
where 01 <0<02 and 0<_b<27r.
_,zI
Figure 1.4.3.
Xa
0 a _ Za
la)
I
ylj
Ya
Xl
Oa,01
Figure 1.4.4.
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Problem 1.4.2 With the conditions of problem 1.4.1, determine the equations of the surface
generated by a segment of a circle with center C (fig. 1.4.5).
Answer.
xl = (a cos 0 + C0 cos ¢,
where
Yl = (a cos 0 + C_) sin zl = a sin 0 + C: (1.4.16)
Oi<-0<-02 0-< _,b<-2r C_<O Cz<O
Problem 1.4.3 With the conditions of problem 1.4.2, determine the equations for the conical surface
generated by a segment of a straight line which forms an angle 180"-o_ with axis x,, (fig. 1.4.6).
Coordinates x,,. z, of a point M of the straight line are represented as functions of parameter 0.
Answer.
xl = (d - 0 cos _) cos _b )q = (d- 0 cos oO sin _b zl = 0 sin a (1.4.17)
Problem 1.4.4 A spherical surface may be represented as a particular case of the surface represented
by equations (1.4.16). Determine equations of a spherical surface which is centered at Oo (fig.
1.4.5).
Answer.
xl =acosOcos_b
where O<-O<2r and O<-_b<-27r.
Yl = a cos 0 sin _ zl = a sin 0 (1.4.18)
Problem 1.4.5 A screw surface is generated by a straight-lined edge AO a of a blade (fig. 1.4.7(a)).
While the blank of the screw rotates with angular velocity w, the blade translates with velocity
v in the direction of axis zf. The velocities v and w are related with the equation
h
v = p_0 = -- w (1.4.19)27r
where p is the pitch of the screw and h is the lead of the thread (h is the axial displacement of
the blade corresponding to one complete revolution of the thread).
The straight line OaA forms an angle _ with axis x,,, and coordinates xa, .',',,are represented by
functions x,, (u), z,_(u). Determine the equations of the generated screw by using the matrix method
of surface generation. The coordinate systems used are shown in figure 1.4.7(b).
C X
_1__
c
×a
a
/
//fOa
m_ za
xa
Q
J
/-0 a
lk Za
Figure 1.4.5. Figure 1.4.6.
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(a)
_ Za Yf Ya
(b)
Xl
Jill
X a
" i
I
oi I
I
I
I
pO_
I
I
I
_,''01' Of I
J
/-0 a
zf, za
Figure 1.4.7.
Answer.
xl =ucosacos0 Yl =ucost_sin0 zl = -usinc_+p0 (1.4.20)
where u_<_u<u2 and 0<0<27r.
Problem 1.4.6 With the main conditions of problem 1.4.5, assume that a left-handed screw surface
is generated instead of a right-handed screw surface. Derive new equations from equation (1.4.20)
for this surface.
Answer. Only the coordinate zi is changed; thus zl = - u sin _ -pO.
Problem 1.4.7 With the main conditions of problem i.4.5, assume that edge CD (fig. 1.4.7(a))
of the blade generates the screw surface belonging to the other side of the thread space. Derive
equations of this surface from equation (1.4.20).
Answer. Change the sign before sin o_, which yields the change ofq only; thus zl = u sin a + pO.
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Chapter 2
Transformation of Motion
2.1 Parallel Axes of Rotation
Consider that two planar links 1 and 2 rotate in opposite directions about their respective centers
Ol and 02 with angular velocities w(t) and w_2) (fig. 2.1.1). In the most general case, the ratio
of angular velocities changes in the process of motion and may be represented by the function
(,.0_1)
,nt2 - w(21 =f(_bl) f(_bl) E C I a<d_l<b (2.1.1)
where _bl is the angle of rotation of link 1.
The instantaneous center of rotation, denoted I, is the point in the plane of motion at which the
relative linear velocity of the links v/t,,/2 (or v/2//t) is equal to zero. The relative velocity may be
represented as
VII/12 : ¥/I -- V12 (2.1.2)
or as
vt2,/J = vt2 - vlj (2.1.3)
Here
= _(_) x OtI and = w_2)¥/1 ¥12 X 021 (2.1.4)
are the linear velocities of links 1 and 2, respectively, at their common point I, and Oil and 021
are position vectors drawn from points Ol and O2 to point 1, respectively.
Equations (2.1.2) and (2.1.3) show that the relative velocity ¥11_12(or v/2/ll) is zero if
vii = v/2 (2.1.5)
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Consequently, the instantaneous center of rotation is the point at which linear velocities vii and
vt2 have the same direction and magnitude. For velocities ¥/1 and vi2 to have the same direction,
the instantaneous center of rotation I must be located on the straight line drawn through centers
O] and 02. For the magnitudes of vn and v,2 to be equal (i.e., ]vnl = ]vt2[), point I must be
located such that
0]I 0) (2)
021 w (1)
(2.1.6)
The location of the instantaneous center of rotation on line OiO2 is determined by the following
equations:
021 _ w O)
011 w _2)
- ml2 (4_1) 021 + 0]I = C (2.1.7)
where C is the distance between centers O_ and 02, henceforth known as the center distance
(fig. 2. I. 1). It may be easily verified that if the ratio m_2 is not constant the instantaneous center
of rotation 1 moves along line OiO2 as the links rotate. It follows that point 1 is fixed in space
if role is constant.
Figure 2.1. i shows links 1 and 2 being rotated in opposite directions, whereby the instantaneous
center of rotation I lies between centers O1 and 02. If links 1 and 2 rotate in the same direction,
point I is located outside line segment OiO2 (fig. 2.1.2). For this case, assuming that 0)o)> 0)t2),
we get
021-- 011= C (2.1.8)
Considering the motion of links in a three-dimensional space, we may say that the relative motion
of links 1 and 2 is rotation about the instantaneous axis of rotation 1-1 (figs. 2.1.1 and 2.1.2). Axis I-I
passes through point 1 and is parallel to the link axes of rotation. The relative angular velocity
of link 1 with respect to link 2 is given by
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oa(12) = _(i) _ w(2) (2.1.9)
A particular case of motion transformation is shown in figure 2.1.3. Here link 2 translates with
linear velocity v (2i, while link 1 rotates about point O_ with angular velocity co (I). Vector equation
vn = vn yields that (1) the instantaneous center of rotation I is located on a straight line Oln, which
is drawn through point Oi perpendicular to vector v (2! and (2) the distance Oil is determined by
the equation
v(2)
Ot I = _ =f(cbl) f(4)l) 6 C I a <_ ¢aj <_ b (2.1.10)
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In this case, the motion of link 1 relative to link 2 is rotation about axis I-I with angular velocity
¢aO(12)-- ¢aO(I )
In the process of link motions, the instantaneous center of rotation (which is a point in the plane
of motion) traces out a path on each link. The locus of instantaneous centers of rotation in a coordinate
system rigidly connected to a movable link is known as the link centrode. Link centrodes roll over
each other without sliding because the relative velocity Vzmv2 at their point of contact (point I)
is equal to zero by definition.
VII: V12 / . "_
--I
, --o
Figure 2.1.3.
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Figure 2.1.4 shows three coordinate systems, Sl(Xl,Yl), S2(x2,Y2), and Sf(xf, yf), which are rigidly
connected to links 1 and 2 and the frame, respectively. Links 1 and 2 rotate in opposite directions.
Let us denote the lengths OlI and Off by q(O]) and r2(00. The centrode of link 1 (i.e., the locus of
points I in coordinate system Sl(xt,yO) is determined by the following matrix equation (fig. 2.1.4):
[r]] = [Ml/][r/l
or by
XI
Yl
1
cos01 sinOl 0
-sinOL cos01 0
0 0 1
0
rl(01)
1
(2.1.11)
This yields
xl = rl(01) sin 01 Yl = rl(Ol) cos 01 (2.1.12)
Equations (2.1.12) represent the centrode of link 1 as a polar vector function rl(01) with a
variable magnitude. Here 01 is the angle formed by vector r1(00 and axis )'1.
On the basis of equations (2.1.7), the magnitude Ir]l = 0]I may be determined with the
following equation:
021 C- r1
r I =--
ml2 ml2
This yields
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where
C
rl --
m12 + i
6O(1)
ml2(01) -- 0)(2 ) m12(01) ( C 1 a < 01 < b
Equations of gear centrodes may also be represented in polar form. Choosing axis Yl as the polar
axis (fig. 2.1.5(a)), we get
C
rt - 01 =01 m12(01)_C l a<-O 1 <b (2.1.13)
m12(01) + 1
The polar angle 01, formed by vector r I and the polar axis, is equal to the angle of rotation of
gear 1 but is measured in the direction opposite that of gear 1 rotation.
The centrode of gear 2 is the locus of instantaneous centers of rotation I in the coordinate system
S2(x2,Y2) (fig. 2.1.4). Equations of this centrode are given by the matrix equation
Jr2] = [M2Illrll
or by
X2
)'2
1
COS 02
= sin 02
0
- sin 02
COS 02
0
C sin 02
-- C cos 02
1
0
rl(Ol)
1
(2.1.14)
This yields
X 2 = [C - rl(Oi)] sin 02 Y2 = - [C - rl(Oi)] cos 02 (2.1.15)
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Vector 021 and the negative Y2 axis form the angle q)2 (fig. 2.1.4).
Angles of gear rotation #_2 and q_l are related by the following equation
_1 d(j_ l
_2 = m12 (_1)
o
(2.1.16)
which results from the expression of the ratio function
d$1
w(l) dt dc_l
ml2(q_l) -- _0¢2) d_2 d4)2
dt
(2.1.17)
Equation (2. I. 17) yields
_ dchl 02=_ _' d#_l
dq_2 ml2(Ol) 40 m12 (q_l)
Centrode 2 may also be represented in polar form. Choosing the negative Y2 axis as the polar
axis, we get
r2 = 021=C-rl(Ol) = C
C ml2(q_l)
-C
ml2(q_l) + 1 ml2(q_l) + 1
The polar angle 02 (fig. 2.1.5(b)) is equal to the angle _2 but is measured in the direction opposite
that of gear 2 rotation. Thus, the polar representation of the gear 2 centrode in terms of 01 is
ea, d_blr 2 = C ml2(q_l) ml2(_bl) _ C l a _< qh < b 02 = _2 = ml2(_l )
m12(_l) + 1 0
(2.1.18)
Centrodes 1 and 2, which are in rolling contact, are shown in figure 2.1.6. Here it is assumed
that the maximum angle of gear rotation is less than 360 ° and the centrodes are open curves. If
ml2 is not equal to a constant, the link centrodes correspond to those of noncircular gears. If ml2
is equal to a constant, the centrodes correspond to those of circular gears and are_known as_pitch
circles. Since centrodes roll over each other without sliding, the centrode arcs MM1 and MM2,
corresponding to the related angles 01 and 02, have equal lengths. Also, the sum of centrode radii
is constant, that is,
rl(O0 + r2(02) = C (2.1.19)
If we assume that links 1 and 2 rotate in the same direction (fig. 2.1.2) and that ¢_1_ > COl2),
we get
co(I) _ 021 C+ rl (2.1.20)
mt2(_l ) - _012) Oil rl
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Figure 2.1.6.
Centrodes 1 and 2 are represented by the following equations:
C
rl - Oi = 4h ml2(_]) E C I a _< _l -< b (2.1.21)
m12(_l) - 1
"Oh d(bl
r 2 = C ml2(_bl) O, = 4>2 = _ ml,(_bl) E C 1 a _< Oj _< b (2.1.22)
ml2(_bl)- 1 - do m12(_l)
Let us now determine the link centrodes which correspond to the transformation of motion shown
in figure 2.1.3. Coordinate systems SI, $2, and S/(fig. 2.1.7) are rigidly connected to links 1 and
2 and the frame, respectively. Let us denote the distance Off as follows:
sl_)_
,,_,------_
Y2,, ! Yf
x i
q -- - - -m,-xf.x2
Of. 01
Figure 2.1.7.
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V (2)
- _b(O) (2.1.23)Oil- o_1 )
(See eq. (2.1.10).)
The location of the instantaneous center of rotation I is represented in coordinate system Sy by
the matrix
I 0
[rll = f(O)
1
(2.1.24)
Link centrodes may be determined with the following matrix equations:
[rd = [Mlil[rf]
[r21 = [Mzfl[rfl
These yield
and
xl = if(0) sin O Yl = _b(0) cos 0
(2.1.25)
(2.1.26)
(2.1.27)
x2 =s(0) Y2 = ¢(0) (2.1.28)
where 4'(6) fi C I and a -< 0 < b.
Here s(0) represents the displacement of the translating link (link 2) relative to the frame. This
displacement function may be expressed as follows:
which results from the relation
s(¢) = _b(O) dO
0
(2.1.29)
_ ds (2.1.30)
ds
v _2) dt
_'(O) W(I) dO
dt
d4_
The centrode of link 1 may be represented in polar form with axis 3'1 as its polar axis. The
equation of this centrode is
rj(O) = _b(O) 0 = O (2.1.31)
where 0 is the polar angle measured from axis Yl in the direction opposite that of gear 1 rotation.
Figure 2.1.8 shows the centrodes of a noncircular gear (1) and its corresponding rack (2). These
centrodes are known, respectively, as the pitch curve and the pitch line. If function _,b(0) has a
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Figure 2.1.8.
constant value for all _ (as with a spur gear and its rack), centrode 1 is a circle (called the pitch
circle), and centrode 2 is a straight line (called the pitch line).
Problem 2.1.1 Given the following:
(1) The relationship of the gear rotation angles
a 2 + a3q_ t
(2) q_2,ma× = _bl,max
(3) The magnitudes of the ratio function ml2(_bl) at _b, = 0 and _b1 = _bt.max
(4) The center distance C
(5) The gears rotate in opposite directions.
Derive gear centrode equations (2.1.12) and (2.1.15), and calculate them by assuming
_l,max = t_2,max = 5r/3, ml2(O ) = 1/2.5, and ml2(t_l,max ) = 2.5.
Hint: The key to this solution is the ratio function
m12(61) --
(a 2 + a3_bl) 2
02
Coefficients a2 and a3 are related as follows:
m12(O) = a 2 (_l,max + l -- a 2
a3
Problem 2.1.2 Given the function
28
s(_) = a_b + b sin _ 0 < _ _< 27r
which relates the rack translation s and the gear angle of rotation _b; (1) derive equations for the
rack and gear centrodes, and compute them by assuming a=2 in. and b=0.2 in. and (2) find the
coefficient b for which the centrodes are a straight line and a circle.
Hint: The key for solution is the function
¢,(q_) = a + b cos _b
When b = 0, the gear centrode is a circle of radius a, and the rack centrode is a straight line tangent
to this circle.
2.2 Intersected Axes of Rotation
Consider two rigid bodies 1 and 2 which rotate about axes Oa and Ob with angular velocities
co Ib and oa _2), respectively. Axes Oa and Ob are intersected and form the angle y (fig. 2.2.1).
To determine the relative motion of the bodies at one instant, let us fix one of them, for instance
body 1, and consider the motion of body 2. In order to fix body 1 and not change the relative
motion of the two bodies, we rotate each body about axis Oa with the angular velocity ( - of u).
Body 2 takes part in the following two rotations: (1) about axis Oa with angular velocity ( - oa m)
and (2) about axis Ob with angular velocity oa 12). The resultant angular velocity represents the
relative angular velocity of body 2 with respect to body 1. Thus,
¢00 (21) = ¢00 (2) 4- ( -- 0,) (I)) = ¢03(2) -- (,.10(1) (2.2.1)
It is easily verified that this instantaneous relative motion is simply the rotation of body 2 about
axis Ol with angular velocity of 211 (fig. 2.2.1). Similarly, we may consider the instantaneous
relative motion of body 1 with respect to body 2. In this case, body 2 is fixed while body 1 rotates
about the same axis Ol with angular velocity
Oj(12) = O) (1) -- (,.d(2) = -- _jd(21)
r I F-Pitch cone
\ I
b
Figure 2.2.1.
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Axis Ol is known as the instantaneous axis of relative rotation. This axis forms angles 3q and
3'2 with axes of rotation Oa and Ob, respectively. These angles may be expressed in terms of the
angular velocity ratio rot2 and the angle 3, (fig. 2.2.1) as follows:
sin 3'2 °°(1)
sin % ¢o{2) m12 3'1 + _t2 = y (2.2.2)
Expanding equations (2.2.2) yields
and
sin (3"-YO sin 3' cos 3'1 - cos y sin '_1
sin Yl sin "/i
= m12
t ¢..01 i )x _
cot Yl - mr2 + cos 3' m12 = --7zT__
sin 3'
Similarly, we may derive expressions for 3'2
(2.2.3)
where
cot "/2 = m21 + cos 3' _ 1 + rnl2 cos 3" (2.2.4)
sin 3' m12 sin 3'
¢o(2) 1
m21 col'l) rot2
The location of the instantaneous axis of rotation may also be determined as the locus of points
M at which the linear velocity vectors of both bodies, v _u and vm, are equal. Thus,
60 (I) X r (I) = 03 (2) X I.(2) (2.2.5)
Here r u) (i = 1,2) is the position vector drawn to point M from an arbitrary point on the axis of
rotation of body i (i = 1,2). Since the point from which vector r u) is drawn may be chosen
arbitrarily, so long as it lies on the axis of rotation i, let us choose (fig. 2.2.1)
r(i) = p(i)
Here p u) is the position vector drawn perpendicular to the axis of rotation of body i.
It results from equation (2.2.5) that vectors v °) and v t2) are perpendicular to the plane II drawn
through axes Oa and Ob. Consequently, the instantaneous axis of relative rotation Ol belongs to
plane I-I. Due to the equation
we get w(l)p (I) = w(2)p (2).
This yields the relation
J_(_) x PI')] = Jw(2) x p_2,J
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oo(I) p(2) OM sin Y2 = sin "/2
m12: oo{2) p(I) OM sin y_ sin Yl
which coincides with equation (2.2.2).
The location of the instantaneous axis of rotation Ol does not change in the process of body
motion if rotation axes Oa and Ob form a constant angle y and the angular velocity ratio is constant.
As bodies 1 and 2 rotate about their respective axes, they roll (without sliding) over each other
about an imaginary line of tangency, axis 01. Thus we may determine certain surfaces in bodies
1 and 2 which roll over each other. Extending the concept of centrodes to three-dimensional space,
the locus of instantaneous axes of rotation in a coordinate system rigidly connected to a movable
body is known as the body axode. The rolling surfaces described previously are, in fact, the axodes
of links 1 and 2. For instance, if links 1 and 2 rotate with a constant angular velocity ratio ml2
and if-/=constant, then the corresponding body axodes are cones with vertex angles of 23'_ and
23'2, respectively. Here 3'1 and 3'2 are related by equation (2.2.2).
The equations for body axodes may be determined using the matrix representation of coordinate
transformation. Figure 2.2.2 shows fixed coordinate systems Sf(xf, y/;zf) and S_(x,,,y,j,z,), which
are rigidly connected to the frame, and coordinate system SI(xl,Yl,Zl), which is rigidly connected
to rotating body 1. Axis zf is the instantaneous axis of rotation, which is expressed by the matrix
[r/l =
0
0
U
(2.2.6)
where u= ] O--M-[; parameter u specifies the location of a point M on axis zf.
The locus of instantaneous axes of rotation in coordinate system $1 is represented by the matrix
equation
lrd = [L_f][rf] = [Lt_]ILaflIrf]
cos4_l -sin4q 0
sin ¢_t cos _bl 0
0 0 1
cos 3'1 0 -sin3,1
0 1 0
sin 3'j 0 cos 3'1
0
0
U
(2.2.7)
x \\_
Xa •
Figure 2.2.2.
Z1, Za
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This yields
Xl = - u cos ¢j sin 3q Yt = - u sin _bI sin 71 zl = u cos 3'1 (2.2.8)
Equations (2.2.8) represent a cone with axis of symmetry zt and vertex angle 23q (fig. 2.2.3);
u = OM and _bI are surface coordinates which determine the location of a point M on the cone
surface. Similar coordinate transformations yield that the locus of the instantaneous axes of rotation
zf in coordinate system S2(x2,yz,z2) represents a cone with apex angle 23'2. (System S2(x2,Y2,Z2) is
rigidly connected to moving body 2.) The cones with apex angles 23'j and 23'2 are known as the
pitch cones of links 1 and 2, respectively.
Problem 2.2.1 Consider the transformation of motion between intersected axes by which the surface
of pitch cone 2 becomes a plane. Determine 3' and m21.
Hint: Apply equations (2.2.4) and (2.2.2).
Answer.
3' = 90* + 3'1 m21 = sin 7J
_U
1
×1
Figure 2.2.3.
2.3 Crossed Axes of Rotation: Relative Velocity
Consider two bodies 1 and 2 which rotate about crossed axes with angular velocities co_1_and
60_2), respectively (fig. 2.3.1). The axes form an angle 3', and the shortest distance between them
is 0102 = C. Suppose M is a point which is common to both rotating bodies. The velocity v _l)
of point M of body 1 is
v ") = o__1) × r _1) (2.3.1)
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where r _) is a position vector drawn to point M from an arbitrary point on the line of action of
t0 _l) (e.g., point 00 (fig. 2.3.1). Similarly, we have
V (2) = (.0 (2) X p(2) (2.3.2)
where pl2j is a position vector drawn to point M from an arbitrary point on the line of action of
w _2_(e.g., point 02) (fig. 2.3.1). The relative velocity v _121is
v,,2,=v.,_v,.,_-(:, r",)- (.:' :') (2.3.3)
Accordingly,
V(21)=V(2)--V(I)= (_O(2) Xp(2)) -- (_(I) X r(I)) = --V (12'
Relative velocity v (12) is defined in physical terms as the velocity of point M of body 1 as seen
by an observer at point M of body 2. Similarly, v _21_is the velocity of a point on body 2 as seen
by an observer on body 1.
We may develop useful expressions for relative velocities v _t2) and v 1211by replacing the sliding
vector to _2)to point O1. It is known from theoretical mechanics that the sliding vector w _2) may
be replaced by an equal vector _o<2)which passes through point Ol and a moment
m = R x O_ {2) (2.3.4)
where R is a position vector drawn from point O_ to any point on the line of action of w(2). For
instance, we may choose R=OIO_. Note that the moment m has the units and physical meaning
of linear velocity. By replacing w ¢2_which passes through point 02 with an equal vector passing
through point O1 and moment m, we may represent the velocity ¢2) as
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× + <2,5,
It is easy to see (fig. 2.3.1) that equation (2.3.5) may be transformed into equation (2.3.2) as
follows:
v {2'= w(2'x (r'"-R)= 60_2_x (r (l' -O---1-1-_) + 60'2_ x (-O--_)= 60(2' x p_2, (2.3.6)
Note that OiO2 + 0 (2) = r _°, and that the cross product 60(2) x ( - O2Oj) = 0. (Here vectors O20_
and 60_2) are collinear.) With expressions (2.3.1) and (2.3.5), the relative velocity v 02) may be
represented as
(2.3.7)
where 60(12) = 60(1) _ 60(2). Also
v (21J = (60(21)X rct)) + (Rx 60_2]) (2.3.8)
where 60(21) = 60(2) _ 60fl).
Let us represent the relative velocity vector (1) in coordinate system Sf, which is rigidly
connected to the frame and (2) in coordinate system Si, which is rigidly connected to body 1 (fig.
2.3.1). Taking into account that
60_t21= _mk/_ (_(2)sin yj/+ o/2) cos ykf) (2.3.9)
r ") = x:i: + Y,'k + z:% (2.3.10)
R= - C_ (2.3.11)
(if, Jr, and kf are unit vectors of coordinate axes of system S:), we get
V}I2)= 0 -w (2) sin y w(I)--oJ (2) COS "_
x: )_r z:
-- --C
0
0
w (2) sin ",/
0
W (2) COS "y
(2.3.12)
--3}(c0¢1}--o0 (2_COSy)--gfoo (2) sin y
xf(o_t)-o_ _2_cos y)-C_o _2_cos "/
(Xf+ C)_ {2)sin "y
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The relative velocity may be expressed in terms of components of coordinate system Si with the
matrix equation
From figure 1.3.2, we have
[&f] =
cos¢l sin4q 0
-sinCj cos4q 0
0 0 1
(2.3.14)
Expressions (2.3.12) to (2.3.14) yield
(-yf cos Ol + xf sin ¢l)(_o I1) - w (2) cos y) - zf_o (2) sin Y cos '_l - C_0(2) cos y sin 4q
(yf sin 4q + xf COS _I)(W (I) -- ,_(2) COS V)-_'- Zf_ (2) sin 3' sin _bI - Cw tz) cos 3' cos _l
(xf + C)w (2) sin 3'
(2.3.15)
The coordinate transformation from Sl to Sf is
z/
COS q_l
= sin t_l
0
- sin q_l 0
COS Oi 0
0 1
Xl
Yl
Zl
(2.3.16)
and thus
xf = xt cos 4q - YL sin _bI
Equations (2.3.15) and (2.3.17) yield
yf = xl sin 4q + Yl cos 4_1 zf = Zl (2.3.17)
-Y1 ( o_tl)- w<2)cos y)-Zl_O (2) sin 3' cos 01-CwC2) cos 3' sin 4q
[vl'2)] = ] xl(w(')-wt2) cos y)+z,w(2) sin'y sin _,-Cw(2) cos y cos qa,
L (xl cos q_l -yl sin 4h + C)w (2) sin 3,
(2.3.18)
Although equations (2.3.17) and (2.3.18) were derived for gearings with crossed axes, they may
be applied for gear mechanisms with parallel and intersecting axes also. In the case of parallel
axes of rotation with opposite directions of rotation, we set y = 7r. In the case of intersecting axes
of rotation with opposite directions of rotation, we set C = 0 and change the sign of w a). We
emphasize that both axes of rotation are now located in the plane xf = 0 (fig. 2.3.2).
Problem 2.3.1 Consider rotation transformed between gears which rotate in the same direction
on parallel axes. (1) Change equations (2.3.12) for relative velocity v) 12_to make them applicable
to this case. (2) Prove that the relative velocity is zero for points which belong to the instantaneous
axis of rotation.
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Answer. Set 3' = 180 ° and change the sign of 00 (2), or set 3' =0. The relative velocity v} _2) is zero
for points where
w (2)
xf = Cw(_) _ _o<2) and y f= 0
These points belong to the instantaneous axis of rotation.
Problem 2.3.2 Consider the rotation between intersecting axes (fig. 2.3.2). (1) Change equations
(2.3.12) to make them applicable to this case. (2) Prove that the relative velocity v} j2) is zero for
points on the instantaneous axis of rotation.
Answer. Set C = 0, and change the sign for co_2_. Vector v _t2_ is zero for points
xf = 0 and Yf = tan 3q
z:
which belong to the instantaneous axis of rotation.
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2.4 Crossed Axes of Rotation: Screw Axis of
Relative Motion
Consider again the rotation of two bodies about their crossed axes with angular velocities to tt_
and 6o<_) (fig. 2.4.1). The relative motion of body 1 with respect to body 2 may be represented
as a motion with two components, (1) rotation about axis z2 with angular velocity (-o_ _2)) and
(2) rotation about axis zl with angular velocity to tl). The resultant motion may be represented as
a screw motion about some axis s-s (fig. 2.4.1). The screw motion of a body is a general case
of spatial motion which is represented as a rotation about and a translation along a single axis called
the screw axis.
Let us replace vectors w<_t and (-00 _2t) to a point B which is located on the shortest distance
between the axes of t0 _11and 60 _21(line segment 0102). Vector co tl_, which passes through point
O l, is substituted by an equal vector 00 _l), which passes through point B, and the moment
m I = BO l x oJ (I) = -OrB x co _1_ (2.4.1)
Figure 2.4.1.
Similarly, vector -w _2), which passes through point 02, is substituted by an equal vector _to{2),
which passes through point B, and the moment
x o,,,)×
Consequently, vectors t0 {I) and _to(2), which pass through points Ol and 02, respectively, are
substituted by the vector
to(12}=to(l)+ (_to(2)"_ = Od(1)_0)( 2, (2.4.3)\ /
and the moment
m = m, + m2 = (-O-_x to(')) + (0,02- O,B) x (-to(2)) (2.4.4)
Notice that both the magnitude and direction of moment m depend on the location of point B, whereas
the vector to_12) does not depend on this location.
Summarizing, we may say that the resultant motion of body 1 with respect to body 2 is the rotation
with angular velocity to{12) about an axis which passes through point B and a translation with the
linear velocity represented by equation (2.4.4).
Choosing a certain location of point B, we may represent the resultant relative motion as a screw
motion; that is, rotation with angular velocity to(12) about axis s-s and sliding along this axis with
velocity m. This occurs if, by a certain location of point B, vector m is collinear to vector to{t2).
The location of point B may be determined from the equation
to(l=_ x m = 0 (2.4.5)
We set up the coordinate system Sf(xf, yf, zf) rigidly connected to the frame and represent vector
tod2) as
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oo¢_2'= - w(2) sin 3"jf + (wo) - w!2) cos q)k/
The moment m is represented as follows:
(2.4.6)
m _
i( Jf
-._) 0
0 0
kf
0 +
02(I)
b J,
- (C + xj) 0 0
0 _ 6o_2)sin 7 - °2{2)COS 3'
(2.4.7)
where xfdetermines the location of point B on axis xf. Due to the collinearity of t0 (_2)and m, we get
w(2) sin 3' w (I) - w(2) cos 3'
=
C6o(2, cos 3" _ xf(o.)(l) _ l.o(.2) cos 3") (C + xf)_.)(E} sin 3"
Equation (2.4.8) yields
(2.4.8)
m21(m21 - cos 3')
_(r = - C (2.4.9)
1 - 2m21 cos 7 + tn_l
where
¢d (2)
F?I21 (.o(I)
The line of action of the instantaneous axis of screw motion coincides with the line of action
of 60(121. Consequently, the axis of screw motion s-s is located in a plane which is perpendicular
to axis xfand determined by coordinate xf. The direction of the axis of screw motion in this plane
is determined by the ratio
_ 6O(1213_ >f _ m21 sin 7
zf co-_ 2) 1 - m21 cos 3 _
(2.4.10)
The collinear vectors of rotation about and translation along the screw axis, (,,_(12) and m, may
be related as follows:
m =pw (12i (2.4.11)
Here p is the so-called screw parameter. If the screw parameter is positive (negative), vectors m
and _0_12)point in the same (opposite) direction and the screw is said to be right- (left-) handed.
Equation (2.4.1 !) yields
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myf _ m,4 _ m21 sin 3'
P- ,(12) w_2) C _ (2.4.12)
_f 1 - 2m21 cos 7 + m2.1
Equations (2.4.9), (2.4.10), and (2.4.12) determine the location and direction of the screw axis
of relative motion and the screw parameter of motion. If body 2 rotates in a direction opposite
_-Axis of
screw
motion
J
Figure 2.4.2.
the one shown in figure 2.4.1, the sign of m21 must be changed in equations (2.4.9), (2.4.10),
and (2.4.12).
It must be emphasized that the screw axis of relative motion is fixed in space only if the ratio
mr2 is constant. Knowing that the relative motion between two gears may be represented as a screw
motion, we can develop a corresponding vector field for the vectors of relative linear velocity v}12).
This vector field may be represented as a locus of an infinitely large number of coaxial cylinders
whose axes coincide with the axis of screw motion (fig. 2.4.2). At any point of a cylinder a helix
is traced out by the screw motion. The vector of relative velocity v} 12) is always tangent to this
helix. We recall that vector v} t2) may also be determined analytically by equation (2.3.12).
Problem 2.4.1 Considering equations (2.4.9), (2.4.10), and (2.4.12) (1) prove that the instantaneous
axis of screw motion becomes an instantaneous axis of rotation for parallel axes of rotation and
(2) find the location of this axis.
Answer. For the case when the direction of w (21is opposite to the direction of w II), take 3' = 180 °.
Then
p 0 xf C m21.... w>f = 0
1 +m21
The instantaneous axis of rotation is parallel to axis zf.
If the directions of o_12) and w(n coincide, take 3' = 0. Then
m21(m21- l)
p=0 xy= -C =1 --2m21 + m221 6o3f 0
The instantaneous axis of rotation is parallel to axis zf.
Problem 2.4.2 Using the conditions of problem 2.4.1, consider the case of intersecting axes of
rotation.
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Answer. By using equations (2.4.9), (2.4.10), (2.4.12), and (2.2.3) and by setting C = 0 and
changing the sign of m21, we get
p = 0 x/= 0 .}_f_ m21 sin 3' - tan 3,1
zf 1 + m21 cos y
2.5 Crossed Axes of Rotation: Hyperboloid Surfaces of Revolution
Consider again the case of motion transformation between two crossed axes of rotation (sections
(2.3) and (2.4)). As bodies 1 and 2 rotate, the instantaneous axis of screw motion generates in
each body a hyperboloid surface of revolution (fig. 2.5.11. The two hyperboloids are in tangency
along a straight line, the screw axis of motion. Considering that the equations of the instantaneous
screw axis are known, let us develop the equations of these two hyperboloids.
According to equations (2.4.9) and (2.4.10), the axis of screw motion may be represented by
the following equations:
m 21(m21 -- cos 3')
Xf: -- C yf: - u sin/3 z/= u cos B (2.5.1)
1 - 2m2_ cos 3, + m2_
Here/3 is the angle made by the instantaneous axis of rotaton and axis zf (fig. 2.4.2), which is
determined by
tanB- m2j sin 3' O<B< r (2.5.2)
1 -m21 cos 3'
The matrix representation of the hyperboloids generated in bodies 1 and 2 is
[rl] : [MIf][Rf] (2.5.3)
[r2] = [M2f]IRy] (2.5.4)
Elements xf, yf, and zf of column matrix [Ry] are represented by equations (2.5.1). From figure
1.3.2 and expressions (1.3.22) to (1.3.24), matrices [Mlf] and IMv] are represented as follows:
[Mif] =
cos 4h sin _1 0 0
-sinq_l cos_l 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
(2.5.5)
[M2f] =
cos_b 2 cos 3' sin_2 - sin 3' sin q52 Ccos_2
-sin_b 2 cos 3' cos_2 - sin 3, cos _2 -CsinO2
0 sin 3' cos 3' 0
0 0 0 1
(2.5.6)
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Expressions (2.5.1) and (2.5.3) to (2.5.6) yield the following equations for the hyperboloid surfaces
of revolution:
xl = - ro cos q51- u sin/3 sin q5t Yl = ro sin _bI - u sin/3 cos _bI zl = u cos/3 (2.5.7)
x2 = (C- r0) cos qb2 - u sin (/3 + 3_) sin _b2
Yz = - (C- ro) sin _b2 - u sin (B + 3') cos _b2 z2 = u cos (/3 + 3')
(2.5.8)
Here r0 = -x f, and u and 4_i(i = 1,2) are surface coordinates.
The axial section of a hyperboloid cut by a plane drawn through axis zi (for instance, a plane
determined by Yi = 0 (i = 1,2)) represents a hyperbola. The equations of the hyperbola
corresponding to hyperboloid 1 are thus
r2 ro2 cot 2
- 1 (2.5.9)
where zl =0. We find that xl = + r0 and r0 is the radius at the throat of the hyperboloid. Similarly,
we find that an axial section of hyperboloid 2 is also a hyperbola, and the radius of the throat is
equal to C-ro.
Figure 2.5.2 shows two contacting hyperboloids of revolution. The line of tangency of the two
hyperboloids is the instantaneous axis of screw motion. The relative motion of the two hyperboloids
is rolling with sliding about and along the instantaneous axis of screw motion.
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Chapter 3
Planar Curves
3.1 Planar Curves: Definitions and Representations
The concept of a plane curve is usually based on intuition, but it must be based on strict definitions
proposed in the field of differential geometry. (See the books by Zalgaller, 1975 and Goetz, 1970.)
We begin with the mapping (transformation) of a set X of elements x (x E X) into a set Y of elements
y(y E Y). The symbol E denotes that the element belongs to the set. Mapping may be illustrated
schematically, as shown in figure 3.1.1. Choosing an element x,, we determine the unique element
Yi which corresponds to x i. The mathematical essence of mapping set X into set Y is a set of rules
which associate an element y E Y with an element x E X.
A curve may be represented in parametric form or by an explicit or implicit function which
associates the coordinates of curve points. A plane curve in parametric representation is defined
as the continuous transformation of an open interval a < 0 < b (here 0 is the parameter) into two-
dimensional space. This transformation may be represented as follows:
r(0) E C ° 0 E G (3.1.1)
Here
r(0) = x(0)i + y(0)j (3.1.2)
where i and j are unit vectors of given coordinate axes. The symbol C ° denotes that x(O) and y(O)
are continuous functions and G denotes the open interval (a,b). The mapping (3.1.1) may be
illustrated schematically as shown in figure 3.1.2. A unique point M, of the curve corresponds
to a given value of the parameter Oi.
The concept of a simple curve is based on mapping with a one-to-one correspondence between
parameter Oi and point Mi of the curve. A unique point Mi of the curve corresponds to the given
parameter 0 i, and a unique parameter 0 i corresponds to the given curve point Mi. The mapping
illustrated in figure 3.1.3 does not represent a simple curve because two different parameters 01
and 02 correspond to the same point M of the curve.
Consider the curve shown in figure 3.1.4, which is generated by point C of figure ABCD as
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Figure 3.1. I. Figure 3.1.2.
its segment DB rolls without sliding over the circle of radius r b. This curve, known as an extended
involute, is an example of a nonsimple curve because its point M corresponds to two different
parameters 0 t and 02; that is, OM = r(01) = r(02).
Sometimes transformation (3.1.1) may determine a simple curve if the interval (a,b) is sufficiently
limited. In the above case, the extended involute curve becomes a simple curve if, by limiting
0, only one branch of the curve, for instance CMN, is generated.
A parametric curve is said to be a regular curve if
r(0)(_C _ ra : 0 0 _ G (3.1.3)
where
dr
dO
b
Parameters area G
Figure 3.1.3.
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I1,,,. X
By ro _ 0, we have
dx dy
iXo] + lYo] _ 0 Xo - Yo =-- (3,1.4)
dO dO
Consequently, both derivatives are not equal to zero simultaneously. The symbol C 1 in (3.1.3)
denotes that functions x(0) and y(O) have continuous derivatives to the first order, at least.
Sometimes it is desirable to change a given curve parameter for another one. Two parametric
representations
r(0) _ C O 0 _ G
R(u) _ C O u E E
(3.1.5)
determine the same curve and are said to be equivalent if there exists a continuous, strongly monotonic
function O(u) in the interval E such as
R(u) = r(0(u)) (3.1.6)
The definition of O(u) as a strongly monotonic function in the interval E means that O(u) increases
(or decreases) as u increases in E.
Two parametric representations of the same regular curve are equivalent if (1) both parametric
representations are regular, which may be represented as
r(0) _ C ] r o _ 0 0_ G (3.1.7)
R(u) _ C 1 R u _ 0 u _ E (3.1.8)
where R. -
dR
--, and (2) there exists a function such that
du
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(a) Representation 1.
(b) Representation 2.
Figure 3.1.5.
O(u) _ C _ O. _ 0 r(0(u)) = R(u) (3.1.9)
Example 3.1.1 Consider the following two parametric representations of an involute curve:
Representation l.--In figure 3.1.5(a)
r(0) = rb [sin (inv 0)i
cos 0
71" 71"
+ cos (inv 0)j] inv 0 = tan 0-0 --<0<- (3.1.10)
2 2
Equation (3.1.10) may be derived as follows:
OM rb
-- x=OMsin ¢ y=OMcos ¢
cos 0
Mo B = rb(¢ + O) MB = r b tan 0 M'_ = MB ¢ = tan 0-0 = inv 0
Representation 2.--In figure 3.1.5(b)
R(u) = rb[sin u-u cos u)i + (cos u + u sin u)j]
To develop this equation, we use the following relations:
--oo<u< oo (3.1.11)
OM: OB + BM x= (Off.i) + (B-M-.i)
y: (Off.j) + (MB--j) MB: M_B :rbu
Parametric representation (3.1.1 I) may be derived from equation (3.1.10) by changing the
parameter 0 for parameter u by using a continuous, strongly monotonic function
0(u) = arctan u -oo < u < oo (3.1.12)
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Substituting 0 by arctan u in equation (3.1.10), we get that equation (3.1.6) is indeed observed.
Relation (3.1.12) may be verified by the drawings of figure 3.1.5, which yield
MB = rb tan 0 (fig. 3.1.5(a))
MB = Mo B = rhu (fig. 3.1.5(b))
Another representation of a curve is based on application of the implicit function. An equation
,;b(x,y) = 0 (x,y) E G (3.1.13)
does not necessarily represent a plane curve. Rather, it merely represents a set of points in the
(x,y) plane. Some of these points may be isolated, and some may form a curve. Equation (3.1.13)
can represent a curve if, in addition to equation (3.1.13), the following requirements are observed:
_(x,y) _ C _ I_1 + IO_i _ 0 (3.1.14)
Here
The requirement
O0 0_
_ - and _y-
ax Oy
l_.,I + I_y] _ 0 (3.1.15)
means that at least one partial derivative differs from zero at every point on the curve (xo,Yo).
Requirements (3.1.14) result from the Theorem of Implicit Function System Existence. (See
appendix B.) Regarding equation (3.1.13), this theorem states the following: If equation (3.1.13)
is satisfied at the point
P = (xo,Yo) (3.1.16)
and at least one partial derivative, for instance _y, differs from zero at this point, then equation
(3.1.13) may be solved in the neighborhood of P by a function
y(x) EC 1 xo-6<X<Xo+6 Yo-h<3'<yo+h (3.1.17)
which represents a simple and regular curve in the neighborhood of P. Here 6 and h are small
positive numbers which limit the neighborhood of point P.
Remark: If the other partial derivative q_ differs from zero at point P, the set of points (3.1.13)
represents a simple and regular curve in the neighborhood of P as follows:
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x(v) E C I x0-6<x<x0+6 yo - h < h < y < yo + h (3.1.18)
Example problem 3.1.2 A set of points which belong to the circle of radius r is represented by
the equation
_b(x,y) = x2 + y2 - r2 = O -r <_ x <_ r -r < y <- r (3.1.19)
Determine (1) whether mapping (3.1.19) is a simple curve and if it is not, (2) the additional
requirements necessary for equation (3.1.19) to represent a simple curve.
Solution. Mapping (3.1.19) is not a simple curve because elements x and y are not in one-to-one
correspondence. By a given element x we get
y = -4-X/r2 -- x 2 (3.1.20)
that is, two elements of Y
Yl = X/r2 - x_ and 3'2 = - X/r_ _x2 (3.1.21)
correspond to one element of X. Similarly, by a given element y we get
x = +X/r 2 - V2 (3.1.22)
that is, two elements of X correspond to one given element of Y. The set of points (3.1.19) may
be represented by four simple, regular curves on the basis of the inequality
L<I+ IOyl# o
where _b_= Zr and _b,.= 23'.
Version l.--In figure 3.1.6(a), the four curves are as follows:
(3.1.23)
r Curve 1
't
/- Curve 2
4a)
,-- Curve 3
--, z'
""-- C_._rve 4,
(a) Version 1.
(b) Version 2.
Figure 3.1.6,
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Curve 1 (_, _ O)
Curve 2 (_y _ O)
Curve 3 (G ¢ O)
Curve 4 (_, ¢ O)
y = _r 2 -- x 2
y = -- N/r2 _ x 2
x = X/r2 _ ;'2
-r<x<r
-r<x<r
-8<3,<8
x= - X/r2 -- y2 -8<y<8
where 8 is a small positive number.
Version L--In figure 3.1.6(b), the four curves are as follows:
x=x/r223,2 -r<y< r
x = -- ffr2r2-- y 2 --r < y < r
y=Xfr 2-x 2 -8 <x < 8
y= -_r 2-x 2 -8<x<8
Curve 1 (G _ O)
Curve 2 (G ¢ O)
Curve 3 (_), ¢ O)
Curve 4 (_y _ 0)
/
Figure 3.1.7.
l,-x
(3.1.24)
(3.1.253
(3.1.26)
(3.1.27)
(3.1.283
(3.1.293
(3.1.30)
(3.1.313
Problem 3.1.1 Suppose that circle 2 of radius p rolls without slipping inside circle 1 of radius
r (fig. 3.1.7). In the process of motion, point M of circle 2 traces out a hypocycloid. By p = r/2,
the hypocycloid becomes a straight line which coincides with the y-axis and may be represented as
y=rcos0 0<0<27r (3.1.32)
Equation (3.1.32) may be derived from the following relations (fig. 3.1.7):
(1) Due to pure rolling,
rO = O_ No N = NM (3.1.33)
Equation (3.1.33) yields that
F
= -0 = 20
p
(2) Considering triangle O1MN, we get
(3.1.34)
180 ° - _ _
OtMN = -- - 90 ° - 0 MOO1 = 0 OMN = 90*
2
OM = r cos 0 (3.1.35)
Determine if mapping (3.1.32) represents a simple curve.
Answer. Mapping (3.1.32) does not represent a simple curve because y and 0 are not in one-to-one
correspondence.
Problem 3.1.2 With the conditions of problem (3.1.1), limit the interval for 0 in mapping (3.1.32)
so that it represents a simple curve.
Answer. Mapping (3.1.32) represents a simple curve if 0 is limited to the range 0 < 0 < 7r.
Problem 3.1.3 The path traced out by point M (fig. 3.1.7) may be represented as
y = u -r < u < r (3.1.36)
where u = r cos 0 and 0 < 0 < 27r. Are parametric representations (3.1.32) and (3.1.36) equivalent?
Answer. The parametric representations above are not equivalent because the function u(O) is not
strongly monotonic on the interval 0 < 0 < 27r.
Problem 3.1.4 Using the conditions of problem (3.1.3), limit the interval for 0 to make the parametric
representations equivalent.
Answer. The interval for 0 is 0 < 0 < 7r.
Problem 3.1.5 The equation
x 2 y2 -b < v < b (3.1.37)
f(x,y) = _ + -bS - 1 =0 -a < x < a
represents a set of points which form an ellipse. Does mapping (3.1.37) represent a simple curve
or several simple curves'?
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Answer.Consideringx as a regular parameter, we get
-a < x < a (3.1.38)
Considering y as a regular parameter, we get
),23'= +a b2 -b < y < b (3.1.39)
Mappings (3.1.38) and (3.1.39) represent a two-to-one correspondence. Therefore, the set of points
(3.1.37) does not form a simple curve.
The set of points (3.1.37) represents four simple and regular curves of two versions if
0_rl + 0_0. ',<x<_52 ",',<Y<_/2
(See example problem (3.1.2).)
Problem 3.1.6 The parametric representation of an ellipse is
x=acos0 y=bsin0 0<0 < 27r (3.1.40)
Does mapping (3.1.40) represent a simple curve?
Answer. Mapping (3.1.40) represents a simple curve because point (x,y) and parameter 0 are in
one-to-one correspondence.
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3.2 Tangent and Normal to a Plane Curve
The concept of a tangent line to a plane curve is based on the so-called limiting positions of
rays (Zaigaller, 1975).
Consider a set of rays which are drawn through a curve point M and its neighboring curve points
M i (i= 1,2 ..... n). As points Mi approach point M, all rays come to some limiting position. In
the case shown in figure 3.2. l(a), there are two limiting rays with coinciding lines of action. These
two rays form the tangent to the curve at point M.
Point M is known as a regular point of the curve. Only one limiting ray exists at the curve point
M shown in figures 3.2.1(b) and (c); only a half tangent exists at these points. Point M, shown
in figures 3.2. l(b) and (c), is known as a point of regression--a so-called singular point of the
curve. The definition of regular and singular points of a curve are as follows:
Parametric Representation
A point of a curve
r(0) fi C t 0 _ G (3.2.1)
at which r0 _ 0 is called a regular point. Points such that the derivative r0 does not exist or r 0 = 0
are called singular points.
Plane curve -x., _/#/,_ Rays
///
..LJ_" -----'/-'Tangent Itwo limiting rays)
(a)
_-- Limiting ray
_ ,,--Limiting ray\\\ \\_
\\\ ', curv_
branches
\\_'_-- Plane curve
branches
(b) (c)
Figure 3.2.1.
Implicit Function Representation
Considering a set of points represented by the equation
4Kx,y) = 0 4) E C ] (x,y) E G (3.2.2)
we say that regular points are points where the partial derivatives of function 4)(x,y) satisfy the
following inequality:
P_xl+ l_yl_ 0 (3.2.3)
Singular points of the set (3.2.2) are such that _b, = 0 and _ = 0 simultaneously. A curve has
a unique tangent at a regular point.
The tangent to the parametric curve at a point M is represented by vector
T = ro = Xoi + Y0J (3.2.4)
drawn through point M. The positive direction of the tangent corresponds to the direction of increasing 0.
Suppose that a curve is given in implicit form as
_)(x,y) = 0 (_ E C 1 (x,y) E G I_xl+ I_yl ;_ 0 (3.2.5)
The tangent vector
is determined with the equation
T = Txi + Tyj (3.2.6)
LO,, + L4'y = 0 (3.2.7)
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Equation (3.2.7) may be derived as follows:
(1) Due to the tangency of vector T and the plane curve
ax L
ay L
(3.2.8)
(2) Differentiation of equation (3.2.5) gives
_xdx+ _ydy= 0 (3.2.9)
Equations (3.2.8) and (3.2.9) yield equation (3.2.7).
Figure 3.2.2(a) shows the tangent of a plane curve at its point M; D is a point of the tangent.
The position vector
OD = Xi + Yj (3.2.10)
may be determined as follows:
OD = OM + MD = xi + )j + },r(Txi + Tvj ) (3.2.11)
where
MD = hrT
Here Xr _ 0 is a scalar factor to equate vector T with MD. Equations (3.2.10) and (3.2.1 1) yield
X = x + XrT x Y = Y + XTTv (3.2.12)
or
X-x Y-y
0 (3.2.13)
where (x,y) are the coordinates of point M. For a curve represented in parametric form, we get
X- x(O) Y-y(O) dO dy
-0 Xo - yo =-- (3.2.14)
Xo Yo dr dO
For a curve represented by an implicit function (eq. (3.2.5)), we get
(X - x)4_x + (Y - y)eOy= 0 (3.2.15)
The unit tangent vector r may be represented as
T T I
D w (3.2.16)
At the point of regression a curve has a half tangent (one limiting ray only, figures 3.2. l(b) and
(c)). Limiting our discussion to parametric curves, we say (Rashevsky, 1956) (1) a point of regression
exists if r 0 = 0 and r00 _ 0 and (2) the direction of the tangent is determined by vector r00.
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Example 3.2.1 An involute curve R(u), represented by equations (3.1.11), is considered. These
equations yield
R,=rh(usinui+ucosuj) R,,=rt,[(sinu + ucosu)i+(cosu-usinu)j] (3.2.17)
At u _ 0, R, _ 0, and such points are regular. At the point corresponding to u = 0, we have
R.(O) = 0 R..(O) = rhj (3.2.18)
This point (point Mo, fig. (3.1.5)) is singular (R, = 0) and is a point of regression (R,, ¢ 0). The
half tangent determined by R,, is directed along the positive y-axis.
The normal to a plane curve is perpendicular to its tangent and may be represented by
N = Txk or N = kxT
Here k is the unit vector of the z-axis.
The direction of the normal depends on the order of factors in the cross product. Henceforth,
we will use the equation
N=Txk=
i j k
LT,,0
0 0 1
TY
-- TI f
0
(3.2.19)
The unit normal is determined by
N 1
- - (Tvi - Txj ) (3.2.20)
n INI _/T_+T; 2, "
Now consider a point E of the normal (fig. 3.2.2(b)). The position vector OE is represented by
OE = OM + M-E ME = XNN XN _ 0 (3.2.21)
Here XN is a scalar factor to equate vector T with MD.
OE = Xi + Yj OM = xi + yj ME = XNN_i + XNN,.j (3.2.22)
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Equations (3.2.21) and (3.2.22) yield X = x + XNN_, Y = v + XNNr, and
X-x Y-y
gl N_, ,
-0 (3.2.23)
For a curve represented in parametric form by equation (3.2.1) and in implicit form by equation
(3.2.2) we get, respectively,
X - x(O) Y - y(O)
+ - 0 (3.2.24)
Yo Xo
X - x Y- y
=0 (3.2.25)
Some curves which are applied as gear tooth shapes are generated by the rolling of circle 2 of
radius p over circle 1 of radius r. These circles can be in internal or external tangency. In particular,
a straight line may bc applied instead of circle 2. The curve is generated by a point which is rigidly
connected to circle (straight line) 2, which rolls over circle 1.
Figure 3.2.3 shows a plane curve (an extended epicycloid) which is traced out by point M; M
is rigidly connected to circle 2. At every instant the relative motion of circle 2 with respect to
circle 1 may be represented as rotation about the instantaneous center I with the angular velocity
CO (21) : 50 (2) _- O) (1)
where
w(2) _ d_b 50(1 ) _ dO
dt dr
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Figure 3.2.3.
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We may easily determine the tangent T and the normal N to the curve at point M by using the
following considerations:
(1) While circle 2 rotates about I through an angle d4_, point M moves along the tangent T to
the curve. Thus T is perpendicular to MI.
(2) The direction of the normal N at point M coincides with MI and is directed from M to I according
to the cross product
N=Txk
Problem 3.2.1 Derive the equations, tangent, normal, and unit normal of the extended epicycioid
(fig. 3.2.3(a)). Investigate the existence of singular points.
Answer. Equations of the extended epicycloid are
x= (r+p) sin0-asin(0+ff) y= (r+p) cos0-acos(0+ff) (3.2.26)
where
r
a = 02M _ = - 0
P
The tangent is represented as
17_= x o = (r + p)[cos 0 - m cos (0 + _b)] Ty=y0= -(r+p)[sin0-m sin(0+_b)]
(3.2.27)
where
a
p
An extended epicycloid has no singular points. If, however, m = l, whereby the generated curve
is an ordinary epicycloid, singular points occur at positions where 0 = 27rn (o/r) (n = O, 1,2 .... ).
The normal is
N_=y0=-(r+p)[sin0-msin(0+¢')] N r= - Xo = - (r + p)[cos O - m c°s (O + _b)]
(3.2.28)
The unit normal is
sin 0 - m sin (0 + _b)
-- ny = --
nx x/'i - 2m cos ¢, + m 2
cos0-mcos (0+¢,)
G=2m COS _b + m 2
(3.2.29)
Simple equations for the unit normal vector n may be derived considering that n is directed along
vector M_ (fig. 3.2.3(b)). Thus,
n_=sin(0+_b+X) ny = cos (O + _b+ k) (3.2.30)
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Here
where
sin
tan h - 0<d/<27r (3.2.31)
m - cos _b
a
g/'l = -
p
To get equation (3.2.31), consider the triangle IM02 (fig. 3.2.3(b)).
3.3 Curvature of Plane Curves
A parametric curve is represented by
r(0) fi C 2 OEG (3.3.1)
Consider two neighboring points M and N of the curve which correspond to 0 and 0 + ,50,
respectively (fig. 3.3. l(a)). The length of the arc between points M and N is As, and `5c_ is the
angle between the tangent vectors at M and N.
The limit of the ratio AedAs as point N approaches point M is known as the curvature (denoted
as K) of the curve at point M. We may also consider the limit of the inverse ratio `ss/Ae_, which
is known as the radius of curvature (denoted as p,.) of the curve at point M. Here Oc is the radius
of the limiting circle which is drawn through point M and two neighboring points Nj and N2 as
they approach point M (fig. 3.3. l(b)). The center of this circle is called the center of curvature.
The so-called Frenet's trihedron is formed by three unit vectors--the unit tangent vector 7, the
principal normal vector n, and the binormal vector b (fig. 3.3.2). The principal normal vector
n lies in plane H in which the plane curve is located. The binormal vector b lies in plane H, which
is perpendicular to plane II. These three unit vectors form a right-handed trihedron.
Consider two trihedrons, (7", n, b) and (7', n', b), which are located at neighboring points M
and N of the curve. The motion of trihedron (7", n, b) which is to be coincided with trihedron
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TIOI-, / _- T(O + AOI
Figure 3.3.1.
/_ jl //t
Figure 3.3.2.
(7.', n', b) may be represented as a motion of two components. These components are (1) translation
along the curve from M to N (unit vectors 7., n, b of the trihedron keep their original directions)
and (2) rotation about b (trihedron 7., n b coincides with trihedron r', n', b).
The velocity in translational motion is
dO
-- (3.3.2)
v = r o dt
ds
Ivl = -- (3.3.3)
dt
Here t is time and O(t) is a strongly monotonic function (a linear function in the simplest case).
The angular velocity is
W = cob (3.3.4)
and
do/
I_ol - (3.3.5)
dt
where d_ is the angle between the tangents at points M and N.
The directions of vectors 7"and n do not change by translation, but they do change by rotation.
The linear velocity of the tip of the unit vector n is
n=_xn=
Tnb
00_o
0 I 0
= - co7. (3.3.6)
Considering the function n(O), we get
dO
i:l=n 0 --
dt
(3.3.7)
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whereno = dn/dO.
Equations (3.3.6) and (3.3.7) yield
dO do_
no -7 = - wr = - -- r
dt dt
The unit tangent vector 7" may be expressed as
dO
v r°dt
7" --
dt
It results from equations (3.3.8) and (3.3.9) that
dR
d_- r0
n o --
ds
dt
According to the definition of curvature, we have
do/
dR dt
K --
ds ds
dt
Equations (3.3.10) and (3.3. l l) yield
(3.3.8)
(3.3.9)
(3.3.10)
(3.3.1 i)
no = - _r0 (3.3.12)
If we consider equation (3.3.12) and the projections of no and r0 on two orthogonal axes (x,y),
we get
n0.t n0_,
_= - (3.3.13)
Xo YO
where no = noxi + no_j and r0 = x0i + Y0J. The sense of the curvature depends on the location of
the center of curvature C on the normal. The center C is located on the positive normal if K > 0.
Another equation tbr curvature may be derived by considering the linear velocity "J"of the tip
of unit vector r.
7nb
00w
1 0 0
= _0n (3.3.14)
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Considering function r(0), we get that
(3.3.15)
where r0 = dr/dO.
Equations (3.3.14) and (3.3.15) yield
dO do 
--=6on =--n
7"odt dt
(3.3.16)
It results from the equation
dO ds
Irol -
dt dt
that
ds
dO dt
dt Irol
(3.3.17)
Substituting dO/dt in equation (3.3.16) and considering equation (3.3.17), we get
do/
7o dt
- n=Kn
Irol ds
dt
which yields
(3.3.18)
70x TOyK .... (3.3.19)
Ir01n., Ir01ny
where 7"o= roxi + royj" Equations (3.3.13) and (3.3.19) may be applied to determine the curvature
of a curve given in parametric representation.
A kinematic representation of curvature equations may be developed as follows. Instead of equation
(3.3.12), we may apply
dO dO
no dt = - Kro dt
or
fir = - _v_ (3.3.20)
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Thesubscriptr denotes that the velocity in relative motion with respect to the curve is considered
(the velocity of a point which moves along the curve). Equation (3.3.20) yields
llr • Yr
K--
Yr • Vr
A second kinematic representation of curvature is based on the equation
n • Vr = 0 (3.3.22)
which results from the collinearity of vectors v, and 7". Differentiation of equation (3.3.22) gives
(fl,. v,) + (n. a,) = 0
or
(3.3.21)
fi,. v, = - n • a, (3.3.23)
where a, = i,, is the acceleration of the point which moves along the curve. Equations (3.3.21)
and (3.3.23) yield
ar, n
K--
V r • V r
(3.3.24)
To simplify the expression for the acceleration a,, we may assume that O(t) is a linear function
and dO/dt is constant. By dO/dt not being constant, a tangential component a/° of the acceleration
occurs but it does not change the result of the scalar product in equation (3.3.24) because
a/° • n = 0
The acceleration a r, where dO/dt is constant, may be derived as follows:
dO
V r = r 0 --
dt
and
(do)2 /dov
a, = _, = rook, dt/t = (xooi + YooJ)_tt ) (3.3.25)
Let us now derive the equations of curvature for a curve given by a function in explicit form
y(x) _ C 2 x I < x < x 2 (3.3.26)
6o
or in implicitform
F(x,y) = 0
The curvature is represented by
F_ C 2
dot
K--
ds
[CI + IFA _ 0 (3.3.27)
(3.3.28)
For the curve given by equation (3.3.26), we have
dy
tano_=--=yr
dx
(3.3.29)
ds = x/dr 2 + dy 2 = _/1 + y_dr
Differentiating equation (3.3.29) we get
1
COS 2
--de_ = _dx = y,._dr
(3.3.30)
and
do_ cos2 °ok_d'c 1 Yx._ dx (3.3.31)
= = v_dx- ( v2)1 + tan: _' 1 + _x
Equations (3.3.28), (3.3.30), and (3.3.31) yield
Y-_' (3.3.32)
K- (1 + y.:)3/2
For the curve represented by equation (3.3.27), we get E_d_: + E_a'y = O. Assuming that F_ # 0,
we get
dy = _ F, (3.3.33)
dx F,.
d2y _ 2E,.FyE_y - F_Fyy - E_F_
dx 2 F_ ,
(3.3.34)
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and
K =
Differentiating equation (3.3.33), we consider that
F_ = F,(x y) F, = F,,(x,y)
and
(3.3.35)
0 dy Fx c) dv Fx
& (F0 = &' + F'"_ Fu-Fn'--" " Fy --(Fv):F"'+F"rd_x=F":'-K_YFyax.....
Problem 3.3.1 Given an involute curve represented by equation (3.1.11). Develop the equation
of curvature by using equations (3.3.13) and (3.3.19). Be sure that the results match.
Answer.
1
K--
FbU
Problem 3.3.2 With the conditions of problem (3.2.1), find the curvature of an extended epicycloid
and ordinary epicycloid using the unit normal equations (3.2.30), and curvature equations (3.3.13).
Answer.
K = --
I r r (m cos _b - 1) cos 2 X]
cos (0 +_b + X) I +-+ ..... Jp p (m COS _/)2
(r + p)[cos 0 - m cos (0 + _b)]
where
a sin _b
m = - tan X -
p m - cos ¢
For an ordinary epicycloid, m = 1, X = 90 ° - _b/2, and
2p +r
K=
¢
4p(r + p) sin -
2
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Chapter 4
Conjugate Shapes
4.1 Generation of a Locus of Planar Curves
Consider a gear train of gears 1 and 2 which transforms rotational motion between parallel axes
with the given function
q_2(_l) E C I a < q_l < b (4.1.1)
Here _ and 4_2are the angles of gear rotation. We set up the following coordinate systems:
$1 (xl,Yl) and S?(x2,Y2), rigidly connected to gears 1 and 2, respectively, and Sf(xf, yf), rigidly
connected to the frame (fig. 4.1.1 (a)). We assume here that the shape of gear tooth 1 is a simple
regular curve I21 which is given in parametric representation in coordinate system $1 as follows
(fig. 4.1. l(b)):
rl(0) E C 1 drl--¢0 O E G (4.1.2)
dO
The problem to be solved is to determine the shape of the tooth of gear 2 (I;2) which will provide
conjugate action when in mesh with gear tooth 1. Gears are said to have conjugate tooth shapes
if they transform motion by a prescribed function (eq. (4.1.1)). To solve this problem we must
find (1) the locus of planar curves I2, generated by the given curve 121 in coordinate system $2
and (2) the envelope _2 of the locus of planar curves Y:.,_(the shape of gear tooth 2). The
determination of the envelope _2 is considered in section 4.2.
Although we shall limit our discussion to the case with 4_2(4h) as a linear function, the following
results may be extended to the case where 4_2(4_1)is a nonlinear function and the angular velocity
ratio is
m21 = _(_b2(Ol))_ constant
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Figure 4.1.1.
The matrix representation of the locus of planar curves _ may be represented by the equations
rl(O) = x I (O)i I + Yl (O)Jl rl(O) _ C z
OEG
(4.1.3)
[r21 = [M2t ][rl] (4.1.4)
Here
xl(O)
[rl (0)1 = yl(0)
1
is the matrix of coordinates of the given shape El and [Mzl ] is the matrix which represents the
coordinate transformation from system St to $2. Elements of this matrix depend on angles of
rotation _bI and _b2. Taking into account that _b2 and 4h are related by the function (4.1.1), we can
say that elements of matrix [M21] may be expressed solely in terms of _1. The locus of planar
curves Z,_ may be represented as follows:
r2(0,_bl) E C 1 0r2
--;_0 0EG a < 0j <b (4.1.5)
O0
For the case shown in figure 4.1.1(a), we have
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02 _ m2101 m21 --
CO2 r I
= -- = constant
1 ?'2
where rl and r2 are centrode radii and the matrix |M21] is
[M21l = [M_4IIM# ] =
COS 02 -- sin 02 C sin 02
sin 02 cos q_2 - C cos 02
0 0 1
cos(01+02) -sin(01+02)
sin(01+02) cos (01+02)
0 0
COS t_ I
sin 01
0
C sin 02
- C cos 02
1
- sin O1
COS 01
0
0
0
1
(4.1.6)
Expressions (4.1.4), (4.1.6), and (4.1.2) yield
x2(0,0) = xl(O) cos (01 + 02) - yl(0) sin (01 + 02) + C sin 02
y2(0,0) = xl(O) sin (01 + 02) + yl(0) cos (0t + 02) - C cos 02
i I ,,I0xl+oo _1 #o 0_o .<o<b
(4.1.7)
Here 0 - 01, and 02 is determined by the given function 02(00. Equations (4.1.7) represent the
locus of regular curves (gear 1 shapes) which is generated in coordinate system $2.
By a fixed value of _bj, equations (4.1.7) represent a single curve of the locus whose location
in coordinate system $2 depends on the value of 01. The partial derivative
0r 2 0x2. Oy.
O0 --_ -12 +_J2 (4.1.8)
Y2
I
i/-r2(0,_O + d_)
I Or2
/
_f
// ; . {12)
/-r2lO, mO) t / , _ v2
/1 I . ¢
-- __r 2{00,_)
x2
Figure 4.1.2.
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is the tangent vector at any point of this curve (fig. 4.1.2). Here i2 and J2 are unit vectors of the
coordinate axes of system $2. By a fixed value of 0, equations (4.1.7) represent the path which
is traced out in coordinate system $2 by a single point of curve _ (fig. 4.1.2). Here ¢ is the
parameter of motion of the generated path. Different paths are traced out by different points on
curve E I. The location of these points on curve E1 depends on the chosen parameter 0. The partial
derivative
at2 ax2. av_.
04> - _ L + 00"'12 (4.1.9)
represents the tangent to the path which is generated by a point on curve _t as it moves relative
to system $2 (fig. 4.1.2). Considering the time derivative equivalent of equation (4.1.9), we get that
v_12}- Or2ddp _ ax2d_b, ayed_J .12 + --- J2 (4.1.10)
O0 dt Oq5 dt O0 dt
where _z2) is the velocity of a point of curve Zi in its motion relative to coordinate system $2
(represented in system $2).
Consider a case where the given shape is represented in coordinate system Sj (xl,yl) by an
implicit function as tollows:
r(x,,y,) =0 (x,,y,)_A F_C' IC, I + ]Fh[ _0 (4.1.11)
We may derive the locus of planar curves generated in coordinate system $2 through the equations
-q = gt (x2,y2,4_) )'l = gz (x2,y2,¢) (4.1.12)
which expresses the coordinate transformation from coordinate system $2 to S_. The matrix
representation of equations (4.1.12) is
[rl] = [Mt2l[r2] (4. I. 13)
Here [Mt2] is the inverse of matrix [M2j]. Equations (4. I. 11) and (4.1.12) yield
r(x, (x2,Y2,0), y, (x2,y:.0)) = 0 (4.1.14)H(.rz,y2,qS)
(x2,3'._) _ E H_C 1 IH,21 + IH,?l .0
Equations (4.1.14) represent the locus of plane curves generated in coordinate system S2.
Problem 4.1.1 Consider the coordinate systems shown in figure 4.1.3(a). The shape of the rack
tooth is represented in coordinate system S2 (fig. 4.1.3(b)) by the equations
x2 = u sin (_,. 3'2 = u cos _c -u I < u < u2 02M = u (4.1.15)
The displacement s of the rack and the angle of gear rotation 0 are related by
s
- = r (r is constant)
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Find equations of the locus of shapes which is generated in coordinate system St. The shape is
represented by equation (4.1.15).
Answer.
xl = u sin (4'c + 4)) + r (sin 4) - 4) cos _b) "_
Yl = u cos (¢,c + 4)) + r (cos 4_ + 4_ sin _b)
(4.1.16)
where -u<u<u2anda<_b<b.
Problem 4.1.2 Consider the locus of curves represented by equations (4.1.7). Assume that 4)2(4)0
is a linear function given as
o_2 _ r l
4)2 = m214)1 m21 --
1 r2
Determine a general expression for the relative velocity v202). Prove that v_ _2) is equal to zero at
the pitch point /--the point of tangency of centrodes (fig. 4.1. l(a)).
Answer.
V_ (12) = [-- X 1 sin (4)1 -}- (])2)(°91 -}- 0)2)- Yl COS ((_l q- 4)2)(°'_1 "]- 022) "_- C°32 cos (_2]
i2
+ [x, cos (4), + 4)2)(w, + c02) - Y, sin (4), + 4)2)(0_, + c02) + C_2 sin 4)2] J2 (4.1.17)
To prove that v_ 12) = 0 at the pitch point 1, substitute x I and Yl by (fig. 4.1.1(a))
xl = rl sin 4)1 Yl = rl cos 4)t
and take into account that C = rl + r2 and w_rt = w2r2 .
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4.2 Envelope of a Locus of Planar Curves:
Parametric Representation
Equations (4.1.5) and (4.1.7) represent a locus of regular planar curves. Simplifying our notation,
we may represent the locus of curves in a coordinate system S(x,y) as follows:
r(0,_b) _ C 1 r0:0 O_G a<ea<b (4.2.1)
Here
r(0,_) = x(O,¢)i + y(0,0)j (4.2.2)
where i and j denote the unit vectors of coordinate axes x and y.
With the fixed parameter of motion _0, the function r(0,q_0) represents the position vector of
a curve point which corresponds to the parameter 0. Parameter of motion 4_0 determines the
location of the curve in the coordinate system S(x,y). Henceforth, we assume that the curve locus
(eq. (4.2.1)) is generated by the motion of a nonchanging curve. However, in the most general
case, vector function (4.2.1) may represent a locus of planar curves which changes in the process
of motion. Vector functions r(0,_ 1))and r(0,q_ 2)) represent two such curves which differ not only
by their locations but also by their shapes. All the results found in this chapter hold true for both
cases above.
Figure 4.2.1 shows a locus of planar curves 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. The envelope of a locus of planar
curves is the simple, regular planar curve which is in tangency with every curve of the locus. This
geometric concept of an envelope must be based on strict definitions proposed in the field of
differential geometry by Zalgaller (1975), Favard (1957), and other authors. These definitions state
the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a piece of the envelope in the neighborhood
of a point (00,q_o).
The necessary conditions of envelope existence determine points on the locus of curves in the
neighborhood of point (00,_b0) at which the curves can be in tangency with the piece of the envelope
if the envelope exists. The sufficient conditions of envelope existence determine the requirements
by which, if observed, the piece of the envelope really exists as a simple, regular curve. Although
in most applications in the Theory of Gearing we may limit our investigation to necessary conditions
only, cases do arise where both the necessary and sufficient conditions must be used to guarantee
the existence of a piece of an envelope at point (00,_0).
A piece of the envelope of a locus of planar curves (4.2.1) is a regular curve
R(_b) ( C 1 R,_ ;a 0 q5((a,b) (4.2.3)
such that it is in tangency with at least one of the curves of the locus at any value of q_. The
correspondence between parameters 0 and _b is set up by the equation
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f(0,0) = 0 _ # 0 (4.2.4)
The whole complex of envelope pieces which are determined separately in the neighborhood of
individual points (00(1),00_)), (00_2),00C2)).... represents the envelope in totality.
Theorem The necessary condition of envelope existence is established by the following theorem.
Assume that the locus of curves (eq. (4.2.1)) has an envelope (eq. (4.2.3)) in the neighborhood
of point (00,00). This point corresponds to the point of tangency between curve r(0,0o) of the locus
and the envelope R(0). Then the point (00,00) (parameters of value 00,00) must satisfy the equation
f(0,0) = [k r 0 r,] = 0 (4.2.5)
Here k is the unit vector of the z-axis which is perpendicular to the planar curves (eq. (4.2.1)).
The aim of this theorem is to develop a relation between parameters (0,0) in equations (4.2.1)
by which a curve of the locus may be in tangency with the envelope. By choosing a point on the
planar curve (choosing the parameter 0o), we can find the corresponding parameter 0o by using
equation (4.2.5). The position vector r(eo,00) determines the point of tangency of the curve r(0,0o)
with the envelope R(0). (Here, 0o is fixed.)
Proof: Suppose that I and II are two infinitesimally close positions of the same curve, and M and
N are their points of tangency with the envelope (fig. 4.2.2). By taking into account that function
(4.2.3) represents the envelope, the displacement of the point of tangency M-Nalong the envelope
may be determined as
dR = Rod0 (4.2.6)
where
As the planar curve comes to position lI, a different point (point N) comes into tangency with
the envelope. The old point of tangency on the curve (point M) moves to point M'. The arc M"'_
is the displacement of the curve poin_,tM with the curve (the parameter of motion 0 changes while
the parameter 0 is fixed). The arc M' N is the displacement of the point of tangency along th_urve
(the parameter 0 changes while the parameter 0 is fixed). The resulting displacement MN may
be represented as
MM' + M'N (4.2.7)
By using the function r(0,0), we represent the resulting displacement by
dr = r_dO + rodO
where rod0 = MM' and rodO = M'N.
Due to the continuity of tangency of the locus curves with the envelope, we have
(4.2.8)
R,dO = r_dO + rodO (4.2.9)
Vector R, represents the tangent vector to the envelope and vector r0 represents the tangent vector
to the curve of the locus. By definition of an envelope, vectors R,_ and r0 must be collinear at
the point of tangency. Since we consider a locus of regular curves only, we have r0 # 0. Thus,
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equation(4.2.9)may be observed if and only if r,_ is collinear to r0 and R_. The collinearity of
these three vectors yields that
r0 x r,_ = 0 (4.2.10)
which may be also represented as
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D(x,y) Xo Yo
- = =f(0,_) = 0
D(O,_a) x¢, Ye)
(4.2.11)
On the basis of equation (4.2.10), another form of the relation between 0 and _bmay be developed.
The normal N to a planar curve may be represented as
N=ro×k
where k is the unit vector of the axis which is perpendicular to the plane of the planar curve. Since
N is perpendicular to the tangent vector r0, and because r,_ and r 0 are collinear, we get
N.r0 = N.r, = 0
This yields
[r0 k re] = 0
or (since the scalar triple product is equal to zero)
[k r0 ro] =f(0,_) = 0
The sufficient conditions of envelope existence is given by the following theorem.
Theorem Consider a locus of planar curves given as
r(0,¢) _ C 2 ro ;_ 0 0 _ G a < d) < b
If at a point (Oo,d)o) the following requirements are observed
f(O,qa) = [k r0 r,_] = 0 (4.2.14)
J_ _ 0 (4.2.15)
T = re)fo - rof_, _ 0 (4.2.16)
then the envelope exists in the neighborhood of that point and is a regular curve.
Proof: Due to the requirement (4.2.15), the equation (4.2.12) possesses a unique solution as
0(q_) E C _ (4.2.17)
(See app. B.) With function (4.2.17), the vector function r(0,O) may be represented as
r(0(_b),¢) = R(_) (4.2.18)
(4.2.12)
(4.2.13)
The tangent vector to the curve (eq. (4.2.18)) is
R_ = roO_ + r+
Differentiation of the identity
yields
and thus
i(o(+),+)=o
_0+ + f_ = 0
(4.2.19)
O+= -f-+ (f0 +_O) (4.2.20)
f0
Substituting 0+ into equation (4.2.19) and considering expression (4.2.20), we get
Ro= -ro_+r+=T
(4.2.21)
Due to equation (4.2.14), vectors r0 and r_ are collinear. Vectors Ro and r 0 are collinear due to
equation (4.2.19). Thus, the curve R(q_) is in tangency with the curve r(0,00). Due to inequality
(4.2.16), R(q_) represents a regular curve. This curve is the envelope and may be represented by
r(O,_) f(O,_) = [k ror+] = 0 (4.2.22)
Example problem 4.2.1 Consider the locus of straight lines represented by the equations shown
in (4.1.16), which are repeated here for convenience (the subscript l has temporarily been dropped)
x(u,_b) = u sin (ffc + _b) + r(sin _b - ¢ cos _b) _ (4.2.23)
y(u,4_) = u cos (¢'c + 0) + r(cos _b+ _bsin 0) )
where -Ul <u<u2 and a<_b<b. Determine the necessary and
envelope existence.
sufficient conditions of
Solution. The necessary condition of envelope existence (eq. (4.2.12)) is
f(u,O) = [k ru r_] = 0
which yields
f(u,_) =
sin (G. + 4_)
u cos (@c + 0) + rO sin q5
=-u+rq_sinff<.=O
cos (G + 4_)
- u sin (_bc + q_) + r_b cos _b
(4.2.24)
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Thefirstof the sufficient conditions of envelope existence, inequality (4.2.15), is observed because
f_=-l_0
The tangent T to the envelope is (use equations (4.2.16) and (4.2.24))
T = r_ - r,,fo = (xcf, - x_f_)i + (vcf,, - YJoJJ
= - r/¢[sin ¢,. cos (¢,. + q_) + sin q_] + sin ¢,. sin (¢,. + O)li
+ r[_[sin ¢,. sin (¢c + _) - cos 4_1 - sin ¢,. cos (¢(. + q_)]j (4.2.25)
Equations (4.2.25) yield that T_ = 0 and T_'= 0 by
q_= - tan ¢_. (4.2.26)
The value of u, which corresponds to the value of _, is (see equation (4.2.24))
u = - r tan ¢c. sin ¢,. (4.2.27)
Consequently, a piece of the envelope does not exist in the neighborhood of the point with the
values ofu and q_above. At all other points the envelope exists and may be represented by equations
(4.2.23) and (4.2.24). These equations, after eliminating parameter u, yield
x = r sin _ - rq_ cos ¢,: cos (_ + ¢,.) "_ (4.2.28)
y = r cos ¢ + r4_ cos ¢,. sin (0 + ¢,) )
To prove that the envelope is an involute curve, let us apply a new coordinate system Se(xe,ye)
whose axis x e forms a constant angle q = inv (¢g = tan ¢, - ¢, with the xl axis of coordinate
system Sl (xl,y_) (fig. 4.2.3).
The matrix representation of coordinate transformation is
[re] = [Mell[rll
Ye Yl
q
-8
X8
--_ _ _X
Figure 4.2.3.
(4.2.29)
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Here
[rl ] =
x
3' and [Mel] =
1
cos q sin q 0
-sinq cosq 0
0 0 1
(4.2.30)
where x and y are represented by equations (4.2.28). Equations (4.2.28) to (4.2.30) yield
xe= rsin ((# + q) - rO cos _,, cos (¢ + _bc + q) )Ye=rc°s(¢+q) + rOcos _'csin(¢+_,'+q) (4.2.31(a))
Using substitutions
4_+ _,,. + q = 4_ + _b,,+ inv (_b,) = 4_ + tan ¢,. = 0
andS=0- tanff, and 4_+q=0-_b,., we get
x,, = rb sin O -- rbO cos O )
3',, = rh cos 0 + rbO sin 0
(4.2.31(b))
where rl, = r cos _,.. Equations (4.2.31(b)) represent an involute curve which corresponds to the
base circle of radius rb (fig. 4.2.3).
Problem 4.2.1 Consider a gear mechanism formed by gear 1 and rack 2 (fig. 4.1.3(a)). Coordinate
systems S_, $2, and Sfare rigidly connected with gear 1, rack 2, and the frame, respectively. The
shape of the gear tooth is an involute curve represented by the equations
xt = rb sin 0 - rbO cos 0 3'1 = rb cos 0 + rbO sin 0 (4.2.32)
where 0 < 0 < 0_.
The translation of rack 2 and the rotation of gear l are related by the equation
rb
s = r_b = -- 4_ (4.2.33)
COS ,1,_c
Derive equations of the locus of involute curves generated in coord'_ate system $2, and find
necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the envelope. Develop equations of the
envelope.
Answer. The locus of involute curves generated in coordinate system $2 (x2,Y2) is represented by
the following equations (the subscript 2 in x2 and Y2 is omitted for simplification)
x = .q cos _ - Yl sin 4h + rO = rt, sin (0 - 4_) - rbO cos (0 - 4_) + r_b'_ (4.2.34)
y xl sin_b+yl" cos_-r=rhcos(0-_)+rb0sin(0--0)--r )
where 0 < 0 < 01 and a < Ol < b. The necessary condition of envelope existence, equation
(4.2.14), is as follows:
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f(0,4) = cos ¢,, - cos (0 - 4) = 0
Thus, 0 - 4 = if,.. Inequality (4.2.15)
(0 _ 0) (4.2.35)
=sin(0-4) _0
is observed, if ¢,,. _ 0. (See eq. (4.2.35).)
The tangent vector T (see expression (4.2.16) is given by
(4.2.36)
T_ = xaf o - xof, = rh sin 2 _b,.tan de, _ 0 "_ (4.2.37)
T_. = Yjo - ofc,v=rbsin2j/,;_0 )
Since inequality (4.2.16) is observed, the envelope exists and may be represented by equations
(4.2.34) and (4.2.35), which yield
x = rl, inv 4,,. cos _b,.+ rt,4 sin if, tan _b, "_ (4.2.38)
v = - rb inv _b,.sin _b, + rt,4 sin _,. )
where 4 is the shape parameter and inv if, = tan ¢,,. - _b,.. Equations (4.2.38) represent a straight
line which forms an angle of _,. with the y2-axis. This straight line is the shape of the rack tooth
which is conjugate to the involute curve (the shape of the gear tooth).
Problem 4.2.2 Given the conditions of problem 4.2.1, consider the case when r = rb and g,,. = 0.
Prove that the envelope does not exist as a regular curve. What kind of rack tooth shape do equations
(4.2.38) now represent?
Answer. The envelope does not exist as a regular curve because none of the inequalities (eq. (4.2.37))
are observed. Equations (4.2.38) represent the rack tooth "shape" which is, in fact, a single point
(x = 0, y = 0). This point generates an involute curve if the rack is the tool and the gear is to
be cut (fig. 4.2.4).
4.3 Envelope of a Locus of Planar Curves: Representation
in Implicit Form
Consider the equation
F(x,y,4) = 0 (x,y) _ G a < 4 < b (4.3.1)
The equation
F(x,y,4o) = 0 (4.3.2)
(40 is fixed) represents a simple regular curve in the neighborhood of the point (x0,Y0) if at this
point the following requirements are observed:
F(x,y,4o) E C' IF I + IF, I 0 (4.3.3)
If the requirements of equation (4.3.3) are observed for different values of 40, then equation
(4.3.1) represents a locus of locally simple regular curves (in the neighborhood of the point
(x0,Y0,40)). The envelope of this locus is defined as follows: A piece of the envelope of a locus
of curves is such a regular curve represented by
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d/ \
R(0) =x(¢)i+y(¢)j R(¢,)_C 1 R,_= _R(40) ;e0
(x,y) _ G a< dp< b (4.3.4)
which is in tangency with curves F(x,y, dpo) for every value of _b0.
Theorem The necessary condition for existence of the envelope is given by the following theorem.
Assume that at the point (xo,Yo,dPo) equation (4.3.1) and requirements (4.3.3) are observed. If the
envelope indeed exists in the neighborhood of the point (x0,Y0,_b0), this point belongs to the set
Fc,(x,y,dp) = 0 (4.3.5)
where
Fo=_(F(x,y,qS))
Proof: Assume that just the partial derivative Fy differs from zero at the point (xo,Yo,dao). Then,
as is stated by the Theorem of Implicit Function Existence (app. B), equation (4.3.1) (by observing
requirements (4.3.3)) may be solved as a function
y(x, dp) E C t (4.3.6)
in the neighborhood of the point (xo,Yo,dPo). With function (4.3.6), equation (4.3.1) becomes an
identity
F(x,y(x, dp),dp_ _ 0 (4.3.7)
\ !
and its differentiation yields
F_ + FyYx = 0 (4.3.8)
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Consequently,
F¢, + F_,ye_= 0 (4.3.9)
Fx
Yx - (F_, _ 0) (4.3.10)
FY
&
y¢, - (/7,. _ O) (4.3.11)
Function y(x,Oo) (Oo is the fixed value of O) represents a single curve of the locus in the
coordinate system S(x,y). Here x and y are coordinates of the curve point whose position vector
may be represented as
r(x,y(x,00)) = [xi + y(x,Oo)j]EC I (x,y) EG (4.3.12)
If we allow the value of _b to vary from 0 = 00, we get the following vector equation:
r(x,y(x,O)) = Ixi + y(x,0)j/ E C 1 (x,y) EG a < 0 <b (4.3.13)
Let us now differentiate equations (4.3.12) and (4.3.13) and get
cSr = 6x(i + yxj) (4.3.14)
dr = tim + (y_dx + y4,dO)j (4.3.15)
Since 00 is fixed in equation (4.3.12), vector 6r represents the infinitesimal displacement of a point
along the curve. Further, since O is a variable parameter in equation (4.3.13), vector dr represents
the infinitesimal displacement of a point both along and with the curve. (See fig. 4.2.2.) For a
piece of the envelope of locus (4.3.13) to exist in the neighborhood of the point (xo,Yo) and for
the envelope to be in continuous tangency with the locus, vectors _Srand dr must be collinear.
Due to this collinearity we may write
dx _ Yx d,c + yod4)
6x 3'x6x
where X _ 0. It is easily seen from this equation that
yodO = 0
Equations (4.3.17) and (4.3.11) yield
- h (4.3.16)
(4.3.17)
F, dO = 0 (Fy ¢ 0) (4.3.18)
FY
It is clear that dO ;_ 0 because the changing values of 0 correspond to different points on the envelope.
Consequently, equation (4.3.18) may be observed if and only if the partial derivative F_ = 0.
Sufficient Conditions of Envelope Existence
Theorem Consider a locus of curves
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F(x,y,O) = 0 FE C2 (x,y) E G a < _ < b
Assume that at the point (xo,Y0,_b0) the following requirements are observed:
F (xo, Yo, 4Jo) = 0 II_ [ + [Fy [ ;_ 0 F_, = 0 F¢,+ ;_ 0
(4.3.19)
D(F, Fo)
m =-
D (x,y)
F¢ Fv
0 (4.3.20)
where
O [Fo(x,_',ck) ] 0 [F(x,v,O)]
A piece of the envelope indeed exists in the neighborhood of the point (xo,Yo,4Jo), and it is a simple,
regular curve which may be represented by the following equations:
F(x,y,ck) = 0 Fo(x,y,4j) = 0 (4.3.21)
Proof: Assume that at the point (xo,Yo,_bo), the equations
F(x,)',ck) = 0 Fo(x,y,O ) = 0 F E C 2 FoE C ]
are observed, and the inequality
D ( F,F o)
A-- _0
D(x,y)
is also observed. Due to this inequality, equations F = 0 and F0 = 0 may be solved as functions
[x(_), .v (_b)/ E C' (4.3.22)
in the neighborhood of the point (xo,Yo,Oo). These functions represent a curve
R(_b) = x(O)i + y(O)j Ix(0), y(_b)] C |E (4.3.23)
which exists in the neighborhood of point (x0,Y0,_0).
Let us now prove that the envelope is in tangency with single curves of the locus in the
neighborhood of the point (xo,Yo,4_o) and that it is a regular curve. Considering functions (4.3.22)
and equation (4.3.1) we get the following two identities:
F(x(O),y(gJ),O) = 0 FE C 2 (4.3.24)
Fo(x(_b),y(O),q_ ) --- 0 FoE C' (4.3.25)
Differentiation of identity (4.3.24) with respect to q_ yields
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where
dx dy
X,¢, -- Yea --
dO d_b
Taking into account that F_, = 0 (eq. (4.3.20)), we get
F_.% + E,'Y* = 0 (4.3.26)
Similarly, differentiation of identity (4.3.25) yields
F_,._x_,+ &_.y, + F_,_,= 0 (4.3.27)
Equations (4.3.26) and (4.3.27) represent a system of two linear equations in unknowns x,_ and
y_,. The solution of these two equations for x,_ and y,_ is as follows:
.r_ - (4.3.2 8)
0 F v
-F_ FS,. _ FOOF '
F, Fr `5
&, - &_
y_ - - F, (4.3.29)
`5 -
It results from equations (4.3.28) and (4.3.29) that
Ixe,[ + lY_,I # 0 (4.3.30)
because F_,_ # 0, ,5 # 0, and IF.I + IF,,I, o. (See eq. (4.3.20).) Consequently, the curve
(eq. (4.3.23)) is a regular curve.
It is easy to prove that equation (4.3.26) represents the tangency of the envelope with the curves
of the locus in the neighborhood of the point (xo,Yo,_bo). These curves are indeed in tangency if
their tangent vectors are collinear.
The tangent vector to the envelope given by
R(_) = x(_)i + y(_)j
is represented by
t = .r_,i + y_,j (4.3.31)
A curve of the locus is represented by the equation
F(x,y,cbo) = 0 IF_I+ [&[ # o (4.3.32)
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Recalling equation (3.2.9), we may express projections of the tangent 7"to this curve as follows:
ry _ Fx (4.3.33)
rx F,,
If vectors t and 7" are collinear, their projections are related by
ty _ ry (4.3.34)
ty r_
Equations (4.3.34), (4.3.31), and (4.3.33) yield
Y6 _ E_ (4.3.35)
x_ Fy
Relation (4.3.35) results directly from equation (4.3.26), and the envelope is indeed in tangency
with the locus curves. Since the curve represented by equation (4.3.23) is a regular curve and since
it is in tangency with the curves of the locus in the neighborhood of the point (xo,Yo,_o), it is indeed
a piece of the envelope.
4.4 Envelope of Planar Curve Locus: Kinematic
Method of Determination
The necessary conditions of envelope existence may be interpreted kinematically. This
interpretation simplifies the synthesis of planar gearings. The necessary condition for envelope
existence is given by equation (4.2.12) which is
f(0,4,) = N • r¢ = [ro k r,] = 0 (4.4.1)
This equation expresses the requirement that at points of tangency of the curves of the locus (1)
with their envelope (2), the normal N to the curve of the locus is perpendicular to vector r_. As
noted in section 4.2, vector r,_ represents the linear velocity of a point M of curve (1) with respect
to point M of the envelope (2); here M is the point of tangency of curves 1 and 2. Taking this
into account, we may represent equation (4.4.1) as follows:
N • V {12) =f(O,(o) = 0 (4.4.2)
or as
N. V (21J =f(0,¢) = 0 (4.4.3)
where v (21) = - v (12).
The scalar product (4.4.2) or (4.4.3) is an invariant property--it does not depend on the coordinate
system in which it is applied. Usually we apply three coordinate systems; S1 and $2, rigidly
connected to gears 1 and 2, respectively, and Sf, rigidly connected to the frame. Vectors of the
scalar product (4.4.2) or (4.4.3) may be represented in any of these three systems.
Equations (4.4.2) and (4.4.3) are known in the Theory of Gearing as equations of meshing. The
most simple method for determination of this equation is based on the kinematic properties of planar
motion.
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We begin with determination of the relative velocity v _j2) for the situation shown in figure 4.1.1.
Gears 1 and 2 rotate about axes zl and z2 (they are not shown in figure 4.1.1) with angular
velocities
601_) = 0,(i) kl (4.4.4)
w(2) = - o)12)k2 (4.4.5)
where k_ and k 2 are unit vectors of axes zt and z2.
Suppose that vector v_2) is to be expressed in terms of components of coordinate system Si (fig.
4.1.1). The sliding vector oo(2) does not pass through the origin O I of coordinate system Sl"
therefore we replace it with an equal vector which passes through point Ol and a moment
m = 0102 x 60_1 (4.4.6)
Then the linear velocity of a point of gear 2 may be represented as follows:
v'2)=(60(2)xr,)+(O,O2×60 _2_)
Here r t is a position vector drawn from the origin Oj to a point on gear 2.
The velocity of a point on gear i may be determined as
(4.4.7)
v(l) = 60(I) X r 1
The relative velocity v _t21may be represented by the following equation:
V[12)=vll)--Vl2)=((o_[l)--OOl2))Xr,)--(Ol02×O_[2) )
(4.4.8)
= (60t12'x r,) -( 0,02× 60[2')
il Jl kl
0 0 _oItl + 0,[2)
xl )'l 0
il Jl kt
C sin Ol C cos _l 0
0 0 _0,[2_
(4.4.9)
The subscript 1 in equation (4.4.9) denotes that vectors are expressed in terms of components of
coordinate system SI (xl,yl).
Assuming that the shape of the gear 1 tooth is represented in parametric form by equation (4.1.3),
we express the normal vector N as
8O
Oyl OX 1 .
Ni =_-il -_-Jl
Now, the equation of meshing may be represented as
(4.4.10)
Oy_ It2) Oxl ,(12)
aoVxi - O0-_Yl =f(O,4))=O (4.4.1 1)
Here vxi and Vyi are components of the vector vl i2) represented by equation (4.4.9).
Similar results may be obtained if the scalar product is expressed in terms of components of
coordinate system Sf. Hence, the matrix of the normal Nf is (fig. 4.1.1)
INs] = [Ljq liNd =
03,' 1
Oxl
OXl
Oyl cos 4)1 + -- sin 4)1
O0 00
Oyl sin 4)1 OXl
-- -- -- COS 4)1
00 00
(4.4.12)
The relative velocity V/12) is represented by
i/ j: k/ ]
J0 0 w<_)f +w/!2)
Xf _ Zf
- OC 0
0 0 -w {21
---[to'"+ ',+to;"+
Coordinates xf and )5 may be expressed in terms of xl and 3'1 with the matrix equation
lril = [Msdlril
or
(4.4.13)
Xs
1
cos 4)1 - sin 4)1 O
sin 4)1 cos 4)1 0
0 0 1
Xl
3'1
1
This yields
xf = xl cos 4)1 - Yl sin 4)1 35 = xl sin 4)! + Yi cos 4)1 (4.4.14)
Using the results from equations (4.4.12) to (4.4.14), we may determine the equation of meshing by
f(O,ch) = Nf- v) i21= 0 (4.4.15)
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Another kinematic representation of the equation of meshing is based on the following General
Theorem of Plane Gearings.
General Theorem of Plane Gearing Conjugate tooth shapes must be such that their common normal
at point of tangency intersects the line of rotation centers OiO 2 (fig. 4.4.1) and divides it into two
segments, Oil and OJ, which are related as follows:
021 w 1
-- -- = m] 2 (0]1 + 021 = C) (4.4.16)
Oil w 2
Here ml2 may be a prescribed function such as mt2(_l) or a constant.
Proof: Consider that gears 1 and 2 rotate about centers Oi and 0 2 (fig. 4.4.1), respectively, and
that the given instantaneous angular velocity ratio is role. Thus, the location of the instantaneous
center of rotation is determined by equation (4.4.16), and the relative motion of gear 1 with respect
to gear 2 is rotation about point I (with angular velocity w (]21 = coel) + _o(2) if the gears rotate in
opposite directions).
Suppose that the shape El of gear tooth 1 is given and it is necessary to determine the shape
122 of gear 2. We know that at the point of tangency of shapes Yi and _2, point M, equation (4.4.2)
N. v{t2) __-0
must be observed.
The relative velocity v ll2t is given by
v (_2) = o_ (_2) × IM (4.4.17)
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and is directed along T, the common tangent vector of the shapes. The normal N is perpendicular
to the tangent T. Consequently, the normal drawn at the point of the shape tangency M must pass
through the instantaneous center of rotation I.
If shapes !2t and E2 are chosen arbitrarily, they cannot transform rotational motion with the
prescribed angular velocity ratio rnt2. Suppose that m_2 must be a constant but the shapes of the
gear teeth are not conjugate. Figure 4.4.2 shows such shapes in two positions. The normals N °1
and N _2Jat points of tangency Ml and M2 intersect the center distance at two different points
(Ii, 12). This is the sign that the motion is transformed with a nonconstant angular velocity ratio.
4.5 Conjugate Shapes: Working Equations for Their Determination
The key to the problem of conjugated shapes lies in determining the equation of meshing
f(o,dp) = 0 (4.5.1)
As stated earlier, this equation relates the parameter 0 of the given shape _ with the parameter
of the locus generation (curve _1 motion).
To find a conjugate shape with the classical methods of differential geometry, the following
procedure must be applied:
(1) The locus of shapes !2t, represented by the vector function
r2(0,¢) _ C 1 (4.5.2)
must be determined. This locus is generated in coordinate system 52, which is rigidly connected
to gear 2.
(2) The equation of meshing (4.5.1) given by
3r2 3r2
-- × -- = 0 (4.5.3)
30 3_
must be determined.
Although the above method is, of course, workable, the following procedure substantially simplifies
the determination of conjugate shapes. To determine the equation of meshing (eq. (4.5.1)), it is
not necessary to develop vector function (4.5.2), determine its partial derivatives, and then derive
equation (4.5.3). Representing the given shape ISI by
rl(0) E C t drl-- # 0 0 E G (4.5.4)
dO
we just require that the normal NI(0) passes through the instantaneous center of rotation 1. The
shape I;_, represented by equation (4.5.4), is a simple, regular curve.
To find the conjugate shape I22, it is necessary to determine the following: (1) the relation
between the location of contact points on shape El and the angle of gear 1 rotation _bI and (2) the
shape of gear 2 tooth Y2 as the locus of contact points in coordinate system $2 (rigidly connected
to gear 2). In addition, we may determine the line of action as the locus of contact points in the
fixed coordinate system Sf.
We shall limit our discussion to the case of a constant angular velocity ratio ml2. However, the
equations given below may be easily applied to the case of ml2(q_l) _ constant.
Location of Pitch Point
Coordinates of the pitch point I (the instantaneous center of rotation and the point of tangency
of gear centrodes) are represented in coordinate systems Sf and Sl as follows:
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Thenormal to shape E l is
C
x/=o Y/= or- -r,
1 + m12
Xi = rl sin 0j Y1 = rl cos q51
(4.5.5)
(4.5.6)
NI 0r_ 0v,. 0x,.= __ × k I = "--:-.--ii _00 00 _-Jt (4.5.7)
where ij, Jl, and kl are unit vectors of the axes of coordinate system Si (xl,yl,zl).
Equation of Meshing
The normal Nj to shape E, must pass through the pitch point I. Thus,
Xl ((_1) - xt (0) YJ (_bl) - 3'1(0)
N_I (0) Nvl (0)
=f(0,0_) = 0 (4.5.8)
Equations (4.5.6), (4.5.7), and (4.5.8) yield
r I sin q51 - xl (0) r I cos _, - Yl(0)
+
Oyj Oxl
O0 O0
= f(0,_) = 0 (4.5.9)
This equation relates the location of the contact point on _1 (parameter 0) with the angle of gear
rotation _l-
The equation of meshing may also be derived by using the equation of the normal represented
in coordinate system Sf
Xf - xf Yf - Y--f= f( O,d_j) =0 (4.5.10)
N_/ N_f
Here Xf = 0, _= r 1, and (x/,yf), and (N4,N_f) are represented by the following matrix equations:
IrA= [M_llr,] [N/I= [LI_]tN,] (4.5.11)
where (fig. 4.5.1)
[M_,I1 =
cos 01 -sin,C,, 0
sin_l cos 4,, 0
0 0 1
IL_I =
cOS _1
sin O,
- sin _,
COS _1
Line of Action
The line of action is determined by the following equations:
[rf] = [Mjqllr,l f(0,4_,) = 0 (4.5.13)
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Shape _2 is determined as follows:
It21 = [M2d[rd = [M2f][M_][r_] f(O,O_) = 0 (4.5.13)
Problem 4.5.1 Consider the Root's blower which consists of two, two-lobed gears (fig. 4.5.2(a)).
The shape Zi is a circular arc of radius p centered at point C. The angle AOIB, corresponding
to the tooth addendum, is equal to 90 °, and parameters a = O_C, o, and r are related through
the following equation:
r2 + a 2 -- 2ar cos 45* = p2
The shape E1 is represented by the equations
x t =psin0 Y_ =pcos0+a -45 ° <0<45 ° (4.5.14)
Determine (I) the equation of meshing, (2) the line of action, and (3) equations of the shape
r-2, which is conjugate to El. Apply coordinate systems shown in figure 4.5.2(b).
Answer. The equation of meshing is
f(O,4'l) = r sin (0 - 4') - a sin 0 = 0 (4.5.15)
The line of action is represented by
xf = p sin (0 - 4') - a sin 4' 3_ = p cos (/9 - 4') + a cos 4' r sin (0 - 4') - a sin 0 = 0
(4.5.16)
The equations of shape E2 are
x2 = p sin (0 - 24') - a sin 24' + 2r sin 4' "_
1
v, p cos (O - 24') + a cos 24" - 2r cos 4'_ (4.5.17)
r sin (0 - 4') - a sin 0 = 0 .,J
Here 4'1 = 4'2 = 4' is the angle of rotation of gear 1 and r 1 = r2 = r is the centrode radius.
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Chapter 5
Plane Gearing Analysis
The essence of the problem of plane gearing analysis may be stated as follows: The tooth shapes
of the meshing gears are defined, and the distance between centers of gear rotation is given. We
wish to determine (1) the law of motion-the relation between angles of gear rotation and (2) the
line of action of the gear teeth.
There are two typical cases when gearing analysis is applied: (1) to determine the kinematical
errors in a gear mechanism which are induced by errors of manufacturing and assembly and (2)
for the optimal synthesis of gears (especially for synthesis of spatial gearings). The optimal synthesis
of gearings is usually an iterative computational procedure which requires intermediate analysis
between iterations. Such analysis provides information on the achieved results and is the basis for
the next iteration.
The method of analysis discussed in this chapter was first proposed by F.L. Litvin (1968). This
method may be applied not only for gears but for most direct-contact mechanisms (such as cam
mechanisms).
5.1 Equations of Tooth Shape Tangency
Consider again coordinate systems Sl, $2, and Sf rigidly connected to gears 1 and 2, and the
frame, respectively. Tooth shapes El and _2 (of gears 1 and 2) and their respective unit normals
are represented by the following equations:
rt = rl(00 rl(0t) E C2 3r--L;e 0 0lEG1 (5.1.1)
O0_
nl = nl(01) (5.1.2)
r2 r2(02) r2(02) E C 2 3r2= -- ¢ 0 02 _ G2 (5.1.3)
302
n2 = n2(02) (5.1.4)
(See ch. 3, secs. 1 and 2.) The transformation of the point coordinates and unit normal projections
from moving systems S_ and $2 to fixed system Sf is given by
[r}),] : [Mfl] [rl] (5.1.5)
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--
[:,] [r2] ,5,7,
-- [.2]  518,
Henceforth, superscripts (1) and (2) will refer to tooth shapes E l and _2, whereas subscripts will
denote the coordinate system in which the shapes are represented. Equations (5.1.1) to (5.1.8)
represent the locus of shapes E_o and E2,_ and their corresponding unit normals in coordinate
system S/. From these equations we get
r:I)= r)l)(01,_bl) _I 6 El (5.1.9)
n) IJ = n)l)(01,4_l) (5.1. I0)
r:2) = r:2)(02,q_2) q_2 E E 2 (5.1.11)
9:2) = n:2)(02,_b2) (5.1.12)
In order to be in tangency, shapes E 1and E2 must coincide at some point where their unit normals
are collinear. Hence,
r(2)tO ,-_r)1)(01,_l)= f I 2 _2Y (5.1. ! 3)
n).l)(ol,_al)= n (2)--
_f (02,q_2) (5.1.14)
Notice that equation (5.1.13) expresses only that shapes Ej and _2 share a common point in space.
However, this point can be either a point of tangency or a point of intersection of the two curves.
Only when both equations (5.1.13) and (5.1.14) are satisfied a point common to curves 01 and
02 is indeed a point of tangency.
In place of equation (5.1.14), the equation
N),I)(01,_I) = _N)-2)(02,_2) (5. i.15)
may be used to express the collinearity of normal vectors. It will be seen, however, that equation
(5.1.14) is the basis for important kinematic relations in plane gearings (see)ch. 6) and, thus, is
preferred. It is important _tlto note that the directions of unit normals nj, and nf may either coincide
or be opposite each other and still insure the tangency of shapes Y:I and E 2. If the latter case is
considered, equation (5.1.14} may still be observed by changing the order of the factors in one
of the cross products which define the normal vectors. For example
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3r I Ni 3r_ N_
=--xkl nl - N_=k_ x_ n_- " (5.1.16)
NI _01 [Nil " _ a02 " IN2[
5.2 Analysis of Meshing
Equations (5.1.13) and (5. I. 14) may be rewritten as
r),l)(Ol,_l) - r)2)(02,_2) = 0
(5.2.1)
n;l)(01,¢_l) - n_2)(02 ,_2) = 0
(5.2.2)
By projecting the above position vectors and unit normal vectors on a set of coordinate axeS,n)W2e
obtain a system of four scalar equations, only three of which are independent. Since n))) and
are unit vectors, we have one "built-in" relation
Consequently, if one component of the unit normal vectors is equal, for instance, if
(5.2.3)
n))_ = nj_2) (5.2.4)
is observed, then the other projections are also equal
n)i_) = n_2' (5.2.5)
Equations (5.2.1) to (5.2.3) yield the following three equations in four unknowns:
where
f1(01,#_1,02,_)2) = 0 f2(01,Oi,02,q_2) = 0
[f,,A,A] _ c_
f3(01,_1,02,02) = 0 (5.2.6)
The analysis of plane gearing may be completed if equations (5.2.6) can provide three functions
of one variable parameter, such as
/01(_1),02(_1),_2(_1) 1 E C 1
(5.2.7)
According to the Theorem of Implicit Function System Existence (see app. B), functions (5.2.7)
exist (at least) in the neighborhood of a point
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P* (01,_bl * ° (5.2.8)= ° 0,02,4)2)
if
(1) /fl,f2,j_ / _C I
(2) Equations (5.2.6) are satisfied at point P°
(3) The following Jacobian differs from zero
D(fl ,f',f3)
D( O i ,02,4)2)
30 t 302 a4)2
a_ aA ak
= -- __ __
301 302 34)2
aS_ of3 ok
001 a02 04)2
(5.2.9)
Functions (5.2.7) provide complete information about the meshing of gears with profiles E l and
E2: (1) function 4)2(4)J) represents the relation between angles of gear rotation-the law of motion
and (2) functions 01(4)1) and 02(4)0 define the points on shapes E I and E2, which are in tangency
for a given value of gear I rotation.
The line of action of contacting profiles Ej and _2 is given by the functions
r)U( 0, ,4)1) O,(_0 (5.2.10)
or by
r_ 2t(02,4)2) 02(4)1) 4)2(4)1) (5.2.1 I)
In some cases a variable parameter other than _i, for instance Of, may be chosen when solving
equations (5.2.6). In this case, the solution of these equations is given by the functions
[4) 1(01),02(0[),_)2(01) / E C 1 (5.2.12)
and the following Jacobian must differ from zero:
D(fl ,J_,f3)
D(_, ,02,cb2)
¢0 (5.2.13)
As mentioned earlier, the method of analysis proposed here may be applied not only for gear
drives but, in fact, for most types of direct-contact mechanisms. For instance, application to a cam
mechanism with a flat-faced follower is considered in problem 5.3. I.
5.3 Computation Process
In general, the determination of functions (5.2.7) or (5.2.12) requires an iterative numerical
procedure and the aid of a computer. To start iterations, one point (eq. (5.2.8)), a set of parameters
(01',4)i',0_,_=_) with which the system of equations (5.2.6) is satisfied, must be known. The aim
of the next step is to determine a new point which satisfies equations (5.2.6)
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p(1) = fa(1) _(1) .0 I) .4, I)) (5.3.1)
Theiterativeprocessof computationmaybebasedonthefollowingprocedure:
(1)Pickasubsystemof twoequationsfromthesystemof threeequations(5.2.6).
(2)Assumethatthissubsystemis
f2(01,q_l,02,_2) = 0 f3(01,_l,02,q_2) = 0 (5.3.2)
Consider 4h = q_ll) as given, and choose 0t = 011). Thus, the system of equations (5.3.2) may be
solved for 02 and _b2. Let the solution be 0t t), _b_II.
(3) The new set of parameters (point (5.3.1)) is determined indeed if the remaining equation
fl(Ol,_l,02,_b2) = 0 (5.3.3)
is satisfied by the set (011),4_1_,0_1),4_11). If equation (5.3.3) is not satisfied, then a new value for
01 tJ must be chosen, and equation (5.3.2) must be solved and checked with equation (5.3.3), etc.
The above iterative process is based on dividing the system of three equations (5.2.6) into two
subsystems, two equations (eqs. (5.3.2)) and one equation (eq. (5.3.3)), and their separate solutions.
Equations (5.3.2) and (5.3.3) are nonlinear algebraic equations, and we must apply a standard
computer program for their solution, for instance, a program which is based on the Newton algorithm
(Korn, 1968).
Problem 5.3.1 Consider a cam mechanism with a fiat-faced follower. The cam profile is a circle
of radius p centered at point C (fig. 5.3.1) whose center of rotation is Of. The follower contacts
the cam at points on its straight line, which coincides with axis x2.
Set up coordinate systems Sl(xl,yt) and S2(xz,y2), rigidly connected to links 1 and 2, and the
fixed coordinate system Sf(xf,yf). Represent conjugate shapes of the cam and the follower as
follows:
(1) The shape of the cam
xt = p cos 0t Yt = a + p sin 01 (5.3.4)
where a = Of C and
(2) The shape of the follower is given by
x2 = 02 y= 0 (5.3.5)
The parameter 02 is negative for points which belong to the negative x2 axis.
Apply the method presented in this chapter and determine the following functions:
Y2 I yf
Figure 5.3.1.
_.-x2
-- xf
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(1) s(4>), where 0 __<4> _ 2_r, which represents the relation between parameters of motion s and 4,
(2) 01(4>)and 02(c_), which represent the relations between shape parameters and the parameter
of motion 4>
(3) xf(4>) and ))(_), which represent the line of action
Directions for the solution are as follows:
Step/.--Determine unit normals for the conjugate shapes in coordinate systems Sl and $2 so
they have coinciding directions.
Step 2.--Represent conjugate shapes and their unit normals in the coordinate system St-.
Step 3.--Develop the equations of tangency of the two conjugate shapes which are analogous
to equations (5.1.13) and (5.1.14), and obtain the desired functions.
Answer.
s = a cos 0 + O (The cam mechanism performs harmonic motion.)
71"
OI : _ -- 4> 02 = --a sin _ xf = --a sin _ _) = O + a cos 4>
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Chapter 6
Basic Kinematic Relations of Plane Gearings
and Their Application
6.1 Basic Kinematic Relations
Consider two gears which are in mesh. As explained in chapter 5.1, for shapes _l and _2 (of
gears 1 and 2, respectively) to be in continuous tangency, the position vectors and unit normals
of each gear must be equal at the instantaneous point of contact of gear shapes at every moment.
These requirements are represented by equations (5.1.13) and (5.1.14). Since these equations are
to be observed continuously at any instantaneous point of contact, we may differentiate them. This
yields
f(l)(Ol,_l ) = !:'(2)(02,q_2) (6. !. 1)
and
II(I)(01,(_l) : /1[2)(02,_2) (6.1.2)
Here/.li_ (i = 1, 2) is the velocity of the contact point in absolute motion (motion relative to the
frame); fic,) is the linear velocity of the tip of the unit normal vector in absolute motion. Equations
(6.1.1) and (6.1.2) may be expressed as follows:
c'tr {l) dOi Or _2) d_2 Or _2)dO3Or tl_ d_, + - 1_12)(02,_2) .... + -- --=" (6.1.3)
v,,/,_ = /'¢l)(0j,_0- 0_1 dt 30 t dt &b2 dt 002 dt
On {l) dot 3n(21 d_2 3n(2"Jd02
anIl_ d4_ + _ 1:!(2}(02,_._)_ ..1____
fi,,m =fi{ll(01'_l)=-3q h dt 301 dt _ 3ck2 dt 302 dt
(6.1.4)
Here t represents time.
Imagine that trihedrons r Ill, n (i), and b (i) (see ch. 3.3) are connected to shape Yi at shape
contact point Mi (i = 1,2) (fig. 6.1.1). Equation (6.1.1) indicates that the common origin of each
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trihedron moves with the same velocity, while equation (6.1.2) expresses that the tips of unit vectors
n (ll and n (2) move with the same velocity. Similarly, the tips of unit vectors r nJ and r (2J move
with equal velocities. Thus
.j.(l_ = ,i.c2/ (6.1.5)
Since we are dealing with planar curves, the unit vectors b (_ and b _2_keep their original directions,
so
6 _li = 6 (2_= 0 (6.1.6)
Let us derive kinematic relations based on equations (6.1.1), (6.1.2), and (6.1.5). As the contact
point moves through space during tooth meshing, so does each trihedron. The absolute motion
of each trihedron may be represented as a motion of two components: (1) transfer motion--together
with the shape (with coordinate system Si) and (2) relative motion--relative to the shape (to
coordinate system 5",). Equations (6.1.3) may be represented as
v°.,,= vk'l + v 'l = .471+ v 2, (6.1.7)
where
Similarly,
where
v,_il _ Or (i) d_i VrU) _ Or (i) dO, (i = 1,2)
OOi dt 30i dt
ilab s = Illr ') q- _1(I) = 1:!_7) + hr (2) (6.1.8)
and
On (o dO_fi(_) _
tr
O(_i dt
fi)i_ _ anU) dOi
ao i dt
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The transfer velocity of a contact point may also be represented by the following equations:
vt_l) = to(t) x r_ll (6.1.9)
vt_) = (W'2)X r (1)) + OfO2 x w '2) (6.1.10)
(See ch. 2.3.) Here r II) is the position vector drawn from the origin Of of coordinate system Sy
to the point of contact. It is assumed that the line of action of to (u passes through origin Of, and
the line of action of w (2) (which is parallel to to (I)) does not pass through Of. The sliding vector
to(2), which passes through point 02 (fig. 2.1.4), is substituted (1) by an equal vector w (2), whose
line of action passes through the point Of and (2) by a moment -Of02 x to(2), which expresses
a linear velocity.
Let us prove that the transfer velocity of the tip of the unit normal may be represented as follows:
h_ ) = to(/) X n (i) (6.1.11)
Consider a planar curve (fig. 6.1.2) with a unit normal n (i) at its point M. The curve rotates about
axis Oa with angular velocity to (i). Let us substitute the sliding vector to (i) by an equal vector
to(i), whose line of action is Mb, and a moment m = MO x to(i). (See ch. 2.3.)
Then, point M, with the unit normal n (i), takes part in two motions: (1) translation with linear
velocity m (it is perpendicular to plane I in figure 6.1.2) and (2) rotation about axis Mb with angular
velocity to(i). Vector n (i) keeps its original direction in translational motion--its direction is
changed only by rotation. Thus, the change of the direction of the unit normal depends on the angle
of rotation only, and the velocity of the tip of the unit vector in rotational motion may be represented
by equation (6.1.11).
Let us now transform equations (6.1.7) and (6.1.8). Equations (6.1.7), (6.1.9), and (6.1.10) yield
v 2)= + -- V 2)= l) + V(12)
(6.1.12)
Here to(12) = to(l) _ to(z) and v (t2) = vt_l) - V[r2) is the velocity of point Mt of shape I21 with
respect to point M2 of shape _2, while points M1 and M2 coincide at a common point M--the point
of tangency of shapes El and !]2. Similarly, equations (6.1.8) and (6.1.11) yield
fi_2) = ill,) + (fi[,> _ fi_fl)) = fi_l) + (to,,2) x n) (6.1.13)
where to_12) = to(l_ _ to_21. Similarly, we obtain
,j._2) = _._1)+ (to(,2)× 7") (6.1.14)
We call equations (6.1.12), (6.1.13), and (6.1.14) the basic kinematic relations of plane gearing.
These relations were first proposed by F.L. Litvin (1968). On the basis of these equations, important
relations in the theory of gearing may be developed, such as relations between curvatures of
conjugated shapes, conditions of tooth nonundercutting, and kinematic error analysis of gear trains.
(See sec. 6.2 and 6.3.) Analogous relations may be established for spatial gearings too. (See ch. 12.)
Example 6.1.1 Consider the cam mechanism shown in figure 5.3.1. Figure 6.1.3 shows links of
this mechanism in two neighboring positions, denoted by I and II. The fixed coordinate system
is Sf. The cam shape is a circle centered at C; C (l) and C _n) are two positions of this center
corresponding to the initial position of the cam and its position after it rotates through an angle
4_.The center of cam rotation is point O. Contact points of the cam and follower at their two positions
are M} _i and M_jl), respectively.
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Kinematic relations (6.1.12) and (6.1.13) may be illustrated in the following manner. (In this
example displacements are considered instead of velocities.) The displacement of the contact point
in absolute motion is
ASab s =
Denoting the cam as link 1 and the follower as link 2, we may represent r_s.h., as follows:
Here the transfer displacement of point M_ with the cam is
The relative displacement of point Mj along the cam shape is
_,, =_
The transfer displacement of point M 2 with the follower is
As,_2> = M}t)M2
The relative displacement of point M2 along the follower shape is
ASr(2) = M2M; Ili
The change of the unit normal in absolute motion may be represented as
An,,b_ = n) m- n)"
In this particular case An,t,, is equal to zero. The displacement An_,b_ may also be represented as
follows:
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Here
An,b,_ = Ant_ I) + An_ ') = dxn,_21 + An_ 2_
= ",- n;1'
is the direction change for the unit normal of the cam shape by transfer motion (with the cam).
The direction change
z_._'_: ,1)n_-.,
is for the unit normal of the cam shape in relative motion while the contact point moves along
the cam, and An_ _and An _2_are the direction changes for the unit normal of the follower in the
An(2) and An_ )transfer and relative motions respectively. In the particular case considered, ---tr are
equal to zero,
6.2 Conjugate Shapes: Relations Between Curvatures
The determination of the curvature of an envelope of planar curves is a difficult problem taking
into account that the envelope is usually represented by complicated equations, even if the equations
of the locus of curves are simple. Thus, it is an attractive prospect to find the curvature of an envelope
without having its equations (i.e., having only the equations of the curve of the locus). Such a
method, based on relations between curvatures of conjugate shapes, was first proposed by F.L.
Litvin (1968, 1969).
Consider the following conditions:
(I) Three coordinate systems Si, $2, and St are established. Coordinate systems S1 and $2 are
rigidly connected to the driving and driven gears 1 and 2; coordinate system Sf is rigidly connected
to the frame.
(2) The shape El is represented by
drl
-- _ 0 (6.2.1)rl(01) fi C 2 0t E G
dO_
(3) The angles of gear rotation 01 and _b 2 are related by the function
492(4)j) ( C2 a < 4_1< b (6.2.2)
(4) The equation of meshing is determined and represented by the equation (ch. 4.5)
n)¿, vfl2) = n_ I) (oj).12))< [ } f :f(Ol,<_l ) : 0
(6.2.3)
(5) The curvature of the shape El is represented by the equation
._ll -/l_"KIV r = (6.2.4)
(See ch. 3.3.) The problem is to determine the curvature of the shape E2.
The solution to this problem is based on the following equations:
. _2_ =_2/ (6.2.5)
K2V r : -- ii r
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v_2) = v_ jl + v_12_ (6.2.6)
h(21 -It_+ (o_(12_Xnlll)r = lit (6.2.7)
d
dt (n • v ¢12))= 0 (6.2.8)
Equation (6.2.8) is simply the equation of meshing differentiated with respect to time. The subscript
f in equation (6.2.8) is dropped for simplification.
Let us transform equation (6.2.8) as follows:
d
-- (n " v_ '2') = (fi_"'v ''2') + (n.d(vt'2_))=0 (6.2.9)dt _ dt
Here
d (vii2)) by
We represent the derivative d_
(6.2.10)
(6.2.11)
where C = O_O2. Not losing generality in our solution, we assume that gear 1 rotates
counterclockwise with constant angular velocity 60°1. The angular velocity of gear 2 is
¢0{ 1)
60 (2J = :Tw(2_k = ::F--k (6.2.12)
m12(01)
where
The time derivative _2 is
mt2(01) --
d¢1 1
d_2 d
-- (02(01))
dO1
t°12' = _ d'#-_lk,m12(O0/ dt = -4- 0",2)2''' J k
m 1260(1100 (2) rn 12¢0 Ill
= + k- w (2t (6.2.13)
?//12 m12
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Here the upper sign of ± or _ corresponds to gear rotations in opposite directions,
d
mi2---,-_l (ml2(Ol)), and k is the unit vector of axis zf.
Now let us transform equation (6.2.11)
x _(2)) (6.2.14)
_v, . Substituting from (6.2.13), we getNote that expression fol = v_dt_= V[rI OI _0(2)
d(v(]2)) = ml2 f._(l)(((j_(2) X r([)) -_- (f x (_l)(2)))
m12
.]_ (00(12)X ¥_1))..[_ (0d(12)X ¥(rl))
m'2to(l)v[7) + (w(12'x v_ '}) + (¢od2'x _I_))
m12
(6.2.15)
Equations (6.2.9), (6.2.10), and (6.2.15) yield
d (nO) "v02) ) = fi_l. v{12)+ [o_(l)nd)vn2)] + [n<_ltOI_2)Vr_t)]
dt
+ [n°)¢o<121v_))] + m l2 ¢o°)(n (I)" *tr"(2_j = 0
m12
(6.2.16)
We may transform equation (6.2.16) further by taking into account the following relations:
[w<')nO'vO2'] = _ [n¢"w_t)V_rl'] + [nmwlt)v}_ ']
[n'"e0"2)v_ )] = [n")eo")v}_ )] - [n(')w'2)v}] )]
(6.2.17)
(6.2.18)
Equations (6.2.17) and (6.2.18) yield
[wmn(')v '12)] + [nO)o_(lZ)v[_')] : [nme0")v}_ 2)]
-
- --o"" ,r, × v_rO)] (6.2.19)
Further transformation of equation (6.2.19) may be done by noting that
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X. ,r,2,=( X + X(Cx
=03<2_(03ii). r(]!) _ r_)(031_). 0312))+ C(03_1_. 03!2)) _ 03_2)(_m. C)
= (C - r_t_)(03 (_)• 03(21) (6.2.20)
Here 03(t). r(])= 0 and 031_). C = 0 because of the perpendicularity of vectors in these scalar
products. Similarly,
03(2) x Vrr"_) = c0_2, x (03_) x r _)) = 03(_)(03_2)• r(])) _ r_,)(03(J) .03(2))
= _ r1_)(03(_). 03(2)) (6.2.21)
Equations (6.2.19) to (6.2.21) yield
nl,). [(031,,× V_r2,) _ (03(2)× V_]))] = (n(n. C)(,03(1) o 03 (2)) (6.2.22)
The final expression of equation (6.2.16) is as follows:
+ (n1')oC)(03(I)o03 (2)) + ml2w(l)(n(J) a2 h
"¥tr s =0
m12
(6.2.23)
To get the direct relation between curvatures of conjugate shapes KI and K2, we apply a system
of equations (6.2.23) and (6.2.4) to (6.2.7). We may transform this system of equations and obtain
a system of three equations to two unknowns, v_]) and v_2). For these transformations we represent
that
v_I) = v_') • i, v)2) = v_2)" it v ('2' = v _12)• i, (6.2.24)
Here i_ is the unit vector of the common tangent to the conjugate shapes, vectors v) 2) and ¢,2)
are collinear at the point of shape tangency, and v_l), v_2), and v fl2) must be considered as algebraic
quantities (they may be positive or negative). Next we substitute vector fi)u by using equation
(6.2.4). Equations (6.2.23) and (6.2.4) yield
-xtv_])(vO2)'it) + v_])[ itn(')w(12)] = -(n(') " C)(03(1)" 0312') - m'2 w(')( n(l'''vtr(2,',
m,2
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We may represent the unit normal vectors as
n {1) = i t x k (6.2.25)
which yields the triple product
= --O) (12) * k (6.2.26)
Here k is the unit vector of axis z, and
09 O21 * i l = 0
due to the perpendicularity of these vectors.
Equations (6.2.24) to (6.2.26) give
v_12).i,) + (cO(12)°k)]v_ 1) = bt (6.2.27)
where
m19 co(|)(n(l)b_ = (n'_).C)(¢o(')._% + '" "v17))
m12
Equation (6.2.6) yields
-v_ 1) + v[2) = v (12).i' (6.2.28)
Equations (6.2.7), (6.2.4), (6.2.5), and (6.2.26) yield
(1) , (2) O_ (12) °kKIV r -- g2v r _- (6.2.29)
Equations (6.2.27) to (6.2.29) represent a system of three linear equations in two unknowns as
follows:
a, lxl + ai2x2 = bi (i = 1,2,3) (6.2.30)
where
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ajj = Kl(v(]2).i 0 + ((O(12).k) al2 = 0
m12
k /'
O21 = -- ! a22 = 1 b 2 = v(]2i,it
a31 = KI a32 = --K 2 b 3 = _(J2). k
,{2)
Xl = V) I) X2 = Sr
It is known from linear algebra that the system of equations (6.2.30) possesses a unique solution
if and only if the system matrix
all at2
a21 a22
a31 a32
and the augmented matrix
a_ al2 b I
a21 a22 b2
a31 a32 b3
are of the same rank. This results in the requirement that
all a12 bl
a2i a22 b2
a3_ a32 b3
all
= -1
KI
0 bj
1 b 2 = 0
--K 2 b 3
(6.2.31)
Substituting coefficients of the determinant (6.2.31) with the above expressions, we get
Kl[bl--(v (12)* it)(_ (12) • k)] - (w112))2
K2 = KI(V(12)) 2 + ((ad(12J" k)(v(12) • it) + bl (6.2.32)
The expression for the coefficient bj was presented above. Equation (6.2.32) is the basic equation
which relates the curvatures of tooth shapes in planar gearings.
Consider a particular case when shapes Ej and E2 are in contact at the pitch point. At this point
¥(12)=0, and the curvature of shape E 2 is
((.,0(12))2
x2 = _l (6.2.33)
b]
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Transformation of Translation into Rotation and Rotation into Translation
Consider that a rack cutter 1 generates a gear 2. The shape _21 is given, and it is necessary to
determine relations between the curvatures of shapes E: and E2. We set up three coordinate systems
Si, $2, and Sf, as shown in figure 6.2.1(a). It is assumed that
V
-- : r = constant
(..0
Here v is the velocity of the rack translation, _0 is the angular velocity of gear rotation, and r is
the radius of the gear centrode. The relation between curvatures of shapes El and _:2 is based on
equations (6.2.4) to (6.2.7) and (6.2.16). But for the considered case, new equations must be
developed instead of equations (6.2.7) and (6.2.16) due to new conditions of motion transformation.
Taking into account that translation is transformed into rotation, we have
O) (I) = 0 0) (2) = 0._ 0) (12) = (_O(1) -- 0) (2) = --Od
The equations which we apply instead of equations (6.2.7) and (6.2.16) are represented by
(0,×.,,,)
a_l"v<'_'- [n'l'_°v_"] - h''l'''''"'lc---tr j =0
(6.2.34)
(6.2.35)
Developing equation (6.2.35), we assume that v}_1) = constant and w = constant. The triple
tn(l),._(l)l may be represented asproduct t- ,,.' "tr J
Yl Yf
.ls'r_ltrv(1)
t_ -Xl
x2
x{
"- Centrode
(a)
(21 (I)
Vtr : Vtr --,\\
\
\
(bl
Figure 6.2.1.
Yl
<
tit
(I)
.Xl
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[nm oov_))] (i, × k). (oo ×
3
V(I)_
--It !
(it" _) (it. v_)))
= = _(it._ 1)..v,r )tto .k) (6.2.36)
(k. o_) (k. v_) ))
• <J)= 0 due to the perpendicularity of vectors. Thus,because i t 60 = 0, k- Vtr
[nm w v_ ')] = -(i t • v_))). (k. w) (6.2.37)irl_ 1) . v(12)
Equations (6.2.4) to (6.2.6), (6.2.34), and (6.2.37) yield a system of three linear equations in
two unknowns
Here
(lilX 1 -[- ai2x 2 = b i (i = 1,2,3) (6.2.38)
alx = Kt(v(12)oi,) - (w.k) a12 = 0 bl = (v_)l ° it)(t0" k)
a21 = -- I a22 = 1 b2 = (v ¢12). i,)
a31 = Kj a32 = --K2 b 3 = -(w • k)
Discussions similar to those above regarding the system of linear equations (6.2.30) result in
atl 0 b z
-1 1 b2 = 0
K_ -- K2 b 3
This yields
Klbl -- al Ib3 _ KI[00 ° k)(v}r 1) + v_12)) ° itl - _o 2
K2 - (6.2.39)
Ollb2 + bl KI(v(12)) 2 + (03 • k)(vtr12), it)
Consider a case when the contact point coincides with the pitch point 1 (fig. 6.2.1(a)). Then
V(12) = O,
V(U . (2)
lr _ ¥tr
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and equation (6.2.39) yields
K2 _ K I
W 2
k)(% • 13(W • (2)•
(6.2.40)
If the rack cutter is applied for cutting involute gears, its shape El is a straight line (fig. 6.2.109))
and its curvature is Ki = O. Equation (6.2.40) yields (fig. 6.2.1(b))
K 2 _ --
o02 1
(o_. k)(vl_ )" i,) r sin ¢,,
(6.2.41)
The positive sign of the curvature K2 means that the curvature center is located on the positive
unit normal
n (1_= i t × k
A more complicated case dealing with the curvature of generated shape E2 is discussed in
example problem 6.2.3.
Example problem 6.2.1 Consider that the shape of gear 1 is an involute curve corresponding to
the base circle of radius rt, l. The centrode of gear I is the circle of radius q. The ratio of these
radii is
Figure 6.2.2.
Yf,Yl
Figure 6.2.3.
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HereweshallconsiderthecasewherebythecontactpointcoincideswiththepitchpointI (fig.
6.2.2). The angular velocity radio m12 is constant and is represented as
Ca)(1) r 2
m12 co(2) rl (6.2.42)
where r t and r2 are gear centrode radii. Determine the curvatvre of gear shape E 2 at the contact
point assuming that the curvature _q of the shape ]gt is given.
Solution. At the pitch point 1 the velocity of sliding vector v_2)= 0 and shape curvatures are
related by equation (6.2.33).
Since the constant angular velocity ratio the derivative m_2 = 0, and
b] = (n <j)• C) (w <])• w (2))
Vectors n (u and C form the angle 90* + _b,.. Gears rotate in opposite directions, and
00(1),, (,0(2) = -- o.;,(1160(2) 60( 12} = ¢0(I) _ Oj( 2} 1(.0(12) I = CO{ l) + co (2)
At point 1 the curvature radius of shape _] is IK and the curvature is
1
KI i
rl sin _b,.
The curvature K1>0 because the center of curvature K] is located on the positive normal.
The coefficient b I may be expressed as follows:
bt = (n_'" C)(6°(I)" 60(2)) = 6°(])w(2)(rl + re) sin ¢,,
Then, we get
and (see eq. (6.2.23))
(CO(12)) 2 (t.,0 (t) -'l'- OJ(2)) 2 rj + r 2
bl w(l)w(2)(rl + r2) sin _b, rlr 2sin 4/,
1 r] + r2 1
'_2 ..... (6.2.43)
r t sin _b,. rlr 2 sin _, r2 sin _p,
The negative sign for curvature K2 means that the curvature center of shape P2 is located on the
negative normal.
Equation (6.2.43) may be obtained by using more simple methods: however, the application of
general equations (6.2.32) and (6.2.33) illustrates the power of those equations even for this particular
case.
Example Problem 6.2.2 Consider a cam mechanism with a flat-faced follower (fig. 6.2.3). We
set up coordinate systems St, $2, and Sf rigidly connected to the follower, cam, and frame,
respectively. Given are the displacement function
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s(ch) _ C 2 0<0<27r (6.2.44)
and the shape E1 represented by the equations
xl = 01 Yl = 0 (6.2.45)
where a < Ol< b.
Determine (1) the equations of the cam shape E2, (2) the line of action, and (3) the curvature '_2(4')
of the cam.
Equation of Meshing.--We represent shape E l in the coordinate system Sf by
r} t) = 00f+ s(_)jf (6.2.46)
The normal to the shape El is
Nfl) Or) 1)= -- x k = -jr (6.2.47)
00
The sliding velocity is represented by
(1) . (2) ds r}l) ds
V(12)=Vtr--Vtr =_// ¢aOX =_-_wjf--
= w s(4,)i/+ - o1
0 0 w
41) y}1) 0
(6.2.48)
The equation of meshing may be determined by
N}I)" v(IZ) =f(Ol'_b) = \d_ - 01 = 0
(6.2.49)
Equation (6.2.49) yields that
ds
f(Oj,_b) = 01 - -- = 0 (6.2.50)
d_
This equation determines the location of the contact point M (fig. 6.2.3) as a function of the parameter
0.
Equations of shape /]z.--Shape _2 is determined as follows:
[r2] = [M2,l[rll = [M2yl[r) ')1 f(Oi,4_) = 0 (6.2.51)
Here
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[M211 = [M2;.IIMfl] =
cos
-sinO
0
sinO s(O) sin¢
cos O s(O) cos 4'
0 1
Equations (6.2.51), (6.2.50), and (6.2.45) yield
x2 = 01 cos O + s(O) sin 0
ds
3'2 = - 01 sin O + s(0) cos O 01 - 0
d0
-- in x, and .','2, we get the following equauons of shape E2:Substituting 01 by dO "
ds ds
X 2 = s(O) sin O + -- cos O Y2 = s(O) cos O - -- sin O
dO dO
(6.2.52)
(6.2.53)
Line of Action.--We represent the line of action by the expressions
rf(01,0) f(01,4_) = 0
which yield
(6.2.54)
Ks
rf = dolf+--" s(O)jf (6.2.55)
Cam Curvature.--To determine the cam curvature, we apply equations (6.2.4) to (6.2.7) which
yield
+v,,2,)= + xn"')
For the considered case KI = 0 (shape E l is a straight line), to (t2' = w, and we get
,'. Ill V[12_) nll,_K2_v r nt- = O) X (6.2.56)
Equation (6.2.46) yields
v_l) _ 3r_l)dO_ _dO1.
001 dt dt _ (6.2.57)
Differentiation of equation (6.2.50) gives
dO 1 d2s
dt dO 2w
(6.2.58)
Then
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d2s
a_-
(6.2.59)
Equations (6.2.48) and (6.2.50) yield
V{12>= c0S(_5)i/
Equations (6.2.56) to (6.2.60) yield that
(6.2.60)
[d2s + s(q_)] =
if Jf
0 0
0 -1 f = m!f
and
K2 --
d2s
-- + s(_)
dq_2
(6.2.61)
Cam shape G2 must be a convex curve with the curvature center located on the positive unit
normal n} t/ (fig. 6.2.3). The curvature K2 is positive if the following inequality is observed:
d2s
s(4) +d_5>0 (6.2.62)
Example 6.2.3 Figure 6.2.4(a) shows a rack cutter tooth which generates spur involute gears.
The straight-lined edge of the rack cutter generates the involute curve, and the arc of the circle
of radius O, centered at point Cl (fig. 6.2.4(a) and (b)), generates the fillet of the gear. The
displacement of the rack cutter s and the angle of gear rotation _ are related by
s = r _ (6.2.63)
where r is the radius of the gear pitch circle.
Develop equations of the gear fillet and its curvature. Apply the coordinate systems shown in
figure 6.2. l(a).
Equations of shape F,i.--The position vector of an current point M of shape E I (fig. 6.2.4(a)) is
rl(O0 = OiM = 01C1 + C1M (6.2.64)
Projecting this vector equation on the xl- and yraxes (fig. 6.2.4(a) and (b)), we get the following
equations for shape El:
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Yl
L
Ol xl
M
(b) III-_
Figure 6.2.4.
xl = a + p sin Oi Yl = b - p cos 01 (6.2.65)
where
Ix](O),yt(O) E C l 0<0<90 ° - _b,
Here a = xl c') and b = v(ic'_ are coordinates of point Cl.
Shape El is a simple and regular curve. The unit normal nj to shape Y:I is
oqrI
--xk]
001
n, = = sin 01i] - cos 0jjl (6.2.66)
ar,
a0] × kl
Equation ofmeshing.--We apply the equation of meshing which expresses that the unit normal
at the contact point passes through the instantaneous center of rotation (pitch point) I (see ch. 4.5 )
Xl(_) ) -- xI(OI) YI((_) - Yl(O,)
n_,(O,) n>.,(O0
- f(O, ,0,) = 0 (6.2.67)
Here (fig. 6.2. l(a)
Xj (_b) = r¢ Yj = 0 (6.2.68)
11o
Equations (6.2.65) to (6.2.68) yield
f (Oi,4_) = r4_ - a - btan 0t = 0
Equations of shape r_2.--Shape r-2 is represented by the following equations:
[r2] -- [M2tl[rd ff01,q_) = 0
Here (fig. 6.2.1(a))
(6.2.69)
(6.2.7O)
[M211 = [M2/IIM/II =
cosO sin<h -rOcosO+rsin
-sinth cosqb r_bsin¢+rcos_b
0 0 l
Equations (6.2.65), (6.2.29), and (6.2.70) yield
x2 = acosO + bsinO - p sin (0 - 01) - rq_cos _b+ r sin <h
Y2 = -a sin _ + bcos _b - 0 cos (_b - O0 - rO sinO + rcos _b
rO-a-btanOj =0
(6.2.71)
Line of Action.--We represent the line of action by the equations
[r:l = [M_l[rd f(O_,¢_) = 0
which yield
rf = (a + P sin 0t - r4_)if + (b - P cos 01 + r)jf r4_ - a - b tan 01 = 0 (6.2.72)
Curvature of shape I]2.--To determine the curvature _2 we apply equation (6.2.39).
Here
arj
1 OOl
K1 = -- - i, -- -- COS Oli f + sin Olj f
P Orf
O0_
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w • k = co (assume that the gear rotates counterclockwise)
(1) = --r_oijVtr
(1) _ v(2) = -rwiy- (tO X r/)V(12) : Vtr "tr
: -- Fcoif --
kj
0 0 co
x  3), 0
= co[(b - OcosOt)if+ (b tan 01 - p sin 01)jj]
(VII2>)2 = CO2(_b\cos 01 --'0) 2
Deriving the equation for ¥(12), we eliminated r_b by using equation of meshing (6.2.69). Thus
we have (see eq. (6.2.39))
K2(O,) = --
rcos 3 01 -- b cos Ol
b 2 + p(rcos 3 01 -- bcosOl)
0 < 0t < 90* - _b, (b is negative) (6.2.73)
The negative sign of x2 indicates that the center of curvature of the generated fillet is located on
the negative direction of the normal (fig. 6.2.4(b)). Consequently, the rack cutter and the gear
fillet are in internal tangency by cutting.
The rack cutter shape E l, shown in figure 6.2.4(b), generates shape E2 which contains three
curves. These curves are (1) the involute curve, generated by the straight line I, (2) the fillet,
generated by the arc of circle II, and (3) a circle which belongs to the dedendum, generated by
the straight line III. The curvature at the point of tangency of the involute curve and the fillet
corresponds to the parameter Ol = 90 ° - ¢,.. The curvature of the fillet at the point of its tangency
with the dedendum circle corresponds to 01 = 0.
6.3. Relations Between Centrode and Shape Curvatures
The well-known Euler-Savary equation relates the curvatures of two centrodes and the conjugate
shapes with which they are provided. The theory presented in this chapter allows us to develop
equations which may be considered as a modified form of the Euler-Savary equation.
Figure 6.3.1 shows two centrodes, 1 and 2, which are in tangency at point 1, the instantaneous
center of rotation. In general, the centrodes are noncircular curves. The shapes with which centrodes
1 and 2 are provided are denoted by El and E2, respectively. Shapes El and _2 are in tangency
at point M. Further, we denote i, as the unit vector of the tangent to the centrodes, n,. = i, x k
as the common unit normal of the centrodes, is as the unit vector of the tangent to the shapes,
and ns as the common unit normal of the shapes. We developed equation (6.2.33) which relates
the curvatures of two shapes which are in tangency at the instantaneous center of rotation. Considering
the centrodes as conjugated shapes, we may apply this equation to relate centrode curvatures. With
modified notation we get
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vt_ I)
_-Centrodes
_(1) 1
Figure 6.3.1.
q2 ----ql
(o,)(12))2
b(,
(6.3.1)
Here ql and q2 are centrode curvatures, eo_2) = t0 m - w °) is the relative angular velocity of
centrodes 1 and 2
b, = (n,. C)(w _ll • ¢o _2}) + m12 wll)(n c • v/2)) (6.3.2)
m12
(See coefficient bl of equation (6.2.30).)
A similar equation may be developed for shapes IS_ and _2 which are in tangency at point I
instead of point M (fig. 6.3.2). Shapes Ei and Ei are equidistant curves (i = 1,2). Curvatures of
shapes El and E2 are related by
K2 = K; (c°d2))2 (6.3.3)
bs
Here
b.,. = (n.,. C)(o_ I1_• co 12)) + m 12 _ottl(ns • v[_))
Dl12
(6.3.4)
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Figure 6.3,2.
At point I we have
(i)
Yt(r 2) = ¥tr
because the point of centrode tangency I is the instantaneous center of rotation (fig. 6.3.1). By
knowing the curvature K2 of shape E2 at point I, it is easy to find the curvature K2 of shape _2
at the point M (fig. 6.3.2) by applying the following equation:
1 1
- , :_ IIMI
K2 K 2
(6.3.5)
where K2 and K2 are the curvatures of shapes _2 and )-:-2respectively. Signs of K2 and K2 are positive
if the curvature centers are located on the positive direction of unit normal n s. The upper sign
corresponds to the case where the direction of vector IM coincides with the direction of the unit
normal ns.
Figures 6.3.2(a) and (b) show two pairs of equidistant shapes Ej and E2 and El and _2 for cases
of both external and internal tangency. Shapes E t and E 2 contact each other at point M. The contact
point of shapes E i and E2 is point L Point C2 is the center of curvature of shapes IS2 and _2.
Equation (6.3.5) is derived by using the following suggestions. For the case shown in figure
6.3.2(a) we have
MC 2 = IC 2 - IM
The curvature of shapes E 2 and _ is negative because center C2 is located on the negative direction
of normal n,., and the relation above may be represented by
1 I
- , + IIMI (6.3.6)
K2 K2
Similarly, we may get, for thc case shown in figure 6.3.2(b), the equation
which may be represented as
MC2= IC2- IM
1 1
- , + ITM-I (6.3.7)
K2 K2
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Equations (6.3.6) and (6.3.7) may be substituted by one equation (eq. (6.3.5)) with the mentioned
rule of signs for the segment II-M-I.
Summarizing the above discussion, we may state the following: Given (1) the curvatures of
one centrode and one shape and (2) the location of the contact point and parameters of motion
of the gears. Then curvatures of the second centrode and the second shape may be determined
separately by using equations (6.3.1), (6.3.3), and (6.3.5).
System of equations (6.3.1) and (6.3.3) may be substituted by one equation which is similar
to the equation of Euler-Savary
(ql -- q2)bc - (KI -- K2)b_ = 0 (6.3.8)
The system of two equations (6.3.1) and (6.3.3) has a certain advantage over equation (6.3.8) for
the reason that one equation (eq. (6.3.8)) relates four algebraic quantities ql, q2, _t, and _2.
Consequently, we may determine only one of these quantities, considering the other three as given.
Having two equations (eqs. (6.3.1) and (6.3.3)), we may determine two of four quantities ql, q2,
KI, and K2.
Let us express coefficient bc and bs in terms of/_l and _,1 shown in figure 6.3.1.
Henceforth, we shall consider both cases of transformation of rotation when the driving and driven
gears rotate in opposite directions and in the same direction. We assume that gear 1 rotates
counterclockwise, and in both cases It0(t)l > Iw(2)l. We begin with transformation of some
auxiliary expressions. By taking into account that v]rt) = v_r-_2) at point I, we have
w m x OlI= (0_ (2) X 011) + (-0102 X W ¢2))= (0__2) X Otl)+ (C X o0_2_) (6.3.9)
Using the vector products
(,0(1) X (o)(l) X Ol,, ___ (0O(I)X ((¢0(2) X O---_-I/)) + (00(l' X (C X 00(2)))
we get
- Oli(_om)2 = - Oil(w(l) • w(2)) + C(o,_ (1) .od (2)) (6.3.10)
Vector (,,0 (2) may be expressed as
OO( I )
w _2) = a=- (6.3.11)
ml2(_l)
where ml2(_bl) = _ (1)/c0(2) is the angular velocity ratio. The upper sign in equation (6.3.11) (and
in all succeeding equations in this discussion) corresponds to the case where gears 1 and 2 rotate
in opposite directions.
Equations (6.3.10) and (6.3.11) yield
C
Oil = r = (6.3.12)
1 ± ml2(t_l)
We must recall that the gear which rotates with the higher speed is denoted by !, and m12 > 1.
Consequently, vectors rl = Oil and C = 0102 are directed in opposite directions if gears 1 and
2 rotate in the same direction.
The absolute magnitude of rl is
rl = Irll = C (6.3.13)
m12(t_1) + 1
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Figure 6,3.3.
The unit tangent vector of centrodes ic and vector O_/-= r_ form the angle _, (fig. 6.3.3). Point
I is the instantaneous center of rotation for the shown position of the centrode. The neighboring
point I' becomes the instantaneous center of rotation after gear 1 rotates through the angle A0_.
It results from the drawings of figure 6.3.3 that
tan _, = lim (/-_D) = iim (rlA¢_,'_ r,
A_--O ±_--0 \ Arl / dr]
The differentiation of equation (6.3.13) gives that
(6.3.14)
drl Cm 12
= --
dO] (m12 4- 1) 2 (6.3.15)
where
Equations (6.3.13) to (6.3.15) yield
d
m 12 = _ (m12 (0t))
a_,
Substituting nc (fig. 6.3.1) by
tan gl -
m12 4- 1
m12
(6.3.16)
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n,. = i,. × k
and v[_ 1 = v,_I) by
vt_1) = 00(I))< 0_I = tOt_) X r _)
we get
n,.. v/_ ) = (i,. x k) • (oo _t/ x rt) = - (k • oo<11)(i,.- rl) = - w(l_rt cos #t (6.3.17)
Substituting vector C by vector rl with aid of equation (6.3.12) and by taking into account that
vectors n,, and rl make an angle (t_t + 90 °) (fig. 6.3. I), we get
(n,,. C) = (n,,. rl)(l + m12) = - rl sin pl(1 + role) (6.3.18)
The magnitude of _0_12_may be expressed by
w 1121 = w (11 + wl21 = w(|tml2 -i- 1 (6.3.19)
m12
Equations (6.3.1), (6.3.2), (6.3.11), (6.3.13), and (6.3.16) to (6.3.19) yield
ql -- q2 ----
(ml2(q_l) + 1) 2 sin /_t
Cml2 (qSi)
(6.3.20)
Similarly, we get for the coefficient h,
(n,. C) = (n," rl)(I 4- ml2) = rl cos Xl(1 + mlz)
(_<11)2
00 (I) • ¢0 (2) : :F --
ml2
ns. v]2) = n, ov,_ l) = -- wll)rl sin XI
(6.3.21)
(6.3.22)
(6.3.23)
, m_2 4- 1
ml2 - (6.3.24)
tan _ t
Equations (6.3.3), (6.3.4), (6.3.13), (6.3.19), and (6.3.21) to (6.3.24) yield
_I-K2= (ml2(O0 + I) 2 sin/zl
Cmlz(_bl) sin (_,t - Izl)
(6.3.25)
We consider equations (6.3.20) and (6.3.25) as an equivalent to the Euler-Savary equation.
Considering these equations together, we get one equation
(KI - K2) sin (X I -- _1) -{- q2 - qt = 0 (6.3.26)
Example problem 6.3.1 Rotation is transformed between parallel axes with the same direction
of angular velocities w tt_ and w _2_(fig. 6.3.4). Given are (1) the angular velocity ratio ml2 (nh2
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Figure 6.3.4.
is constant), (2) the center distance C, and (3) the curvature Ki of shape g I. Shapes El and E_
contact each other at the instantaneous center of rotation 1, and the unit normal to the shape, n_,
and vector rl form the angle X1 = 90* + _b,.. Determine (1) the centrode curvature, q2 and (2) the
curvature K2 of shape 22.
Solution. Centrode 1 is represented by equation (6.3.13)
The centrode 1 curvature is
C
F 1 --
m12- 1
1 ml2- 1
ql =---
rl C
The curvature q_ is positive because the curvature center is located on the positive direction of
normal n,. which is directed from I to 0 t, (fig. 6.3.4). The centrode 2 curvature is represented
by equation (6.3.20) which yields
q2 = ql --
(m12 -- 1) 2 sin #1 _ m12 -- 1
Cm12 Cml2
(#1 = 90 ° when m12 = constant). The curvature of shape E2 is determined by equation (6.3.25)
which yields
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K2=K'I- (m12- 1)2
Crnt2 sin ffc
By
KI=
1 m12- 1
rl sin 4,c C sin _bc
we get
Results obtained for this example correspond to the case of involute gears which are in internal
tangency (fig. 6.3.4). Centers of curvature of centrodes 1 and 2 are points O1 and 02. Centers
of curvatures of shapes El and E2 are points Cl and C2.
6.4 Theorem of Direction of Line of Action in the Neighborhood
of the Instantaneous Center of Rotation
Theorem Consider that shapes El and E2, being in mesh at the instantaneous center of rotation
I, transform rotation and the derivative rni2 (_bl) ----d/ddpl (rolE (q_l)) = 0 where ml2 (Ol) is the
function of angular velocity ratio, and _bI is the angle of gear 1 rotation. Then, in the neighborhood
of point I, the tangent to the line of action coincides with the common normal to shapes El and _2.
Proof: The equation of meshing is
n (I) * V (12) = 0 (6.4.1)
where nli) is the unit normal to shapes _1 and E2, and v _12)is the sliding velocity represented by
V (12) = ((OJ (I)- W (2)) X r <')) -(C× w '2)) (6.4.2)
Here r m is the position vector of the contact point and C = OtO2 is the distance between centers
of rotation.
The differentiation of equation (6.4.1) yields
/l{i).v(12) + n[0o(1) _ _(2)) x I;(1)] = 0 (6.4.3)
It was assumed by differentiation that to (t) = constant and (,D (2) : constant.
Taking into account that the sliding velocity v 112)= 0 at the instantaneous center of rotation,
we get
[nt0_t_)/"(l_] = 0 (to_12) = o_tl) - ¢o_2)) (6.4.4)
Vectors n and itl) belong to the plane of motion, and vector w <tz_is perpendicular to this plane;
thus, it is perpendicular to vectors n and /.m. Since the triple product (6.4.4) is equal to zero,
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all three vectors, wII2), n and f(l_, must belong to the same plane P. This becomes possible only
if n and _¢1_are collinear and plane P is drawn through _(t2! and n (or through w ¢12)and i(i)).
Vector b (1_may be interpreted kinematically as the velocity of the contact point in absolute motion
(see sec. 6.1) and is directed along the tangent to the line of action. (The line of action is the locus
of contact points in the fixed coordinate system.) Because of the collinearity of vectors n and f(J)
in the neighborhood of the instantaneous center of rotation, we may state as follows: The common
normal to the shapes, which are in mesh at the instantaneous center I of rotation, coincides with
the tangent to the line of action at point 1.
It is easy to verify that this theorem may be applied for the widespread planar gearings, whose
shapes are involute curves and cycloidal curves. Regarding involute gears the line of action is at
the same time the common normal to the contacting shapes• Regarding cycloidal gears (gears whose
conjugated pair shapes are an epicycloid and hypocycloid), the tangent to the line of action coincides
with the common normal to the shapes only at the pitch point.
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6.5 Conditions of Tooth Nonundercutting
During cutting, gear generation is based on the simulation of the mesh of the gear to be cut with
a tool-a rack cutter, shaper, or hob. (See ch. 7.1.)
Consider that El is the shape of a tool tooth which must generate the shape of gear tooth Y:2-
We set up coordinate systems SI, $2, and Sf, rigidly connected to the tool, the generated gear,
and the frame, respectively. Considering the relative motion of El with respect to coordinate
system $2, we may find the locus of shapes ZI in coordinate system $2 and then determine the
envelope of this locus, the generated shape Z 2. (See ch. 4.) At certain tool settings gear teeth may
be undercut. Figure 6.5.1 shows teeth of involute gears generated by a rack cutter• In the first
case (fig. 6.5. l(a)) teeth are not undercut, but in the second case (fig. 6.5.1 (b)) they are undercut.
Mathematically, the problem of tooth nonundercutting is the problem of how to avoid the appearance
of singular points on the generated shape Z2. At such points the tangent vector to Y:2 is T = 0.
Consider that the locus of tool shape Zj is represented in coordinate system $2 by the vector
function
r(0,_) E C _ (0,¢) E G (6.5.1)
Here 0 is the parameter of tool shape Z I and _b is the parameter of relative motion. By definite
conditions (see ch. 4) there cxists a function
0(_b) E C l (6.5.2)
and
(al
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/
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Figure 6.5.1.
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r(4,,0(_)) = R(0) (6.5.3)
represents the generated shape Z2, the envelope of locus of tool shapes Z1. At a regular point of
E2, shapes El and E2 are in tangency, and the tangent vector to shape E 2 is T # 0. At such a point
the following vector equation is observed:
dOdck dO + _
R° dt= ro dt r_ dt
Vectors of equation (6.5.3) represent the velocities of the contact point in the following displacements:
(1) along the shape _2 (R_, dO dO, (2) along the shape _1 (r0 dO dO, and (3) in the relative motion
with respect to E2 (r,_ d4_/dt). Vector R,_ dO dr is collinear to the tangent vector T. Vector equation
(6.5.3) may be represented as
(l) + vl_2) (6.5.4)Vr (2) = V r
which was represented earlier by equation (6.1.12). At a singular point of shape E2 its tangent
T does not exist, and the necessary condition of existence of singular points of shape E2 may be
represented as
Vr_l) + v _12)= 0 (6.5.5)
The advantage of equation (6.5.5) is that we may investigate the existence of singular points on
shape _:2 by using only the equations of shape El and its relative motion with respect to shape
_2. It is not necessary to use the more complicated equations of shape E2 for this purpose.
To avoid the appearance of singular points on the generated shape E2, it is sufficient to limit
the settings of tool shape El by cutting. Mathematically, this means that we must limit the area
E of 01, considering that the shape Z1 is given by
rl(00 _C t 01 6E (6.5.6)
Let us explain how this may be done. Vector equation (6.5.5) may be expressed in terms of
components in coordinate systems SI as follows:
dxt dOl _ v_,12) dyl dOl _
dot dt dOt dt v_'_12) (6.5.7)
Differentiation of the equation of meshing
f( Oi,ckl) = 0 (6.5.8)
gives
Of dOi Of dqSj
cgOi dt Ockl dt
6.5.9)
We consider the system of equations (6.5.7) and (6.5.9) as a system of three linear equauons in
one unknown.
ali_ = bi (i = 1,2,3) (6.5.10)
Here
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dxl dy 1 c_f
all -_-- a12 =- a13 --
dO1 dO1 OOt
(J2)b I = _ v_ 12) b 2 = _ VyI b3 _ Of dO1 _ = d0.__21
04,1 dt dt
Coefficients all and a12 are such that
lalll + la121 ;e0
because we assume that shape 2t does not have singular points.
It is known from linear algebra that the system of equations (6.5.10) has a unique solution for
_'l if the rank of matrix
all bl
a12 b2
a13 b3
(6.5.1 1)
is r = 1. This requirement may be observed if all three determinants of the second order which
correspond to matrix (6.5.1 1) are equal to zero. It is easy to verify that the first determinant of
the above three is equal to zero
all bl
a12 b2
d'Xl --v /12)
dyl -v (12)
_1 Yt
= 0 (6.5.12)
To prove this, let us consider the equation of meshing which may be represented by
Nl'v (j2J= ( dr1 x kl"_ "v (j2) = 0 (6.5.13)
\dOt /
Here N 1 is the vector of the normal to shape El, and k_ is the unit vector of the zraxis.
Equation (6.5.13) yields that
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drlklv(12)] =dO1 J
_, dy_ o
dOl dO1
0 0 1
v_,'_ ,,,!,'_) o
dx I dyl
dO1 dOi
V(112) V.(II2 )
=0
(6.5.14)
This equation coincides with equation (6.5.12). To observe the requirement that the rank r = 1,
both remaining determinants of the second order must be equal to zero
all bl
al3 b3
dx 1
dot
of
aO_ a_t dt
=0
(6.5.15)
dyl
dO_
of
00_ 001 dt
=0
(6.5.16)
Taking into account that equation (6.5.5) provides that
dx I
dO l I-'(12)
. (12)
dyl Vy I
dO_
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it is sufficient to observe only one of two equations, (6.5.16) or (6.5.15). Each of these equations
yields the relation
F(O_, 00 = 0 (6.5.17)
Equations (6.5.17) and (6.5.8) determine the limiting value of 01 which corresponds to the singular
point of the generated shape E2. To avoid undercutting of shape E2, it is sufficient to exclude from
meshing the limiting value of 0, of shape El. This may be done by limiting the setting of tool shape
_l.
Example problem 6.5.1 Consider that a rack cutter, whose shape El is a straight line (fig. 6.5.2),
generates a gear with shape r, 2. Determine the conditions of tooth nonundercutting.
Equations of shape I;i.--Shape Cz is represented in coordinate system S I by
rl (0j) = 01 sin ff,.il + 0j cos ff,.jl (6.5.18)
Its normal is
Ni dr1
= -- x k I = cos $,.il - sin ¢',-Jl (6.5.19)
dOl
Relative velocity v}12).--The velocity of the rack cutter is
v_ I) = wr il (6.5.20)
where w is the angular velocity of the gear, and r is the radius of its centrode which coincides
with the pitch circle.
The linear velocity of the gear contact point is
Vt2) = (60 X rl) + (R I X 02) (6.5.21)
Here r t is the position vector drawn from the origin Oi of coordinate system Sj to a point of shape
_l and R l is the position vector drawn from point O_ to an arbitrary point of the line of action
of vector o:, for instance, to point 02. The position vector Rl is represented by
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Rl = O102 = -- r6it - rjl
Equation (6.5.21) yields
vl 2_= (co x rt) + ( OiO2 x co)
il jl
= 0 0
01 sin 4,,. 01 cos _bc
= to[(01 cos ¢: + r)il - (01 sin ¢c + r_)jl]
kl il jt
-_ + -r_ -r
0 0 0
kl
0
(6.5.22)
The relative linear velocity is
v112) = vl l) - vl2) = _[- 01 cos _b,.il + (0t sin ¢/,. + r4_)jt]
Equation of meshing.--Using the equation of meshing
Ni "v1121 = 0
(6.5.23)
we get
f(01,qSi) = 01 + r_ sin ¢,. = 0
Equation (6.5.24) can also be derived by applying the equation (see ch. 4.5)
Xt - xl (00 YJ - 5't (01)
Nx L NyL
(6.5.24)
(6.5.25)
Here
X 1 = - r_
YI =0
are coordinates of the instantaneous center of rotation I; x_ (00 and y_ (00 are coordinates of a
point of shape £1, which is represented by equation (6.5.18); and N_ and N_., are projections of
the normal represented by equation (6.5.19).
Limiting point of the rack cutter.--Using equation (6.5.15), we get
dxI (12)
__ -- VXl
dO_
af of d_
aOI Ock dt
sin ff_
1
= -co(rsin 2 if,-+ Ol cos _bc)=O
Equation (6.5.26) yields that the limiting value of parameter 0t is
Ol = - r tan ¢,, sin _,,
(6.5.26)
(6.5.27)
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The negative sign of 01 means that 01 must be measured in the direction opposite to the direction
shown in figure 6.5.2. Point K of the rack cutter (fig. 6.5.2) will not undercut the gear shape Y2
if the following inequality is observed:
]O_ [ < r tan if,. sin _b,. (6.5.28)
The middle line of the rack cutter mm is located at a distance e from the centrode of the rack cutter
aa; we denote the change of rack cutter setting by e.
According to the drawings of figure 6.5.2, we get
Io_1 a -e
- (6.5.29)
COS _c
Equations (6.5.29) and (6.5.28) yield
N
a - e < r sin 2 ¢,,. = -- sin 2 if, (6.5.30)
2p
Here N represents the number of teeth on the generated gear, P is the diametral pitch, and a
is the standardized parameter of the rack cutter. Equation (6.5.30) determines the parameter of
rack cutter setting e which corresponds to gear tooth nonundercutting.
N
e _> a - -- sin 2 ¢,. (6.5.31)
2/,
Problem 6.5.1 The shape YI of a rack cutter is an arc of a circle (fig. 6.5.3) represented by
equations
rl(Oi) = (a + p cos Oj)il + (b + p sin O1)jl (6.5.32)
Here a and b are coordinates of point K, the center of the circular arc. (Depending on location
of point K, parameters a and b can be given as positive or negative.) Shape r_l generates gear tooth
shape 22. Determine the limiting point of shape El to avoid undercutting of shape E2.
Directions are as follows: (1) develop the equation of meshing, (2) determine the relative velocity
v1121, and (3) apply equation (6.5.15) or (6.5.16) with the equation of meshing.
Answer.
b b 2
sin 3 0t - - sin 01 -- -- = 0
r ,or
Problem 6.5.2 A shaft is to be generated by a shaper (or by rolling with a master). The shaft
shape E I is represented by equation (fig. 6.5.4)
rl (01) = hil + OlJJ 01, rain "_ Ol < Ol ..... x (6.5.33)
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The angular velocity ratio by cutting is
_0(2) = r l = NZ (6.5.34)
m21 _o(l) r 2 N2
where rl and r2 are centrode radii and Nl and N2 are numbers of teeth on the shaft and tool,
respectively.
The undercutting of the tool shape by the given shaft shape (the interference of these shapes)
does not occur if the tool shape is a regular curve (it has no singular points).
Develop an equation which relates the limiting value of 01, the radius of the shaft centrode rl,
and the angular velocity ratio m2_.
Directions are as follows: (1) develop the equation of meshing, (2) find the expression of relative
velocity v112), and (3) use equation (6.5.16). (Do not use equation (6.5.15). In this case it will
yield an identity.)
Answer.
r_ - 02 - + m2--AI h 2 =0
+ m21/
(6.5.35)
Consider m21 as given. To avoid undercutting, observe the following inequality:
r_ > 0 2 + m21 h2
-- l,max +
+ m21/
(6.5.36)
where 2 h 2),/2(0|,max + is the radius of the shaft addendum circle.
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Chapter 7
Generation of Conjugate Shapes
Shape Y2, which must be conjugated with a given shape El, is determined as the envelope of
the locus of curves E I. (See ch. 4.) In this chapter we discuss the kinematic principles of tooth
generation by which conjugate shapes may be generated automatically in the process of cutting.
These principles may be realized by the application of an auxiliary shape E3, which is in mesh
with conjugate shapes El and E2 which are to be generated.
7.1 Methods of Tooth Cutting
In general, tooth shapes are generated with a rack cutter, with a hob, and with a shaper. The
mesh of the tool with the generated gear during cutting simulates the mesh of a rack with a spur
gear (as with a rack cutter or a hob) or the mesh of two spur gears (as with a shaper).
The principle of tooth generation with a rack cutter is shown in figure 7.1.1. The gear to be
cut translates with velocity v and rotates about gear center O with angular velocity oJ. The velocity
Ivl and angular velocity _0 are related by the equation
V
- = r ¢7.1.1_
,.-- a .j
where r is the radius of the gear pitch circle. The pitch circle of the gear and straight line aa of
the rack cutter are centrodes during cutting, and point 1, the point of tangency of the centrodes,
is the instantaneous center of rotation.
During tooth generation, the rack cutter reciprocates parallel to the gear's axis of rotation. The
gear tooth shape E2 is generated as the envelope of the locus of rack cutter shapes El, which is
formed in relative motion (fig. 7.1.2). The hob simulates a worm (usually a worm with a single
thread, fig. 7.1.3(a)). The thread is slotted in the axial direction to form a series of cutting blades.
The axial section of the worm may be considered to be a rack. The rotation of the hob simulates
the translation of the imaginary rack. During cutting the hob and the gear to be generated rotate
about their respective axes (fig. 7.1.3), while the hob gradually translates parallel to the gear axis.
This is the feed motion of the hob.
The angles of rotation of a single-threaded hob _bh and of the gear _ are related by
_h
6g Nw (7.1.2)
where N 8 is the number of teeth on the generated gear.
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Tooth generation by a shaper simulates the mesh of two gears, one of which is the shaper
(fig. 7.1.4). The shape E 2 of the gear teeth is generated as the envelope of the locus of shaper
shapes El, which is formed in relative motion (fig. 7.1.5).
7.2 Principles of Generation of Conjugate Shapes
Consider that the centrodes of a pair of gears are determined (fig. 7.2.1). These centrodes may
be provided with conjugate shapes E l and _z if the following principle of generation is applied:
A tool (a rack cutter or shaper) with a shape _3 is put in mesh with gears 1 and 2 which are to
be generated, and the relative motion of the tool with respect to gears 1 and 2 is such that the
tool has the same centrode while in mesh with each other.
The three centrodes (two gear centrodes and one tool centrode) are in continuous tangency, and
the point of their tangency I is the instantaneous center of rotation. According to the General Theorem
of Plane Gearing (see ch. 4.4), shapes E 1, E2, and E 3 are conjugate because their common normal
at the point of shape tangency passes through their common instantaneous center of rotation 1.
The tool shape E 3 is an imaginary curve which generates conjugate shapes El and _2. In practice,
however, we must apply two separate rack cutters (fig. 7.2.2), which may be considered as a mold
and its corresponding cast. One of these rack cutters generates gear 1 and the other generates gear 2.
The above principle may also be applied to generate gears 1 and 2 by a shaper (fig. 7.2.3). The
shaper centrode is the same for both cases of meshing: the meshing of gear 1 with the shaper and
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the meshing of gear 2 with the shaper. Similarly, we must apply two shapers; one to generate gear
1 (the shaper and gear 1 are in internal tangency) and the other to generate gear 2 (the shaper
and gear 2 are in external tangency).
It is assumed here that gears 1 and 2 transform motion with a constant angular velocity ratio,
and thus the gear centrodes are circles (figs. 7.2.1 and 7.2.3). However, the principles given above
may also be applied to generate gears with noncircular centrodes.
There is one important case where we may generate two gears with conjugate shapes by using
only one rack cutter (shaper). This is possible for involute gears. The generation of gears with
only one rack cutter allows us to interchange the gears freely.
7.3 The Camus Theorem
Consider that gear centrodes are given. An auxiliary centrode a (fig. 7.3.1) is in tangency with
centrodes 1 and 2, and I is their common instantaneous center of rotation. An arbitrarily chosen
point M is rigidly connected to centrode a. Point M traces out in relative motion (with respect
to centrodes 1 and 2) the curves E I and _2, respectively.
Camus' theorem states that curves E l and E2 may be chosen as conjugated shapes for teeth of
gears 1 and 2, respectively.
To prove this theorem, let us consider an instantaneous position of centrodes 1, 2, and a. Supposing
that centrode 1 is fixed and centrode a rolls over centrode 1, we say that the motion of centrode
a relative to centrode 1 is rotation about point 1. Assume that cenmxte a rotates about point I through
a small angle. Then point M of centrode 3 traces out in this motion a small piece of curve P._ (point
M moves along El). Line MI is the normal to E l at point M. Similarly, by rotation of centrode
a about I with respect to centrode 2, point M traces out a small piece of shape E2 (M moves along
shape E2). Line MI is also the normal to shape Y'2 at point M.
Thus, shapes E1 and E 2 have a common point M, are in tangency at M, and their common normal
MI passes through point I, the instantaneous center of rotation of centrodes 1 and 2. According
to the General Theorem of Plane Gearing (see ch. 4.4), the generated shapes El and E2 are
conjugate shapes.
.--a (Auxiliary cenlrode)
_- Gear
," cenlr0Oes
02
Figure 7.3.1.
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By applying the Camus theorem, we may determine the shape of a rack cutter which generates
gears 1 and 2. Consider a particular case where ra = rl/2, and the generating point M is located
on centrode a. The quantities ru and r_ are radii of centrodes a and 1. The rack cutter centrode
3 is a straight line which is the tangent to centrodes 1, 2, and a at point I (fig. 7.3.2(a)). Let us
suppose that point M coincides with 1 at the initial position of generation.
In coordinate systems S_, $2, and $3 (rigidly connected to centrodes I, 2, and 3) point M traces
out a hypocycloid _t, epicycloid E2, and cycloid _3, respectively. With r,, = rJ2, hypocycloid
El becomes a straight line directed from I to Oi. The generated cycloid forms the addendum shape
I] 3 of the rack cutter (fig. 7.3.3). In a similar manner, the dedendum shape of the rack cutter E3
(fig. 7.3.3) and corresponding shapes E_ and E 2 may be generated by rolling of centrode a* over
centrodes 3, 1, and 2 (fig. 7.3.2(b)). With r* = r2/2, the generated hypocycloid E2 becomes a
straight line 102, directed from 1 to 02.
As mentioned earlier, the generation of conjugate shapes of gears 1 and 2, is accomplished by
the application of two rack cutters (fig. 7.2.2) which supplement each other like a mold and cast.
Shapes of these rack cutters are shown in figure 7.3.3. One of the rack cutters generates gear 1
and the other generates gear 2.
To generate cycloidal gears, the rack cutters may be designed by using more general considerations
than assumed in this section. For instance, the generating point M may be chosen outside of the
auxiliary centrodes.
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
a
Y3 "x x\
Figure 7.3.3.
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7.4 Evolutes of Conjugate Shapes
Relations Between Directions of Shape Normals
Consider centrodes 1 and 2 with shapes E I and E 2 which are to be in mesh (fig. 7.4.1). We
denote the corresponding (contacting) points of the centrodes and shapes as 1(i), /2(°, 13_o ....
an A J,_(o A,f(o A,,(i)
.... t .... 2 , ,,,3 , • • • (i = 1,2), respectively. Due to pure rolling, the lengths of corresponding
centrode arcs are equal, that is,
1(1'1(21' = 1(2'1 (2,
_" (7.4.1)
: 2,
The unit tangents to the centrodes and unit normals to the shapes are denoted by r u) and n (i),
respectively. Gear rotation causes the corresponding points of centrodes 1 li) to coincide with each
other, forming the instantaneous center of rotation. The corresponding unit tangents to the centrodes,
7 (o and r (2), will also coincide, making a common tangent to the centrodes at their point of
tangency. At the same time, the corresponding points M d' and M _2)and unit normals n (l) and n (2_
of shapes E I and E2 must also coincide. This is possible only if the unit normals of conjugate shapes
are related by the following relations
T(I),n (1) = T(2),n (2) (7.4.2)
I(_)M (l) = I(2)M(2)
I
I -_- 3
..,1, ,/ _'_ n! 11 -"2
i T (21____ _(21 ,T_ .-_" T2
I12'_,-_ 12/.\'" _i(2) (2)
_ 7 3
Figure 7.4.1.
(7.4.3)
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Equation (7.4.2) expresses that the corresponding unit normals of conjugate shapes form equal
angles with the coinciding unit tangents of the centrodes. Equation (7.4.3) expresses that
corresponding segments of shape normals (measured from centrode point I to shape point M along
the shape normal) must be equal. Methods of generation of conjugate shapes must satisfy
requirements (7.4.2) and (7.4.3).
The orientation of the shape unit normals with respect to the centrodes depends on the methods
of generation. Let us consider some typical examples. By generation of noncircular gears (fig.
7.4.2), the centrode of the rack cutter is a straight line which rolls over the centrode of the noncircular
gear. The shapes of the rack cutter are straight lines which form an angle of 2¢'c. The tangent
to the gear centrode r and the normal to the left-sided shapes ne form the angle _bc; accordingly,
r and the normal to the right-sided shapes nr form the angle 7r - _bc.
Consider figure 7.4.2. Position vector r is drawn from the center of gear rotation to the point
of tangency of the gear and rack centrodes, tx is the angle formed by r and the centrode tangent
r, and ), is the angle formed by r and the shape normal n. The orientation of shape normals n
is represented by the following equations:
(1) Left-sided shapes.
)_e= # + 4'c (7.4.4)
(2) Right-sided shapes.
)_r = 7r + _ -- ff_ (7.4.5)
The angle _, is measured in the same direction as _. When a circular gear is generated (fig. 7.4.3),
the angle /_ is 90* and h e and kr are constant angles represented as
7I"
ke = 2 + 4'c (7.4.6)
371"
)k r = -- -- 1_,c (7.4.7)
2
A noncircular gear may be generated by a rack cutter whose centrode is in tangency with the
gear centrode at points on line On (fig. 7.4.4). This line is drawn from the gear center of rotation
O perpendicular to the direction of rack cutter displacement s. (See section 2.1 .) Here the orientation
of shape normals is also represented by equations (7.4.6) and (7.4.7).
Rack
cutter
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Figure 7.4.2.
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Shape Evolutes
Let a curve E be given (fig. 7.4.5) with MiNi as a locus of radii of curvature of this curve. The
locus of curvature centers N i (i = 0,1,2 .... ) is called the evolute of Y. The evolute of the given
curve E may be determined as the envelope of the locus of normals to the curve E.
Consider that a gear centrode is given by the equation
r(O) = r(O) sin Oi + r(O) cos Oj (7.4.8)
where r(O) represents the magnitude of the position vector as a function of the polar angle 0
(fig. 7.4.6(a)). The orientation of shape normals is represented by the function 3`(0) E C ], where
3, is the angle made by vectors r and n.
The locus of normals n may be represented by the equations
re = r + e = [r(O) sin O + e sin (O + 3`)]i + [r(O) cos O + e cos (O + _k)]j (7.4.9)
Here f is the parameter which represents the location of a point N on the normal (fig. 7.4.6). Equation
(7.4.9) represents a locus of straight lines IN. The envelope of the locus of straight lines IN represents
(a) (bl
Figure 7.4.6.
the evolute of the shape whose normal orientation is given by function k(O) _ C I.
The displacement of a point of the normal may be determined by
dre= d% i + dYej (7.4.10)
Here
dy e = r cos OdO + dr sin O + f cos (0+k)(d0+dk)+dfsin(0+k) (7.4.11)
dYe= - r sin OdO + dr c°s O - f sin (O + k)(dO + dX) + df c°s (O + k) (7.4.12)
At the point of tangency of the normal IN and the envelope (point N, fig. 7.4.6) the displacement
of the normal point dre must be collinear to the envelope tangent r. Taking into account that the
envelope tangent coincides with the normal IN, we may state that dr,, must be collinear to the
normal IN. Thus,
dx e _ nx sin (0 + k) (7.4.13)
dy e n,, cos (0 + h)
Equations (7.4.11) to (7.4.13) yield
(++)dr sinh+f 1 + =0 (7.4.14)r cos k dO
The potation vector r and the tangent 7 to the centrode form the angle # determined by
(fig. 7.4.6(b))
l.
tan # = --
dr
dO
(7.4.15)
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dr
Substituting -- with r cot #, we get
dO
r sin (X - #)
(7.4.16)
Equation (7.4.16) represents the function e(0), where _'is the radius of curvature of the shape at
the point where it intersects the centrode. Equations (7.4.9) and (7.4.16) considered together
represent the shape evolute.
Equation (7.4.16) may be expressed in terms of centrode curvature. The radius of curvature
p of a curve is represented by
ds
P do_ (7.4.17)
Here ds = 11" is the infinitesimal arc length between two neighboring points 1 and/* on the centrode
(fig. 7.4.7), and dc¢ is the infinitesimal angle between the unit tangent vectors 7"and 7"* drawn
at points I and I*.
The tangent 7" forms the angle # + 0 with the polar axis, and
dc_ = dO + dl_ (7.4.18)
The arc length is
ds = x/(IE) 2 + (El') 2 = "xf(rdO)2 + (dr) _ = dO r2 + (7.4.19)
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Equations (7.4.15), and (7.4.19) give
ds = rdOx/1 + cot 2 /x --
rdO
sin #
(7.4.20)
It results from equations (7.4.17), (7.4.18), and (7.4.20) that the centrode curvature is
p = (7.4.21)
sin#(1
Consequently,
sin (X - t_) 1 +
e = p (7.4.22)
d'h
l+--
dO
There is an important special case whereby the orientation of shape normals by the equation
X -/_ = constant (7.4.23)
is observed (eqs. (7.4.4) and (7.4.5)).
Equation (7.4.23) corresponds to the generation of circular and noncircular gears with the standard
tool applied for involute gears while the straight-lined centrode of the rack cutter rolls over the
gear centrode. For this case we get
e = P sin (X - #) (7.4.24)
Equation (7.4.24) may be interpreted kinematically (fig. 7.4.8). Given are a gear centrode and
the centrode evolute. The centrode is provided with a shape _ such that its normal n s and the
-0
/ LCentrode
/
/
L Involule ot shapes
Figure 7.4.9.
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centrode normal n,. make a constant angle of 90* -/3. It is necessary to determine point N of
tangency of the shape normal with the shape evolute. Let us prove that lxfint N, the point of tangency
of the shape normal n_ and the shape evolute, is the point of intersection of ns and line KN. Line
KN is drawn from point K and is perpendicular to n_.
This statement is based on the following suggestions:
(1) Point K is the instantaneous center of rotation of straight line IK which rolls over the centrode
evolute.
(2) The velocity of any point N rigidly connected to IK is perpendicular to the radius of rotation KN.
(3) If point N is the point of tangency of the shape normal n_ and the shape evolute, then the
velocity of such a point, v,_,, must be directed along the tangent to the shape evolute. This
requirement is observed if line KN is perpendicular to line IN.
It is verifiable that
IN = IK sin/3
Taking into account that the centrode radius of curvature IK = p, IN = g, and _3= X - it, we get
equation (7.4.24).
Example problem 7.4.1 The centrode is a circle of radius r is given by the following equations
(fig. 7.4.9):
x = r sin 0 y = r cos 0 (7.4.25)
The orientation of shape normals is represented by equations (7.4.6) and (7.4.7). Determine the
evolute for left-sided and right-sided shapes.
Solution.
Step 1.--Determine g for the left-sided and right-sided shapes by using equations (7.4.6), (7.4.7),
(7.4.15), (7.4.16), and (7.4.25).
r sin(X -/z)
f_ = fr = = r sin _b,, (7.4.26)
sin # l +
Step 2.--Determine the ew)lute of shapes E t and Zr (fig. 7.4.9) by using equations (7.4.9),
(7.4.6), (7.4.7), and (7.4.26).
(a) Left-sided shapes _.
x e = r cos _b,,sin (0 + ¢/c) ye = r cos if,, cos (0 + if,.) (7.4.27)
(b) Right-sided shapes Er
x_ = r cos _b, sin (0 - _bc) y, = r cos _b,,cos (0 - 4,,,) (7.4.28)
The evolute of shapes E_,and Zr is the circle of radius o = r cos _b, centered at the same point 0
as the centrode.
Example problem 7.4.2 Consider that the displacement s of the rack cutter and the rotation angle
q5 of the gear are related by the function
N
s = --_ + a sin 4_ (7.4.29)2P
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HereN is the gear tooth number and P is the diametral pitch. Usually a = 0 and function (7.4.29)
is linear. The additional term a sin ¢ is induced by kinematical errors in the gearing which relates
the motions of the tool (rack cutter or hob) and the generated gear.
By applying methods presented in chapter 2, we may find that the gear centrode is represented
by the equations
x=rsin0= +acos0 sin0 y=rcos0= +acos0 cos0 (7.4.30)
Here r = ds/d4_ and 4_ = 0. (See ch. 2.1.) The orientation of shape normals is given by equations
(7.4.6) and (7.4.7). Determine the equations of the evolutes of the gear tooth shapes.
Solution.
Step l.--Determine e for left-sided and right-sided shapes by using equations (7.4.6), (7.4.7),
(7.4.15), (7.4.16), and (7.4.30).
tan tz :
N
-- + a cos 0
r 2P
dr a sin 0
dO
(7.4.31)
(a) Left-sided shapes
sin (X -/_) sin X dr
tee=r =r---rcosX=--sinh.-rcosh
(d_0) tan/z dOsin # 1 +
(;)=-asin0sinX-rcos_,= +acos0 sinff,.-asin0cos_b,,
(7.4.32)
(b) Right-sided shapes
ter= +acos0 sin_b, +asin0cos_b,. (7.4.33)
Step 2.--Determine the evolutes of shapes by using equations (7.4.9), (7.4.6), (7.4.7), (7.4.32),
and (7.4.33).
(a) Left-sided shapes
x,, = r sin 0 + te_,sin (0 + ),)
= r sin O + (r sin G - a sin O cos _b,.) sin (2 + G + O)
N
= -- cos _b, sin (0 + _b,.) + a cos _b,.sin _b,. (7.4.34)
2P
N
y,, = r cos 0 + te_,cos (0 + X) = -- cos _, cos (0 + G) + a cos 2 _k,.
2P
(7.4.35)
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Equations (7.4.34) and (7.4.35) represent a circle of radius
N
Pf = -- COS ffc
2P
centered at point Or (fig. 7.4.10(a)). Vector OOe and the y-axis make an angle if,. measured
clockwise from the ),-axis and I O-@1 = a cos ¢,.. The evolute of left-sided shapes may be
represented in coordinate system Se by the following matrix equation:
Ire] = [Me_][re] (7.4.36)
Here
[re] = [M_I =
cos ¢,,. -sin _b,. 0
sin ¢/,. cos ¢,,. -a cos ¢,,.
0 0 1
X e
Ye
1
(7.4.37)
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Figure 7.4.10.
Coordinates (xe,ye) are given by equations (7.4.34) and (7.4.35). Equations (7.4.34) to (7.4.37)
yield
N N
x_ = -- cos _,. sin 0 Yr = 2P2P -- cos ¢, cos 0 (7.4.38)
(b) Right-sided shapes
Xe = r sin 0 + 6 sin (0 + X)
/
=rsin0+(rsind/, +asinOcos_b, sin (0+---
\N
- cos _b,.sin (0 - _b,_)- a cos _b, sin _b,2P (7.4.39)
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N
= -- cos $c cos (0 - G) + a cos 2 _c
Ye = r cos 0 + lr sin (0 + )_) 2P
(7.4.40)
To represent evolute equations in coordinate system Sr (fig. 7.4.10(b)), we use the following
matrix equation:
[rr] = [Mre][re ] (7.4.41)
where
[Mre] =
cos _b¢ sin $c 0
-sin _/'c cos tk¢ -a cos tkc
0 0 1
(7.4.42)
Equations (7.4.31) to (7.4.34) yield
N N
xr = -- cos _b¢sin 0 Yr = -- cos _b_cos 0 (7.4.43)
2P 2P
Equations (7.4.43) represent the evolute of right-sided shapes as a circle of radius
N
Or = -- cos _b,. centered at point Or.
2P
Summarizing our results we may state the following:
(1) The generation of spur gears by a rack cutter (a hob) with the function of displacements s (r)
represented as the sum of a linear function and harmonic function of the first order (see eq. (7.4.29))
results in the existence of two different evolutes for the left-sided and right-sided shapes of teeth
of the generated gear.
(2) The evolutes are circles whose centers are offset from the center of gear rotation (fig. 7.4.11).
This location of evolutes is equivalent to an error of eccentricity for the tooth shapes.
(3) Although gear teeth have different tooth thicknesses (fig. 7.4.11), these eccentricity errors
cannot be discovered by measuring the distance between a rack tooth and the center of rotation
of the gear.
Ev01ote0f_ \ , /
Figure 7.4.1 I.
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Problem 7.4.1 Consider that the gear centrode is an ellipse (fig. 7.4.12). Usually the center of
gear rotation is one of the ellipse foci, but we locate the origin of the applied coordinate system
at the symmetry center O and represent the centrode equations by
x = a sin 0 y = b cos 0 (7.4.44)
The unit tangent 7"to the ellipse forms an angle 3' with the ),-axis and is represented by the following
equations (see ch. 3.2)
a cos 0
sin 3'
(a 2 cos 2 0 + b 2 sin 2 0"_I/2
\ ),
b sin 0
,,;= cos3"= - ('a' cos' 0 + b_'sin:'0"''2)
The unit normal to the ellipse n is (see ch. 3.2)
(7.4.45)
(7.4.46)
n_ = ry ny = -r_ (7.4.47)
The radius of curvature of the ellipse p = MK is (see ch. 3.3)
p
dr dy _ ( a2 c°s2 0 + b2 sin 2 0) 3'2
dn_ dny ab (7.4.48)
Involute of /
right-sided
shapes
c r
Figure 7.4.12.
Normals n_,to the left-sided shapes make the angle (y + 4'c) with the ),-axis. Normals to the right-
sided shapes make the angle (3' + r - _b,.)with the ),-axis. Determine equations of shape evolutes
by using equations (7.4.9) and (7.4.24).
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Answer.
x e = a sin 0 ±
Ye = b cos 0 -
a 2 cos 2 0 +b 2 sin 2 0
ab
o 2 cos 2 0 + b 2 sin 2 0
ab
sin _b,.(a cos 0 cos _b,. T b sin 0 sin _b,.)
sin ¢/,,(a cos 0 sin _b,. + b sin 0 cos _b,.)
The upper sign corresponds to the evolute of left-sided shapes.
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Chapter 8
Surfaces
8.1 Surfaces: Definitions and Representations
Like the concept of a plane curve used in the Theory of Plane Gearings, we need the concept
of a surface based on strict definitions proposed in the field of differential geometry. (See the books
by Zalgaller 1975, Lipshutz 1969, Goetz 1970, and other authors.)
A parametric representation of a surface E is a continuous mapping of an open rectangle G, given
in the plane P of parameters (u,O), onto a three-dimensional space R 3 such that
r(u,O) EC O a<u<b c<O<d (8.1.1)
Here r is the position vector which determines the point surface (fig. 8.1.1). The vector function
r(u,O) may be represented by
r(u,0) = f(u,O)i + g(u,O)j + s(u,O)k (8.1.2)
where i, j, and k are unit vectors of the coordinate axes.
Expression (8.1.1) sets the correspondence between points of plane P and surface E such that
only a single point r(u,0) corresponds to the given point (u,O). One-to-one correspondence is not
guaranteed; it may happen that the given point r(u,0) corresponds to more than one point of the
plane P. For instance, the mapping
r = rb[(sin 0 -- 0 cos 0)i + (cos 0 + 0 sin O)j] + uk (8.1.3)
where - oo < 0 < _ and a < u < b represents a cylindrical involute surface of two branches,
I and II (fig. 8.1.2). Lines of self intersection L of this surface belong to the plane x = 0 and may
be determined by equation (8.1.3) and the equation
0 - tan 0 = 0 (8.1.4)
Consequently, any point M of the surface line L is determined by a single value of u and two different
values of 0:01 and 02 (01 and 02 have the same absolute value but they are of opposite signs).
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Figure 8.1.1. Figure 8.1.2.
A simple surface is a continuous mapping (8.1.1) with a one-to-one correspondence between
points of plane P (of parameters (u,O)) and points of the three-dimensional space R 3. In some cases
the mapping (8.1.1) may represent a simple surface just by the limitation (u,O) E G. For instance,
if we limit parameter 8 by
0<0<oo (or -oo <0<0)
mapping (8.1.3) will generate a simple surface; only one branch of the pair I and II (fig. 8.1.2)
is formed. If mapping (8.1.1) is continuous and of one-to-one correspondence in the neighborhood
of the set of parameters (xo,Yo,Zo,uo, Oo), we say that it represents a locally simple surface.
A surface in parametric representation is called regular if the requirements
r(u,O) E C 1 r, x r o _ 0 a < u < b c < 0 < d (8.1.5)
are observed throughout the mapping from the plane of parameters (u,e) onto the three-dimensional
space. Here
Or Or
ru = __ r 0 = --Ou O0
A regular surface has a tangent plane at all its points. (See sec. 8.3.)
Theorem A surface is regular locally if requirements given in equation (8.1.5) are observed in
the neighborhood of a point M(xo,Yo,Zo,Uo,Oo). It may be proven that such a surface is a simple
one in the neighborhood of point M.
Proof: The inequality
r. x r o _ 0 (8.1.6)
may be represented by
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i j k
Xu _;. l_ ZU
Xo YO ZO
Yu
YO
Zu
i+
Zo
Z u XU
Zo Xo
Xll SIc
j+
X0 Y0
k # 0 (8.1.7)
The inequality (8.1.7) is observed if at least one of the three determinants of the second order
is not equal to zero. Taking into account the designations applied in equation (8.1.2), we say that
inequality (8.1.7) is observed if at least one of the following determinants is not equal to zero:
gu Su
go So
s,,L
So fo
(8.1.8)
Let us suppose that just the determinant
f_ gu
fo go
(8.1.9)
is not equal to zero. Consider a system of three equations
Ft(u,O,x,y,z) =f(u,O) -x = 0 Fz(u,O,x,y,z) = g(u,O) - y = 0
F3(u,O,x,y,z) = s(u,O) - z = 0 (8.1.10)
which are satisfied at the point
M(uo,Oo,xo,Yo,Zo) (8.1. I 1)
According to the Theorem of Implicit Function System Existence (app. B), equations (8.1.10) may
be solved in the neighborhood of point (8. !. 11) by the functions
Iu(x,y), O(x,y), z(x,y)l_C I (8.1.12)
if the Jacobian
D(F1,F2,&)
D(u,O,z)
f_ gu
- fo go
0 0
S u
so # 0
-1
(8.1.13)
The inequality (8.1.13) is equivalent to the inequality (8.1.9); therefore, if inequality (8.1.9)
is observed, functions (8.1.12) indeed exist. Consequently, a definite point (u,O) on the plane of
parameters (u,O) is determined if the point (x,y,z) in the three-dimensional space R 3 is given. Thus,
the mapping (8.1.5) is of one-to-one correspondence in the neighborhood of point M, and this
mapping represents a simple curve.
The existence of function
Z(x,y) _ C 1 (8. 1.14)
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showsthataregularsurfacemayberepresentedin theneighborhoodf M by this function.
For certain reasons, other parameters--_ and _b--are to be applied for the surface parametric
representation. Two parametric representations
and
r(u,0) E C 1 (u,O) E G
R(O,_b) _ C _ (4_,_b) _ Q
represent the same regular surface if the following requirements are observed:
R(,_,_) = r[u(,_,¢), 0(,_,¢)] /u(,_,¢), 0(_,_)1 _ C'
0u 0u
D(u,O) aO a_b
D(ch,_b) Och O0
o_ o¢,
_0 (8.1.15)
There is another form of surface representation known as the implicit equation of the surface.
Equation
F(x,y,z) = 0 (8.1.16)
generally represents a set of points in three-dimensional space. To represent a surface, equation
(8.1.16) must be supplemented with additional requirements as follows:
F_ C 1 levi + IF_,[ + IFzl ;_ 0 (8.1.17)
Equation (8.1.16), with requirements (8.1.17), represents a locally simple and regular surface in
the neighborhood of point
Mo(xo,Yo,Zo) (8.1.18)
This statement may be proven with the Theorem of Implicit Function System Existence. Assume
that inequality (8.1.16) is observed because Fz ;_ 0. Then equation (8.1.16) may be solved in the
neighborhood of point (8.1.18) by the function
z(x,y) _ C I
This function represents a simple and regular surface.
8.2. Curvilinear Coordinates
Considering the parametric representation
r(u,0) = x(u,O)i + y(u,O)j + z(u,O)k r(u,0) _ C O (8.2.1)
where a < u < b and c < 0 < d, we say that with given values of (uo,Oo), the position vector
r (uo,Oo) determines the surface point M (fig. 8.2.1). Thus, parameters (u,O) are called curvilinear
coordinates (Gaussian coordinates) on the surface.
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Figure 8.2. I.
Fixing the value of one parameter (assume u = Uo) and varying the other parameter 0, we may
determine, by r(uo,0), the coordinate line of 0 (the 0 line) on the surface (fig. 8.2.1). Similarly,
by setting 0 = 0o, we may determine, by r(u,Oo), the u-line on the surface. Thus, the surface is
covered with u-lines and 0-lines, as shown in figure 8.2.1.
8.3 Tangent Plane and Normal Vector to a Surface
Consider a surface-fixed point Mo, determined by r(u0,00, and a neighboring point M
r(u, O) = r(uo + Au, Oo + AO)
of a varied location. Draw a ray A from point M0 to point M. The direction of this ray depends
on the ratio Au/AO. The position of the ray when point M approaches M0 (when (u,0) approaches
(u0,00)) is called the limiting position. With M approaching M0, we may find a set of limiting rays
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by changing the ratio Au/AO. We say that a surface has a tangent plane at M0 if the set of limiting
rays fills in a plane.
Figure 8.3.1 shows three types of sets of limiting rays. In the first case, the set of limiting rays
fills in a plane P (fig. 8.3. l(a)). In the second case, two surface branches I and II are connected
by the so-called edge of regression, labeled L. The set of limiting rays corresponding to point M
of the line L fills in only a half-plane which is limited by the tangent T drawn to L at point M
(fig. 8.3. l(b)). In the third case, point M is the cone apex (fig. 8.3. l(c)), and the set of limiting
rays fills in the cone surface; the tangent plane does not exist.
A surface point at which the tangent plane exists is called a regular point. A surface point at
which the tangent plane does not exist is called a singular point. There are different types of surface
singular points. A surface may have one singular point (fig. 8.3.1 (c)) or several separated singular
points. Also, singular points may form a line (the edge of regression) that connects two branches
of a surface (fig. 8.3.1(b)).
The tangent plane P to a surface (if such a plane exists) is determined by the pair of vectors
r, and r0, which are tangents to the u-line and 0-line, respectively (fig. 8.3.2). The tangent plane
P at the surface point r(uo,00) is represented by the equation
[Ar.ro] = 0 (8.3.1)
where
A = R - r(uo,Oo) = MM*
Position vector r(u0,00) represents the surface given point M (fig. 8.3.2). Position vector R,
which is drawn from the same origin O as r(u,0), represents an arbitrary point M* of the tangent
plane P. Equation (8.3.1) yields that vector A belongs to the plane P drawn through vectors
ru (u0,00) and r0 (u0, 00).
The normal vector N, at a regular point of the surface, is perpendicular to the tangent plane
P. Thus, N is perpendicular to vectors ru and r0 (fig. 8.3.2) and we get
N : ru × ro
The surface normal may be expressed in terms of projections on coordinate axes by
N
i j k
xu Y. zu
Xo YO ZO
y, z,
YO ZO
Zu Xu
i+
ZO XO
Xu Yu
j+
Xo Yo
(8.3.2)
k (8.3.3)
The unit normal is represented by
n m
Uy U_N _ N_ i+ j+--k (8.3.4)
INI INI iNi INI
where INI = (N_ + N2y + N2) '/2"
The direction of the surface normal N and unit normal n, with respect to the surface, depends
on the order of the factors of the cross product (eq. (8.3.2)). By changing the order of the factors,
we may change the direction of the normal to the opposite direction.
We call a surface point r(u0,0o) a singular point if at this point
r. × r0 = 0 (8.3.5)
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Vector equation (8.3.5) gives rise to the following four cases:
(1) ru=Oandr 0_0
(2) r,_0and r 0=0
(3) r,=Oandr 0=0
(4) r u _ 0 and r 0 _ 0, but r, = hro(X _ 0) and the tangent vectors to coordinate lines are
collinear.
As a rule, in this book we apply surfaces given in the parametric form. However, we consider
surfaces represented by the implicit equation (eq. (8.1.16)) with requirements (8.1.17). If these
requirements are observed, the surface points are regular. Considering a set of points given by
the equation
F(x,y,z) = 0 F E C I (8.3.6)
we say a surface point is singular if
E_ =F,, =F z =0 (8.3.7)
Equation (8.3.6) may represent a set of points of which only a part belong to a surface. Therefore,
equations (8.3.6) and (8.3.7) represent all singular points of the set (including singular points of
a surface if this surface indeed exists).
Consider a regular point (x0,Y0,Z0) of a surface represented by equation (8.1.16) and expressions
(8.1.17). Let us develop the equation of the tangent plane drawn at point (xo,Yo,Zo).
Suppose a line L is given in the three-dimensional space by
R(¢) = x(¢)i + y(¢)j + z(¢)k Ix(C), y(¢), z(¢)] E C I
Ix¢l + ly¢l + Iz¢l # 0 ¢q < ff < ¢2 (8.3.8)
Line L belongs to the surface
F(x,y,z) = 0
if the identity
FE C 1 IFxI + IE_.I + IF.I _ 0 (8.3.9)
F(x(¢), y(¢), z(¢)) = 0 (8.3.10)
is observed by any value of _b.
The differentiation of equation (8.3.10) with respect to ¢ yields
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E_x_ + E,Y_ + Fzz¢ = 0 (8.3.11)
Here
R¢=x_i+yj+z_k (8.3.12)
is the tangent vector to the line L, and
VF = E,i + E,'J + r.k (8.3.13)
is the so-called gradient of the function F(x,y,z). Equation (8.3.11) yields
VF,R¢ = 0 (8.3.14)
That is, the gradient XTF and the tangent vector R_ are perpendicular to each other.
Equation (8.3.14) is observed for all lines L which belong to the surface (8.3.9) and pass through
the point (xo,yo,zo). The tangent vectors R,_ are all located in the same plane P, which is tangent
to the surface at surface point (xo,Yo,Zo). The gradient vector 7F is perpendicular to all tangent
vectors R_. Thus, 7F(x0,Yo,Zo) is the normal vector to the surface at surface point (xo,Yo,Zo).
The tangent plane P drawn at point (xo,Yo,Zo) is represented by the equation
F_(xo,yo,zo) (X - xo) + Fs(xo,Yo,Zo) (Y- Yo) + _(xo,Yo,Z0) (Z - Zo) = 0 (8.3.15)
where X, Y, and Z are coordinates of a point in the plane P (point M* in fig. 8.3.2), and x0, 3'0,
and Zo are coordinates of the surface point M.
The surface normal N at the point (xo,Yo,Zo) is
N = E_(xo,Yo,Zo)i + Fy(xo,Yo,zo)j + F:(xo yo,zo)k (8.3.16)
The unit normal n is
n
E_i +F>.j +Fzk (8.3.17)
m
I/2
where m = (F_ + F_ + F_) .
Generally, the direction of the surface unit normal is a function of both curvilinear coordinates
of the surface. An exception to this rule is a developable ruled surface. A ruled surface may be
//' J _-L
n t
Figure 8.3.3.
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generatedbyacertainmotionofastraightline.Thus,aruledsurfacemaybeconsideredasafamily
of straightlines.Wesaythatastraightlinemaybedrawnthroughanypointof aruledsurface
suchthatit liesentirelyonthesurface.
ConsideringsurfaceunitnormalsdistributedatpointsofthestraightlineL, we usually find that
the direction of the surface unit normal changes while the surface point moves along L (fig. 8.3.3).
However, there are known developable ruled surfaces for which the direction of the normal is the
same for all points of surface straight line. Such surfaces may be developed on a plane. Typical
examples of ruled, developable surfaces are the cone surface, cylindrical surface, and involute screw
surface. (See sec. 8.4.)
8.4 Examples of Surfaces
In this section, we will consider some types of surfaces which are widespread in the field of
spatial gear mechanisms.
Surface of Revolution
This surface (fig. 8.4.1) may be generated by rotation of a planar curve L about the z-axis; curve
L is located in a plane drawn through the z-axis. Consider that the planar curve L, which generates
the surface of revolution, is represented in the auxiliary coordinate system S,, (fig. 8.4.2(a)) by
the equations
x,, =f(O) y,, = 0 za = g(O) (8.4.1)
The auxiliary coordinate system rotates about the z-axis and the coordinate transformation from
S,,(x,,,y,,,z,) to S(x,y,z) (fig. 8.4.2(b)) is represented by the matrix equation
coslk -sin¢_ 0 0
sine cos_b 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
Yu
1
(8.4.2)
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Equations (8.4.1) and (8.4.2) yield
7
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Y
Figure 8.4.1.
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x =f(0) cos ¢ y =f(0) sin ¢ z = g(O) (8.4.3)
where01 <0<02 and0-<¢<-2_r.
Problem 8.4.1 Given the surface of revolution represented by equations (8.4.3). Determine (1)
equations of the 0-lines and C-lines and explain their geometric essence and (2) equations of the
surface normal N and the surface unit normal n.
Answer. (l) The 0-line is represented by the equations
x =riO) cos ¢o 3' =f(0) sin ¢o z = g(O) (8.4.4)
where ¢o = constant and is located in the plane which passes through the z-axis and makes an angle
¢ = ¢o with the x-axis (fig. 8.4.1). The C-line is represented by the equations
x = f(0o) cos ¢ 3' = f(0o) sin Xb z = g(Oo) (8.4.5)
Equations (8.4.5) represent a circle of radius
O = (x2 + y2) i/2 = f(Oo )
which is located in the plane z = g(Oo) and centered on the z-axis.
(2) With the cross product r0 x re, the surface normal may be represented as follows:
N_ = - f(O)g'(O) cos ¢ Ny = - f(O)g'(O) sin ¢ N z = f(O)f'(O) (8.4.6)
The unit normal is (provided riO) ¢ O)
nx i
g'(O) sin ¢ f'(O) (8.4.7)g'(O) cos ¢ nv = -. n, -
A " A _ A
where
A 2 = [f'(0)l 2 + [g'(0)] 2
d d
f'(O) = dO _0)) g'(O) = dO (g(O))
Spherical Surface
This surface (fig. 8.4.3) is a particular case of the surface of revolution. The generating planar
curve L is a circle of radius P centered at the origin O of the coordinate system S(x,y,z). The
spherical surface is generated by the circle in rotational motion about the z-axis; Ll and Lu are
two positions of the generating circle, and ¢ is the angle of rotation about the z-axis.
Consider again an auxiliary coordinate system Sa, rigidly connected to the generating circle (fig.
8.4.4). The generating circle is represented in the coordinate system Sa by the equations
x,z = P cos 0 Ya = 0 Za = P sin 0 (8.4.8)
Using the matrix equation (8.4.2) and equation (8.4.8), we represent the equations of the spherical
surface as follows:
x = p cos 0 cos ¢ y = p cos 0 sin ¢ z = O sin 0
(8.4.9)
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where 0 < 0 < 2rr and 0 < 4, < 27r. The surface normal vector N = r 0 × r_, is given by
N_ = - p2 cos e 0 cos _b N_. = - p2 cos 2 0 sin ff N. = - O 2 cos 0 sin 0 (8.4.10)
The normal N is equal to zero at cos 0 = 0. Thus, points MI and M2 (fig. 8.4.3) are singular.
We must differentiate between singular and pseudosingular points of a surface. Pseudosingular
points appear only as a result of the chosen parametric representation, and they become regular
by the changing of parameters of representation.
To prove this, let us consider that the spherical surface is generated by the circle L* in rotational
motion about the x-axis (fig. 8.4.3). The circle L* is represented in the coordinate system S, (fig.
8.4.5(a)) by equations
x,=pcosu y,,=psinu z,=0 (8.4.11)
The coordinate transformation in transition from S,, to S (fig. 8.4.5(b)) is represented by the matrix
equation
Z a
Ya
(a)
Figure 8.4.5.
ztZa
D, 0 a
v
!bb
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1 0 0 0
0 cosO -sinO 0
0 sinO cos_ 0
0 0 0 1
I Xa?
1
(8.4.12)
Equations (8.4.11) and (8.4.12) yield
x=pcosu y=psinucos0 z=psinusinq5 (8.4.13)
The surface normal N* is given by
= =p2N* r,, x r o sin u(cos ui + sin u cos 4_j + sin u sin Ok) (8.4.14)
Surface points Dl and D2 (fig. 8.4.3), which correspond to sin u = 0, are singular because at these
points N* = 0. All other surface points, including points M 1 and M2 (fig. 8.4.3), are regular. We
may see that the singularity of surface points M t and M2, which results from the parametric
representation (eq. (8.4.9)), disappears when the new parametric representation (eq. (8.4.13)) is
employed. But, at the same time, the singularity of surface points DI and D2 occurs.
Actually, a spherical surface does not have singular points; that is, the normal to the surface
has a definite direction at all surface points. This direction at pseudosingular points like MI and
M, and D_ and D2 may be determined by using a new parametric representation.
Considering the parametric representation (eq. (8.4.13)) and the equation of the surface normal
(eq. (8.4.14)), we find that the surface unit normal is (provided sin u _ 0)
, N*
n - - cos ui + sin u cos 4,j + sin u sin 4,k (8.4.15)
IN*I
Cone Surface
This surface may be generated by a straight line L in rotation about an axis with which line L
forms an angle 6,, (the x-axis in fig. 8.4.6). Curvilinear coordinates of the cone surface are 0 and
u = IAM t, where A is the cone apex. Equations of the cone surface are
x = O cot _,. - u cos ¢,,, y = u sin g,,, sin 0 z = u sin _b,.cos 0 (8.4.16)
whereO< u < u_ and 0<0-< 27r.
Figure 8.4.6.
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Equations (8.4.16) may also be derived using the following considerations:
(1) The generating straight line L is represented in the auxiliary coordinate system S,, (fig.
8.4.7(a)) by the equations
x,_ = ,o cot ¢,. - u cos _b,. y,, = 0 z, = u sin ¢,.
(2) The coordinate transformation in transition from S_ to S (fig. 8.4.7(b)) is
(8.4.17)
1 0 0 0
0 cos0 sin0 0
0 -sin0 cos0 0
0 0 0 !
._t"a
'7rtl
4O
1
(8.4.18)
Equations (8.4.17) and (8.4.18) yield equations (8.4.16).
A cone surface is an example of a developable ruled surface. The cone normal and its unit normal
may be represented by
N = r0 x r, = u sin _k,,(sin _bci + cos _b, sin 0j + cos _b, cos Ok) (8.4.19)
N
n = INI = sin ¢,i + cos ¢c sin 0j + cos ¢,. cos Ok (by u sin ¢_ _ 0) (8.4.20)
Equation (8.4.20) yields that the surface unit normal n is a function of only one curvilinear coordinate,
0. Consequently, the surface unit normais are the same for all points of the straight line L (fig. 8.4.6).
The cone apex, which corresponds to u = 0, is a singular surface point. This results from equations
(8.4.19), where N = 0 when u = 0.
Helicoid
A helicoid is a surface which is generated by a line in a screw motion. The generating line may
be a curve or a straight line. Helicoids are widespread in the field of gears. Surfaces of helical
gears and cylindrical worms of worm-gear drives are helicoids.
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General equations of a helicoid.--Consider a screw motion of a planar curve L such that the
axis of screw motion is perpendicular to the plane of L. In this motion, curve L generates a helicoid.
Let us represent curve L in an auxiliary coordinate system S_, (fig. 8.4.8(a)) by equations
x,, = r,(O) cos 0 Ya = r,(O) sin 0 z,, = 0 (8.4.21)
where r,, = O,,M i and 01 <0<02. The axis of the screw motion is the z-axis (fig. 8.4.8(b)), and
the screw parameter is h. The screw parameter h represents the displacement along the z-axis.
which corresponds to the rotation about z through an angle of one radian. The sign of h is positive
for a right-hand screw motion.
L- helicoid
cross seclion xa i, 0
_ Ya
/
2",Za
J
Y Ya
Figure 8.4.8.
Coordinate transformation in transition from Sa to S is represented by the matrix equation
Z
1
cos 4'
sin 4'
0
0
-sin4' 0 0
cos 4' 0 0
o 1 h4'
0 0 1
X a
_..tl
1
(8.4.22)
Equations (8.4.21) and (8.4.22) yield
x = r_(O) cos (0 + 4') y = r,(O) sin (0 + 4') z, = h4' (8.4.23)
where 01<0<02 and 0<4'<27r.
The helicoid normal is
Or Or
N=--×
dO d4'
r,,(O) [h sin (0 + 4' + #)i - hcos (0 + 4' + u)J + ra(O) cos uk]
sin/,t
(8.4.24)
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where u = arctan
dr, ]
The helicoid unit normal is (provided r,(O) ;_ O)
N 1
n - - [h sin (0 + _b+ #)i - h cos (0 + _b+ _)j + r, cos/zk] (8.4.25)
INI X/h2 + r,_cos2,u
Helicoid with ruled surface.--A helicoid with a ruled surface is generated by a screw motion
of a straight line L. The axis of screw motion and the gcnerating linc may form a crossed angle
or they may intersect each other.
Given (a) two coordinate systems S, and Sb rigidly conncctcd to the generating linc L (fig.
8.4.9(a)) and (b) a coordinate system S in which the helicoid is rcprescnted (figs. 8.4.9(b) and
(c)). The coordinate system S, performs a screw motion with respect to S, and z is the axis of
the screw motion. Each point of the coordinate system 5", gcncratcs in the screw motion a helix
on a cylinder. Point M generatcs a helix on the cylinder of radius O,M=p, and MT is the tangent
to the helix at point M (figs. 8.4.9(a) and (b)). We consider two lincs MTand MN rigidly connccted
with each other. Line MN is the generating line which, while pcrforming a screw motion, gencrates
the helicoid.
We may derive the hclicoid equations by using the rules of coordinatc transformation. Consider
that the gcnerating line is rcprcscntcd in the coordinate systcm S_, by equations
x_, = 0 Yb = u cos 6 zh = -u sin 6 (8.4.26)
where u = MN. The coordinate transformation from Sb to S is represented by the matrix equation
[rol = IMo,][M, hlIrh]
X
i
1
cos 0
sin0
0
0
-sin 0 0 0
cos 0 0 0
0 1 hO
0 0 1
100p
0100
0010
0001
Xb
Yh
Zb
1
(8.4.27)
Equations (8.4.26) and (8.4.27) represent the equations of the helicoid surface as follows:
r = (p cos 0 - u cos 5 sin 0)i + (p sin 0 + u cos (5cos 0)j + (hO - u sin 5)k (8.4.28)
Vector equation (8.4.28) represents a ruled surface. The u-line (surface parameter 0 is considered
fixed) represents a straight line and the 0-line represents a helix. Vector equation (8.4.23) is a general
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equation of a helicoid. In a particular case, equation (8.4.23) may represent a helicoid with a ruled
surface if the generating plane curve L is given as a cross section of a helicoid with a ruled surface.
The normal to the helicoid with the ruled surface (eq. (8.4.28)) is
0r Or
N =-- x-- = [(hcos6 + osin6) cos0 - ucos6sin6sin0]i
Ou aO
+ [h cos 6 + p sin 6) sin 0 + u cos _i sin 6 cos 0]j + u cos 2 6k (8.4.29)
The unit normal is
where
N N
n = - (8.4.30)
INI m
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m 2 = (hcos6 + p sin6) 2 + u2cos26 (8.4.31)
There are two particular but important cases of helicoids with ruled surfaces. In the first case,
the generating line L coincides with the tangent T to the helix on the cylinder surface C. The straight
line L generates a helicoid, an involute screw surface. We may obtain equations of such a surface
from equations (8.4.28) by setting 6 = -3`p (fig. 8.4.9(a)). This yields
r = (p cos 0 - u cos 3`psin 0)i + (P sin 0 + u cos 3`0cos 0)j + (hO + u sin 3`o)k (8.4.32)
Equations of the normal N and unit normal n to this surface may be derived from equations
(8.4.29) and (8.4.30) to (8.4.31), respectively, making 6 = -3`, where tan 3`p = h/p. We then
obtain
tl cos 6 + p sin 6 = h cos 3`p-p sin 3`p = 0 (8.4.33)
and
m 2 = (hcos6 + p sin 6) 2 + u 2cos26
= U 2 COS 2 3`p (8.4.34)
N = u cos 3`,(sin 3`psin 0i - sin 3,0cos 0j + cos hpk) (8.4.35)
With u cos 3`0 ;_ 0, all points of the screw involute surface are regular, and the equation of the
unit normal at these points is
n = sin 3`p(sin 0i - cos 0j) + cos 3`pk (8.4.36)
The direction of the unit normal n does not depend on the surface parameter u. This means that
the unit normal has the same direction for all points of the generating straight line L, and the involute
screw surface is a ruled developable surface.
The second particular case of a helicoid with a ruled surface is the Archimedes screw surface.
This surface is generated by a straight line which does not cross, but intersects the axis of screw
motion. The Archimedes screw surface is applied not only for worms but for screws which are
cut by straight-edged blades.
The equation of the Archimedes screw surface may be derived from equation (8.4.28) by setting
p = 0. This yields
r = u cos 6(- sin 0i + cos 0j) + (hO - u sin 6)k (8.4.37)
Equations of the normal N may be derived from equation (8.4.29) by setting p = 0 and dividing
all three normal projections by a common factor cos 6 (with the assumption that 6 _ 90*). This yields
N=(hcos0-usin6sin0)i+(hsin0+usin6cos0)j +ucos6k (8.4.38)
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The unit normal n is
N
n = -- (8.4.39)
m
where
m = (h 2 + U 2) 1/2 (8.4.40)
Relationship between helicoid coordinates and the surface normal projections.--This relationship
proposed by Litvin (1968) may be represented as follows:
or
yNr - xNy - hN z =0 (8.4.41)
yn x - Xny - hn z = 0 (8.4.42)
This statement may be proven by substituting in equations (8.4.41) and (8.4.42) helicoid
coordinates and projections of the surface normal N and the surface unit normal n with the formerly
derived expressions.
The kinematic interpretation of equations (8.4.41) and (8.4.42) is based on the following
suggestions: Consider the screw motion of a helicoid. The screw parameter of this motion h is
the same as the screw parameter of the helicoid. A fixed point of the helicoid traces out a helix,
and the velocity vector in screw motion v is a tangent to the helix. The helix belongs to the helicoid,
and the velocity vector v is a tangent to the helicoid. Consequently, the following equation must
be observed:
n,v=Nov=0
The velocity vector in screw motion may be determined by the equation
(8.4.43)
v = (o0 x r) + ho_
i j k +
= 0 0 o_ ho_k
xyx
= o_(-yi + xj + hk) (8.4.44)
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The surface normal and the surface unit normal are determined as
N = Nj + N_,j + N.k n = nxi + n,j + n.k (8.4.45)
Equations (8.4.43), (8.4.44), and (8.4.45) yield relations (8.4.41) and (8.4.42).
Cross section ofa helicoid.--The cross section of a helicoid is formed by cutting the surface
with a plane perpendicular to the z-axis, the axis of screw motion. This section may be represented
by the equations of the helicoid and the equation z = c, where c is a constant. To simplify
transformations, we may set z = 0. The cross sections of a helicoid corresponding to z = 0 and
z = c represent the same plane curve in two positions. One cross section will coincide with ,he
other after rotation about the z-axis through the angle
C
4' h (8.4.46)
Let us determine the cross section of the helicoid (eq. (8.4.28)) cut by the plane z = 0. Using
the relation
h
u =- 0 (8.4.47)
sin 6
we get
x =p cos 0 - 0 sin Oh cot 6 y = p sin 0 + 0 cos 0tl cot 6
In polar form the cross section may be represented as
z = 0 (8.4.48)
r(O) = (x 2 + y2),/2 : [02 + (Oh cot 6)2] 1/2
y ptanO+Ohcotc5
tanq - - (8.4.49)
x o-OtanOhcot6
Here q is the angle which is formed by the position vector r(0) and axis x. The cross section is
an extended involute. The generation of such a curve is shown in figure 8.4.10.
Consider that a straight line S rolls over a circle of radius OA = h cot 6. Point B, whose location
is determined by
AB = AO + OB = h cot 6 + p
is rigidly connected to the straight line S (fig. 8.4.10). The instantaneous position of the rolling
straight line S is IA*, and B* is a point of the extended involute which is traced out by point B
considered above.
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Problem 8.4.2 Consider the cross section of an involute screw surface (eq. (8.4.32)) formed by
cutting the surface with plane z = 0. Prove that the cross section represents an involute curve
corresponding to the base circle of radius p, and express the polar radius r(O) in terms of 0 and p.
Answer.
r(O) = p(l + 02) I/2 (,o tan Xp = t7)
Problem 8.4.3 Consider the cross section of an Archimedes screw surface (eq. (8.4.37)) cut by
the plane z = 0. Prove that the cross section represents an Archimedes spiral, and express the polar
radius r(O) in terms of 0, h, and 6.
Answer.
r(O) = Oh cot 6
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Chapter 9
Conjugated Surfaces
9.1 Introduction to Problem of Conjugated Surfaces
Consider a gear mechanism consisting of two gears which transforms rotation between crossed
axes with the given ratio of angular velocities
w(1)
ml2 - o:(2) (9.1.1)
We assume that the ratio mt2 is constant. However, the methods to be discussed may be applied
for a more general case where the angular velocity ratio is given by a function ml2(_bj) E C 1 (¢j
is the angle of rotation of gear 1).
We then assume that surface _1 of the teeth of gear 1 is given. We must determine the surface
E 2 of the teeth of gear 2 while observing the following conditions: (1) surface E l and E 2 must
be in line contact (they contact each other along a line which moves over them in the process of
meshing) and (2) teeth of gears 1 and 2, having surfaces Ei and E_, must transform rotation with
the prescribed angular velocity ratio m12.
Surfaces of gear teeth where the required transformation of motion is observed are termed
conjugate surfaces. In some cases (discussed below), conjugated surfaces may not be in line contact
but in point contact.
In a mathematical sense, the determination of a conjugate surface is based on the theory of an
envelope of a locus (family) of given surfaces. Assume that gear 2 is fixed and consider the relative
motion of gear 1 with the given surface El (with respect to the coordinate system $2 rigidly
connected to gear 2). By using a method of coordinate transformation, we may get a locus of given
surfaces El. The desired surface E2 is to be determined as the envelope of the locus of surface
E l, which is generated in the coordinate system $2.
We will discuss in sections of this chapter the following topics:
(1) The generation of a locus of given surfaces
(2) The determination of the envelope E2 of the locus of surfaces (including a simplified method
for this operation)
(3) Properties of the generated surface/S 2
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9.2 Family of Given Surfaces
We set up three coordinate systems: Sl(xt,yl,zO and S2(X2,)'2,Z2), rigidly connected to gears 1
and 2, respectively, and Sf(xf, yf, zf), rigidly connected to the frame. We assume that gears 1 and
2 rotate about crossed axes and we designate their angles of rotation by 4'1 and 4'2 and their angular
velocities by
w_t) _ d4'l w(2) _ d4'2
dt dt
Consider that the surface of teeth of gear 1 is regular and is given in parametric form as follows:
rl(u,O) = [xl(u,O), yl(u,O), zl(u,O)J E C 1
Orl Or1
-- × -- ;_ 0 (u,O) _ G (9.2.1)
Ou O0
A family E_ of generating surface El is generated in the coordinate system $2 by the relative motion
of El with respect to _2. This family may be determined by equation (9.2.1) and the following
matrix equation:
[r2] : [M2l]lrt ] = [M2f][Mfl][rl] (9.2.2)
Here matrices [M2f] and [Mfl] represent the coordinate transformation from Sf to $2 and from S1
to Sf, respectively. Equations (9.2.1) and (9.2.2) represent the family Z,_ of surfaces El as follows:
r2(u,0,q_ 1) E C 1 Or2 0r2-- × -- ;_ 0 (u,0) E G a < 4't < b (9.2.3)
Ou O0
The surface E l may be given by an implicit equation
F(xt,yl,z 0 = 0 F_ C 1 OF + 0)1 + _0 (9.2.4)
To derive equations of the locus of surfaces, it is necessary to substitute xt, Y_, and zt into the
equation F(xl,yl,zl ) = 0 by using the expressions
xl = xl (x2,Y2,Zz,4'l) Yl = Yl (x2,Y2,Z2,4'O zl = Zl (x_,Y2,Z2,4'O (9.2.5)
Equations 9.2.5) may be derived from the matrix equation
[rl] = [M12][r21 (9.2.6)
Here matrix [MI2] is the inverse of matrix [M21].
Equations (9.2.4) and (9.2.5) represent the family E6 of surface _1 by
G(x2,Yz,Z2,4') = F(xl (x2,y2,z2,4'), Yl (x2,y2,zz,4'), Zl (x2,y2,z2,dP)) = 0
G_C t OG + ¢0OG + 0_'2 c3z2
(9.2.7)
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9.3 Envelope of a Family of Surfaces: Representation in Parametric
Form
Consider a family (locus) Ec, of regular surfaces represented by
r(u,O,O) _ C _ r,, × ro ¢ 0 (u,O) ( G
a<O<b
I_ <u <13 and 3,<0<8]
(9.3.1)
The function r(u,0,_b), with a fixed value of ¢, represents a regular surface of the family. To simplify
notations, we drop the subscripts 2 for r2, u2, and 02 and 1 for Ol.
We begin with the definition of an envelope. A piece of the envelope of a locus of surfaces (9.3.1)
is a regular surface and may be represented as
r(u,O(u,4_),4a) = R(u,¢) fi C I So < u < ¢3o ao < $ < bo R u x RC,_0
O(u,O) _ C t (9.3.2)
or
r(u(O,4_),O,dp) = p(0,O) E C 1 ?o < 0 < 8o ao < 4a< bo Pox Pc, _ 0
u(0,_b) ( C _ (9.3.3)
if the piece of the envelope is in tangency with a single surface of the locus at any value of 4_.
The total complex of the envelope pieces (which are determined separately for intervals (c_0,B0)
and (ao,bo), respectively, and for intervals (-r0,(50) and (ao,bo), respectively) represents the envelope
in totality.
Henceforth, we will differentiate between the necessary and sufficient conditions of envelope
piece existence. The necessary conditions determine the requirements by which, if observed, the
piece of the envelope can be in tangency with the surface of the locus. The sufficient conditions
determine the requirements by which, if observed, the piece of the envelope actually exists as a
regular surface and is actually in tangency with the surface of the locus.
Theorem of Necessary Conditions of Envelope Existence Consider the family of surfaces (9.3.1)
and assume that functions
0(u,_b) _ C 1 or u(0,_b) ( C I (9.3.4)
and a corresponding envelope piece (9.3.2) or (9.3.3) exist. The point (uo,Oo,cbo) corresponds to
the point of tangency of the envelope piece with the locus (family) of surfaces. The theorem states
that the point (uo, Oo,cbo) must belong to the set determined by the equation
f(u,O,4_) = [r, r o r_l - --D(x,y,z)
D(u,O,4_)
= 0 (9.3.5)
Proof: Suppose the function 0(u,_b) ( C _exists and surface (9.3.2), designated by El, is considered.
The tangent plane II to surface El may be determined by vectors
R. = r. + ro0. R_ = ro + ro0c, (9.3.6)
The tangent plane P to surface El of the locus is determined by vectors (r_,r0). If the envelope
piece exists, surfaces E I and El are in tangency and planes H and P must coincide.
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Equations (9.3.6) yield that vector R,, belongs to plane P. Vector R,_ can belong to plane P if
the following condition is observed:
JR, ru r01 = 0
its expression in equation (9.3.6),Substituting R_ by
represented by
X u XO X 0
Yu Y0 Y_, =0
Zu ZO Z¢
(9.3.7)
we get Jr, r0 r_,] = 0 which may be
Thus, the theorem is proven.
Similarly, the theorem may be proven for the case when the function u(0,_b) fi C I is considered.
Theorem of Sufficient Conditions of Envelope Existence (Zalgaller, 1975) Consider the family
of surfaces (9.3.1) represented by r(u,0,O) _ C2. If at the point M(uo,Oo,Oo) the following conditions
are observed:
f(u,O,_) = [r,, r0 r,_l = 0 f_ C _ (9.3.8)
Lt_[+ _ro] ¢ 0 (9.3.9)
and
N = (ro × r,)f, + (r, × r,)fo + (r, × ro)f, _ 0 (9.3.10)
then the envelope piece exists in the neighborhood of point M and may be represented by the vector
function r(u,0,0), with the relationship between parameters given by equation (9.3.5).
Proof: Let the inequality (9.3.9) be observed with_ ;_ 0. Then equation (9.3.8) may be solved
in the neighborhood of point M by the function 0(u,_) _ C I. (See app. B.) Considering the identity
f(u,O(u,,_),4_) = 0 (9.3.11)
we get
f_ + foOu = 0 f, + foO_ = 0 (9.3.12)
These equations yield
0, = -f-' 0,_- f'_ (9.3.13)
fo fo
From equations (9.3.13) and (9.3.6), we obtain
fu _ (9.3.14)R,,=ru--r0 R,=r,_- r0
According to the definition, the envelope must be a regular surface and therefore the surface
normal N _ O. Thus,
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N = R_ × Ru ;e 0 (9.3.15)
Equations (9.3.14) and (9.3.15) yield the envelope normal
N = (ro x r_)fu + (r, x r_)j_ + (r. × ro)f_ ¢ 0
The theorem is proven.
Contact Lines
Each surface of the family contacts the envelope at every instance along a line which is called
the characteristic or the contact line. The location of the instantaneous contact line on the contacting
surface depends on the parameter of motion 4) and is changed in the process of motion. In the
coordinate system Sj, which is rigidly connected to gear 1 with the given surface El, the contact
line is represented by the following equations:
rl = rt(u 0) E C 2 (u,0) E G Is < u < /3 and 3' < 0 < 6]
a < 4) < b f(u,O,4)) = 0 (9.3.16)
Here 4) has a fixed value (4) = 4)¢1), 4>= 4)_21..... 4) = 4)_,_).
Surface El is covered by contact lines which will in turn come into tangency by the rotation
of gear 1 (fig. 9.3. I). To determine an instantaneous point M of the contact line, the following
procedure must be applied:
Step l.--Fix the parameter of motion 4), for example 4) = 0 il)
Step 2.--Choose one of the surface parameters, for example 0, and determine u from the equation
f(u,O,4) _1))= 0
Step 3.--Determine coordinates of point M by applying the vector function rl(u,0 ) = xl (u,0)ij +
yl(u,0)jl + zl (u,0)kl
Step 4.--To determine another point M* of the same contact line, keep the same magnitude
_b= 4)(1>, change the surface parameter 0, and apply the procedure described previously
xI
Yl
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The set of contact lines in the coordinate system Sj_ rigidly connected to the frame, represents
the surface of action _y. This surface is determined by the following equations:
ry(u,0,_b) fi C 2 (u,0) _ G {c_ < u < _ and 3/ < 0 < 61
a < (a < b f(u,O,O) = 0 (9.3.17)
The vector function rf(u,O,ck) may be determined by the matrix equation
[rf] = [Myd[rl] (9.3.18)
Here [Mft] is a 4 x4 matrix which represents the coordinate transformation by transition from the
coordinate system Si to Sf. The method to calculate the points of the contact lines on the surface
of action is similar to the aforementioned procedure.
Contact lines on the envelope are represented by equations
r2(u,0,0 ) fi C 2 (u,O) E G {a < u < 13 and Y < 0 < 6]
a < 4_ < b f(u,O,cb) = 0 (9.3.19)
Here
[r2] = [M2d[q] = lM2flIMflllrd (9.3.20)
The 4 x4 matrix [Mzt] represents the coordinate transformation by transition from the coordinate
system S_ to $2. The method to calculate the points of the contact lines is similar to the method
given above.
Example 9.3.1 Consider that a gear mechanism transforms translation into rotation. Link 1 is a
rack and link 2 is a gear. We set up three coordinate systems Si, $2, and Sf, rigidly connected
to links 1 and 2, and to the frame, respectively (fig. 9.3.2(a)). While the rack translates a distance
s the gear rotates about the zf-axis through an angle ¢_.
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Figure 9.3.3.
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Equations of rack surface IJI.--Figure 9.3.3 shows sections of a rack tooth. Surface E_, which
generates the surface IS2 of the gear tooth, is a plane. The section of E l cut by the plane z_ = 0
is a straight line which forms an angle g't with axis xl (fig. 9.3.4(a)). The section of generating
surface E_ cut by the plane xl = 0 is a straight line which forms an angle 13 with axis zl (fig.
9.3.4(a)).
To derive the equations of the generating surface El, let us use an auxiliary coordinate system
S, (fig. 9.3.4(b)). Consider that a straight line L 1 is rigidly connected to the coordinate system
S, and that O,M is the position vector of a point M of this line. The plane El is generated in the
coordinate system $1 as a family of lines LI, while the coordinate system S, translates with respect
to Sj. In this motion the axes of coordinate system S, are parallel to the corresponding axes of
coordinate system S_, and the origin {9,, moves along the line L2. Homogeneous coordinates of
point M (see app. A) arc represented by the matrix
/,/ COS _t
u sin _,
[r,,l =
0
1
where u = IO.MI.
Equations of the gencrating surface t; I may be derived by the matrix equation
(9.3.21)
[rl] = [Ml.l[r.] (9.3.22)
Here [Ml.] is the matrix of coordinate transformation by transition from S. to SI (fig. 9.3.4(b))
represented as follows:
[M,,,I =
1 00 0
0 1 0 g sin/3
0 0 I f cos
000 1
(9.3.23)
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where to= IOiO, I.
Equations (9.3.21) to (9.3.23) represent the generating plane Et in parametric form as follows:
xj = u cos c/t Yt = u sin c/t + f sin/3 zl = e cos (9.3.24)
where (u,e)_ E. Here (u,f) are the surface coordinates.
Consider the section of generating surface El cut by a plane P, which is drawn through axis
x, perpendicular to the line /-.2 (fig. 9.3.4(b)). This section may be represented by equations
(9.3.24) and the equation
Zl
- tan # (9.3.25)
Yl
Equations (9.3.24) and (9.3.25) yield
xl = u cos c/t Yl = u sin ¢'t c°s2/3
The unit vector of straight line (9.3.26) is
zl = - u sin C/,sin/3 cos ¢3 (9.3.26)
1
r, = -- (cos c/zil + sin C/, cos 2 _Jl - sin C/zsin B cos _k l) (9.3.27)
m
where m 2 = COS 2 c/t(l + tan 2 c/t c°s2/3).
Applying the relation
tan C/t cos/3 = tan C/. (9.3.28)
we get m = cos C/t/cos C/, and the unit vector "rt is
r, = cos c/,il + sin C/,,cos _Jl- sin C/, sin _k¿ (9.3.29)
The straight line (9.3.26) with the unit vector (9.3.29) represents the shape of a rack which is
applied for spur gears.
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The family of generating surfaces in the coordinate system S2.--This family may be represented
by equations (9.3.24) and (9.3.20), where matrix [M:l] (fig. 9.3.2(a)) is
[g2d = [g2illMsd :
cosO sin_ 0 rcosO
-sinO cosO 0 -rsin_b
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1000
010s
0010
0001
(9.3.30)
The translation s and the angle of rotation 4_ are related by
s = r_b (9.3.31)
where r is the radius of the gear 2 axoid. It is assumed that the zj, axis is the instantaneous axis
of rotation in the relative motion of the rack and the gear. (See sec. 2.1.)
Equations (9.3.24), (9.3.20), (9.3.30), and (9.3.31) yield
x2 = u cos (0 - _b,) + resin 13 sin 0 + r(O sin 0 + cos _)
Y2 = -u sin (¢ - g't) + gsin/3 cos 4) + r(_ cos 4) - sin _) (9.3.32)
z2 = f cos
where (u,e) _ E and a < 0 < b.
Equation of meshing.--To get the equation of meshing, we must apply the equation
0r20r20r2] :0
au al a, j (9.3.33)
which is similar to equation I9.3.5). From equations (9.3.32), we obtain
Or2 Or2
- cos (0 - ¢'t)i2 - sin (_ - ¢',)Jz -- = sin _3(sin _L + cos _J2) + cos/3k 2Ou al "
Or 2
- [-u sin (_ - _bf)+ _'sin/3 cos q_+ r¢ cos _1i2 (9.3.34)
a4,
+ [-u cos (q_ - if,) - f sin/3 sin 0 - r_b sin OlJ2
Equations (9.3.33) and (9.3.34) yield the following equation of meshing:
f(u,e,O) = cos ¢3[sin _bt(rO + e sin [3) + ul = 0 (9.3.35)
Generated gear-tooth surface I:2.--The tooth surface _2 of the generated gear (gear 2) is
represented by equations (9.3.32) and (9.3.35) as follows:
r2 = r2(u,e,q_) flu,e,O) = 0 (9.3.36)
This is a parametric representation of a surface with three parameters (u,f,_). These three parameters
are related by the equation of meshing.
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Generally, it is hard (sometimes even impossible) to represent the generated surface by only
two parameters. The discussed case is an exception, because the equation of meshing (9.3.35)
contains all three parameters as linear parameters and it is easy to eliminate one of them from
equations (9.3.32). For instance, knowing that)_#0 and according to the Theorem of Implicit
Function System Existence (see app. B), we may solve the equation of meshing (9.3.35) in the
neighborhood of point (u0,1o,00) by the function
(sUe + r0) s-_n1e=- i t /3
(9.3.37)
Equations (9.3.37) and (9.3.32) yield
xz = -u cot Ct sin (0 - _t) + r cos 0
-(sUb +r0) cot/3zz = i t
Y2 = -u cot _b, cos (0 - ¢'r) - r sin 0
(9.3.38)
It is easy to verify that surface (9.3.38) is a screw involute surface. Let us consider a cross section
of the surface cut by the plane z2 = 0. Equations (9.3.38) and the equation
u = -r0 sin Cr (9.3.39)
represent the plane curve given by equations
x2 = -r0 cos Ct sin (_b_ - 0) + r cos 0
z2 =0
These equations represent an involute curve with the base circle (fig. 9.3.5)
r b = r cos ¢'t
Y2 = r0 cos ¢,, cos (¢t - 0) - r sin 0
(9.3.40)
(9.3.41)
The geometric interpretation of equation (9.3.40) is as follows: Point I of the involute curve
has coordinates xz = r and Yz = 0 and is generated when 0 = 0. Points up to I (i.e., point M)
I
x2
iI I_'4__ Inv°lute curve
N
02 Y2
Figure 9.3.5.
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correspond to positive values of the rack parameter u, and to negative values of 4). The position
vector of point M is
02M = 02N + NM (9.3.42)
Here IO2---_ = r and makes the angle -_ with the x2-axis. Vector NM and the x2-axis form an
angle of 90* - (¢t - _b).
According to the method of generation of involute curves
[NM[ = --rbO = --rq5 cos ¢t (0 < O) (9.3.43)
We get equations (9.3.40) by applying equations (9.3.42) and (9.3.43) and the following equations:
x2 = 02M .i Y2 = 02M .j (9.3.44)
Similarly, we may determine the cross section of surface (9.3.38) cut by the plane z2 = m. This
cross section also represents an involute curve. For the cross section z2 = 0 to coincide with the
cross section z2 = m, we must translate the z2 = 0 cross section along the z2-axis by an amount
m and rotate about this axis by an angle ,_* where
m tan/3
_, -
Investigation of the generated surface l_2.--Sufficient conditions of envelope existence
guarantee that the generated surface is regular. The generated surface represented by
r2(u,te,_b) E C 2 f(u,e,6_) = 0 fE C I
is regular if the following inequalities are observed (see inequalities (9.3.9) and (9.3.10)):
If, I + Iftl # 0 (9.3.45)
and
N = (re × r¢)f. + (r_ × r_)fi+ (r_ × re)f_ # 0 (9.3.46)
In the case discussed above, the generated surface could be represented by two parameters instead
of three. (See eqs. (9.3.38).) This simplifies the investigation of the generated surface to that of
a regular surface. We say that surface (9.3.38) is regular if its normal
N 0r2 0r2
Ou 04_ (9.3.47)
is not equal to zero.
Equations (9.3.38) and (9.3.47) yield
u cot Ct r)gx = \- Tn-¢-,+ cot - ¢,)
_ (ucot¢, )Nz = \. s_n-- t + r cos¢,
=(ucot¢, )Ny \ s_-f-t + r cot_cos(_b-¢,)
(9.3.48)
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ThenormalN= 0 for
u cot _t
sin _b,
-- + r = 0 (9.3.49)
To avoid the appearance of singular points on the generated surface E2, it is sufficient to limit
surface E1 of the rack. The limiting line on the surface El may be determined by the following
equations (see eqs. (9.3.49), 9.3.37), and (9.3.24)):
u = -rsin_b, tanffr (9.3.50)
/ 1 r(tan _,- 40u + rOt' = - sin _bt sin 13 sin/3
(9.3.51)
xl = - r sin 2 if, Yl = r tan _b, cos 2 4,, - r_b zl = r(tan 4,, - _) cot/3 (9.3.52)
Equations (9.3.52) determine the limiting line on the generating surface El. This line may be
found as the line of intersection of surface E1 and the plane that is perpendicular to the xraxis
and is represented by the equation
x I = - r sin 2 _, (9.3.53)
Figure 9.3.2(b) shows the cross section of E l which is formed by the cutting of El by the plane
zl = 0. Point F is the point of intersection of the limiting line of the rack cutter with the plane
zl = O. Equations (9.3.52) and Zl = 0 yield 4_= tan _bt and the coordinates of the limiting point
F are given by xl = - r sin 2 _b,and Yl = - r sin 2 _bttan _bt. Equation _b= tan _bt determines the
parameter of motion with which point F will come in tangency with the mating point of the gear.
To avoid undercutting, we have to increase the radius of the pitch circle r (by increasing the
number of gear teeth) or set up appropriately the generating surface with respect to 02. The
displacement of the rack cutter (a nonstandard machine setting of the rack cutter) is used for
generation of nonstandard gears.
Surface of action.-- The surface of action may be determined as the locus of contact lines
represented in the fixed coordinate system Sy. The surface of action is represented by equations
(9.3.24), (9.3.35), and the equation
[rf] = [Mfll[rl] (9.3.54)
where (fig. 9.3.2(a))
[mid =
1 00 0
0 1 0rO
00 1 0
000 1
(9.3.55)
Using equations (9.3.24), (9.3.37), (9.3.54), and (9.3.55), we may express the surface of action
by two parameters. These equations yield
"V= u cos _, )y =
U COS 2 _t
sin ¢,, (sU +rq_)cot/3zf=- i ,
(9.3.56)
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Equations (9.3.56) represent the contact lines as a family of parallel straight lines. The unit vector
of these straight lines is determined by
7" --
0r__r
- cos is- --k
,9,-: f,i: sin f, sinf,
Ou
(9.3.57)
where
cos 2 _b_+ cot 2
m 2
sin2 ft
It is easy to verify that the mentioned straight lines lie in a phme which passes through the zf-axis
and makes angles of (90 °-f,) and (180*-fit) with the xf- and ,,)--axes, respectively. To prove
this, we consider three vectors 7, k, and a, where
a = sin frif- cos f,jf (9.3.58)
Vector a determines the orientation of the plane of action and k is the unit vector of the z-axis.
The triple product of r, k, and a yields
[rka] =
cos 2 f, cot
COS ft
sin f, sin 4,,
0 0 1
sin fl -cos ft 0
= 0 (9.3.59)
xf
Ys
== Yf
Figure 9.3.6.
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Thus, the contact lines lie in the plane which is drawn through vectors k and a. This plane P passes
through the z:axis and the x:axis (fig. 9.3.6).
Using a new coordinate system Ss (fig. 9.3.6), we may simplify the equations of contact lines.
Using the matrix equation
[rs] = [M,zlIr:l (9.3.60)
where
[Me] =
sinfft -cosC, t 0 0
cosffl sin_bt 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
we get the following equations of contact lines Ls on the surface of action:
(9.3.61)
-( n +rO) cot/3 (9.3.62)xs = u cot 4'1 Ys = 0 z_ = Si r
Contact lines Ls belong to the plane Ys = 0 and are parallel straight lines whose location in the
plane depends on the parameter of motion 0 (fig. 9.3.7). Contact lines/-,2, which are located on
the generating surface E z, are also straight lines; but unlike contact lines L_, the set of lines L2
belong to the screw involute surface r- z.
Particular case of a generating surface.--Consider that parameter _b_of the generating surface
El, represented by equations (9.3.24), is equal to zero. The generating surface El is thus
represented by the following equations:
xj = u Yl = f sin B zl = f cos 13 (9.3.63)
where (u,g)fi E. The equation of meshing (9.3.35) yields
u = 0 (9.3.64)
The contact line on the generating surface rq is therefore represented by equations
,- Contact lines
Plane of action -, _//,'
f'/f_/i/ z s
_- Basecylinder
Figure 9.3.7.
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xj = 0 Yl = e sin/3 zx = f cos/3 (9.3.65)
Unlike the general case discussed above, there is only one contact line on the generating surface
Z1 which does not move over r. 1 in the process of meshing.
Equations (9.3.64) and (9.3.32) yield the generated surface _2 as
x2 = e sin/3 sin 0 + r(0 sin 0 + cos _) Y2 = lsin/3 cos 0 + r(_b cos 4_ - sin q_)
zl = e cos/3 (9.3.66)
This surface is a screw involute surface with the base cylinder ro = r.
The surface normal is
N ar2 Or2
= -- × -- = (esin/3 + rO)(cos/3 sin q_i2 + cos t3 cos _bj2 - sin/3k2)
ae a_
(9.3.67)
Singular points on surface _2 exist for N = 0, which yields the following relation between the
surface parameters:
e sin/3 + r_b = 0 (9.3.68)
Equations (9.3.66) and (9.3.68) yield that singular points of surface E 2 compose a helix which
belongs to the base cylinder of radius r and is represented by the equations
x 2 = r cos _b Y2 = -r sin _ z2 = -r_ cot/3 (9.3.69)
Appearance of singular points on the surface /22 may be avoided by the limitation of the range
of motion parameter t).
9.4 Envelope of a Locus of Surfaces: Representation in Implicit Form
Representation of surfaces in parametric form is preferable to the implicit representation because
it allows more freedom for investigation. However, we will also discuss the implicit representation
so as to completely describe all methods of investigation.
We set up the same coordinate systems Si, $2, and Sf used in section 9.2. Consider a locus
(family) of simple and regular surfaces given by expressions similar to (9.2.7)
G(x,y,z,d_) = 0 G _ C I + + ;_0 (x,y,z) EA a<d_<b (9.4.1)
The subscript 2 was dropped to simplify the designations. Equations (9.4.1) represent, in coordinate
system $2, a simple and regular surface Z;j for any fixed-motion parameter _.
A piece of the envelope of a locus of simple and regular surfaces Y,, represented in implicit
form, is a regular surface determined by
R(z,_)=r(x(z(_)),y(z,_,)), z)_C _ R:×R,_;_0 z_ <z<z2 a<_b<b (9.4.2)
if for any value of _b0 the surface G(x,y,z,4_o) is in tangency with the envelope R(z,_b).
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Another parameter, x or y, may be chosen instead of z so that the envelope may be represented
by the vector function R(x,0) or R0',0), respectively, instead of the vector function R(z,0). The
following discussion may be used for such a new case just by changing the designations of the
coordinate axes.
Similar to the discussions of section 9.3, we will differentiate the necessary and sufficient conditions
of existence of an envelope of a locus of surfaces given in the implicit form. Necessary conditions
of existence state the ability of a generating surface to be in tangency with the envelope if the envelope
exists. Sufficient conditions state the requirements which, if observed, insure the existence of the
envelope, its tangency with the generating surface, and regularity of the envelope for any fixed
value of motion parameter 0.
Theorem of Necessary Conditions of Envelope Existence Consider the family of surfaces E_
given by equation (9.4.1) and assume that the envelope E2 and surface El are in tangency at the
point M(xo,Yo,Zo,4_o). Then the point M belongs to the set of points determined by the equation
Go(x,y,z,O) = 0 (9.4.3)
where Go is the designation of 3G/30.
Proof: Consider that the inequality in expression (9.4.1) is observed at point M just because
Gz _ 0. According to the Theorem of Implicit Function System Existence (see app. B), the
equation
G(x,y,z,O) = 0 (9.4.4)
may be solved in the neighborhood of point M by the function
z(x,y,da) _ C t (9.4.5)
Then the locus of surfaces (9.4.1) may be represented locally in parametric form as follows:
r(x,y,z,4_) = r(x,y,z(x,y,O) ) _ C l (9.4.6)
Here (x,y) are the surface coordinates and 0 is the motion parameter. The differentiation ofequation
(9.4.6) gives
rx = I1,0,zx] ry = I0,l,zy] r 0 = [0,0,zo] (9.4.7)
Equations
G(x,y,z,O) = 0 z-z(x,y,4a) = 0 (9.4.8)
yield
G_dx + Gydy + God4_ = -Gzdz zx dx + Zydy + z_ dO = dz (9.4.9)
It results from equations (9.4.9) that
G_ _ Gy G o
Gz Gz Gz
zx zy z0
- 1 (9.4.10)
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Equations (9.4.7) and (9.4.10) yield that
r':II° r'=I0 
and
(9.4.1 1)
dr = r_ dr + ry dy + r,_ d_
=dr i G_k +dy - -
G z G z /I G:
= dri + dyj - G_dr + Gydy + God_k (9.4.12)
Gz
Vector dr represents the infinitesimal displacement of a point in absolute motion as the sum of
two components; (1) a component in transfer motion with the surface El (this is the component
r,_&b), and (2) a component in relative motion over the surface Ej (this is the component
r x dr + rydy). Vector dr belongs to a plane tangent to the envelope E2.
Let us now determine the vector 6r of the displacement of a point over the surface El. Fixing
the parameter of motion _band differentiating function (9.4.6), we get
fr = rx fx + ry 6y
= 6xi + 6yj - Gxfx + Gyfy k (9.4.13)
G:
Due to the continuous tangency of surfaces E! and E 2 in the neighborhood of their common point
M, vectors dr and 6r are collinear. Thus,
dr = X _r (X _ O) (9.4.14)
Equations (9.4.12) to (9.4.14) yield
dr _ dy _ G_dr + Gydy + G,_d¢ = X (9.4.15)
fix fy G_ fix + Gy 6y
Equations (9.4.15) may be observed if, and only if, G,_&b = 0. It is easy to verify that de ;_ 0
because the envelope points correspond to the continuously changing values of parameter ¢, and
G o d_b = 0 because G o = 0. The theorem is proven.
Theorem of Sufficient Conditions of Envelope Existence Consider a family of surfaces given by
G(x,y,z,cb) = 0 G E 6 2 [axl + layl + Iazl _ 0 (x,y,z) E A a < _b <b (9.4.16)
If at a point M(xo,Yo,Zo,O) the following conditions are observed:
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G(xo,Yo,Zo,C_o)= 0 G_,= 0 G_, _ 0
A= D(G,G_,)D___x,y)] ÷ D(G,G#,)I)_(._]+ D(G,G_)_D(.__,z)]
_0 (9.4.17)
then an envelope piece exists in the neighborhood of point M and the envelope is a regular surface
that may be represented by equations
G(x,y,z,O) = 0
Proof: Assume that equations
and Go(x,y,z,rb) = 0 (9.4.18)
G(x,y,z,_) = 0 G, (x,y,z,¢) = 0 G E C 2 (9.4.19)
are satisfied at the point M(xo,Yo,Zo,4ao), and the sum of the determinants A ;_ 0 because the
determinant
D(G,G_,) ;_ 0 (9.4.20)
D(x,y)
According to the Theorem of Implicit Function System Existence (see app. B), equation
G(x,y,z,c_) = 0 may then be solved in the neighborhood of point M by functions
x(z,_b) E C t y(z,d_) E C 1 (9.4.21)
and the envelope may be represented in parametric form as follows:
R(z,_b) = r(x(z,_b), y(z,O),z) (9.4.22)
The plane which is tangent to surface (9.4.22) may be determined by the vectors
R z = [Xz,yz, 1) R o = [x_,,y_,Ol (9.4.23)
A point of surface (9.4.22) is regular if the surface normal
N* = R z x R_ _ 0 (9.4.24)
Equations (9.4.23) yield that the envelope is a regular surface if its normal
N* Xz Yz
= - y,_i + x_j + k ¢ 0 (9.4.25)
x_, yo
The generating surface I;l is a regular surface because (see expressions (9.4.1))
IG._I+ lGyl + azl _ 0
The normal N to the generating surface E I may be determined in the coordinate system $2 by
N = Gxi + GvJ + Gzk (9.4.26)
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The generating surface El and the envelope r_2 are in tangency if their normals differ from zero
and are collinear; that is, if
N* = hN
or if
N'_g_N'_x
N_ Ny IVz
(N* #0, N#O, h#O) (9.4.27)
IN*[ + INy*l + IN:*I # 0 Igxl+ INyl + INzl # 0 h # 0 (9.4.28)
Let us determine conditions by which expressions (9.4.28) may be observed. We begin with
the differentiation of equations
(9.4.29)
We get
G(x(z,O),y(z,O),z,da) = 0
(9.4.30)Ge_(x( z,(D ),y(z,O ),z,O ) = 0
because G_, = 0;
OG
-- = Gxx z + Gyy z + G, = 0 (9.4.31)Oz
OG
- G_x_ + G_yeo + G,_ = GOc¢ + Gyy, = 0 (9.4.32)
0
Oz (G,) = G_,_c: + Gc,)yz + G,: = 0 (9.4.33)
0
ff-_ (G o) = G,ax, + Gc,yy_, + G_,, = 0 (9.4.34)
We may represent these equations as two subsystems of two equations in two unknowns. Equations
(9.4.31) and (9.4.33) yield
x: - (9.4.35)
Gz Gx
Go: Go.t
Yz--
Similarly, considering the subsystem of equations (9.4.32) and (9.4.34), we get
x, - y,_ = (9.4.36)
Gx Gy
Ge_x G_y
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Equations (9.4.36) yield that
_x_l+ ly_l _ 0
if the following conditions are observed:
G_ ¢ O
IGy[ + IG_I _ 0
and
D(G,G_) _ Gx Gy
D(x,y) G_,x G_y
(9.4.37)
(9.4.38)
(9.4.39)
¢ 0 (9.4.40)
According to equations (9.4.25), the envelope normal N* differs from zero if inequality (9.4.37)
is observed.
To prove the collinearity of surface normals N* and N, we must prove that expressions (9.4.28)
are observed. Using expressions (9.4.25), (9.4.26), and (9.4.28), we get
y_ _ x, xzyo-yzx _ (9.4.41)
Gx Gy Gz
Using expressions (9.4.35) and (9.4.36) for x z and Yz andx,_ and y,, respectively, we find that
equations (9.4.41) are indeed observed, surface normals N and N are collinear, and the envelope
_;z is in tangency with the generating surface Z_.
Remark: It is easy to verify that tangent T to the contact line of surfaces E1 and E2 is represented
by vector R z. This statement is based on the following consideration: The envelope is represented
by the vector function R(z,0). Fixing the parameter of motion _b, we get that the tangent T is
T = R z = xzi + YzJ + k (9.4.42)
Here x z and Yz are represented by equations (9.4.35).
Example 9.4.1 With the same conditions as those stated for example 9.3.1, let us consider that
the generating surface 121 is represented in implicit form by the equation
xl tan ¢',-Yl + zl tan _ = 0 (xl,yl,Zl) _ B (9.4.43)
This equation may be derived on the basis of equations (9.3.24). Let us determine the envelope,
surface of action, and contact lines.
Family of generating surfaces in the coordinate system S2.--The coordinate transformation
from coordinate system $2 to $1 is represented by matrix [MI2], which is the inverse of matrix
[M211 represented by expressions (9.3.30). We get
[MI2 ] =-
cos_b -sin0 0 -r
sin_b cosO 0 -r0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
(9.4.44)
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and
x I = x 2 cos _b - Y2 sin _b - r y_ = x 2 sin _b+ Y2 cos q_ - r_ zt = z2 (9.4.45)
Equations (9.4.45) and (9.4.43) yield
G(x2,y2,zz,ch) = -x 2 sin (_ - _k_)- Y2 cos (_ - _b,)
+ z2 cos ¢'t tan _3+ r(_b cos ¢,, - sin if,) = 0 (9.4.46)
where
(x2,Y2,Z2) E E
a<da<b
Equation (9.4.46) represents the family of generating surfaces.
Envelope equations.--The necessary condition of envelope existence yields
Go(x2,Y2,Z2,(o) = - X 2 COS (q5 -- @) + 2"2 sin (_b - _b,) + r COS Ct = 0 (9.4.47)
If sufficient conditions of envelope existence are observed (see expressions (9.4.16) and (9.4.17)),
equations (9.4.46) and (9.4.47) represent the envelope (the generated surface _2) as a regular
surface. The envelope is a screw involute surface. To prove this, we may investigate cross sections
of the envelope by setting z2 = constant in equation (9.4.46). (See example 9.3.1.)
Singular points of the generated surface.--Singular points occur on the generated surface if
G_,_ = 0, which yields
G,_¢ = x2 sin (_b - ¢,) + Y2 COS (_b -- @) = 0 (9.4.48)
With GO¢ = 0, the generated surface normal N* cannot differ from zero.
Singular points on the generated surface are determined by equations (9.4.46) to (9.4.48) which
yield
x2 = rb cos (_ -- _b,) Y2 = - rb sin (_b -- _b,) Z2 = -- rb tan _kb( _ -- tan 46) (9.4.49)
Here rh = r cos _bI is the radius of the base cylinder, rb tan )k b = r cot/3 is the screw parameter
h, and Xb is the lead angle on the base cylinder. Equations (9.4.49) represent a helix on the base
cylinder.
Surface of action .--The surface of action is the locus of contact lines determined in the fixed
coordinate system Sf (Sf is rigidly connected to the frame). The contact lines in coordinate system
$2 (contact lines on the envelope) are represented by equations (9.4.46) and (9.4.47). To develop
equations of contact lines in coordinate system Sf, it is necessary: (1) to determine equations
X2 = X2(Xf'Yf'Zf'(#) Y2 -_ y2(xf, Yf, Zf,_) Z2 = Z2(Xf, yf, zf,_) (9.4.50)
which express the coordinate transformation from Sf to $2 and (2) to substitute (x2,Y2.Z2) into
equations (9.4.46) and (9.4.47) using expressions (9.4.50).
Equations (9.4.50) may be derived from the matrix equation
[r2] = lM2flIrf] (9.4.51)
where (fig. 9.3.2)
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[Mvl --
cos_b sinO 0 rcos
-sinO cosO 0 -rsin_b
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
(9.4.52)
Equations (9.4.51) and (9.4.52) yield
x_ = xf cos _b+ yf sin 4_+ r cos _b Y2 = - xf sin _ + yf c°s q_ - r sin ¢
Z2 = Zf (9.4.53)
Using equations (9.4.46), (9.4.47), and (9.4.53), we get the following equations of coordinate
lines in coordinate system Sf:
xf tan ft., - yf + zf tan 3 + re = 0 (9.4.54)
xf cos G + Yf sin _b,= 0 (9.4.55)
By fixing the parameter of motion _b, equations (9.4.54) and (9.4.55) represent contact line L as
a straight line. Line L is the line of intersection of two planes: (1) generating plane E 1, which is
represented by equation (9.4.54) and (2) plane P, which is represented by equation (9.4.55). Plane
P passes through axis zf and is tangent to the cylinder of radius rb = r cos fit (fig" 9.3.6). The
surface of action is the plane Ys = 0. All contact lines represented in the coordinate system Sf
belong to the plane y+ = 0 (figs. 9.3.6 and 9.3.7).
9.5 Theorem of Singular Points of Generated Surface _2
Sufficient conditions of envelope existence given in equations (9.3.8) to (9.3.10), if observed,
guarantee that the generated surface _2 is the envelope of the locus (family) of regular surfaces
and all points of the envelope are regular points.
We consider the case when one of the requirements above N2 ;_ 0 is not observed (N2 is the
surface E2 normal) and singular points on the generated surface _2 occur. The locus of these points
may be the edge of regression, the line which connects two pieces of the generated surface
(fig. 8.3.1(b)). Appearance of such a line means that the generated surface will be undercut by
the generating surface _l (the tool surface). This is the reason why the existence of singular points
of surface Z2 is to be investigated.
We may determine singular points of surface E2 by setting N2 = 0 in inequality (9.3.10). But
this method requires complicated transformations and therefore a more simple and effective method
(proposed by Litvin, 1968) is applied. The essence of this method is based on the following theorem.
Theorem Consider a family of surfaces in the coordinate systems $2 given by
r2(u,O,¢) _ C 2 3r2 3r2--x--CO (u,O) _ G a < ¢ < b (9.5.1)
3u 30
Point M(uo,Oo,4_o) is given in the space of parameters (u,O,(_) and at this point the following
requirements are observed:
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= o,-2]= o c'au ao aCj (9.5.2)
If_l + I_1 _ 0 (9.5.3)
Or2 du Or2 dO Or2 dq_
----+----4
.... 0 (9.5.4)
au dt 00 dt Oe_ dt
A piece of the generated surface I_2 passes through point Q(x2,y2,z2), which corresponds to point
M(uo,O0,O0). This surface piece may be represented by
R2(uAb) = r2(u,O(u,d_),cb) E C I (9.5.5)
ifJb ;_ 0, or by
R*(O,¢) = r2(u(O,q_),O,_p) _ C J (9.5.6)
if
f,_O
At point Q the normal N2 of the surface, given by vector function (9.5.5) or (9.5.6), is equal to
zero and point Q is a singular point.
Proof: Consider that the inequality (9.5.3) is observed just becausej_ _ 0. Then equation (9.5.2)
may be solved in the neighborhood of point M by the function (see app. B)
O(U,dp) E C 1 (9.5.7)
As a result of expression (9.5.7), a piece of surface Z2 may be represented by equation (9.5.5).
To prove that point Q of this surface is a singular point, let us consider the following system of
four linear equations in three unknowns (du/dt, dO/dt, dd_/dt):
du dO dO
all dt + ai2 _ + ai3 _/= 0 (i = 1,2,3,4) (9.5.8)
Here
OX2 OX 2 C_X2
all :-- a12 -- al 3 =--
Ou O0 04_
OY2 Oy2 Oy 2
a2t - a22 - a23 -
Ou O0 Orb
Oz2 Oz2 c9z2
a31 =-- a32 -- a33 --
Ou O0 O0
O41 =fu 042 =fo 043 =L
(9.5.9)
By a randomly chosen value ofd4_/dt ;_ 0, the system of equations (9.5.8) has a unique solution
for du/dt and dO/dt if the rank of matrix
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all
a21
a31
a41
is equal to two. Consequently, four determinants
D(x2,Y2,Z2)
D(u,O,_)
Ox 2
Ou
Oy2
au
Oz2
au
a12 a13
a22 a23
a32 a33
a42 a43
of the third order must be equal to zero.
ax2 Ox2
aO a¢
t_y 2 3y2
ao a¢
= 0 (9.5.11)
D(y2,z2,f) _ D(z2,x2,f) D(x2'Y2'f) - 0 (9.5.12)
D(u,O,O) D(u,O,4_) D(u,O,q_)
Equation (9.5.11) is the same as equation (9.5.2). Equations (9.5.12), if observed, yield that the
surface normal N2 = 0. To prove this statement, let us transform the equation of the normal N2.
According to expression (9.3.10), we get
=('Ore Or2"_t. (Or2 0r2_¢ (Or2 Orz_e
N2 \ 30 x 30/]"" + \34_ x _u,jJo + \ 3u x 30 y _
(9.5.13)
Equation (9.5.13) yields
Nx2 =
3y2 3Y2 3Y2
3u aO 3_
3Z2 3Z2 3Z2
_ D(y2'z2'f)
D(u,O,¢)
(9.5.14)
Nv2 =
3Z2 3Z2
Ou 30
ax2 ax2
3u 30
L fo
OZ2
a6
D(z2,x2,f)
ax 2 --
Orb D(u,O,c_)
f_
(9.5.15)
Nz2 =
Ox2 3x2
3u aO
Oy2 c9y2
3u O0
L fo
Ox 2
a4_
3y 2 --
f_
D (x2,y2,f)
D(u,O,4_)
(9.5.16)
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Equations (9.5.12) to (9.5.16) yield, if conditions (9.5.2) to (9.5.4) are observed, the normal
N2 = 0 and singular points on the generated surface occur.
The kinematic interpretation of this theorem may simplify its applications to the problem of
avoiding undercutting of the generated gear. Consider the generated surfaces E2, which is
represented in the coordinate system S2 as follows:
r2 = r2(u,O,_b) _.C I f(u,O,dp) = 0 (9.5.17)
Vector function r2(u,0,4_ ) represents, in coordinate system $2, the locus of generating surfaces
_1; f(u,O,d_) = 0 is the equation of meshing.
Differentiating equations (9.5.17), we receive
i?2 Or2 du Or, dO Or2 dO Of du Of dO Of dq_
- + _--+ .... +---- +----=0 (9.5.18)
Ou dt O0 dt Oqb dt Ou dt O0 dt 04_ dt
Here 172 _ Vr(2)is the velocity of the contact point in its motion with respect to the coordinate system
S2 (over the generated surface E2). The velocity vector v_2) may be represented as a sum of two
components (1) v_n, the velocity of a point which moves over the surface E I and (2) v _121the
velocity of sliding (the velocity of a point which is rigidly connected to the generating surface El
and moves with respect to E2). Thus,
V(2) Vr(I) -Jr- V (12)
r = (9.5.19)
where
v_2) _ Or 2 du + Or2 dO
Ou dt O0 dt (9.5.20)
v_12) _ Or2 d_b
c94_dt (9.5.21)
According to the theorem discussed, singular points on the generated surface r_2 occur if equation
(9.5.4) is observed. Equations (9.5.4) and (9.5.18) to (9.5.21) yield that singular points of surface
E2 occur if the velocity of the contact point in its motion over I_2 is equal to zero; that is, if
v_2)= v__ + v "2) =0 (9.5.22)
Equation (9.5.22) is invariant under the applied coordinate system. Particularly, we may express
vectors of this equation in terms of components of coordinate system S_. Consequently, we may
consider equations
Or I du Orl dO vll2_
---- + -- -- + = 0 (9.5.23)Ou dt O0 dt
d¢_ = 0f"_t + fo _tt + f_ dt (9.5.24)
Here v_12) is the velocity of sliding expressed in terms of components of coordinate system Sj.
Equations (9.5.23) and (9.5.24) yield a system of four linear equations in two unknowns, which
is similar to the system in equation (9.5.8) and is represented by
19o
Here
du dO bi (9.5.25)
ail-_t + ai2 dt =
OX 1 OqX1 =
all =- at2 -- bl -- V(112)
3u O0
Oyl 3yl b2 _ V_!l12)
a21 = -- a22 = -- = .
au 30
3zl 3Zl b3 _ v(]12)
a31 = -- a32 = -- =Ou 30
3f dck
a41 = fu a42 = fo b4 - 34a dt
where dO/dt _ 0 is an arbitrarily chosen value; for instance, dda/dt = 1 rad/sec. The sliding velocity
must correspond to the chosen value d4_/dt.
Similarly, for the discussions above, we say that this system has a unique solution for du/dt and
d4_/dt, if the matrix
all a12 bl
a21 a22 b2
a31 a32 b3
an1 a42 b4
(9.5.26)
has rank r = 2. This yields
c9xl axl , (12)
Vxl
3u 30
ayl OYl V_,_2)
0u 30
OZl Ozl ,(121
Vz 1
3u 30
= [ Orl Or_jlvl,2)] = 0LOu ao
(9.5.27)
OXl OXl , (12)
__ -- --Vxl
Ou 30
3Y_ 3Yl ,oz)
VylOu O0
L fo -f_
=0 (9.5.28)
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OXI OXl , (12)
Vxl
au O0
OZl cgzl ,(12)
Ou 00 - _:
=0 (9.5.29)
Oy_ Oy_j _,(J2)
VxlOu O0
Ozj Ozl v(12)
Ou 00 --zJ
d6
f,, fo -fo 
=0
Equation (9.5.27) is similar to the equation
ar2Or2Or2]=[Or2Or2v,2)I(d¢l-z. oo aoj L Vt
Here
(9.5.30)
= 0 (9.5.31)
is the sliding velocity.
The triple vector product (9.5.31) does not depend on the chosen coordinate system. Therefore,
the triple vector product (9.5.27) may be applied instead of (9.5.31). Triple vector products (9.5.27)
or (9.5.31) yield the equation of meshing.
f(u,O,O) = 0 (9.5.32)
Therefore, equation (9.5.27) is observed for all contact points of the conjugate surfaces E l and
r-2, including singular points of the generated surface E 2.
Equations (9.5.28) to (9.5.30) are additional equations to be observed if contact points of surface
E2 are singular points. It is sufficient to apply only one of equations (9.5.28) to (9.5.30) if the
surface El normal
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NI Or1 Or 1
Ou 00
is not perpendicular to any coordinate axis of system SI. Thus, any equation of the system (9.5.28)
to (9.5.30) yields the relation
F(u,O,dp) = 0 (9.5.33)
There is a simple way to avoid undercutting of the generated surface E2 (proposed by Litvin,
1968). Equations (9.5.32), (9.5.33), and the vector equation which represents the generating surface
Yt determine the line L on surface I21 as a locus of points which generate singular points on the
surface I52. This line is represented by
rj(u,0) _ C t f(u,O,¢_) = 0 F(u,O,4)) = 0 (9.5.34)
To avoid undercutting of the generated surface _;2, we must limit the generating surface IS1or apply
special machine and tool settings to exclude the limiting line L (see example (9.8.1)).
9.6 Envelope of a Family of Surfaces: Kinematic Method
of Determination
The determination of the envelope of a locus of surfaces is based on necessary and sufficient
conditions of envelope existence worked out in classical differential geometry. These methods are
of course workable, but the solution may be substantially simplified if a kinematic method of envelope
determination is applied.
The key to the problem of envelope existence lies in (1) determining the equation of meshing
and (2) observing the requirements that the envelope is a regular surface. We will discuss both
of these stages.
Equation of Meshing
Consider a family of surfaces given in parametric form by
r2(u,O,d)) _ cl 3r2 3r2-- x-- # 0 (u,O) E G a < rb < b (9.6.1)
Ou 00
We found in section 9.3 that the equation of meshing may be represented by
[ Or2or23r2] =0
f(u,O,40 = 1_3u 30 34)J
(9.6.2)
Equation (9.6.1), with the fixed parameter 4_, represents a single surface 151of the locus. The cross
product
N2 0r2 0r2=- x -- (9.6.3)
Ou 30
represents the normal to surface YI in components of coordinate system $2.
Vector 3r2/30 represents the velocity v_12) of a fixed point M1 on the surface 15Lwith respect
to the point M2 of the envelope 152.Points MI and M2 coincide and form a common point M, the
point of tangency of surface I;t and 152. The subscript 2 in v_ t2_ means that the velocity vector is
represented in terms of components of coordinate system $2.
The equation of meshing (9.6.2) may be represented as
f(u,O,_) = N2 " v_ 12) = 0 (9.6.4)
The equality of the scalar product (9.6.4) to zero is an invariable property under the applied
coordinate system. Instead of equation (9.6.4), we may apply the equation
Nl • v112) = 0 (9.6.5)
with vectors expressed in components of the coordinate system SI.
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Considering that the generating surface is given by the vector function
rj(u,O) _ C J o3rl Orl
-- × -- # 0 (u,0) _ G
au ao
we obtain that
(9.6.6)
N1 Orl 0rl
#u ao
and the equation of meshing may be expressed by
3rl v 12)
Lau ao I j =o (9.6.7)
The velocity in relative motion (the sliding velocity v[ 12)) may be determined kinematically. (See
sec. 2.3.) The representation of the meshing equation by expression (9.6.5) simplifies the
transformations substantially.
Equation (9.6.4) may also be represented in terms of components of the coordinate system Sf
as follows:
=[0r,0r,v,,2,]
f(.,O,_)=Nz.v} '2' L au _ : j :0
Here #rf/au and #rf/OO are partial derivatives of the vector function
(9.6.8)
r:(u,O,6)Ec _ ari x Or/
-- # 0 (u,O) E G a < d_ < b (9.6.9)
au _0
Vector function (9.6.9) represents the family of surfaces El in the coordinate system Sf. It may
be derived on the basis of matrix equation
[rf] = [Mpllrl] (9.6.10)
Here
[FI] =
xl(u,O)
Yl (u,O)
zl(u,O)
1
(9.6.11)
are homogeneous coordinates of a point of the generating surface Ej represented by the vector
function (9.5.6). In the modern theory of gearing, equations of meshing are applied in forms
represented by expressions (9.6.7) or (9.6.8).
Remarks: (1) The resulting equation
f(u,O,dp) = 0
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doesnotdependontheorderoffactorsinthetripleproducts(9.6.7)or(9.6.8)and(2)thevector
of relativevelocityv112)= - v(t21maybeappliedinsteadof relativevelocityv°2).
General Theorem of Conjugate Surfaces
Equations (9.5.4), (9.5.5), and (9.5.8) may be interpreted geometrically as the General Theorem
of Conjugated Surfaces: At points of tangency of the generating surface E1 and the generated
surface E 2, the common normal N to the surfaces is perpendicular to the relative velocity vectors
v (_2>or v (21).
There is a particular case when the input and output gears rotate about parallel or intersected
axes and the relative motion represents rotation about an instantaneous axis. (See secs. 2.1 and
2.2.) The relative velocity is
v (12) = w (12) x O (9.6.12)
Here o_If2) is the angular velocity of rotation about instantaneous axis bl (fig. 9.6.1) and is directed
along that axis, and O is a position vector drawn from a point of axis I-I to the point M of tangency
of surfaces Yt and Y2.
The triple product may now be represented by
N. v (lz) = N- (oa (lz) x p) = [Nw(12)p] = 0 (9.6.13)
Equation (9.6.12) yields that vectors N, w °2), and 0 must belong to the same plane drawn through
the instantaneous axis I-1. Thus, the common normal to contacting surfaces I]_ and g 2 must
intersect the axis l-I of instantaneous rotation.
The discussion above may be summarized by the following theorem: Consider gears which
transform rotation between parallel or intersected axes. The instantaneous contact line of gear surfaces
must be such that the common surface normal at any point M of the contact line would pass through
the instantaneous axis of rotation in relative motion.
Applying this theorem, we may develop the following equation to determine the equation of
meshing:
XI - xl _ Yt - Yl Z1 -- Zl (9.6.14)
N,,i N>,l Nzl
Here Xi, Yt, and Z l are coordinates of a point of the instantaneous axis of rotation; xL, Yl, and
zl are coordinates of a point of the generating surface El; and Nrl, Nyl, and NzI are projections
of the normal N1 to the generating surface _1. Equations (9.6.14) yield the equation of meshing.
I
I
Figure 9.6.1.
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Determination of Singular Points on the Generated Surface
The appearance of singular points on the generated surface E2 means that this surface will be
undercut by the generating surface E l in the process of meshing (generation). The existence of
singular points on the generated surface E2 may be determined by the equation N2 = 0, where N 2
is the normal to the generated surface E 2. This classical method needs a complicated
transformation. A more effective and simple method is based on the theorem proposed by Litvin.
(See sec. 9.5.) It follows from this theorem that singular points of surface r. 2 are generated by
such points of the generating surface El at which the following equation is observed:
V(] ) "Jr- Vt 12) = 0 (9.6,15)
Here v_ ) is the velocity of the contact point in its relative motion over the generating surface _]l
and v} 12) is the sliding velocity. Both vectors of equation (9.6.15) are expressed in components
of coordinate system Sj rigidly connected to the generating surface El.
9.7. Envelope of Contact Lines on the Generating Surface I:,
Usually, contact lines cover the entire working part of surface E l. There are cases (they are
not so rare) when contact lines on the generating surface have their envelope and, therefore, these
lines may cover only a part of the generating surface. Figure 9.7.1 shows a locus of contact lines
L_, on the generating surface El. Line D is the envelope of these contact lines which divides surface
E1 into the following two parts: (1) part I, which is covered with contact lines (we include envelope
D in part I) and (2) part II, which is free of contact lines. Line E is the edge of surface El. The
conditions of lubrication and heat transfer become unfavorable near envelope D. This is one of
the reasons why the envelope D should be excluded from the meshing.
Consider generating surface I] l represented by
ri(u,O ) fi C2 Orj Or 1
-- x -- # 0 (u,O) E G (9.7.1)Ou O0
Surface E l is covered with a locus of contact lines L,_, whose location depends on the parameter
of motion O. Locus L,_ is represented by the vector equation (9.7.1) and equation
[ 0rl °3r| " ''2'] C'
f(u,O,ck)= LOu -_'1 j =0 f_ If, I+ IJ_l _0 a<O<b (9.7.2)
Here v[ ]2_ is the velocity of sliding at the point of contact of surfaces E 1 and E2. The equation
of meshing (9.7.2) relates surface EI parameters u and 0 with the parameter of motion g_.
Figure 9.7. I.
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We define a piece of envelope D as a regular curve
R(_) _ C 1 Ro _ 0 (9.7.3)
on surface E 1, which is in tangency with a single curve of the locus L_, at each value of ¢. We
propose the following theorems of necessary and sufficient conditions of envelope D.
Theorem The necessary conditions of existence of an envelope of a locus of contact lines on
the generating surface E, are described as follows: If the locus of contact lines L, has an envelope
D and point (uo,Oo,4_o) corresponds to the point of tangency of D with one of the contact lines L o,
then this point (uo,Oo,4_o) belongs to the set determined by the equation
f_ = q(u,O,4_) = 0 (9.7.4)
Proof: Consider vectors of displacement 6rl along the tangent T to the contact line and drl whose
direction differs from T. The parameter of motion _b, which corresponds to the displacement along
the contact line 6rl, is fixed; however, 4' must be considered as a variable for the displacement
dr1. Vectors brl and drt are represented as follows:
6rl = Or-26u + Or1 60 fu 6u + fo 60 = 0 (9.7.5)
au O0
dr, = Orl du + Orl dO f_du + fodO +f_d_ = 0 (9.7.6)
Ou O0
If envelope D exists, displacement vectors 6rl and drl must be collinear at the point of tangency
of the envelope D and a contact line. This yields the relation
6u _ 60 (9.7.7)
du dO
Equation (9.7.7) may be observed if, and only if,
f_ d4_= 0 (9.7.8)
Equation (9.7.8) may be observed only if f_, = 0, because continuously varying values of _b
correspond to different points of envelope D.
Theorem The sufficient conditions of existence of an envelope of a locus of contact lines on
the generating surface El are described as follows: A locus L, of contact lines is represented by
rdu,0) _ C 2 Or1 ar_Ix--sO
au O0
If.I+ If l o
arl vll2)] = 0f(u,O,4_) L au a-o
(u,O) E G a < 4_ < b
(9.7.9)
If at a point (uo,Oo,4_o) the following conditions are observed:
D(f,q)
--_0fea = q(u,O,4_) = 0 D(u,O) f_ = q_ ;_ 0
(9.7.10)
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thenanenvelope piece D is represented by
Rj (q_) = rl (u (_b),O(_b),cb) Rl(_b) E C I 0Ri
-- _ 0 (9.7.11)
Envelope piece D is a regular curve which is in tangency with a contact line of the locus L_ at
any value of 0. The envelope in question may be represented on surface E I by
rl(u.0) _ C 2 f(u,O,cb) = 0 fo = q(u,O,4_) = 0 (9.7.12)
Proof: Consider a system of equations
f(u,O,4_) = 0 f_ = q(u,O,4_) = 0
which are satisfied at the point (uo,Oo,4Jo). Because of the inequality
(9.7.13)
D(f,q)
--_0
D(u,O)
equations (9.7.13) may be solved by functions
lu(_),O(4_)] _ C t
in the neighborhood of point (uo,Oo,4_o). With functions (9.7.14
surface El by equations
(9.7.14)
we may represent a curve on
Rl(O) = rj(u(0),0(,;b)) Rl(_b) _ C1 (9.7.15)
Let us now prove that the curve (9.7.15) is regular and that it is m tangency with a contact line
at the point (uo,Oo,Oo). To prove this, we must observe the following conditions:
0Rj OR l
- kT_ (k ;_ 0) -- ;_ 0 (9.7.16)
where T is the tangent vector to the contact line. A contact line may be represented by equations
rl(u,0) _ C 2 f(u,O,4_o) = 0 (9.7.17)
where 00 has a fixed value.
A vector of displacement along the contact line 6r I is given by
0r t
6r, =Orl6u+--60 f_bu+fo60:0 ill + IJ_[ ;_ 0 (9.7.18)
Ou 6e)
Assuming that the inequality
If.I+ [f l o
is observed because fo _ 0, we obtain
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(_u1 arl \ _u:
Equation (9.7.17) yields that for J_ # 0, the tangent Tl may be expressed as
Or1 Orl
T1 = ff_-u3_ - _fu Tl # 0
(9.7.19)
(9.7.20)
The tangent Ti differs from zero because
Or I Ort
-- × -- _ o ILl + Ifol_ o (9.7.21)
Ou O0
Let us now prove that equation (9.7.16) is indeed observed and that envelope D is in tangency
with the corresponding contact line of the locus L_,. After differentiation of equation (9.7.15), we
get
oqR1 0r I 0rl
Ock - Ou u4, + -_ O, (9.7.22)
To determine the derivatives u_ and 0,, let us differentiate equations
f(u(O),O(ch),O) = 0 q(u(O),O(O),q_) = 0 (9.7.23)
We get a system of two linear equations in two unknowns, u, and 0,
f.u_ + foOe_= - f, q_u6 + qoO¢_= - q* (9.7.24)
With
m
LD
qu qo
D(f,q) # 0 (9.7.25)
D(u,O)
and taking into account that f,_ = O, we may get the following solutions for unknowns u_ and Uo
for points of the envelope:
foq, f,q,
u4, - 0, = - -- (9.7.26)
A A
Equations (9.7.22) and (9.7.26) yield
(_u l Ort \q*# /A
OR, _ fo - _--=f,,I
O4>
Equations (9.7.27) and (9.7.20) yield that the envelope tangent (9.7.27) is collinear with the
(9.7.27)
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contact line tangent (9.7.20), the envelope tangent differs from zero since q¢, =f_o # 0, and the
envelope is a regular curve. Due to the existence of functions (9.7.14), there is only one point
(u,O) which corresponds to the parameter of motion q_. Consequently, the contact line has only
one point of tangency with the envelope D.
Representation of the Envelope on the Plane of Parameters (u,O)
Contact lines L_ on surface El may be obtained by mapping a locus of plane curves represented
on the plane (u,O) by equations
f(u,O,_)=O f(u,O,4_)_C 2 ILl+ Ifol#O (u,O)_G a<q_<b (9.7.28)
Here 4>, if fixed, corresponds to a single contact line of the locus.
The locus of plane curves, represented in implicit form by equations (9.7.28), has an envelope,
if the following requirements are observed (see sec. 4.3.):
f_ = q(u,O,_) = 0 D(f,q______)# 0 f_ # 0 (9.7.29)
D(u,O)
Requirements (9.7.29) are sufficient for the existence of the envelope D of the locus of contact
lines L_ on the surface El. Consequently, if the envelope D on surface E1 exists, there is definitely
an envelope of the locus of plane curves (9.7.28) on the plane of parameters (u,O). This result
is important for applications. The graphical representation of the locus of contact lines L_, and
their envelope D, on the generating surface r_ needs complicated drawings. It is easier to represent
images of L_ and D on the plane of parameters (u,O). An example of the determination of envelope
D is discussed in example problem 9.8.1.
9.8 Conjugate Surfaces: Working Equations
Initial Conditions
Given the generating surface El by
rl(u,0 )_ C2 Orl cgrl
-- × -- ¢: 0 (u,O) E G (9.8.1)Ou O0
The location of the rotation axes of gears 1 and 2 and the ratio of angular velocities are known.
The parameter of motion _ belongs to the interval
a<_<b
We set up three coordinate systems Sl, $2, and Sf rigidly connected to gears 1 and 2 and the frame,
respectively. It is necessary to determine the generated surface _2, contact lines on surfaces Ej
and _2, surface of action, condition to avoid undercutting of surface E_, and the appearance of
the _.nvelope D of contact lines on the generating surface El. The stages of investigation and
solution are presented as follows.
Equations of meshing.--Generally this equation may be represented by
f(u'O'4_)=[OrlOrlvp2)]=OouO0 (9.8.2)
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Herev1121is thevelocityof slidingdeterminedkinematically.(Seech.2.3.)Afterdetermination
of equation(9.8.2)it isnecessaryto makesurethat
If.I+ 0 (9.8.3)
If gears 1 and 2 transform motion between parallel or intersecting axes, the equation of meshing
may be represented not only by equation (9.8.2), but by
Xl - xl (u,O) _ Yt - Yt (u,O) Z1 - zl (u,O) (9.8.4)
Here xl, Yl, and zl are coordinates of a point on surface El; X1, Yi, and Zl are coordinates of
a point of the instantaneous axis of rotation; and N_1, Nyj, and Nzl are projections of surface normal
Nt given by
Nl 0rt 0rl= __ × __ (9.8.5)
Ou O0
Contact lines on surface I_l.--Contact lines on surface E1 are represented by expressions (9.8.1)
and (9.8.2) with fixed values of the parameter of motion _b.
Surface ofaction.--The surface of action is the locus of contact lines determined in the coordinate
system Sf. This surface is represented by expression (9.8.1), equation (9.8.2), and matrix equation
[rf] = [Mjq][rl] (9.8.6)
Here matrix [Mjq] represents the coordinate transformation from coordinate system Si to Sf. Vector
function (9.8.1) and equations (9.8.2) and (9.8.6) yield the following expressions for the surface
of action:
r:(u,O,4_) _ C2 Or/ Or/-- × 0 f(u,O,4_) = 0
Ou O0
ILl+ If0l 0 (u,o) a a<O<b
(9.8.7)
Generated surface.--The generated surface _2 is the locus of contact lines determined in the
coordinate systems $2. Surface _2 is represented by vector equation (9.8.1), equation (9.8.2), and
matrix equation
[r2] = [Mzl][rt ] (9.8.8)
Matrix [Mzl] represents the coordinate transformation by transition from coordinate system S 1 to
coordinate system $2. Vector function (9.8.1) and equations (9.8.2) and (9.8.8) yield the following
expressions for the generated surface Zz:
r2(u,O,4_) E C 2 f(u,O,ck) = 0 ILl + 13'0[_ 0 (u,O) E G a < _b < b (9.8.9)
Nonundercutting of the generated surface I_2.--To avoid undercutting of the generated surface
_2 it is necessary to limit the dimensions and settings of the generating surface El. The limiting
line of surface Em is the locus of points of Y:qwhich generate singular points of the generated
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surfaceE2.Thisline is determined by
r_(u,e) E C 2 art 0rl
--x--#0
Ou O#
= 0 l .r+ ¢ol* 0
at,ar,v,,2,]
au a0 J =f(t 0,_) = 0
(u,O) E G a< O < b
(9.8.10)
The equation
may be developed from equations
F(u,O,O) = 0 (9.8.11)
OXl OXl (12)
vrOu O0
03'10yj ,,_121
Ou O0 ..,,1
f. fo fo
Oxt Oxl
Ou 00
OZ l OZ 1
Ou O0
f. fo
_x( 12 I
I
(12)
zl
d4_
Oyl Oyj _12_
Ou O0 vvl
Ozj Oz] 412)
= _zl
Ou O0
d6
f. fo 7
= 0 (9.8.12)
Usually it is sufficient to apply only one equality of the three equalities in equations (9.8.12) to
get equation (9.8.11).
Investigation of existence of envelope of contact lines on the generating surface I_l.--It is
essential to investigate the existence of an envelope of contact lines considering the plane of
parameters (u,O). The envelope in question is represented by equations
f(u,O,cb) = 0 f(u,O,O) E C 2 f_ = q(u,O,O) = 0 If, I + Ifol # o
D(f,q)
D(u,O)--#0 fo, # O (u,O) E G a < _ < b (9.8.13)
Example 9.8.1
Conjugate surfaces of a worm-gear drive are considered. Assuming that the surface of the worm
is given, we must determine (1) the equation of meshing, (2) the surface of action, (3) the worm-
gear surface, and (4) the equations of the envelope of contact lines on the worm surface. Conditions
of nonundercutting of the worm-gear surface may be determined with the aid of a computer program.
Because of the complexity of this program, it is not discussed in this example.
Solution
Worm thread surface.--Consider that the worm thread surface is an involute screw surface
(fig. 9.8.1). Such a surface may be generated by a screw motion of the straight line ML. This
line is the tangent to the helix on the base cylinder of radius rb. (The helix in question is traced
out on the base cylinder surface by point M, the point of tangency of the straight line ML with
the cylinder.) The generating line ML forms the angle Xb with the plane perpendicular to the
z_-axis.
The position vector for point N of the screw involute surface is
OrN= O_K + KM+ MN (9.8.14)
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Figure 9.8.1.
Here ]M-NI = u is the segment of straight line ML measured from the tangency point M to the
point N, 1_1 is the base cylinder radius rb (vector O_K makes the angle 0 with the xFaxis),
and 1_ I = hO is the axial displacement in screw motion which corresponds to the rotation angle
O (h is the screw parameter). Projecting the vectors of equation (9.8.14) onto the coordinate axes,
we get
X[ = r b COS 0 + u COS )k b sin 0 Yl = rb sin 0 - u cos Xb cos 0
zz = hO - u sin Xb (9.8.15)
Equations (9.8.15) represent the involute screw surface with u and 0 as surface coordinates. It
is easy to verify that the cross section of the involute screw surface (cut by the plane zl = constant)
is an involute curve with the base circle of radius rb.
The normal N] to surface (9.8.15) is
0rl 0rt
N 1 - X--
Ou O0
il Jl kl
cos ),b sin 0 -cos Xb cos 0 -sin )'h
--r b sin 0 + u cos Xb cos 0 rb cos 0 + u COS _b sin 0 h
: ( - h cos Xb cos 0 + rb sin X b COS 0 "1-U COS )k b sin Xb sin O)il
+(r bsin XbsinO-ucos h_sin XbcosO-hcosh bsinO)j I
+ u cos 2 ),hkl (9.8.16)
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Developing the cylinder surface (fig. 9.8.2) on a plane, we may represent the helix by a straight
line and obtain
h
tan Xb = -- (9.8.17)
rb
2O4
Equations (9.8.16) and (9.8.17) yield
N I = u COS _kb(sin _kb sin Oi I -- sin )k b cos 0jl + cos _kbkl) (9.8.18)
With u # 0 the screw involute surface is a regular surface and the surface unit normal is
nl = sin h b sin 0il - sin hb cos 0jj + cos _kbk I (9.8.19)
Coordinate systems.--We set up coordinate systems St, $2, and Sf rigidly connected with
worm l, gear 2, and the frame, respectively (fig. 9.8.3). An auxiliary coordinate system, also
01, Of _ zf
x2 iXpY_ 02, Op
Y2 ........
z2, zp
Figure 9.8.3.
rigidly connected to the frame, is designated by Sp. The worm and gear rotate about crossed axes
which form an angle 3'- Usually 3' = 90°, but we assume that 3' # 90*.
Coordinate transformation.--The coordinate transformation by transition from system Sj to ST
is represented by the matrix equation
lr/l = [M_q][rd (9.8.20)
Here
[M_I =
cos01 -sinOl 0 0
sin01 cos¢l 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
Equations (9.8.18) to (9.8.20) yield
Xf = X I COS 01 -- Yl sin ¢1
Matrix equation
[r2] = [M2d[rd = [M2pl[Mpfl[M_l[rtl
represents the coordinate transformation from SI to $2. Here
[Mp¢] =
lM2pl =
yf = X 1 sin 01 "F Yl COS 01
Equations (9.8.22) to (9.8.24) yield
1 0 0 C
0 cos 3' -sin 3' 0
0 sin 3' cos 3' 0
0 0 0 1
cos 02 sin02 0 0
-sin02 cos02 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
x2 = xl (cos Ot cos 02 + cos 3' sin 01 sin 02)
+ Yl(- sin 01 cos 02 + COS 3' COS 01 sin 02)
- zl sin 3' sin 02 + C cos 02
Y2 = xl(- cos 01 sin ¢2 + cos 3' sin ¢1 cos ¢2)
+ Yl( sin 0t sin 02 + cos 3' cos 61 cos 02)
- zl sin 3' cos 02 - C sin 02
z2 = xt sin 3' sin ¢1 + Yt sin 3' cos 01 + z¿ cos 3'
Zf=Zl (9.8.21)
(9.8.22)
(9.8.23)
(9.8.24)
(9.8.25)
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Sliding velocity.-- The sliding (relative) velocity Vj _12} iS
v} 12)= v} I) - v) 2) (9.8.26)
Here v) u and v}2) are velocities of the points of gears 1 and 2, respectively, which form their
mutual contact point. The subscriptfmeans that vectors are expressed in components of coordinate
system Sf; henceforth we will drop this subscript.
Gears 1 and 2 rotate about crossed axes zf and Zp with angular velocities 03(_) and 03(2) (figs.
9.8.3 and 9.8.4). The velocity v (u may be represented by
v <1)= 03") x r (9.8.27)
where r is a position vector drawn from the origin Of of the coordinate system Sf to the point of
contact.
The sliding vector 03(2) does not pass through the coordinate origin Of. We substitute this vector
by an equal vector 0312), which passes through Of, and the moment (fig. 9.8.4)
m = R X 03(2) (9.8.28)
where R is a vector drawn from point Of to any point on the line of action Zp of vector 00(2). We
choose the vector R = OfOp.
The velocity v 12) is
v(2,= (03(2)× r) + (C × 03(2)) (9.8.29)
Equations (9.8.26), (9.8.27), and (9.8.29) yield
v,,2) = ((03(,)_ 03,2,)× r) - (C× 03(2)) = (03(,2, × r)- (C× 03,2))
Here (fig. 9.8.4)
(9.8.30)
(,,0(12) _ 03(1) _ 03(2) (9.8.31)
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Taking into account that
(_(1) = o2(l)kf (a_(2)= to(2)(sin
we get
_j: + cos _k:) C = - o/
V (12) : [-- .)_r( 1 - m21 cos 3') - zfm2t sin 3']f.d (1)
V(12) = [Xf(1 -- m21 COS3') -- Cm21 cos y]¢o (1)
VZ(12) : [(Xf-[- C)m21 sin y]w O)
r :xi/+ y/j/+ z/k/
(9.8.32)
= w(2)/w(])Here m21
The sliding vector v °z) may be expressed in components of coordinate system $1 by using the
matrix equation
[vll2)] = [Llf][vO2)] (9.8.33)
The 3 x 3 matrix [LIT] is represented by (fig. 9.8.3)
cos 4'1 sin 4'1 0
(9.8.34)[L:] =
(9.8.38)
Equations (9.8.21) and (9.8.32) to (9.8.34) yield
v_ 2) = [- yl(1 - m21 cos 3') - zlm21 sin 3' cos 4'1 - Cm21 cos 3' sin 4_1]w(I)
v_ z) = [xl(l - m21 cos y) + zlm21 sin 3' sin 4'1 - Cm2) cos 3' cos 4'1]w O) (9.8.35)
v_ 2) = [m2t sin 3'(xl cos 4't - Yl sin 4'1 + C)] °_(1)
Equation of meshing.--We apply the equation
N1 "V112) : 0 (9.8.36)
where NI is represented by equation (9.8.18) and v112) by equations (9.8.35). The involute screw
surface is a helicoid and therefore we may use the relation (8.4.41), which may be represented as
ylNxt - xlNyl - hNzl = 0 (9.8.37)
Equations (9.8.15), (9.8.37), (9.8.18), and (9.8.36) yield the following equation of meshing:
f(u,O,4'1) = (u - hO sin Xb) sin (0 + 4'1) sin 3'
+ cos (0 + 4'1)(rb cos Xb sin 3, + C sin Xb cos 3')
--[h(mL2-cos 3')-Csin3']cosXb=0
1 0O (t)
m12 (.0(2)
m21
where
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Surface of action.--The surface of action is represented by equations
[ry] = [Mnl[q] (9.8.20)
and
f(u,O,dpt) = 0 (9.8.38)
Matrix equation (9.8.20) yields equations (9.8.21). Thus, the surface of action is represented by
equations (9.8.15), (9.8.21), and (9.8.38).
Gear-tooth surface.--The gear-tooth surface is represented by equations
Jr2] = [M21][rl] (9.8.22)
and
f(u,O,4_t) = 0 (9.8.38)
Matrix equations (9.8.22) yields equations (9.8.25). Thus, the gear-tooth surface is represented
by equations (9.8.15), (9.8.25), and (9.8.38).
Investigation of the existence of the envelope D of contact lines on the generating surface
I_l.--The envelope D is determined on the plane of parameters (u,O) by equations (9.8.13).
Equation
f_,(u,O,ea,) = 0
yields
(u - hO sin kb) sin 3, cos (0 + q_t)
- [r b cos kb sin y + C sin _k b COS .7] sin (0 + _t) = 0 (9.8.39)
Considering equations (9.8.39) and (9.8.38), we get
rh sin 3, + C tan hb cos 3,
= (v = 0 + <bj) (9.8.40)
cos v h(ml2 -- cos y) - C sin '7
sin v = (u - hO sin kb) sin .7
[h(mj2 - cos .7) - Csin y] cos kb (9.8.41)
Due to the inequality
- 1 =< cos(0+_b)< 1
we get that equation (9.8.40) may exist (consequently the envelope D may appear) if, and only if,
Irb sin .7 + Ctan Xb cos y[ =< ]h(m,2 - cos .7) - C sin .7] (9.8.42)
If inequality (9.8.42) and all inequalities of expression (9.8.13) are satisfied, the envelope D
indeed exists. This envelope is a straight line in the plane of parameters (u,O) and may be represented
by the equation
(u - hO sin kb) sin y - [h(ml2 - cos .7)-Csin3,lcoskhsinv=O (9.8.43)
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where
COS P =
rb sin y + C tan Xb cos 3'
h(ml2 - cos 3') - C sin 3'
(See eq. (9.8.40).)
Figure 9.8.5 shows the locus of contact lines given by equation (9.8.38) and their envelope D.
(Envelope D is represented by equation (9.8.43).) The appearance of the envelope is inevitable
for worm-gear drives with the crossing angle 3' = 90*. This envelope appearance is a disadvantage
of such worm-gear drives.
With 3' = 90 °, we represent the inequality (9.8.42) as
rh <- [rnt2h - CI (9.8.44)
It results from the geometry of involute worm-gear drives that
r b =
h N1
= (9.8.45)
txfta_an2 ¢,, + tan 2 Xp 2Pa tx/ta_an2 _,_+ tan2 Xp
ml 2 -
W (1) N 2
- (9.8.46)
6o (2) N l
N2 (9.8.47)
C= rp+ Rp = rp+ 2ps
Here rp and Rp are the radii of pitch cylinders of the worm and of the worm gear, Xp is the lead
angle on the worm pitch cylinder, Pa = Ni/2h is the axial pitch of the worm, Ps = Pa is the worm-
gear diametral pitch, Nt and N2 are numbers of worm and gear teeth, and ¢'c is the angle of the
worm shape in its axial section.
We may avoid the appearance of envelope D by using definite crossing angles 3' # 90*. To get
the range of angle y with which the envelope D does not exist, we may find edges of this area
making cos (0 + _bj) = 1 and cos (O + 0t) = - 1 in equation (9.8.40); this enables us to obtain
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the limits of this range. We found that the area of 3' is 125 ° < 3' < 155" and 7* < 3' < 72* for
the worm-gear drive with parameters C = 150 mm, h = 12 mm, rh = 27.5 mm, and ml2 = 25:3.
By applying a worm-gear drive with a crossing angle 3' _ 90", we may provide better conditions
of lubrication due to the more favorable shape of contact lines. Figure 9.8.6 shows the contact
lines determined for the worm-gear drive with the parameters listed above and crossing angle
3' = 130".
5O
100 200 300
Figure 9.8.6.
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Example 9.8.2
Consider that a rack, with the given surface _1, generates the gear tooth surface E2. We set up
the coordinate systems SI,S2, and Sf discussed in example 9.3.1 (fig. 9.3.2). Equations of the
generating surface 2:1, according to equations (9.3.24), are
x 1 = U COS _t Yl = U sin _bt+ e sin fl zj = f cos (9.8.47)
where (u,O E E.
Determine the equations of (1) meshing, (2) surface of action, (3) generated surface, (4) conditions
of nonundercutting of gear teeth, and (5) existence of an envelope of the contact line on the generating
surface.
Solution
Equation of meshing.--The normal to the generating surface is
Nl arj 0ri
= -- × -- = cos fl sin _btiI - cos _ cos _b,jI + sin fl cos ¢,,k I (9.8.49)
au of
We determine the sliding velocity by
The velocity of the rack is (fig. 9.3.2(a))
(9.8.50)
vl I) = _Jl = wrJl (9.8.51)
The gear rotates about O_ with the angular velocity
O_2 : 6ok 2
The sliding vector (9.8.52) may be substituted by the equal vector
(9.8.52)
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o_ = wkl
directed along the zl-axis and the moment
m= Ol02 X oa
where (fig. 9.3.2(a))
0102 = -- ri 1 -- SJl = -- r(i I + qSjl)
Vector v2 of the gear velocity is
vl2,= (,o×r,)+ (o,02×
where
rl =Xlil + YlJl + Zlkl
Equations (9.8.48) and (9.8.50) to (9.8.57) yield
V112) = w[(y I + rqS)i I -- XlJl] = w[(u sin _b,+ e sin/3 + rO)il
Using the equation
NI" vt _2>= 0
we get
(9.8.53)
(9.8.54)
(9.8.55)
(9.8.56)
(9.8.57)
- u cos _b,jl] (9.8.58)
f(u,e,¢) = cos/3[sin _bt(r_b + te sin B) + u] = 0 (9.8.59)
which is the same as equation (9.3.35). It is necessary to emphasize that we got the equation of
meshing by a simpler method than the one applied in section 9.3.
Surface of action.--We use equation (9.8.59) and the matrix equation
[rf] = [Mfd[rl] (9.8.60)
(9.8.61)
where (fig. 9.3.2(a))
[M_I =
1 00 0
Ol0r0
00 1 0
0 0 0 I
Equations (9.8.60), (9.8.61), (9.8.48), and (9.8.59) yield
Xf : U COS ,_t .}_f= U sin 4,, + ,0sin 13+ r4_
cos ¢3[sin fir(r4, + f sin B) + u] = 0
With B _ 90 °, we represent the surface of action as follows:
zI = e cos B
(9.8.62)
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u c°s2 ¢' zJ= - ( u )xf = u cos ,¢t ):r- sin ¢,, sin ¢/, + r_ cot 13 (9.8.63)
which coincides with equations (9.3.56) of the surface of action determined in example 9.3.1. The
surface of action is a plane shown in figure 9.3.7.
Generated surface.--We use equation (9.8.59) and the matrix equation
Here (fig. 9.3.2(a))
[r2] = [M21lIr]i = [M2fIIM#IIql (9.8.64)
[Mzf ] =
cos_ sin_ 0 rcos,_
-sine, cos_b 0 -rsin
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
(9.8.65)
Equations (9.8.64), (9.8.65), (9.8.61), (9.8.48), and (9.8.59) yield
x2 = u cos (¢, - 0) + gsin/3 sin 4_+ r(_b sin _ + cos ,_)
Y2 = u sin (¢, - _b) + e sin/3 cos _b+ r(_b cos _b - sin ¢)
z2 = fcos/3 f(u,O,d_)=cos_3IsinC,(r4_+fsin_)+u]=O
(9.8.66)
(u,e) _ E a < _ < b
___k cutter
[Jllet -,' Searcentrode
r
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Equations(9.8.66),whichrepresentthegeneratedsurface_2,coincideswithequations(9.3.32)
and(9.3.35).Eliminatingparametere (see example 9.3.1), we may represent the generated surface
by
x2 = - u cot 4't sin (4, - 4',) + r cos 0 3'2 = - u cot 4', cos (4, - 4't) - r sin 4'
(sinU_ + r4,)cot/3Z2 = -- 4't
(9.8.67)
It was demonstrated previously (see example 9.3.1) that equations (9.8.67) represent an involute
screw surface.
Conditions of nonundercutting of the tooth surface of gear 2.--We base the investigation on
the effective method proposed in this section. Using equations (9.8.12), we get
Oxl '9xl ,,(12)
__ __ Vxl
Ou Oe
0Y 1 0VI (12)
" " vy 1
Ou O_
COS 4't
= sin 4',
1
0 u sin 4', + f sin/3 + r4,
sin/3 -u cos 4't
sin/3 sin 4't r sin 4',
_=0 (9.8.68)
Equation (9.8.68) yields
F(u,f,4,) = r4, + e sin/3 - r tan 4', = 0 (9.8.69)
Equations (9.8.69), (9.8.59), and (9.8.48) determine the line on surface El by which El must
be limited to avoid undercutting of the generated surface 122. This line is represented by
u = - r tan 4', sin 4', e =
r(tan 4', - 0)
sin/3
x! = - r sin 2 4't Yl = - r tan 4', sin 2 4', + r(tan 4', - 4,) zl = r(tan 4', - 4,) cot/3
(9.8.70)
We derived equation (9.8.69) by using the first of three equations in equation set (9.8.12). We
would get the same result by using the second or the third equation in equation set (9.8.12). Equation
xl = - r sin 2 ¢_ (9.8.71)
may be used to express conditions of nonundercutting in terms of the pressure angle of the rack
cutter 4't an the number of teeth N of the generated gear.
Let us designate the limiting value of Ixll by a (fig. 9.8.7) where a is the height of the rack
cutter measured from the rack cutter centrode aa to the fillet. Equation (9.8.71) yields that
a<_rsin 2 4',=--N sin2_b t
- 2Pt
where N is the number of gear teeth and Pt is the diametral pitch measured in section AA (fig.
9.3.3).
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According to equation (9.3.28)
tan ¢'t -
tan ¢'n tan _b,,
cos/3 cos
where if,. = fin is the shape angle of the rack cutter in section BB (fig. 9.3.3).
Investigation of existence of envelope of contact lines on the generating surface F,I.-The
necessary condition of envelope existence is represented by the equation
O
0¢ [f(u,O,¢)] = f,(u,O,O) = 0
Equation (9.8.59) yields that the envelope does not exist since f_, ¢ 0. This result may be
interpreted geometrically to mean that contact lines on the generating surface and on the surface
of action are parallel straight lines (fig. 9.3.7) and therefore cannot have an envelope.
We used the simplified method of investigation (proposed by Litvin) in problems 9.8.1 and 9.8.2.
Comparing this method with the ones used for solutions of problem 9.3.1 and 9.4.1, we may see
its advantages.
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Chapter I0
Curvatures of a Surface
10.1 First and Second Fundamental Forms
Definition of Forms
Consider a regular surface given by the vector function
r(u,0) _ C2 r. × r 0 # 0 (u,0) (_A
The surface unit normal is represented by
n(u,O) - ru × re
Ir. x r0l
The first fundamental form of a surface is defined as follows:
= 2du2 + 2(r. ro)dudO + r_dO 2I = dr 2 (rudu + radO) 2 = r.
= Edu 2 + 2FdudO + GdO 2
Here
(10.1.1)
(10.1.2)
(10.1.3)
dr = r. du + redO (10.1.4)
2 F r_ G = r 2 (10.1.5)E = ru = • ro
The far right side of equation (10.1.3) is a quadratic form in differentials du and dO.
The second fundamental form of a surface is defined by
II = d2r • n = - dr •dn (10.1.6)
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The equality of scalar products
results from the equation
after its differentiation.
d2r.n = - dr.dn (10.1.7)
dr on = 0 (10.1.8)
Equation (10.1.8) is based on the following considerations: (1) vector dr represents an infinitesimal
displacement over the surface from the given point M to the infinitesimally close point M* and
(2) vector dr is tangent to the surface at point M and therefore must be perpendicular to the surface
unit normal n at point M.
The differentiation of equation (10.1.8) gives
Thus,
and equality (10.1.7) is proven.
Let us develop the equation
d(dr • n) = (d2r • n) + (dr •dn) = 0
d2r-n = - dr.dn
II = d2r • n
The differentiation of equation (10.1.4) yields
d2r = d(r.du + r_/0) = ruudu z + 2r.odudO + roodO 2 + rudZu + rod20
and
II = dZr. n = (r... n)du 2 + 2 (r_o • n)du dO + (roo • n)d02 + (r_. n)d2u
+(ro'n)d20=Ldu2+2MdudO+NdO 2 (r.-n =0 ro.n =0)
where
L = r,,.n M = ru0.n N = r00*n
The right side of equation (10.1.11) is a quadratic form in differentials du and dO.
We may get equation (10.1.1 1) by using the expression
II = - dn.dr
The differentiation of equation
(10.1.9)
(10.1.10)
(10.1.11)
(10.1.12)
n = n(u.0)
gives
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dn = n, du + no dO
Equations (10.1.12), (10.1.13), and (10.1.4) yield
(10.1.13)
II = - [(n. • r.)du 2 + (no • r. + n. • ro)dudO + (no • ro)dO2] (10.1.14)
We may transform the right side of equation (10.1.14) by taking into account that vectors r,
and r 0 are tangent to the surface and therefore
n • r. = 0 n. ro = 0 (10.1.15)
Equations (10.1.15) yield
O (n-ru) n..r.+n.r.. 0 (10.1.16)
Ou
0
--(n. ru) = no.r. + n.ruo = 0 (10.1.17)
O0
0
_(n. ro) = n..ro + n.r.o = 0 (10.1.18)
#u
0 (n.ro) no ro + n roo 0 (10.1.19)
O0
Equations (10.1.14) and (10.1.15) to (10.1.19) yield expression (10.1.11).
Interpretations of Fundamental Forms
Consider a line L (fig. 10.1.1) given on surface (10.1.1) as follows:
r(u(t),O(t) ) _ C r, x r0 ;_ 0 lu(t),O(t)] _ C _
bu,I+ Io,I o (u,O)_ A lI < t < t2 (10.1.20)
where t is the curve parameter. M °A point is displaced along the line L from position M to and vector dr = MM* is the
infinitestimal displacement of this point. With members of the first order only, we get
dr = r_ du + ro dO = r.ut dt + root dt (10.1.21)
Figure 10.1.1.
r-D
Figure 10.1.2.
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Here
du = urdt = dUdt dO = Ordt = --dOdt (10.1.22)
dt dt
where ru and r0 are the tangents to the coordinate lines (the u-line and the 0-line, fig. 10.1.2) on
the surface; the derivatives r,, and r0, ut, and 0t are taken at the point M; and the displacement
vector dr lies in the tangent plane to the surface because vectors r, and r0 belong to this plane.
The point displacement dr (provided du # 0) may be represented by
dr = du r, + r o (10.1.23)
Here (fig. 10.1.2)
dO
r, = MD ro = MN rO-_udO= MN* r, + ro-- = MK (10.1.24)du
Vectors dr and MK are collinear. It results from equation (10. i.23) that the direction of the
point displacement over the surface depends only on the ratio
dO _ 0 l
du ut (10.1.25)
The point displacement is an arc of length
ds = IdrI (10.1.26)
and the first fundamental form I represents the squared length of this arc
ds 2 = dr 2 = I (10.1.27)
The first fundamental form is always positive and may be used for the determination of the length
ds 2 for different curves which pass through the same point. If the curve parameter t is the time,
it is seen that
(10.1.28)
where vr is the relative velocity, the velocity of the point in its motion over the surface. Vectors
vr and dr are of the same direction, and their direction depends on the ratio (10.1.25).
Now, let us prove that the second fundamental form represents the deviation of the curve point
M* from the tangent plane T(fig. 10.1.3). Vector 7" is the unit tangent vector to the curve L. The
perpendicular to the tangent plane T, drawn from point M*, intersects T at point B. Vector
BM _ = fn (10.1.29)
represents the deviation of point M* from the tangent plane. Here e is a signed value, and e is
positive if the direction of vector BM* coincides with the direction of the surface unit normal n.
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There are two options for the determination of the direction of n, and they are represented by
r u x r 0 . r 0 x r u
n- or n - (10.1.30)
Ir.×rol Iro×rul
The unit normals n and n* have opposite directions.
The relation between the signed deviation e and the second fundamental form II is based on the
following considerations:
(1) We designate the position vectors of points M and M* of the surface by r(uo,00) and
r(u0 + du,Oo + dO), respectively.
(2) Taking into account that
r(uo,0o) + MM* = r(uo + du,Oo + dO) (10.1.31)
we get
MM* = r(u0 + du,Oo + dO) - r(u0,0 o)
(3) The deviation f of point M* from the tangent plane is
e= MM* . n
Equations (10.1.32) and (10.1.33) yield
e= [r(uo + du,Oo + dO) -r(uo,0o)] .n
(4) We apply Tayior's formula to the difference
zar = r(uo + du,Oo + dO) - r(uo,00) = MM*
and limit the series expansion to the members of second order only. Thus,
(10.1.32)
(10.1.33)
(10.1.34)
(10.1.35)
1
&r = (r. du + ro dO) + _ (r.. du 2 + 2r.o du dO + roo dO 2)
2
(10.1.36)
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The derivatives of the function r(u,O) are taken at u0,00.
(5) The derivatives ru and ro lie in the tangent plane and
G-n = ro.n = 0 (10.1.37)
(6) Equations (10.1.33) to (10.1.37) yield
1 lI
t = _ l(ru, • n)du 2 + (2r,o • n)dudO + (r00 ° n)d021 = -2 (10.1.38)
Thus, the second fundamental form of the surface is equal to the doubled value of the deviation g.
Another representation of the second fundamental form is based on the relative acceleration at,
the acceleration of a point in its motion along the curve L.
Considering that the curve L is given by equation (10.1.20) and the curve parameter t is the
time, we get
dr du dO
--dt = vr = r. --dt + ro--dt (10.1.39)
d2r r ( du_2
dt_ = ar = uut-_t)
Taking into account that
we get
+ 2r_o du dO [/dO'_2 d2u d20
--dt --dt+ r°°t_ ) + r. --dt2 + ro--dt (10.1.40)
ru*n=O ro.n=O
II
a_.n - (10.1.41)dt 2
Equation (10.1.41) expresses the second form in terms of a r, n, and dt 2.
Example problem 10.1 The surface of a cone (fig. 10.1.4) is represented by the equations
r(u,0) = u cos _bci + u sin _bc sin 0j + u sin _b,.cos Ok
where
r(u,0) 6 C k k > 2 0 < u < u °
and (u,O) are the surface coordinates (u = OM).
Determine the first and second fundamental forms.
Solution. The surface unit normal (provided u sin _bc_ 0) is
0 < 0 < 2r (10.1.42)
n -
r u X r 0
Jr.× roJ sin _bc i + cos _b_sin 0j + cos d/,.cos Ok
The first and second fundamental forms are, respectively:
(10.1.43)
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I = du 2 + u 2 sin 2 _c do2
II = - u sin _b,. cos _c do2 (provided u sin _c _ O)
Figure 10.1.4.
(10.1.44)
(lO. 1.45)
10.2 Surface Normal Section: Osculating Plane
Consider, on the given surface, various curves which pass through a common point M and have
the same unit tangent r at M (fig. 10.2.1). One of these curves (designated by Lo) represents the
normal section of the surface formed by cutting the surface with plane 11. This plane is drawn
through the unit tangent vector r and the surface unit normal n (fig. 10.2.1). Curve Lo is a plane
curve--all points of L o belong to the plane 11. Other curves, designated by L, are spatial curves.
But we can find such a plane P (fig. 10.2.2), that an infinitestimally small piece of a spatial curve
L may be located on P. This plane is called the osculating plane. Consider three infinitesimally
close points, Mr, M, and M2, of the curve L (fig. 10.2.2). The osculating plane is the limiting
position of a plane which is drawn through three infinitesimally close points Mr, M, and M2 that
approach point M. The osculating plane for the curve L at its point M may be determined as the
plane which is drawn through the unit tangent vector r (or the relative velocity Vr) and the
acceleration vector ar (represented by equation (10.1.40)).
Let a point move along the curve L which is represented by equation (10.1.20). The total
acceleration ar in this motion may be represented as the sum of two components: the normal
acceleration arm and the tangential acceleration ate. These components are determined as follows:
-["" t I
Figure 10.2.1.
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" r (du'_ 2 2r dudO /dO_ 2
ar = uu_ d, ) Jr" uO _ _ -I- r,et7 ) (10.2.1)
d2u d20
t -- + r0-- (10.2.2)
ar = r, dt 2 dt 2
(See eq. (10.1.40).)
is collinear with the tangent vector 7". The direction of vector a m defines the directionVector a r
of the so-called main normal m to curve L (fig. 10.2.3) which belongs to the osculating plane.
Thus, the osculating plane may be determined by vectors 7"and a m . The osculating plane and the
surface unit normal n form the angle _ (fig. 10.2.3) determined by
a m • n
cos _5- (10.2.3)la;I
10.3. Curvature of a Spatial Curve
Consider a regular spatial curve (fig. 10.3. l(a)) represented by the equations
r(s) _ C2 r_ # 0 sl < s < s2 (10.3.1)
where s is the length of the arc of the curve. M and M* are the infinitesimally close points of
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the curve and T(s) and 7(s + As) are the unit tangent vectors at points M and M °, respectively.
The curvature K of the curve at point M is given by
(10.3.2)
where Aa is the angle formed by the unit tangents "r(s) and r(s + 2_s) (fig. 10.3.1(a)).
We may transform equation (10.3.2) by using the following relations:
(1) The derivative r, represents the unit tangent vector 7(s); that is,
r_(s) = r(s) (lT(s)l = 1)
(2) The derivative r,(s) of the unit vector r(s) is perpendicular to r(s); that is,
r,(s) .'r(s) =0
(10.3.3)
(10.3.4)
(3) The ratio _ is equal to the absolute value of the derivative ]zs]; that is
Let us prove equatxons (10.3.3) to (10.3.5)
(1) The elementary arc of the curve is
as = Idrl = Ir,,/sl = [Is ]ds
where rs is the tangent to the curve.
Equation (10.3.6) yields
Ir,I--1 r,--,
where r is the unit tangent vector. Equation (10.3.3) is proven.
(2) Taking into account that
r(s).r(s) = rZ(s) = 1
(10.3.5)
(10.3.6)
(10.3.7)
(10.3.8)
we get
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d
ds(rZ(s)) = 2r(s).rs(s) = 0 (10.3.9)
Thus, vectors rs and r are perpendicular. Equation (10.3A) is proven.
(3) To prove equation (10.3.5), we consider the unit vectors 7(s) and r(s + As) which form
the angle As; points N and N*--the ends of the above vectors--belong to the circle of radius equal
to 1; the circle is centered at 0 (fig. 10.3.1(b)). With the radius of the circle equal to 1, we get
INN*I= ],-[[Ao I : [Ao I (10.3.10)
Then,
INN*I = IZ(s + As)- r(s)] (10.3.11)
We represent the ratio A_-_I by
As = As = NN* As _-*
(10.3.12)
The limit of this ratio as As--O is as follows:
dc_ = lim As = lim r(s+As) - r(s) lim
±,--o z_-o As _--o NN*
(10.3.13)
Vector
r(s + ,as) - r(s)
As
as As--0 approaches the derivative is
and
d
r_ = _ (rs) =r.
lim Ir(s + As) - r(s) l = lrs._[z_ -o As
f
Taking into account that NN* and NN* represent an arc and its chord, we get
,im
(10.3.14)
(10.3.15)
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Equations (10.3.13) to (10.3.15) yield
lim = rss = rs (10.3.16)
Equation (10.3.5) is proven.
According to the definition of the curvature of a spatial curve, we get
K= Ir ,l= I ,1 (10.3.17)
(See eq. (10.3.2).)
We may represent the curvature of the curve in terms of the acceleration and the velocity of
a point which moves with constant velocity along the curve. We consider that the curve is represented
by the vector function r(s(t)), where s(t) is a linear function and t is the time. Thus,
ds i/dsX_2 2 (10.3.18)
v, = r,._t = v, a_"= r,._t_-_t) = vrr,,
Equations (10.3.17) and (10.3.18) yield
tag"
K-- 2
Vr
(10.3.19)
The curvature of a spatial curve is always positive. The radius of the curvature has the same
direction as the vector rss or the vector of acceleration a r determined with the velocity
IVr[ = constant. The radius of curvature lies in the osculating plane.
10.4 The Meusnier Theorem
Consider that on a surface a set of curves pass through the given point M and have a common
unit tangent 7"(fig. 10.2.1). We pick out from this set the curve Lo, which represents the normal
section of the surface, and a spatial curve L (fig. 10.2.3). The Meusnier theorem states the relation
between the curvatures of curves L and L o. We assume that the normal curvature of the surface,
K,, the curvature of curve Lo, is not equal to zero. Plane P is the osculating plane for the spatial
curve L, and 6 is the angle formed between the surface unit normal n and the binormal m to the
spatial curve L at point M.
The Meusnier theorem states that the curvatures ten and K are related by the equation
Kn = K cos _i. Here K_ is the curvature of the curve L o (which represents the normal section of the
surface), K is the curvature of the curve L, and 6 is formed between vectors n and m. The product
K cos 6 is of the same magnitude for all spatial curves which pass through the same surface point
M and have the common unit tangent z.
Proof: We employ the following considerations to prove the Meusnier theorem:
(1) The product K cos 6 may be represented by the equation
II Ldu 2 + 2MdudO + NdO 2 (10.4.1)
K cos 6 = I = Edu 2 + 2FdudO + GdO 2
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(2) The ratio du/dO determines the direction of the unit tangent to a spatial curve. Assume that
a set of spatial curves passes through the given point M and they have a common tangent. Thus, we get
cos _5= constant (10.4.2)
(3) The curvature K_ of the curve Lo (the normal curvature) is represented by
K n = K COS (_ (10.4.3)
(1) Let us begin with the proof of equations (10.4.1). According to equation (10.3.19), the
curvature of a spatial curve on the surface may be represented by
famf
K--
2
V r
Taking into account that the acceleration a7 and the main normal m (fig. 10.2.3) have the same
direction, we get
Km--
ay
2 (10.4.4)
Vr
We multiply both sides of equation (10.4.4) by the surface unit normal n. Thus,
a_*n _ ar.nKm.n -
2 2
Vr V r
(10.4.5)
Here
a,-n = (a m + at) .n = a_.n (10.4.6)
because the component a'r is collinear with the unit tangent r and is perpendicular to the unit
normal n.
The dot product (fig. 10.2.3)
m.n = cos c5
Applying equations (10.4.5) to (10.4.7), (10.1.28), and (10.1.41), we get
(10.4.7)
K cos 6 - -
II Ldu 2 + 2MdudO + NdO 2
I Edu 2 + 2FdudO + GdO 2 (10.4.8)
Equation (10.4.1) is proven.
(2) Equation (10.4.2) is based on the following considerations: (a) Coefficients L, M, N, E, F,
and G are taken at the given point M which is the same for the considered set of spatial curves.
(b) The ratio du/dO is the same for all the curves above because they have the common tangent
r at point M (fig. 10.2.1). Thus, the right side of equation (10.4.1) is constant for the given point
M and tangent r. Equation (10.4.2) is proven.
(3) It results from equations (10.4.1) and (10.4.2) that the curvature _ of the spatial curve of
the considered set of curves depends on the angle c5which determines the direction of the osculating
plane with respect to the surface unit normal. The angle _5is equal to zero for the curve L o (fig.
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10.2.3). Thus the normal curvature, the curvature of the normal section of the surface, is represented
by
II (10.4.9)
K,./ _ --I
Equations (10.4.9) and (10.4.8) yield
K,, = K cos _ (10.4.10)
Equation (10.4.3) is proven, and, with this, the proof of the Meusnier theorem is completed.
Example 10.4.1 Consider that a spherical surface is represented by equations (8.4.9).
x = 0 cos 0 cos _ 3' = P cos 0 sin _b z = O sin 0
where
0<0<2r 0<4'-<2r
The surface normal vector is represented by
N 0r Or _ p2= -- x -- = cos 0(cos 0 cos _bi + cos/9 sin _bj + sin Ok)
00 0¢
The surface unit normal (provided by cos 0 _ 0) is
n = - (cos 0 cos _bi + cos 0 sin 4'j + sin Ok)
Let the surface be cut by the plane (fig. 10.4.1)
(10.4.11)
Z
- _
Figure 10.4.1.
_v
v ,
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z = a (a = constant) (10.4.12)
and let L be the curve by which plane (10.4.12) intersects the spherical surface (8.4.7). We may
represent the curve L by the equations
x = p cos 0 cos _, Y = O cos 0 sin _b z = p sin 0 = a (10.4.13)
It is necessary to determine the curvature _ of the curve L at a point with _b= _bo and 0 = 0o by
using equation (10.3.19).
Considering that _(t) is a linear function and 0 is constant, we get
dr dr. d_b
vr = --idt + _ttJ" = - O cos 0-- (sin ¢zi - cos _bj) (10.4.14)dt
d2x d2y: (d_b_ 2
a m = --'dt2 ! + _t2J = - p cos 0 \dt/ (cos _bi + sin ¢/j) (10.4.15)
Here v r and a m are the velocity and the normal component of the acceleration of a point in its
motion along the curve L.
Equations (10.3.18), (10.4.14), and (10.4.15) yield
lar I _ 1
K -- q,
v; plco s 01 (10.4.16)
It results from equations (10.4.15) and (10.4.11) that vectors n and ar" form the angle 6 (fig.
10.4.1) determined by the equation
cos 6 - n- a_
la_i - Icos0[ (10.4.17)
The curvature of the curve L may be determined very easily if we employ the Meusnier theorem.
According to equation (10.4.3), we get
K n
K m
cos 6 (10.4.18)
Here K, = 1/o is the normal curvature of the spherical surface (the curvature of the curve Lo, fig.
10.4.1), _ is the curvature of the curve L, and 6 is the angle formed by vectors m and n. We may
interpret equation (10.4.18) geometrically. Curves L and Lo have a common tangent at point M.
It is evident from the drawings of figure 10.4.1 that
MC = OM cos f = p cos 6
where MC is the curvature radius of curve L.
10.5 Normal Curvature
Consider that a surface E is given and the surface unit normal n at a regular point M of the
surface is determined (fig. 10.5.1). Unit vectors r (_), 7"_2)...... r ('') belong to the plane that
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istangenttothesurfaceatpointM and represent different directions on the surface. A plane H i,
drawn through the vectors n and r °1, cuts the surface by a planar line L i. The normal curvature
K,, of the surface at point M, is the curvature of the planar curve L i at M2 (i = 1,2).
Let a regular surface be given by
r(u,O) EC 2 ru×r¢0 (u,O) EA (10.5.1)
Equations (10.4.10) and (10.4.8) yield that the normal curvature may be represented by
Kt 1 m
II Ldu 2 + 2MdudO + NdO 2
I Edu 2 + 2FdudO + GdO 2
(10.5.2)
where L, M, N, E, F, and G are functions taken at point M. Expressions for the first and second
fundamental forms I and II are given by equations (10.1.3) and (10.1.11), respectively.
Using the kinematic interpretations of forms I and II (eqs. (10.1.28) and (10.1.41)), we get
a, • n (10.5.3)
Kr t --
Vr2
Here a r is the acceleration of a point in its motion over the surface in the direction of 7" represented
by
/du'_2 2r du dO (dO_ 2
a, = G_-_tt; + ,0_t t _ + r00 \dt/
(10.5.4)
(In deriving eq. (10.5.4), we assumed that u(t) and O(t) are linear functions and that du/dt and
dO/dt are constant.) The velocity Vr of the point is
du dO
V r = r,--_tt + ro--dt (10.5.5)
The surface unit normal is
N
n = _ = n(u,O) (10.5.6)
INI
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ThesurfacenormalN isgivenby
or by
N= r, x r0 (10.5.7)
N* = r0 × ru (10.5.8)
Another equation for the surface normal curvature _ is based on the following expression:
dr • n = 0 (10.5.9)
The differentiation of equation (10.5.9) results in
(d2r • n) + (dr • dn) = 0 (10.5.10)
which yields
Here
a r • n = - VrOfir (10.5.11)
dn du dO
fir - - + -- (10.5.12)dt nUdt no dt
is the velocity of the tip of the surface unit normal n which changes its direction while the point
moves over the surface. Equations (10.5.11) and (10.5.3) yield
Dr ° V r
K_ - 2 (10.5.13)
Vr
A positive sign for the normal curvature determined by equations (10.5.3) and (10.5.13) indicates
that the center of curvature is located on the positive normal.
Example problem 10.5.1 Consider a cone surface given by equations (10.1.42). The surface unit
normal is represented by equations (10.1.43).
Derive the equation for the normal curvature.
Solution. Velocity vector vr is
du dO
Vr = r. --7 + ro --
dt dt
=cos + sinC/csin +using, cos0 j
dt
od" dOCk+ sin _b,,cos - u sin _b,,sin 0
dt dt/I
(10.5.14)
v_ \dt/ + u2 sin2 \dt/ (10.5.15)
23O
Vector fir is
du dO dO
fir = n,_tt + n0_tt = (cos ffc cos 0j - cos ffc sin 0k)ft t
(10.5.16)
The normal curvature is represented by the equation
Kt 1 --
/dO\ 2
us n+<co +,tZ)
fir" vr _ _ (10.5,17)
\dr / \all/
We may get the same result by using equation (10.5.3) for the normal curvature.
The normal curvature depends on the direction of vector _', on the ratio du/dO. We consider
three particular cases as follows:
(1) The point moves along the u-line (0 is constant). Taking dO/dt = 0 in equation (10.5.17), we get
K, = 0 (10.5.18)
(2) The point moves over the 0-line (u is constant). Taking du/dt = 0, we get
K n
u tan ffc
(10.5.19)
The normal curvature _n < 0 and the curvature center C is located in the negative direction of
the surface normal.
(3) The direction of motion of the point over the surface is such that
7"• ru (10.5.20)
ir.1 = cos q
Here
r- v, (10.5.21)
Iv,I
r, _ cos 7,<i + sin _bc sin 0j + sin _k_cos Ok (10.5.22)
Ir !
Equations (10.5.20) to (10.5.22) and (10.5.14) yield
du
dt
+ +<(<'°V(du_ 2 u 2 sin 2
\dt /I :\dt / I
= cos q (10.5.23)
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The ratio du/dO may be determined from equation (10.5.23) by considering q and u sin _bc as
given. Then the surface normal curvature may be determined by using equation (10.5.17).
10.6 Principal Directions and Curvatures, Indicatrix of Dupin, and
Working Equations
Consider that a regular point M is taken on the given surface and the normal curvatures which
correspond to different unit tangents r (_), r (2)...... r (n) are determined (fig. 10.5.1). As we
can see, the normal curvature of the surface depends on the direction of 7". The extreme values
of the normal curvature taken at a certain point of the surface are called the principal curvatures.
The directions of the normal sections of the surface with the extreme normal curvatures are called
the principal directions. We may determine the principal directions as directions for which vectors
vr and h r are collinear. (See app. C.) Here
du dO
Vr=r._t+ r0--dt (10.6.1)
and
du d0
fir = n._t + na_-t (10.6.2)
We assume that the surface unit normal is represented by the equation
n = n(u,O) (10.6.3)
Due to the collinearity of vectors vr and lir for the principal directions, we get
du dO du dO du dO
xu _t + -- + yo-£t +"Xo dt Yu-_t Z" dt "°dr
du dO du dO clu dO
rlzu _-- q- nzo-
clt dt
(10.6.4)
Here x u, Y,, z,, xo, Yo, zo, n_,, nyu, nzu, nxo, n_, and nzo are taken at the considered point M of
the surface.
According to the results of appendix C, section 3 (eq. (C.3.21)), the principal curvatures are
represented by the equation
Kl,lIVr "_ -- l:ir (10.6.5)
that yields
du dO du dO du dO
nxu dt + -- n_'u + nzu + nz° --
-- nx°d, "-_t nye_ -_t d,
du dO du dO du dO
Xu_t + -- + yo--_tt +" --x° dt Yu -_t z. dt _o dt
= -- KI,II (10.6.6)
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The system of three equations (10.6.6) contains three unknowns, the ratio du/dO, and the principal
curvatures K1and KH. The procedure for the solution of these unknowns is as follows:
Using one of the equations from (10.6.4),we may develop a quadratic equation
[rdu'_2 du
A \dOll + 2B--dO + C = 0
(10.6.7)
The two roots of this equation correspond to two principal directions on the surface. By putting
both roots into equation (10.6.6), we may determine the principal curvatures KI and Ku. We
emphasize that, in general, two orthogonal principal directions exist at each point of the surface
with different values of principal curvatures. A spherical surface is an exception; each direction
on the surface may be considered as the principal direction and the normal curvature is the same
for all normal sections of the surface.
Another exception is the case when the normal curvature of the surface is equal to zero for all
directions. This is true for a plane or for a surface which turns into a plane at a certain point (called
a flat point).
The product of the principal curvatures at the considered point M is designated by
K = _lKn (10.6.8)
and called the Gaussian curvature of the surface at point M.
lndicatrix of Dupin; Three Types of Surface Points
Consider that the tangent plane T is drawn to a surface at its regular point M (fig. 10.6. l(a)).
The coordinate system 07, _), whose axes coincide with the principal directions of the surface at
point M, is rigidly connected to plane T. We know that, according to the theorem of Euler, the
normal and principal curvatures are related by the equation
K, = KI cos 2 q + _u sin2 q (10.6.9)
(See app. C, sec. 3.)
Function _n (q) relates the normal curvature K, and the angle q. We consider that the principal
curvatures K[ and Kn are given.
We express the normal curvature K, by
Kn = -31- --
1 (10.6.10)
tR°I
where IR_I is the magnitude of the curvature radius in the normal curvature. We then represent
the position vector p (fig. 10.6.1(b)) by
p(q) = xflR, I (10.6.11)
Equations (10.6.9) to (10.6.11) yield
KIIR, t cos 2 q +  .le°l sin2 q = KI(p cos q)2 + _n(P sin q)2 = + 1
p cos q = rt p sin q =
and
f(r/,_) = Kf,'/2 + KII_ 2 :::F 1 = 0 ILl + If l ¢ 0
(10.6.12)
(10.6.13)
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Figure 10.6.3.
Equation (10.6.13) represents a plane curve--the so-called Dupin's indicatrix. The magnitude of
the position vector p of such a curve is represented by equation (10.6.11).
There are three types of surface points as follows:
(l) The elliptic point--when the principal curvatures are of the same sign and the Gaussian
curvature K > 0 (fig. 10.6.2). (See eq. (10.6.8).)
(2) The hyperbolic point--when the principal curvatures are of different signs (fig. 10.6.3(a))
and the Gaussian curvature K < 0. The surface has the form of a saddle near the considered point
M. There are two such directions in the neighborhood of M where the normal curvature is equal
to zero. The above directions are called asymptotic.
(3) The parabolic point--when one of the principal curvatures is zero (direction 17 in fig. 10.6.3(b))
and the Gaussian curvature K = 0.
Example problem 10.6.1 Consider a cone surface given by equations (10.1.42). The surface unit
normal is represented by equations (10.1.43). Determine the principal directions and curvatures
at a point (u,O).
Solution. Along principal directions, vectors vr and fir are collinear. (See app. C.) The
differentiation of equations (10.1.42) and (10.1.43) yields the expressions for vr and fir represented
by (10.5.14) and (10.5.16), respectively. Due to the collinearity of vr and fir, we get
hx_ = hyr _ hzr (10.6.14)
Vxr Vyr Yzr
Thus,
0
dO
cos _k_cos 0-
dt
du du dO
cos _'c --dt sin _b,.sin 0 dt-- + u sin _bc cos 0--dt
dO
cos _bcsin O--
dt
Od. odO
sin _b,.cos - u sin ¢c sin
dt dt
(10.6.15)
Equations (10.6.15) are satisfied if
du dO
- 0 (10.6.16)
dt dt
du dO
-- = 0; the other one to -- = 0. These direc-
One of the principal directions corresponds to dt the 0-1inedti/du = 0
tions are tangents to the surface coordinate lines as follows: (1) to I_ and/
(2) to the u-line (dO=o'] that is the generatrix of the cone, OM (fig. 10.1.4).
We determine _d/princ/ipal curvatures by using equations (C.3.16) and (C.3.19), which Yield
KI,I1 :
h .... hvr nzr (10.6.17)
_.r,r Vyr Vzr
du dO
(See app. C.) One of the principal curvatures corresponds to -- = 0, the other one to -- = 0.
Equations (10.6.17), (10.6.15), and (10.6.16) result in dt dt
K I -- 1 (d-_t = O) (10.6.18)u tan if,,
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The center of the curvature K, lies on the cone axis, and the curvature radius is perpendicular to
the generatrix OM = u (fig. 10.1.4). The negative sign for the curvature rl indicates that the
curvature radius is directed opposite to the surface unit normal.
Problem 10.6.2 Consider a surface of revolution represented by equations (8.4.3)
x =f(0) cos ¢, y =f(0) sin ¢, z = g(O)
O2<0<Oj 0_---_b<2r
The surface unit normal is represented by equations (8.4.7)
where
go cos ¢ go sin g, 3_
nt-- nv = ---- n. =-
A " A ' A
d d
A 2 = fo + g2 j_ = _ [f(O)] go = _ [g (0)1
Determine the principal directions and principal curvatures of the surface at a point (0Ab).
Answer. Principal directions 1 and II correspond to --dr = 0 and _dO= 0, respectively. They
dt dt
may be determined as tangents to the 0-line and ¢-line of the surface.
The principal curvatures are
and
fooA-foAogooA-goAofd_b )K 1 = -- =A2g A2fo -_t = 0
Here
K[1 Af( O) = 0
d d 2 d 2
Ao = _ [A (0)1 3_o = _ [f(0)l goo = _ [g(0)]
Problem 10.6.3 With the conditions of problem 10.6.2, prove that the principal curvature xr may
be represented as the curvature of the generating plane curve given by equations (8.4.1) such that
x =f(0), y = 0, and z = g(O).
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Directions for solution. The curvature of a plane curve may be determined as follows:
dm x dmz
K--
dr x dzz
(See ch. 3.3.) Here
dxi + dzk
(dx 2 + dz2) 1/2
is the unit tangent to the generating curve;
is the unit normal to the generating curve.
jxT
Ijx rl
Problem 10.6.4 An involute screw surface is represented by equations (8.4.30)
r = (p cos 0 - u cos Xp sin 0)i + (p sin 0 + u cos Xp cos 0)j + (hO + u sin Xp)k
The surface unit normal is represented by equations (8.4.34) (provided u cos Xp ;_ 0):
n -- sin Xp(sin 0i - cos 0j) + cos Xpk
Determine the principal directions and principal curvatures at a point (u,O).
dO du
Answer. The derivatives -- and --, which correspond to the principal directions I and II, are
determined as follows: dt dt
dO du
--=0 --_0(a) dt dt (principal direction I)
dO du
(b) P dtt + cos ho _t = 0 (principal direction II)
The principal curvatures are: Kx= 0 and Ku = tan hp/u.
The radius r of a circle in the cross section, and the parameters u = MN and p (fig. 8.4.9) are
related by r2 =x 2 +y2 =p2+u 2cos 2 Xo'
10.7 Geodesic Curvature
Consider a spatial curve L on surface r. (fig. 10.7.1). Vectors f, n, and m, taken at point M,
represent the unit tangent to the curve L, the surface unit normal and the main normal rn to the
curve, respectively; vector m lies in the osculating plane.
The radius of the curvature for curve L has the same direction as vector m and belongs to the
osculating plane. The curvature of L is determined by equation (10.3.19).
Now, consider that the spatial curve L is projected on the tangent plane T and on the normal
plane N, respectively. Projections of L on planes T and N are designated by Lr and LN (fig. 10.7.1).
Vectors 7, n, and b, where b = f x n, form a right-hand trihedron (fig. 10.7.2). We may express
the unit vector m of the principal normal to curve L as follows:
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Figure 10.7.1.
m = (m.n)n + (m.b)b
.-Normal plane N
/ _ [ ._N
(10.7.1)
Multiplying both sides of equation (10.7.1) by the curvature of curve L, (K), we get
Km = _(m- n)n + _(m. b)b
We have seen that the normal curvature is represented by the equation
Kn = K cos 6 = K(m.n)
(See section 4 of this chapter.) Equation
K_ = K(m. b) = dim. (7. x n)] = _[m 7 n]
(10.7.2)
(10.7.3)
(10.7.4)
represents the geodesic curvature. The curvatures of curves L x and LT at point M (fig. 10.7.1)
are designated by K, and Kg, respectively. Here, LN and LT are projections of curve L on the normal
and tangent planes. It results from equations (10.7.2) to (10.7.4) that
Km = K.n + Kgb (10.7.5)
Let us now derive equations of the geodesic curvature. Consider that curve L is represented by
(10.7.6)R(s) = r(u(s),O(s) ) E C z sj < s < s2
where s is the arc length. With equations derived in section 10.2, we obtain
Km = Rss 7. = Rs
Equations (10.7.4) and (10.7.7) yield
_g = Rss • b = [Rs,_ R, nl
Instead of equation (10.7.8) we may determine the geodesic curvature as follows:
(10.7.7)
(10.7.8)
Here
ds
Vr = Rs-: = gsv r (10.7.10)
dt
[a_ v_ n] (10.7.9)
Kg- [v_l3
nb
Figure 10.7.2.
where Vr is the velocity and a r is the acceleration of the point which moves along the curve L.
The acceleration ar may be represented by its two components, am and atr. Here, a m is directed
l
along the principal normal to the curve (m) and a_ is collinear to 7". (See sec. 10.3.) Hence, we
have
[a_Vr nl _ [am v_n] + Ia'_Vr nl = l_amvrn] (10.7. ! 1)
Iv l3 IVri
since [a'r vr n] = 0 because of the collinearity of vectors art and v,
The positive sense of the geodesic curvature indicates that the curvature center of the curve Lr
(fig. 10.7. l(a)) is located on the positive direction of vector b (fig. 10.7.2); this vector is the normal
to curve LT at point M.
A geodesic line (a geodesic) of the surface is a curve whose geodesic curvature is zero at each
curve point. It is proven in differential geometry (Hohn, 1973 and Lipschutz, 1969) that only one
geodesic line may be drawn through a regular point of a surface of class C 3 in each direction.
A small arc of a geodesic line on the surface is the shortest distance between two surface points.
It results from equation (10.7.11) that a regular curve on a surface is a geodesic line if and only
if vectors am and n are collinear or if am is zero. Vectors am and n are collinear if the osculating
plane coincides with the normal plane (fig. 10.7.1). Vector am = 0 if the curve on the surface is
a straight line. A great circle on a spherical surface is a geodesic line since the principal normal
to such a curve coincides with the surface normal.
We say that a curve is a geodesic line locally if Kg = 0 at the given point M. We must observe
the requirement Kg = 0 for local synthesis of approximate gearings to obtain a small piece of the
contact point path on the gear-tooth surface as a local geodesic line. Such a line does not deviate
from the desired direction in the neighborhood of the given contact point.
Consider that a surface is represented in parametric form by
r(u,O) fi C 2 r u x ro ¢ 0 (u,O) _ A,, (10.7.12)
We may represent vectors Vr and am as follows:
du _dO (10.7.13)
Vr = ru dtt + r° dt
2 ao 2
am = r_,_-_t: + 2r,o 7 7 + roo \dt/
(10.7.14)
The derivatives du/dt and dO/dt are related since the ratio du/dO depends on the given direction
of point motion over the surface.
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Example problem 10.7.1 A cylinder surface is represented by
x=pcos0 y=psin0 z=u
Consider a helix on the cylinder surface given by the equation
u = hO
where
(10.7.15)
(10.7.16)
h = P tan
X is the lead angle of the helix. Determine the geodesic curvature of the helix.
Solution.
(10.7.17)
r u X r 0
n - ir" x ro] = cos 0i + sin 0j (10.7.18)
dO
Vr = P Nit (- sin Oi + cos Oj + tan hk) (10.7.19)
(d0" 2
arm = - P \dtt/ (cos 0i + sin 0j) (10.7.20)
The geodesic curvature of the helix Kg is zero because of the collinearity of vectors arm and n.
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Chapter 11
Spatial Gearing Analysis
The problem of spatial gearing analysis may be formulated as follows: Given are equations of
gear-tooth surfaces, the crossing angle, and the shortest distance between the axes of rotation. The
gear-tooth surfaces are in point contact. It is necessary to determine (1) the law of motion (the
relation between the angles of gear rotation), (2) the line of action, and (3) the paths of contact
on the gear-tooth surfaces.
The method of gearing analysis (Litvin, 1968) may be used for the investigation of approximate
gearings (with nonconjugate surfaces), the determination of kinematical errors induced by errors
of manufacturing and assembly, and the investigation of the optimal synthesis of gears. The optimal
synthesis of spatial gearings is usually an iterative computational procedure, which needs intermediate
analysis between iterations. Such analysis provides information about the results obtained and is
the basis for the next iteration.
11.1 Tangency of Gear-Tooth Surfaces
We set up three coordinate systems St, $2, and Sf, rigidly connected with gears 1 and 2 and
the frame, respectively. The tooth surfaces r.1 and _22are represented in coordinate systems Si
and $2, respectively, by the following functions:
ri(u,,Oi) 6.C 2 3ri Ori--x--_0 (ui,Oi) 6.E1 i= 1,2 (11 1.1)
Oui OOi
The surface unit normals are represented as follows:
n i =
Ori Ori
X
Oui 30i (11.1.2)
Consider that gear i, with the tooth surface _, rotates about a fixed axis located in the frame.
Thus, a locus of gear-tooth surfaces is generated in the coordinate system ST. The locus of these
surfaces may be determined by the matrix equation
[ry )] = [Mfi][r,] (i = 1,2) (11.1.3)
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Here, the column matrix
[ri] =
Xi(ui,Oi)
yi(ui,Oi)
Zi(ui,Oi)
I
(l 1. ].4)
represents the homogeneous coordinates of a surface point. The square 4 x 4 matrix [My/]
describes the coordinate transformation in transition from St to Sj. Elements of this matrix are
expressed in terms of the parameter of motion _. The column matrix
xi(u,,Oi,4_i)
Yi (ui, Oi,4_i)
zi(ui,Oi,4_,)
1
(11.1.5)
represents the homogeneous coordinates of a point of the locus of gear tooth surfaces in the coordinate
system Sf. This matrix with the fixed parameter of motion _b, represents a point of surface E i in
coordinate system Sf.
Similarly, we may also determine the surface unit normals by using the matrix equations
[n/i,] = [Lfi][ni] (i = 1,2) (11.1.6)
Matrices given by equation (11. !.6) are 3 × 3 matrices. Matrix [Lfi] may be determined from
matrix [M,,v] by crossing the last row and column in [Mf,]. (See app. A.)
The point of tangency of gear-tooth surfaces in the coordinate system Sy is a point at which the
position vectors and the surface unit normals coincide. Thus,
r] (Ij (U1,01 ,_1) = rj J2) (u2,02,_2) (11.1.7)
n//I) (/'/I ,01 ,q_l) = !!/2) (U2,02,q_ 2) (l 1.1.8)
Vector equation (11.1.7) yields three scalar equations, but equation (11.1.8) yields only two
independent scalar equations since
I!!_') I = ln_2'l = 1
We may require the collinearity of surface normals with the equation
(11.1.9)
NIl_(ui,OI ,_1) = XN(21(u2,02,02) (11.1.10)
instead of equation (11.1.8). However, equation (11.1.8) is preferable since it can be applied as
a basis for important kinematic relations.
It is important to emphasize that the directions of unit normals nJ ,I) and nJ-zJmay either coincide
or be opposite each other and still insure the tangency of surfaces E I and £;2. We prefer to apply
equation (11.1.8) for the tangency of surfaces, since we can get the desired direction of the surface
unit normals by changing the order of factors in one of the cross products. For instance, vectors
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arl art , N[ (11.1.11)
* =--x-- and nl =---
N, aO, a//1 tN_I
are opposite to vectors
Nl arl ar! Ni= -- x-- and n¿ - (11.1.12)
aul OOl ]Nil
11.2 Analysis of Meshing of Spatial Gearings
Equations (11.1.7) and (ll. 1.8) may be represented as
r_ I) (Ul,01,01) -- r_2) (u2,02,02) = 0 (11.2.1)
n_ I) (uj ,01,01) -- n_ 2) (u2,02,02) = 0 (11.2.2)
Vector equations (l 1.2.1) and (l 1.2.2) yield five independent scalar equations in six unknowns,
ul,Oi,Ot,u2,02, and 02. Here
fii(Ul,01,OI,U2,02,_2) = 0 f _ C 1 (i = 1,2,3,4,5) (11.2.3)
The aim of gearing analysis is to obtain from equations (l 1.2.3) the functions
/U 1 (01),01(01),U2(01),02(01),02(01)/ E C 1 (11.2.4)
According to the Theorem of Implicit Function Systems Existence (see app. B), we may state that
functions (11.2.4) exist in the neighborhood of a point
pO o 0 0 o o o (11.2.5)
= (llI,01,01,U2,02,01)
if the following are true:
(1) functions Lfl,f2,_,f4,fsl _ CI
(2) equations (11.2.3) are satisfied at point p0
(3) the following Jacobian differs from zero; that is if
D(flf2,f3,f4,_)
D(uI,OI,U2,02,02)
au I aOl au 2 002 002
Out aOi au2 002 002
0 (11.2.6)
Functions (11.2.4) provide complete information about the conditions of the meshing of gears
which are in point contact. Function 02(01) represents the relation between angles of gear rotation
(the law of motion). Functions
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rl(ul,O0 ul (_l) Ol(¢j) (11.2.7)
determine the locus of contact points on surface E l. Similarly, functions
r2(u2,02) u2(02) 02(02) (11.2.8)
determine the locus of contact points on surface _22. The locus of contact points on surface _i
(i = 1,2) is the working line of the gear-tooth surface. The gear-tooth surface contacts the mating
surface at points of the working line only. The line of action of gear-tooth surfaces is represented
by functions
r) l) (uj,01,4q) uj(¢j) 01(4h ) (11.2.9)
or by functions
r_2) (u2,02,02) u2(01) 02(01) 02(01) (11.2.10)
In some cases, a variable parameter other than 01, for instance ul, may be chosen when solving
equations (1 !.2.3). We may solve these equations in the neighborhood of point p0, which is given
by equation (11.2.5), if the respective Jacobian differs from zero, that is if
D(fl,f>fs,f4&)
¢0
D(Ol,Ol,U2,02,02)
The solution of equations (11.2.3) will be obtained by functions
IOI(Ul ) '01(/'/I )'U2 ( Ul )'O2(tdl )'02(111 ) I E C 1 (11.2.11)
11.3 Process of Computation
The determination of functions (11.2.4) (or functions (11.2.11)) requires an iterative numerical
procedure, which is based on the computer-aided solution of the system of five nonlinear equations
(11.2.3). Litvin and Gutman proposed a simpler method of solution (Litvin and Gutman, 1981a)
based on the separate solution of two subsystems which contain two and three equations of system
(11.2.3).
Consider a spatial gear mechanism with crossed axes (fig. 11.3.1) where C is the shortest distance
between axes of rotation, and H and Q are the axial displacements of pinion 1 and gear 2. We
may represent the equations of system (1 1.2.3) as follows:
f l ( ttl ,O1,01 ,U2,02,q_2, C,Q,H) = 0 (11.3.1)
f2 (tq,O 1,01 ,u2,02,02,C,Q,H) = 0 (11.3.2)
f3(Ul,Ol,Oi,u2,02,02,C,Q,H ) = o (11.3.3)
(Ul,01,01,U2,02,02) = 0 (11.3.4)
,f.5 (U1,01,01 ,t/2,02,q_2) : 0 (11.3.5)
Equations (11.3.4) and (11.3.5) do not contain parameters C, Q, and H, since projections of the
surface unit normal do not depend on the displacement of the surface.
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The iterative process of computations for the determination of numerical functions (11.2.4) is
based on the following procedure:
Step/.--Choose points Pi (ul,00 and P2(u2,02) on surfaces E1 and _2, respectively, and start
computations with the set of parameters (ul,01,u2,02) as given.
Step Z--Determine parameters 01 and 02 from equations (11.3.4) and (11.3.5).
Step 3.--Rearrange equations ( 1 I. 3.1) to (11.3.3) as follows:
C = FI (U1,01,112,02,¢1,02) (11.3.6)
Q = F2(ul,Ol,l12,02,01,02) (11.3.7)
H = F 3 (u 1,01 ,//2,02,01,02) (11.3.8)
and determine C, Q, and H. If the values of C, Q, and H differ from the given ones, change
parameters (ul,Ol,u2,02) and start the second iteration.
As we can see, the iterative process of computations requires separate solutions of two subsystems;
(1) of two equations (eqs. (11.3.4) and (11.3.5)) and (2) of three equations (eqs. (11.3.6) to (11.3.8)).
It is important to notice that at every iteration only three parameters are to be changed. For instance,
one of the above parameters Ul, may have the same value. We say that the system of equations
( i 1.3.1 ) to ( 1 1.3.5) is solved if equations (11.3.4), (11.3.5), and (11.3.6) to (11.3.8) are satisfied
by the set of related parameters (Ul,01,U2,02,01,02).
Step 4.--Start the computations for the determination of another set of parameters
(Ul,01,U2,02,01,02) which satisfy equations (11.3.1) to (11.3.5). Choose a new set of four
parameters (ul,Ol,U2,02) and repeat all operations mentioned in steps 1, 2, and 3.
Using the above procedure, we can determine functions (11.2.4), the law of motion (function
02(01)), the line of action, and the working lines on the surfaces _1 and E;2. (See sec. 11.2.)
Function
6°(I) (11.3.9)
r?l12 (Ol) _(2)
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which represents the angular velocity ratio, may be determined by direct differentiation of function
_b2(_0 or by using the equation
n)'2"vJ '!'2) = ny° I[(w_')- _e))× r_l)]- R/x to_2) 1 (11.3.10)
Here v} 121is the relative velocity (the velocity of sliding) and rJ )) (xf, yy,zy) is the position vector
of the contact point. Vectors co)l) and w) -21are angular velocities of the gears (it is assumed that
the line of action of 6o)1) passes through the origin Of of the coordinate system Sf), and R! is a
position vector drawn from Of to any point on the line of action of w) 2), for instance (fig. 11.3.1)
Rf= Cjf (11.3.11)
For the case where 3' = 90 °. equation (11.3.10) yields
- oJC)(yj -- C)n_ + (xioj(21 - zlo_(t))ny + ._)_l>n. = 0 (11.3.12)
Thus,
_ w (2) - Zfny + yfn z
m2j w (I) - (yf - C)n_ - Xfny (11.3.13)
By using function 02(0_), we may determine the function of kinematical errors
N1
(11.3.14)
where N 1 and 172 represent the number of gear teeth and the linear function 4_IN1/N2 represents
the ideal relation between angles of gear rotation.
As previously mentioned, the locus of contact points on the gear-tooth surface represents the
working line of the surface. Because of the elasticity of surfaces, the gears contact each other over
an elliptical area whose center coincides with the theoretical contact point. The locus of the contacting
ellipses represents the so-called bearing contact. The analysis of bearing contact is considered in
section 13.4.
Analysis of conditions of meshing and bearing contact is called tooth contact analysis (TCA).
Computer programs for TCA have been worked out by (Gleason Works, 1960) and by (Litvin
and Gutman, ! 981 a). In general, the application of the discussed method for spatial gearing analysis
is based upon a computer program from which we obtain numerical results. The following example
is a case in which the result may be represented as an analytical solution.
Example 11.3.1 Consider a direct contact mechanism with two movable links (fig. 11.3.2). Links
1 and 2 are interconnected by a highly kinematic pair of surfaces whose elements can be (1) two
cylinders as shown in figure 11.3.2, (2) a cylinder and a straight line, (3) a ball and a plane, or
(4) two straight lines, etc. We will limit the discussion to the case where links 1 and 2 are
interconnected by two cylindrical surfaces.
Links 1 and 2 are connected with the frame by rew)lute pairs and rotate about crossed axes.
We designate the cylinder axes by O,_ and Oh. The angle which is made by the cylinder axes and
the perpendicular to the axis of rotation is designated by "Yi(i = 1,2). Two planes which are drawn
through the axes of link rotation are designated by II and K, respectively; 01 and 02 are cylinder
radii, and A is the shortest distance between the axes of rotation. Design parameters a, b, c, and
d determine the location of the link cylinders.
Consider the following coordinate systems: (1) Si and S,_, which are rigidly connected to link 1;
(2) $2 and Sb, which are rigidly connected to link 2; and (3) Sf which is rigidly connected to the
frame.
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The surface Zt of link 1 is represented in the auxiliary coordinate system S. as follows
(fig. 1 1.3.3):
x. = ul Y. = Ol sin 0t z. = Pl cos 01 (11.3.15)
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The surface unit normal is given by
n,, = 0 n_., = sin 01 nzo = cos 01 (11.3.16)
Similarly, surface Y:2of link 2 and the surface unit normal are represented in coordinate system
Sb by the following equations (fig. 11.3.4):
xb = p2 cos 02 Yb = 02 sin 02 Zb = -- ue (11.3.17)
n_b = -- COS 0 2 nyb = -- sin 02 nzb = 0 (11.3.18)
We obtain equations of surfaces _1 and 2S2 and their unit normals in coordinate system Sf
(fig. 11.3.5) by using the following matrix equations:
Jr; 1'] = [Mf,][Mla][r,] = [Mya][ra]
In] 1)]
[r:2']
Here (see figs. 11.3.3 to 11.3.5)
= [L/II[LjaIIn.] = [L:_lIn.]
= [Mf2]IM2bl[rb] = [Mfb]Irhl
= [L_][Lzb][n_l = [L:h][nb]
(11.3.19)
(11.3.20)
(11.3.21)
(11.3.22)
[Mr.] =
cos',/1 0 sinyl c
0 1 0 0
-sin _1 0 cos '_1 0
0 0 0 1
(11.3.23)
[Moll =
cos 4)1 sin 4)1 0 0
-sin 4)1 cos 4)1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
(11.3.24)
IM>] =
cos 3"2 0 sin 3'2 0
0 1 0 0
-sin 3'2 0 cos-g2 -d
0 0 0 1
(! 1.3.25)
[M_I =
1 0 0 b
0 cos 4)2 sin 4)2 -A
0 -sin 4)2 cos 4)2 a
0 0 0 1
The matrix products are represented as follows:
(11.3.26)
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IM/,]=
cos ¢1 cos '_j sin ¢1 cos _1 sin 71 C COS 01
--sin ¢l cos 3,1 cos01 --sinOi sin'y1 --csin01
-sin "_1 0 COS "_1 0
0 0 0 1
(11.3.27)
IM/b] =
cos 3'2 0 sin ?2 b
-sin ¢2 sin 3'2 cos 02 sin 02 cos ?2 -(A + d sin 02)
-cos 02 sin ?2 -sin 02 cos ¢2 cos "/2 a - d cos 02
0 0 0 1
(! 1.3.28)
We develop matrices [Lf.] and IL/bl from matrices IM/.I and [MIll by deleting the fourth column
and row in the latter two matrices.
Equations (11.3.15) to (11.3.28) yield
x/_l) = ul cos 01 cos 3'J + 01 sin 0a sin 01
+ Pl COS 01 COS 01 sin 3't + c cos 01
y/l) = _ ul sin Ox cos 3q +OI sin Oi cos 4h (11.3.29)
- Ol cos Oi sin 01 sin 3q - c sin 01
zjl) = _ u_ sin 3'1 + _ol cos O_ cos 3'1
n}fl) = sin 01 sin 01 + cos 01 cos 01 sin 3'i
n(1) = sin 01 cos 01 - cos 01 sin 01 sin 71
_f
?'/_}) = COS 01 COS "/1
(I 1.3.30)
X) _2) = /02 COS 02 COS ')'2 -- U2 sin ?2 + b
3¢ 2) = -- 02 COS 02 sin 02 sin 3'2+ 02 sin 02 cos 02
- u2 sin 02 cos ?2 - (A + d sin 02)
z  2_ = - 02 cos 02 cos 02 sin 2/2 - 02 sin 02 sin 02
- u2 cos 02 cos 3'2 + (a - d cos 02)
(11.3.31)
//x(/) = -- COS 02 COS ?2
/(21
_f = cos 02 sin 4_2 sin ?2 - sin 02 cos _2
n_ _ = cos 02 cos 02 sin "/2 + sin 02 sin 02
(11.3.32)
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At the point of tangency between surfaces E I and _2, the following conditions must be observed:
rf(1) (Ul,01,4)]) = r/(2) (t/2,02,4)2) (1 1.2.33)
n/t) (01,4)l) = n_ 2) (02,4)2) (11.2.34)
Vector equation (11.3.34) is equivalent to two independent scalar equations only since
In(')l = ]n(2J I = 1. Equations (11.2.33) and (11.2.34) result in five independent scalar equations
in six unknowns, ul,01,u2,02.4)l, and (/)2, as follows:
fi(ul,Oi,u2,02,6J,6e) = 0 f E C I (i = 1,2,3,4,5) (11.3.35)
Remarks: The last two equations of system (11.3.35) do not contain ut and 122, since the surface
unit normals do not depend on these surface coordinates.
Eliminating unknowns ul, 02, and u2 from equations (11.3.35), we get a system of two equations
in three unknowns
FI (0t,_bl,62) = tan 01 --
sin 6t sin 62 sin Yl - cos _2 cos Yl - cos 61 sin 3'1 tan 72 = 0
cos 61 sin 62 + sin 61 tan Y2
(I 1.3.36)
b sin 61 - A cos 61 - (Pl + ,02) sin 01 - d cos 61 sin 62]
_(01,61,62) = sin 3'2 sin 61 + cos 6t sin 62 cos 3'2
= k[b sin "/1 - (Pl + P2)( sin 01 sin 6t sin Yl + cos 01 cos 61)
+ a cos 61 cos 3q - c cos 61 sin 3'1 - d cos 6t cos 62 cos 2q] = 0 (11.3.37)
where
k
sin 3"2sin 3'1 + cos 6j cos 62 cos 3'2 cos Yl
Usually, A -- Pt + 02, and when 61 = 0, we get that 01 = 37r/2 and 62 = 0. The corresponding
value of 02 is 7r/2, which we may get from equations (11.3.35). Assuming that [FI,F21 f: C I and
D( Fi,F2)
_0
D(Oi ,60
we may determine functions 62(60 and 01(61).
The remaining unknowns, u2, 02, and ut, may be determined from the following equations:
U 2 =
b sin _t - A cos 61 - (Pl + P2) sin 01 - d cos 61 sin <b2
sin 61 sin 3'2 + cos 61 sin 62 cos 3'2
(I 1.3.38)
COS 02 = --
sin 0j sin 6! + cos 01 cos 61 sin Yl
cos Y2
(11.3.39)
(Pl + P2) COS 01 COS 3'1 -- a + (U 2 COS 3'2 +¢_COS 62
u I ---_
sin 3'1
(11.3.40)
The angular velocity ratio may be determined by using equation (11.3.13).
Particular case /.--The cylinder axes are perpendicular to the axes of rotation. By setting
3"! = 3'2 = 0 in equations (11.3.26) and (11.3.37), we obtain
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cOt0 1 = -- COS _1 tan _2 (I 1.3.41)
and
tan 2 021(Pl + 02) 2 - a 21 cos 2 _l
- 2a(A cos _t - b sin _bt) cos 0j tan _b2
+ (OJ +,o2) 2 - (A cos _bI - b sin _bl)2 = 0 (11.3.42)
Equation (11.3.42) represents, in implicit form, the position function of the discussed mechanism.
Neglecting radii Pl and P2 of the cylinders, we get
b tan q_l - A
tan 02 - (11.3.43)
The differentiation of this equation yields
d_b2
w2_ dt bcos 2 02
m2t - - -- (11.3.44)
Wl d02 a cos 2 _bI
dt
Particular case Z--The cylinder axes are parallel to the axes of rotation. By setting Yl = - _r/2
and 3'2 = 7r/2 in equations (11.3.36) and (11.3.37), we get
371"
01 = _- - _bl (11.3.45)
c sin (_1 -- f
sin 02 -- (I 1.3.46)
d
where f = A - (Pl + 02).
Equations n_ 2) = n_ I) (use eqs. (11.3.30) and (11.3.32)) and (11.3.45) yield
71"
02 = _ + 02 (11.3.47)
The angular velocity ratio is
c cos _l c cos 01
- - (11.3.48)
m2' d cos 02 X/d"_- (c sinO, _ 0 2
The discussed mechanism is applied in gauges. The optimal synthesis of such mechanisms is worked
out by (Litvin and Gutman, 1984).
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Chapter 12
Basic Kinematic Relations of Spatial Gearings
Kinematic relations of spatial gearings are the relations between velocities and accelerations of
the points of contact of gear-tooth surfaces being in mesh, and the relations between velocities
and accelerations of the tips of the surface unit normals. These relations may be applied as the
basis for effective methods of determination of
(1) conditions of tooth nonundercutting (ch. 9.5)
(2) relations between principal curvatures and directions for two surfaces being in mesh (ch. 13)
(3) kinematical errors of gear trains
Basic kinematic relations and their applications have been proposed (Litvin, 1968 and 1969).
12.1 Relations of Contact Point Velocity and Surface Unit Normal
Velocity
Consider two gears being in mesh. Because of the continuous tangency of gear-tooth surfaces,
the position vectors and unit normals of both surfaces at their instantaneous contact point must
be equal at every instant. These conditions were represented by equations (11.2.1) and (11.2.2).
Since these equations are to be observed continuously at every instant, we may differentiate them.
This yields
I_(1)(U1,01 ,q_l) = r(2)(u2,02,_)2) (12.1.1)
ll(I)(ul,Oi,q_2) = I!{2)(U2,02,_2) (12.1.2)
Here/.it) (i = 1,2) is the velocity of the contact point in absolute motion (motion relative to the
frame), and fi<t) is the linear velocity of the tip of the unit normal vector in absolute motion.
Equations (12.1.1) and (12.1.2) may be represented as follows:
Vab s _- r'([)(ut,O[,(_l ) --
Or (tl &bt 0r (l) du I Or (jl dut
+----+----
0_) 1 dt Ou I dt O01 dt
Or _2)&b2 Or _2)du2 Or 121dO2
-- + -- -- (12.1.3)
= !:'(2}(U2,02,_2) -- +
0(_2 dt 3U 2 dt 302 dt
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h,h_ = fi_zl(ul,01,¢t) - On _l) d_bi On *l) dul On [l) dO I+----+--__
c901 dt Oul dt OOi dt
On (21d$2 3n (21du_ On _2_dO.
= i1_2)(u2,0"-,4_2)- + ° + -- --= (12.1.4)
04)2 dt 3u2 dt 302 dt
Here t represents time.
Let us interpret equations (12.1.3) and (12.1.4) kinematical ly. The velocity of the contact point
observed in the coordinate system. SU is the velocity in absolute motion v-,b,_.("lThis velocity may
be represented as the sum of two components
v(i) _(i) + Vr_i) (i = 1,2) (12.1.5)ah._ : Vtr
Here Vr(i) is the velocity of the contact point in its motion over the gear-tooth surface (in relative
motion with respect to the surface), and v_j) is the velocity of the contact point in its motion with
the surface (in transfer motion of the point which is considered as rigidly connected to the surface).
The relative motion of the contact point may be observed in a coordinate system rigidly connected
to the surface. Here
v_/) - 0r(i) d_bi (12.1.6)
O(oi dt
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Or (i) dui 0r (i) dO_
v_(i) - + (12.1.7)
Oui dt O0i dt
Equations (12. i.3) and (12.1.5) to (12.1.7) yield
vl;) - = - ,4 ') (12.1.8)
By using the notation
v(J2) = v[: ) - v}: ) (12.1.9)
we obtain
).(2) ____y(12) -F V (I) (12.1.10)
Here v (12) is the sliding velocity which is the velocity of point M l of surface Y'l with respect to
point M 2 of surface _2. (Points M l and M 2 coincide forming a mutual point which is the point
of tangency of the surfaces.)
In addition to the analytical determination of transfer velocity by equation (12.1.6), this velocity
may also be determined kinematically as was explained in section 2.3. Equation (12.1.10) is the
basic equation which relates the velocities of contact points of mating surfaces.
The advantage of equation (12.1.10) is that we can express the velocity v_-(2t in terms of v_l) and
v (12J. Thus, we may determine the velocity v_2i, although the equations of surface E2 are not
known.
When using equation (12.1.10) we have to differentiate between the cases of line contact and
point contact of mating surfaces. In the case of point contact, only a line of the surface is under
the action (fig. 12.1. I(a)). At every instant, surface _, contacts the mating surface at a point, and
the working line o1"the surface is the locus of instantaneous contact points. The velocity v_ i) of
the contact point in the motion over the gear-tooth surface is the tangent to the working line. In
Iii- li i_, i'-®iLII_)i/-\ / __..--"'ff''-i /'\ /- ¢i + G_I_i
//
L Conlactlines
(a) (b)
Figure 12.1.1.
the case of line contact surface Ei at every instant contacts the mating surface along a line. Thus,
the surface is covered with contact lines (fig. 12.1. l(b)). Consider two infinitesimally close contact
lines which correspond to the parameters of motion 4>and (_b + d40, respectively. Let us designate
a point of the contact line Ll(q%) by M. To be a point of the new contact line L2 (4)i + d0i), point
M can be moved over the surface in an arbitrary direction but different from the tangent to the
contact line Lt.
Taking into account that vector v1_2!may be determined for any point of contact of the surfaces,
we may state the following results:
(1) In the case of the point contact vector, v_ tl has a definite direction. Knowing the magnitude
of vf It, we may determine the magnitude and direction of vector v_z) from equation (12.1.10).
(2) In the case of line contact, the direction of v_ l) is indefinite. We may determine vector v_2)
from equation (12.1.10), if not only the magnitude but also the direction of v_1) is given. Similarly
we may kinematically interpret equations (12.1.4)
fi<#,.,= _r_) + /iJi) = fi_) + fiJ2) (12.1.11)
Here vector
fil[)_ On (i) dcbi (i = 1,2) (12.1.12)
aOi dt
represents the transfer velocity which is the velocity of the tip of the surface unit normal in its
motion with the surface. Vector
_ __ On (i) dOifir(i) On (i) du, + ___ (12.1 13)
Out dt dOt dt
represents the relative velocity of the tip of the surface unit normal which corresponds to the motion
of the contact point over the surface.
Equations (12.1.1 1) to (12.1.13) yield
• (_) _-(2) (12.1.14)ilr(2) _---!_!>t) "1-ntr -- iltr
Thus, we can express vector fi_2) in terms of fi_)) fi_), and ",r'_(2)'This is a great advantage since
we are able to determine fi_2) although the equations of surface 122are not defined.
It is known from mechanics that if the transfer motion is rotational about a fixed axis, vector
fi_J) may be represented by
n}/) = cos!i> x ns(i) (12.1.15)
This result may be interpreted kinematically. Consider that nf is the surface unit normal vector
at point M (fig. 12.1.2), and T is the tangent plane to the surface at point M. (Superscript i's are
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J
Figure 12.1.2.
dropped.) The surface rotates about axis j-j with angular velocity oaf. We may replace the sliding
vector oaf by the equivalent vector oay passing through point M, and the moment
mr= Rf× 6of (12.1.16)
Here Rf is a position vector drawn from point M to an arbitrary point N on the j-j axis; thus
Rf= MN. The moment m t represents the velocity of point M in translational motion which is
perpendicular to the plane formed by vectors oaf and M-N. The transfer motion of surface E, with
unit normal nf, may be represented as a resulting motion of the following two components: (1) of
translation with velocity mfand (2) of rotation about axisj'-j' with angular velocity oaf= oaf. Axis
j'-j' is drawn through point M parallel to j-j. By translation, the unit normal nf will be moved
parallel to its original direction being translated with the surface and the surface point M. Thus,
while surface E with point M and surface unit normal nf are translated with velocity
mr= Rfx oaf (12.1.17)
vector nf does not change its original direction. The direction of nf, however, will be changed
because of the rotation about axis j'-j'.
Figure 12.1.2 shows two positions of the unit vector, nf is the initial position, and ntis the
changed position after rotation about axis j'-j' through an angle
dt_f = oafdt (12.1.18)
The difference
nT- nf= dnlr (12.1.19)
represents the displacement of the surface unit normal by rotation about axis j'-j'. Vector dnlr is
represented by the equation
dntr = d_f x nf = (oaf x nf)dt (12.1.20)
and
dnlr (12.1.21)fi,r- - o_fx nf
dt
Equations (12.1.14) and (12.1.21) yield
fi(2) = fl(,) + (oj)'2) x n f) (12.1.22)
where t0j!_21 = wj!l) _ (,,dj_2). Equation (12.1.22) is the basic equation which relates the velocities
of the surface unit normals for mating surfaces.
12.2 Relations of Contact Point Acceleration and Surface Unit
Normal Acceleration
To determine relations between the accelerations of contact points, we may differentiate vector
equation (12.1.10). By using expression (2.3.7) for v _12_,we represent equation (12.1.10) as
follows:
v 2,= _ x +
After differentiation we obtain
d (v(2)) = a_2) + w_2) x v_2)=
dt
+ ,#,1×Vr"l
The differentiation of equation (12.2.1) was based on the following considerations:
(1) Vector vi i) (i = 1,2) is represented in a movable coordinate system and therefore
a(2) = a_ ') + (w)12)x /'f) + (w_l) x Vr<',) -(W)2)X v_(2))
+ (tbl") x r/) - [tb)2)x (r/- "f)] (12.2.2,
where
0); 12) = (.0; l) -- 00_ 2)
d
_(v_ ')) =(_)i)xv_ (i)) +a_ i) (12.2.3)
The cross product 60)i) x vi i) may be interpreted kinematically which is similar to the interpre-
tation of the cross product toy x nf. (See eq. (12.1.21) and explanations related with fig. 12.1.2.)
(2) Since Rf is a vector of constant direction and magnitude, its derivative d/dt (Rf) is equal
to zero.
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Letusnowderive the expression for ?f.
Vector rf is the position vector of a contact point at which two single points of two surfaces
coincide. Thus,
rf=r_ l) =r; 2)
The differentiation of equation (12.2.4) yields
(12.2.4)
ff =/./_l) =/.j2) = v,b._ (12.2.5)
By using equation (12.1.5), we may represent l?f in terms of vectors v_ I' and v}_I' and obtain
(co'" r_")_i=v_" + v_r_t = vl 1' + 7 × (12.2.6)
Equations (12.2.2) and (12.2.6) yield
(#:,×Vr(2))
+ (o)t_" × r_ 11) - [_b_2' × (r/- Rf)] (12.2.7)
Substituting for v_ 2t in (12.2.7) by
Vr_2' =VJ j' +vJ 12_
we get
_ , ,,,)_(_:,×_,,:,)a_2' a/'+2(_'2'×v_I')+(_J'2,xv,r
+(_bf"×rf't)- [#21×(rj-Rs)] (12.2.8)
Equation (12.2.8) is the basic equation which relates the accelerations of contact points of two
mating surfaces.
Let us now get the relation between fi_2) and fi_l,. The differentiation of equation (12.1.22) yields
d!d (i_lr(2)) __. (,.0/2)X l:lr(2, .._- _i(2) __ ¢'_0/2' X [(ir(i) + (O,_/12) X lif)] -'_- _(21 (]2.2.9)
£ [l_lr(1)'_ - (_/12)X ll[)] = ((u0j!')X Ilr('))-_.-lir("-. _- (O,_j!12)× !1()-'_ [(_j(.'I O_j!2))X !!]]dt
= (c°/'1×fi_'1) +/i_')+ [_/'2)× [(o_/!')× n/)+ fi_ll]l
(12.2. I0)
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Equations (12.2.9) and (12.2.10) yield
Equation (1 1.2.1 I) is the basic equation which relates the accelerations of the surface unit normals
of two mating surfaces.
The set of equations (12.1.10), (12.1.22), (12.2.2), and (12.2.11) represent the basic kinematic
relations for two mating surfaces of spatial gears.
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Chapter 13
Relations Between Curvatures of Mating Surfaces
13.1 Relations Between Principal Curvatures and Directions for
Mating Surfaces
Basic equations
Consider two gear-tooth surfaces _;j and 22 that are represented in the coordinate system Sf
rigidly connected to the frame. The parameters of motion of both gears are given, and P is the
point of tangency of the surfaces. There are two cases of tangency of gear-tooth surfaces: (1) the
surfaces are in point contact, and P is the single point of tangency at the considered instant; and
(2) surfaces Z1 and _2 are in line contact, and P is just a point of the instantaneous line of contact.
We assume that at point P the principal curvatures and directions for one of the surfaces, for instance
surface E2, are given. The problem is to determine the principal curvatures and directions of the
second surface _j at the point of tangency P, without knowing the equations of _. The key to
the solution of this problem is the relationship between the principal curvatures and directions of
mating gear-tooth surfaces. (First proposed by Litvin, 1969 and then developed by Litvin and
Gutman, 1981.)
Consider that a set of parameters
o o o o o o
Q = (Ul,OI,f_I,U2,02,¢_2)
satisfies the following vector equations (subscript f is dropped):
(13.1.1)
r("(u"0,,_,) = r_2)(uz,02,4_2) [r"',r'2'j E C 2 (13.1.2)
n(l)(u1,01 ,_1) : n(2)(u2,02,_b2) (13.1.3)
Here r ti) is the position vector of the point of contact drawn from the origin of the coordinate
system ST, and n(i) is the surface unit normal, represented by
26O
N (i) 0r (i) 0r (i)
n (_) - N O) = -- x -- # 0 (i = 1,2) (13.1.4)
INCilI 0ui OOi
Parameters ui and 0i are the surface coordinates, and _bi is the parameter of motion. It is assumed
that the function q_2(Ol) fi C2 is given. Usually, q_2 (Ol) is a linear function. Surfaces Zl and _2
are in tangency at point P since equations (13.1.2) and (13.1.3) are observed.
In the neighborhood of point P the following equations are observed:
f(l)(ul,01,_l) = l'(2)(U2,02,q_2)
(13.1.5)
Irl(1)(Ul,01,q_l) = h(2)(U2,02,q_2) (13.1.6)
d (n(i) . v(12)) = 0 (i = 1,2) (13.1.7)
dt', /
Let us note that
(13.1.8)
is the equation of meshing. (See ch. 9.8.)
It has been proven in chapter 12.1 that equations (13.1.5) and (13.1.6) yield the following relations:
v)2) = v/l) + v (12) (13.1.9)
fir_2' = h_ I, + (w't2' × n) (13.1.10)
To derive equation (1 3.1.7), we differentiate equation (1 3.1.8) considering that 00(1) = constant.
This yields
(fi(i' • v"2') + nti) • I(- _b(2' × rm )
+ [(ojt')-_0'2)) xt_(')]-(Rx¢b{2))l =0 (13.1.11)
We may transform equation (13.1.11) by using the following relations:
fi,i) = fi_i, + (00(i) × n)
f(i) = vi i) + V[r/)
(13.1.12)
(13.1.13)
00(2) = 60(2)k2 = 6o(Dm21k2 (13.1.14)
where
0)(2)
m21(4'0 °_m
Here 4_ is the rotation angle of gear 1, and !{2 is the unit vector of the axis of rotation of gear 2.
The differentiation of equation (13.1.14) gives
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Here
dt (°_(2)) = dt d4a_-- = m21(_bl)]--_-t k2 = (cod))2m21k 2 (13.1.15)
,]m21 = m21(_b!
Equations (13.1.1 1) to (13.1.15) yield
(fir_i)'v(12)) + [(0_(0 xn) ovd2)] - I(w(1))Zm21ntilo[k2x (r'l)-R)] 1
The triple product in equation (13.1.16) is transformed as follows:
-- ¥tr J
Taking into account that
n)
J
. (2)'_= n, (6o ¢1)x YIr I
(i = 1,2)
(13.1.16)
(13.1.17)
(13.1.18)
the final expression for equation (13.1.16) is given by
-- (°flll)2m2tn'[k2× (r'I)-R)] =0 (i= 1,2) (13.1.19)
Equations (13.1.9), (13.1.10), and (13.1.19) are the basic equations which we will use to derive
the desired relations between the principal curvatures and directions of mating surfaces.
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Basic Linear Equations
We may transform the system of equations (13.1.9), (13.1.10), and (13.1.19) into a system of
linear equations by using a linear vector function that relates vectors Vrti) and iir (i). (See app. C.)
Consider two right-handed trihedrons Sa(ef, eh,n) and Sb(es,eq,n) (fig. 13.1.1). The common
origin of the trihedrons coincides with the contact point M, the n-axis represents the direction of
the surface unit normal, ef and eh are the unit vectors of the principal directions of surface C1,
es and eq represent the principal directions of surface E2, and a is the angle formed between ey
and es (measured clockwise from % to ef and counterclockwise from ef to es). Henceforth, we shall
drop the subscript r in notations such as vr(i) and fir (i) and designate these vectors by v (i) and fl Ill,
respectively. Expressing vl') and h (i) by their projections on the trihedron axes, we obtain
eq e h
e5
J
mef
Figure 13.1.1.
fl 'il = h_iley + h_ileh = h_')i, + h (qi'eq
(13.1.20)
(13.1.21)
The third projection of vectors v (_) and fi (i) is equal to zero because these vectors lie in the plane
that is tangent to the surfaces. Projections of vectors v (i) and fi u) are related by the Rodrigues
formula. (See app. C.) Thus
i_ _ 0 -_h _'_)
(13.1.22)
i  2,1:E ,01E 1
hq C2} 0 -- Kq Vq_2)
(13.1.23)
Here _f and Kh are the prinopal curvatures of surface I21, and Ks and _q
curvatures of surface Ez. We designate the curvature matrices by
i 01 EK°I[Ktl = IK2] =0 -- Kh 0 -- Kq
are the principal
(13.1.24)
Matrices
[Lba] = I coso sino 1
-sin o cos o
(13.1.25)
and
[L,,h] = I cosa -sinai
sin o cos a
(13.1.26)
represent the transformation from Sa(ef, eh) to Sb(es,eq) and from Sb(es,eq) to Sa(ef, eh),
respectively (fig. 13.1.1).
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Equations (13.1.9), (13.1.10), (13.1.19), (13.1.22), (13.1.23), (13.1.25), and (13.1.26) yield
a system of three linear equations
ail v_!ll + ai2 Vq(I) = ai3 (i = 1,2,3) (13.1.27)
in two unknowns v,!l) and Vq_l)
Iz) instead of unknowns v) 1)Since equations (13.1.27) are represented in unknowns v,! 1) and Vq
and vh_1), we are able to obtain a symmetric augmented matrix [A] such as
[A] =
all at2 a13
a12 a22 a23
a13 a23 a33
(13.1.28)
This is the particular advantage of such a presentation.
Let us derive matrix (13.1.28). The matrix representations of equations (13.1.9) and (13.1.10)
are given by
[,,2,j=[,,,]+[v,12,]
,,y, Vq,,, v;,2,
(13.1.29)
2,]:I ]+ x.),1i,j_._ ,,_.,1 (o_"_' x n)._,, (13.1.30)
Vectors of equations (13.1.9) and (13.1.10) are expressed in terms of their projections on the axes
of the coordinate system S_ (e_,eq).
Equations (13.1.23), (13.1.24), and (13.1.30) result in
I,k,2,1:+ ,] (13.1.31)
Take into account that
=[Lba][Kl] v_l) = [Lh"IIKjIIL'M _1) (13.1.32)
Vq
Equations (13.1.31), (13.1.32), and (13.1.29) yield
[1'221 vq_lI + IKzl Vq(12) = [Lb'_]IKd[L'M V_ql
(13.1.33)
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Thefollowingequationresultsfromequation(12.3.33):
[[LdIK,"L_bl-tK21) v_1' = IK21 v,,2, - (,_,12,x.).eq
(13.1.34(a))
We may represent equation (13.1.34(a)) as follows:
a21 a22 Vq a23
(13.1.34(b))
Matrix equation (13.1.34(b)) is the matrix representation of a system of two linear equations in
two unknowns. Here
I all a12 ] = [Lb,zl[KtllL.b] - [K2]
a21 a22
icos in l[ 01Ecos sin l 01
-sin(r coso 0 -_h sina cosa 0 -Kq
(13.1.35)
I I Ev 2'lE' '2 xn'eslO,3o23= [/(2] v_,2) - (0_(12)x n).eq (13.1.36)
Let us now transform equation (13.1.19). Taking the superscript index i = 2, we represent the
scalar products in this equation as follows:
n,2 v 12 :EVs2 lT1
r ,(12) /2(2)
_q
(13.1.37)
-v_2)'(¢°ll2)×n) =VrC2)(n×6°lt2))= I (n×td(12)):eslT(n× o_(12') eq I vs_2)lv_q2)
(13.1.38)
The superscript T indicates a transposed matrix. (See app. A.)
Equations (13.1.37) and (13.1.23) yield
Evs'2'lTiv '2'1•-(21, ¥(12) : [K2]
nr Vq_,2, Vq_2,
(13.1.39)
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Transform equations (13.1.38) and (13.1.39) by substituting matrix
i v,!2)_' 'l
by its expression (13.1.29). Then we obtain
= [K2]
Vs (12)
(13.1.40)
--¥r(2). (o)(12)Xn)
_I'nx'"2"",JT
(n X Oa {12)) .eq Vq{,)
(. × ,,,(._,).% _q_,)
i 12,j
+ (n × O) (12_) °% v( 121
-q
-Jr" [noo(12) V(12)] (13.1.41)
Equations (13.1.19), (13.1.40), and (13.1.41) yield
II' JVq(12) [K2] + (il X 0.) (12)) .eq Vq(1) = - iv2,jT
Yq
- b-"_'v'=']-n"[<-"×'_r'/--<.,e,_"_:'t]
(13.1.42)
This equation may be represented by
I'l
a32
TIvs,,1
V( I )
= a33 (13.1.43)
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Here
I I' Ta31 =
a3 2 p('2) [K2] + (n X oa''2_) eq
The coefficient a33 is represented by the right side of equation (13.1.42).
The final expressions for the coefficients ai_, aa, and ai3 (i = 1,2,3) of equations (13.1.27) (for
the elements of the augmented matrix (13.1.28)) are as follows:
rf + _h _f- _Ch
all =Ks--KfCOS 2cr-Khsin 2o=_-- 2 2
cos 20
rf- Kh sin 2a
a12 = a21 -- 2
a22 = Kq -- Kf sin 2 cr - K h cos 2 o = Kq
Kf D K hKf+ rh + __ COS 2a
2 2
(13.1.44)
a33=rs(Vs_'2)) 2 + rq(Vq_t2)) 2 -- [n 6002) v'12)]
-n.[(wm×v}7))-(_(2)×v}_))] + I[(wm)2mz,(nx_2)]°(r-R) 1
Relations Between the Surface Curvatures
Equations (13.1.27) represent a system of three linear equations in two unknowns. Since the
number of equations is not equal to the number of unknowns, the system of equations (13.1.27)
may possess a solution if certain conditions are observed (see below). We will discuss these conditions
for two cases of surface contact, the mating surfaces contacting each other at a line and a single
point, respectively.
Consider that the velocity of the contact point in its motion over surface E1 is represented by
Vr (1) = Vs (I) e, + Vq_t) eq
In the case of the line contact of mating surfaces, the direction of v_ l) is indefinite (fig. 12.1. l(b)).
This yields that equation system (13.1.27) must have an infinite number of solutions for vJ j) and
V(I).
It is known from linear algebra that a system of linear equations in two unknowns possesses
an infinite number of solutions if the rank of the augmented matrix and the system matrix is equal
to one. The augmented matrix [A] is represented by expression (13.1.28). The rank of [A] is equal
to one if all determinants of the second order that are formed from the elements of [A] are zero.
This yields
al_ _ a12 _ al3 all _ a12 _ al._23 at._2 a22 a23
al2 a22 a23 al3 a23 a33 al3 a23 a33
(13.1.45)
Equations (13.1.45) provide relations that may be represented as an equality of the following
symmetric matrices:
Eo 21=,ia 3a30231
O12 a22 a33 uI3a23 a_3
(13.1.46)
Determinants of these matrices are equal to zero.
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Fromequation(13.1.46)weget
a_ 3
_/ll __--
a33
a13a23
a12 --
a33
Equations (13.1.44) and (13.1.47) yield
a_3
a22 - (13.1.47)
a33
tan 20 = 2a]2 (13.1.48)
a22 -- all + Ks -- Kq
2a12 _ a22 - all + Ks -- Kq
K¢.- Kh - (13.1.49)
sin 20 cos 2o
Kf Jt - K h = K s Jr Kq -- all -- a22 (13.1.50)
Substituting in equations (13.1.48) to (13.1.50) coefficients all, a l2, and a22, which are given by
expressions (13.1.47), we determine the desired relations between the principal curvatures and
directions of the two mating surfaces. This yields
tan 2o = 2a 13a23
2
a23 -- a13 + (Ks -- Kq)(/33
(13.1.51)
Kf-- Kh --
2a13a23 _ a23 -- a_3 + (K s - Kq)a33
a33 sin 20 a33 cos 2cr (13.1.52)
Kf Jr Kh = (K s + Kq)
2
a_ 3 + a23
a33
(13.1.53)
Equations (13.1.51) to (13.1.53) express the principal curvatures _f, _h, and o in terms of the
known principal curvatures _ and Xq and coefficients a13, a23 , and a33, that depend on the given
principal curvatures (_ and Kq) and the parameters of motion. (See eq. (13.1.44).) With these
equations we may determine the principal curvatures and directions of surface _j, although
equations of this surface are not yet developed.
Let us now consider the case of surfaces that are in point contact. This case is typical for bevel
and hypoid gears with localized contact of tooth surfaces. The velocity of the point of contact in
its motion over the surface has a definite direction (fig. 12. I. l(a)). Thus the system of linear equations
(13.1.27) must possess a unique solution. Since the rank of matrix [AI, represented by equation
(13.1.28), must be equal to two, we get
all _,/12 a13
a12 a22 a23 = 0
a13 a23 033
Thus, there is only one equation
F(K s, Kq, Kf, Kh, O)= 0
(13.1.54)
(13.1.55)
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that relates the five parameters. Considering Ks and rq as given, we cannot determine Kf, Kh, and
o uniquely. This means that we can synthesize an infinitely large number of the mating surfaces
that are in point contact if one of the surfaces is given.
Modified Linear Equations
Consider that principal curvatures Kf and Kh of surface EL are given and Ks, Kq, and o must be
determined. In this case it is preferable to use equations
bil v¢!2) + bi2 v(h2) = bi3 (i = 1,2,3) (13.1.56)
instead of system (13.1.27). The coefficients bil, bi2, and bi3 are elements of the symmetric matrix
[B] represented by
bll b12 b13
[BI = b_2 b22 b23 (13.1.57)
b13 b23 b33
The system of equations (13.1.56), representing equations (13.1.9), (13. I. 10), and (I 3.1.19),
are derived as follows:
(13.1.58)
I I 1 2'lI'  lexn': l[K,I t)') = IL,,AIK21ILb,] Vh(2) -- (t0 (121x n) eh
Vh( I )
(13.1.59)
- [nto"2)v <s2'] + n. [(wln) x vlT')-(w <2)x vl_l)]
' [ ]+ (w(lt)2m21n. k2 × (r m - R) = 0 (13.1.60)
Equation (13.1.60) was derived from equation (13.1.19) by taking i = 1 in the expressions for
firO) and Vr(i).
Equations (13.1.58) and (13.1.59), after elimination of _)lt and v_ l), yield the following two
linear equations in unknowns v) 2_ and v_2):
b,21i  2,1ib,31b12 b22 Vh(2t b23 (13.1.61)
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Here
I hI! b12 lbl2 b22 = [K]] - [L_h][K2]ILd (13.1.62)
ib l= I 21b23 (n x o_"2))-ehj _,_'"_ (13.1.63)
Equation (13.1.60) yields the third linear equation
bl3V/2) + b23vh (2) = b33
Here
(13.1.64)
[( )] 'b33= -n. _0(I) × g_') -- (02(2_ × V_rl) + (w('))2 m21(n × k2) o (r(l) _ R)
V/12) T V3112)
(13.1.65)
In the case of line contact of surfaces, the elements of matrix (13.1.57) are related by equations
which are similar to equations (13.1.45) and (13.1.46). These relations may be represented by
the following matrix equation:
b12 b22 b33 b13b23 b_3
(13.1.66)
Matrices (13.1.66) are symmetric and their determinants are equal to zero.
Derivations similar to those discussed above yield the following relations between the principal
curvatures and directions of the two mating surfaces:
tan 2o = 2bl3b23
b223 - b23 - (rf- Kh)b33 (13.1.67)
2blsb23 _ b23 - b23 - (kf- kh)b33
rq - _, - (13.1.68)
b33 sin 20 b33 cos 2o
Kq+K_=_f+ _h+ --
b,_+ bh
b33
(13.1.69)
Equations (13.1.67) to (13.1.69) determine the principal curvatures Ksand rq and the principal
directions of surface E2 in terms of the principal curvatures _f, Khof surface El and the parameters
of motion.
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In the case of point contact, there is only one relation represented by the equation
_b(K,,Kq,K/,_h,O) = 0
which is provided by the requirement
(13.1.70)
bjl b12 b13
bj2 b22 b23
bl3 b23 b33
= 0 (13.1.71)
Example Problem 13.1.1. Consider that a rack generates a helical gear (examples 9.8.1 and 9.3.1).
Derive equations of the principal curvatures Ks and Kq and principal directions of surface I]2 of
the helical gear. For the solution, use equations (13.1.67) to (13.1.69) and consider the following
as given: (1) the principal curvatures and directions of surface _t, (2) the surface of action, (3)
the unit normal to surface El, (4) the location of a contact point on the surface of action, and (5)
(2) _(h, and o_(2).parameters of motion v (12), v}]), % ,
Solution. The surface of action was represented by equations (9.8.61) as follows (the subscript
f is dropped):
x = u cos _b, y = u sin _r +/sin ¢3+ rq5 z =/?cos/3 _ (13.1.72)
)cos/3[sin _bt(r4, + e sin/3) + u] = 0
Consider that the family of surfaces _1 is represented in the coordinate system Sf by the equation
r(u,e,4_) _ C 2 (u,e) E E a < _ < b r. x re ;_ 0
Here u and f are the surface coordinates and _ is the parameter of motion. The unit normal to
X;l may be determined by
N
n = -- N = r. × re (13.1.73)
After certain transformations, we get
N_ = sin _b, cos/3 Ny = - cos _brcos/3 N z = cos _btsin/3
We use the following relations between the gearing parameters (example 9.3.1):
tan _n
tan ¢'t = --
cos/3
(13.1.74)
(13.1.75)
cos = cos
cos/3 tan/30
cos/30 tan/3
(13.1.76)
sin _,
sin _b,-
COS /30
(13.1.77)
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Here _bt is the pressure angle in the cross section, _knis the pressure angle in the normal section
(fig. 9.3.3), fl is the angle formed between the gear axis and the tangent to the helix on the pitch
cylinder, and fl0 is the angle formed between the gear axis and the tangent to the helix on the base
cylinder.
The derivation of equations (13.1.76) to (13.1.77) is based on the following considerations:
Step/.--Let
H H
- cot fl -- = cot fl0 ro = r cos G
2rrr 2rr 0
where r and r0 are the radii of the pitch and base cylinders and H is the lead of the helices. These
equations yield
tan fl0
cos G - (i)
tan 3
Thus, one of equations (13.1.76) is confirmed.
Step Z--Using equations (13.1.75) and (i), we get
1 - 1 +tan 2 ¢q= 1+ tan2_b"- 1 +tan 2¢,n-sin 23
c°s2 ¢', cos 2 3 cos 2 3
The equation
tan 23 1 +tan 2 _-sin 23
tan2 30 cos 2 3
yields
1 tan2 3
c°s2 G tan2 30
sin 30
cos ff_ - (ii)
sin 3
Then using equations (ii), (13.1.75), and (13.1.76), we obtain
sin _b. = cos _b. tan _b_ - sin 30 tan G sin 30 sin G
tan 3 tan 3 cos G
Thus
= sin ¢_, cos 30
sin _k.
sin 6, - (iii)
COS fl0
and equation (13.1.77) is confirmed.
(3) Equations (iii), and (13.1.75) yield
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cos _b,= sin _b_= cos 30 sin 6, _ sin _bn cos 3 cos 3
tan _b, cos fl0 tan _b, cos flo tan Lk. - cos ¢,.- (iv)COS flO
Thus the second one of equations (13.1.76) is confirmed.
Wemaynowderivequationsofthesurfaceunitnormalbyusingequations(13.1.74)to(13.1.77)
asfollows:
nx = sin _b, cos/30 ny = - cos 4'1 cos/30 n z = sin/30 (13.1.78)
III v_2) v(12), and 00oz) which are represented in theWe will also need the equations for Vtr ,
coordinate system Sf (fig. 9.3.2). Since 0011) __0, we have
00(12) = 00(11 _ 00(21 = _ wkf (13.1.79)
where 00 -- 00_2). (The motion of the rack is translation.) The rack translates parallel to the yf-axis
(fig. 9.3.2), and
v}: > = wrjf (13.1.80)
The gear rotates about 02 and
v}2) = 00 x r I1) + Os-O2 x 00
i:j:k:
= 0 0 _o
X y Z
if jf k:
+ -r O 0
0 0 o_
= _[- yif + (x + r)j/] (13.1.81)
The velocity of sliding is given by
¢,2) = - = oXyi:- xj:) (13.1.82)
Here x, y, and z are the coordinates of the contact point represented by equations (13.1.2).
Now, let the trihedron Sa(ef, eh,n) be set up such that ef and eh (fig. 13.1.1) represent the
principal directions of surface I51. Since Y:qis a plane, its principal directions rf and Kh are zero,
and any pair of two perpendicular lines on the plane E_ may be chosen as principal directions.
It is preferable to choose, for the principal direction of the rack, the line of contact of surface
E I and Z2. The line of contact on surface I]I(T) may be determined by equations (13.1.72) with
¢ = constant. Differentiating the fourth equation of equation system (13.1.72), we derive the
following relation between the derivatives du/dt and dg/dt
sin 4't sin  3de + du = 0 (13.1.83)
The tangent to the contact line is given by
cos 2 G. cot/3 kf'] duT= cos Gi/- --Jf-sin _, sin ¢, ,/
(13.1.84)
The unit vector ef is given by
T 1 (cos _bt sin Gif- cOS2 ¢tJf- cot flkf)
e: - ITI "/cos2 ¢,,+ cot2/3
(13.1.85)
Equations (13.1.85) and (13.1.76) yield
ef = sin ¢, sin/30 i f - cos _bt sin fl0J/- cos flokf (13.1.86)
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The unit vector eh is determined by the equation
eh=n×ef=
i/ j/ k/
sin ¢', cos/30 -cos lkt cos/30 sin/30
sin _k, sin/3o -cos _b, sin/30 -cos [30
= cos ff, ij + sin ¢,,jf (13.1.87)
The sought for principal curvatures and directions of surface E2 are determined by equations
(13.1.67) to (13.1.69) for which coefficients b13 , b23 , and b33 are represented by equations
t(13.1.63) and (13.1.65). Considering that [Kll = 0 (El is a plane) and m21 = 0, because m2t is
constant, we get
b13= [n6dll2)ef] =0
b23= [noo(12) eh] =wcos/30
b33=-n. [(60'1)×V}2)) - (60(2'× V_rl))l +n. (tO'12'× Vn2))
= - o_2 cos/3o [(x + r) sin f, - y cos ¢,,]
..I
(13.1.88)
(13.1.89)
(13.1.90)
Substituting in equation (13.1.90) the expressions (13.1.72) for x and y we get
  cos 0(rsi. + (13.1.91)
Equations (13.1.67) to (13.1.69), (13.1.88), (13.1.89), and (13.1.91) yield
COS /30
a = 0 _ = 0 Kq = - (13.1.92)
r sin _bt + u cot _b,
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From equations (13.1.92), we find that one of the principal directions of a helical gear coincides
with the line of contact, and the principal curvature along this direction is equal to zero. The negative
sign of Kqindicates that the radius of curvature is directed opposite to that of the normal to the rack.
An alternative way for the determination of the principal curvatures and directions of a helical
gear is based on the application of equations of the gear-tooth surface (it is a screw involute surface).
The reason the method discussed in chapter 13.1 is applied in this example is to illustrate the power
of this method. The advantage of the method is the fact that it is especially effective for the cases
when the surface of the generated gear is described by complicated equations (with three surface
coordinates related by the equation of meshing). This is typical for surfaces of bevel gears, hypoid
gears, and worm gears.
13.2 Contact Point Path as a Local Geodetic Curve
Introduction
Consider two gear-tooth surfaces that are in point contact. The contact point path--the working
line of the surface--must be along a definite direction. Figure 13.2. l(a) shows a contact-point path
that has the prescribed direction at the main contact point P (at the pitch point), but deviates from
this direction at other contact points. We may avoid such deviations, or at least reduce their
occurrence if the contact point path is a locally geodetic curve at P (fig. 13.2.1 (b)). This means
that the projection of the contact point path on the tangent plane is locally a straight line. The above
condition may be observed by definite relations between the principal curvatures and directions
of mating surfaces (proposed by Litvin and Gutman, 1981). We may determine such relations from
conditions that the geodetic curvature of the contact-point path is equal to zero at P.
The geodetic curvature of a curve on surface Ei is equal to zero (ch. 10.7) if
= [ {i} (i)u_] (13.2.1)(i) ar Vr n =0 (i = 1,2)Kg
where v_ i_ and ar(/) are the velocity and acceleration, respectively, of a point that moves along
the curve, and n _i) is the unit surface normal.
Basic Equations
Consider the contact-point path on surface E 2 (i = 2). We apply the kinematic relations given
by the following equations (ch. 12)
Vr(2) = v(l) + V (12) (13.2.2)
fi_21 = fi/1) + wlt2_ x n _1) 13.2.3)
a_ 2) =at _l' +c 13.2.4)
For to(l_ = constant, c is represented by (eq. (12.2.8))
13.2.5)
_)21 = _/_) + d (13.2.6)
where to/l) = constant and d is represented as follows:
d= (2o_"2} x fi_") + tom(w O2''n) -w"2'(w_2'°n) -n(w"2_)2- ( °3'2, x n) (13.2.7)
(See eq. (12.2.11).) The subscript fin the above equations is dropped. To simplify the following
expressions, we apply the notations:
v/i_ = v (i) fi_ri) = fa(i) a_ i) = a ul
lal
Figure 13.2.1.
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Differentiatingequations(13.1.22)and(13.1.23),weget
i ,,l Ea 'l[ J= [Kl] + Ikll vJ!Jl(I)
n,} I ) a_ 1) v,,
(13.2.8)
[ n[2_ ].qz(2)= [1(2] I a_2_ ]a(2)q+ [K2] I v_!2_l,(2)
Vq
(13.2.9)
We substitute the contacting surfaces by two paraboloids. This substitution is equivalent to the
representation of surfaces with elements up to the third order. With such limitations we take
[Ki] = 0 where i = 1,2.
Existence of a Locally Geodetic Curve on Surface E2
The contact-point path on surface _2 is a local geodetic curve at the pitch point P, if at point
P the following equation is observed
[Vr_2)na_ 2)] =0 (13.2.10)
It will be proven that this equation provides a linear equation in unknowns vf_2) and Vh_2) given by
b41v_ 21 + b42Vth2) = b43 (13.2.11)
where
v;2)= v)2)if + v_2)ih (13.2.12)
Equation (13.2.11) and the system of equations (13.1.56) represent relations between the principal
curvatures and directions of two mating surfaces.
The procedure for the derivation of equation (13.2.11) is as follows:
Step/.--We derive linear equations in unknowns a_2) and a_ 2). To do this we first represent
equations (13.2.4) and (13.2.6) as follows:
a)¿ a)2 9 (13.2.13)
n_ l_ n_ 2_ dI
(13.2.14)
From equations (13.2.8), (13.2.9), and (13.2.14), we get
[Kj] ah_'1 = [Lub] /i(2) - dh
L as(2) _
(13.2.15)
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Substituting expressions (13.2.13) for a) 1) and ah(j) in expression (13.2.15), we obtain the desired
system of two linear equations in two unknowns, a) 2) and a_ 2)
(13.2.16)
Here
is a symmetrical matrix;
[Q2] = [KII - [Labl[K2l[Lba]
u h dh Ch dh "+- KhC h
(13.2.17)
(13.2.18)
Step Z--We transform equation system (13.1.61), consisting of two equations in the unknowns
v) 2) and v_2), as follows:
v_ 2) (n x to (12)) .ef + IKtl = = (13.2.19)
[Q2] vht2} = (n X _(12)).e h Vh(12) b23 mh
Here, m is the notation of a vector represented by
m = mfef + mhe h = bl3ef + b23eh
Step 3.--Let us prove that equation (13.2.10) yields
The proof is based on the following considerations:
(1) Equation (13.2.10) may be represented in matrix form as
Here superscripts Tand s designate a transposed and skew-symmetric matrix, respectively (app. A).
Equation (13.2.10) is satisfied because vectors n and a_21 are collinear, that is, a_2) = _.n.
(2) We may represent vectors v_21, n, and a_2t by the following column matrices.
Vr(2) = Vh(2)
0
n
nf
I1 h
tl n
ar(2) =
2)
ah(2)
an(2)
Here ef, eh, and e,, are the unit vectors of the trihedron Su (fig. 13.1.1), and vector v_2) lies in
the tangent plane formed by ef and eh.
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The skew-symmetric matrix [n] s is given by
0
In]' =
--?/n nh
n_ 0 -nf
-nh nf 0
We then obtain
[v_2']T[n]_[a_2_] ={'_2''_2)\-_f"h + vh",2,..,a)'_Huf)"" + (_)!2'n_ -- v_2)nf)a_2' O=
Taking into account the collinearity of vectors a_2_and n, we get that equation (13.2.10) is satisfied if
• (2) ,(2) , (2)_(2) 0
-_f "h + _h "f =
or if
v_2_ 1 0 a_2_
Step 4.--It is easy to verify that we may use the equation
(13.2.21)
instead of equation (13.2.20).
The evidence is based on the considerations that matrices of vectors u and m in equation (13.2.21)
may be substituted by their expressions (13.2.16) and (13.2.19) that yield
I E 211T01
o--,1 E 2,11 0 [Q2I a_ 2) = 0 (13.2.22)
(See app. A.) The product of the matrices
I0 -1 l1Q2] T [Q2]1 0
(102] is a symmetric matrix.)
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may be represented as follows:
E IE II IE°qll q12 0 -1 qJl ql2 = X
qJ2 q22 1 0 q12 q22 1
(13.2.23)
where
X = qllq22 -- q22
From equations (13.2.21), (13.2.22), and (13.2.23) we obtain
ImslI°'1 I°II= (13.2.24)
m h 1 0 Uh V(2) 1 0 a_2_
and we may indeed use equation (13.2.21) instead of (13.2.20). Equations (13.2.19) and (13.2.21)
yield
--Uhm f 4- _fnl h = --Uhbt3 4- ufb23 -= 0 (13.2.25)
Substituting uf and uh into equation (13.2.25) by their expressions in equation (13.2.18), we
obtain
(dh + KhCh)bl3-- (d/ + Kfc/)b23 = 0 (13.2.26)
Step 5.--We transform equations (13.2.26) to derive the desired linear equation (13.2.11) in
unknowns _ 2) and v_27. Rearranging equations (13.2.5) and (I 3.2.7), we may represent them as
follows:
(13.2.27)
c= (2oJ_'2)x v_'))+ (_o _'2) x v}_')- (_0_2)× v°2)) - [_b_z)x (r _''- R)]
-[w'2'x (r_"-R)] =(2_o"2'xv_2') +t
t= (-w_')x v_12)) + (¢o ''z) x v}_)) - _ _2)x ( r_')- R) (13.2.28)
where
--((,_(2l Xll) =2_a0(12) X [1_1(2) -- (¢0(12) X n)l '}- ¢,,0(1)((-0(12]'il )
(13.2.29)
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Here
P= -0)(121(00(l)'n) + 60(2)( O_(12)* n) + n(o._(12)) 2- (_(2)X n) (13.2.30)
Let us transform equations (13.2.27) and (13.2.29). The matrix representation of equation
(13.2.27) is as follows:
c,;sch =2[_,12,][,,;2,]+
Cn
q
th = 2
tn
=2
0 __(12) _12} ]
_o_121 0 -_o _12'/
_ (o_,2,..),,y,
(,o,,2,..)v/2,
_d,<92, +#,2,v,2,
VoJ
t:
+ th
tn
t:
+ th
tn
(13.2.31)
(See app. A.) Here [w(12_]_ is the skew-symmetric matrix,
60 (12' * !11= (,Or112'
Considering the first two projections of vectors only, we may represent equation (13.2.27) by
i, ,l .,2,. v 2,J+ (13.2.32)
where c_ = 00(12)-, n.
For the matrix representation of equation (13.2.29), we use the following relations:
[]2r'2'= =[m =tK_JVd
= [C,,b] [ _2,
h(q2l]=lLabl[K2][Lh,,][ vj!2'L (13.2.33)
(See matrix equation (13.2.17) for [Q2].)
Equations (13.2.33) and (13.2.19) yield
[] I]E] r ]'V2' ,:f2' m: = :-.: msa(2) = [K,I v_}2) - mh -- ., ,,t21k rth_ll + tIlh (13.2.34)
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The vector product in equation (13.2.29) is represented by
W 112) X ilr (2) =
0 _o2(12) (12)
_h 1
2)
&(2)
0
0 --(O (12) 0)_ 12) 1
.(12) 0 ___12)j
tMn
-- KfV_ 2) -- mf)
-- KhV(h 2) m h
0
(00(12)• n) (Khv_ + b23)
--((.0 (12)" n)(Kfvj! 2) + b13)
COh('2) (KfV} 12) + b13) - O)_12)(KhVh (12) "}- b23)
(13.2.35)
where w_t2).n = _12), my= b13, and m h -----b23. (See eq. (13.2.19).)
Considering the first two projections of vectors only, we represent equation (13.2.29) in matrix
form as
d h -2_(Kfv) 2) + b13) + Ph
(13.2.36)
Step 6.--We can now derive the desired linear equation (13.2.11) in unknowns v_ 2) and Vh12).
Substituting in equation (13.2.26) the expressions dr, dh, cf, and Ch of (13.2.36) and (13.2.32),
we get
b13v;2) _ b23v(2) = b43 (13.2.37)
Here, coefficients bt3 and b23 are represented by equation (13.1.63) and
1 [[b213 + b23 + pfb23- phbl3 + Kftfb23- Khlhbl3_ }b43 -- - 2ct
K h Kf\
(13.2.38)
Equation (13.2.37) provides conditions for the existence of a locally geodetic curve on surface
G2. This equation with the system of equations (13.1.56) relate the principle curvatures and
directions of two mating surfaces in the case when the contact point path is a locally geodetic curve
(a geodetic curve in the neighborhood of the considered contact point). One additional linear equation
in unknowns vJ 21 and Vh_21 is represented by
b51v; 2) + b52Vh (2) = 0 (13.2.39)
This equation determines the direction of the tangent to the contact point path. Consider that
the tangent must form the prescribed angle _ with the unit vector e h. This condition yields
v_2) -- b52 = tan # (13.2.40)
V(2) bs_h
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Equations (13.1.56), (13.2.37), and (13.2.39) represent the following system of five equations
in two unknowns v_2_ and vh_2)'.
bilv_ 2) + _'i2l"_'h"(2) = bi 3 (i = 1,2,3,4,5) (13.2.41)
Coefficients bjl (j = 1,2,3) have been represented by equations (13.1.62) and (13.1.63);
b41 = b31, I)42 = -b23, and the coefficient b43 was given by equation (13.2.38). If we take bsl = i,
then b52 = -tan _.
It is known from linear algebra that the system of equations (13.2.41) possesses a unique solution
if the system matrix and the augmented matrix represented by
bll b12
bl2 b22
b13 b23
b13 -b23
1 -tan #
btl bi2 bj3
b12 b22 b23
b13 b23 b33
b13 - b23 b43
1 -tan /z 0
(13.2.42)
are of equal rank r = 2.
Considering the system matrix, we find that the rank r is indeed equal to two since
I bll b12 1
A= ;_0
b12 b22
(13.2.43)
We have to remember that A = 0 if the surfaces are in line-contact. (See eq. (13.1.62).) We
are considering the case of point contact of surfaces, therefore A ¢ 0. The augmented matrix is
of rank r = 2 if all six determinants of the third order are equal to zero. This condition yields
the three following independent equations:
btl hi2 b13
b12 b22 b23
b13 b23 b33
=0
bll b12 b13
bl2 b22 b23
hi3 -b23 b43
=0
bll b12
bj2 b22
1 -tan/_
bi3
b?3 = 0
0
(13.2.44)
Three equations (13.2.44) yield three relations between four principal curvatures of mating surfaces
and the angle o, formed between the unit vectors ef and es (fig. 13.1.1), as follows:
F,(K¢;Kh,Ks,Kh,a) = 0 (i = 1,2,3) (13.2.45)
Existence of a Locally Geodetic Curve on Surface _,
Similarly, we may investigate the existence of a local geodetic curve on surface E_ by using
the equation
Vr<_)na/'_] = 0 (13.2.46)
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This equation yields a linear equation in unknowns v_ I_ and Vq_t)
anlvs(IJ + aa2vq(l) = a43 (13.2.47)
We develop equation (13.2.47) following a similar procedure as discussed in the previous case.
Step/.--We derive linear equations in unknowns a (1) and aq(I) by using equations (13.2.4) and
(13.2.6) which yield
Ell llcsla_2) = a_l) + (13.2.48)
a _q2_ aq( l ) Cq
(13.2.49)
Here vectors
C = Cses + Cqeq
d =dses +dqeq
are represented by equations (13.2.5) and (13.2.7), respectively.
From equations (13.2.49), (13.2.8), and (13.2.9) we obtain
'#2' 1 +[K21[a_q2)j=tLh.l[hff'_ d, ) + ]n_l' I [dq] =[Lba][K,] [aft'a{q, I Id qd,
lIE'1a_) +
= [L_I[Kd[L_] _) dq
aq
Equations (13.2.48) and (13.2.50) yield
I s 'l I'l I s+"lI"= - + IK2I = - = ,[Ql] a(ql ) dq Cq dq -_- KqCq Uq
(13.2.50)
(13.2.51)
Here
[Qd = [Lbal[Kd[Lab] - [K2I (13.2.52)
Step 2.--We represent the system of linear equations (13.1.34(a)) as
iv ,li 31Em':l[Qd Vq(i ) = a23 mq ]
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where vector m* is
m* = ms*es + mq*% = a]3e _ + a23e q
Step 3.--We prove that equation (13.2.46) is equivalent to the equation
[m*nu*l = 0
which yields
(13.2.54)
_a Iic--U 13 + Usa23 = 0
(See the similar transformations for eq. (13.2.25).)
Substituting in equation (13.2.55) u_*and Uq for their expressions (13.2.51), we get
(dq + KqCq) al3 -- (d s + rsCs) a23 = 0 (13.2.56)
Step 4.--We represent equation (13.2.5) as
e= (2w('2)x v_ 1)) + t'= 2o¢(-Vq_"e_ + v_!')eq)
+ 2(Ws _12)v(l) -- ,_q'(12)"(t)'_n-,/ + t*es -F tqeq* + t,e,* (13.2.57)
Here es, eq, and n are the unit vectors of the coordinate system Sb (fig. 13.1.1), c_ = w (12)• n,
and
Equation (13.2.57) yields
cs = -2_Vq (I) + t*_ Cq = 2c_v_ l) + tq (13.2.59)
Step ,$.--We transform equation (13.2.7). We begin with the transformation of h/]) and use
equations (13.2.52) and (13.2.53)
he I>= nq(l_ = [L_] = [L_IIKII (i)h_ ]) vh
(13.2.55)
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= [LJ[KdILab ] [ v 'lv,,,l I q l
II EIEal 3 Vs ( 1 ) a 13 -- KsVs= + [/(2] = ,(1)
a23 V (I) a23 Kq_q
(13.2.60)
Equations(13.2.60)and(13.2.7)yield
(|)) + * dq = 2_(al3--KsVsCl))+pq (13.2.61)ds = 2c_ (k-a23 + KqVq p._
Here a = 03(12)° n,
p*= pses q-pqeq = _(')(o)(12)°n)- (aO(12'( (,,d(2)" n) -n(°j(I2)) 2- ((_(2) X n) (13.2.62)
Step 6.--We may now derive the desired linear equation in unknowns v} l) and Vq_l). Substituting
q, cq, d,, and dq for their expressions (13.2.59) and (13.2.61), respectively, in equation (13.2.56)
we get
I1) (13.2.63)
al3Vs (1) -- a23Vq = a43
Here
a43 -- 1 (a_3+a23 +
Ks Kq',,
PqOl3 --psa23 q- Kqtqal3 -- Kstfl23 )2or (13.2.64)
We may now determine relations between the principal curvatures and directions of two mating
surfaces which provide the existence of a locally geodetic curve on surface _1. We consider the
following system of linear equations:
(I) al2V(1) + a22Vq(I)all@ I) + al2Vq = a13 = a23
11) + a23vq(l) al3v(1) -- a23Vq (1) = a43al3Vs -----a33
(i) =0
v_ I ) ___a52v q
(13.2.65)
The fifth equation of system (13.2.65) satisfies the condition that the tangent to the contact-point
path forms, with the unit vector eq, (fig. (13.1.1)) the prescribed angle _*. Here tan/_* = -a_2
and angles # and _* are related because vectors of tangents v_ I) and v_2) are related by equation
(13.1.9).
We investigate the simultaneous existence of equations (13.2.65) and the existence of a unique
solution of these equations similar to the way it was done for the system (13.2.41). This results
in the conditions of existence of the three following independent equations:
all a12 a13
a12 a22 a23
a13 a23 a33
=0
all a12 a13
012 a22 a23
at3 --i:/23 a43
=0
all a12
a12 a22
1 -tan /z*
Equations (13.2.66) yield the three following equations:
_i(Kf, Kh,Ks,Kq,O) = 0 (i = 1,2,3)
a13
a23 = 0 (13.2.66)
0
13.2.67)
Total Number of Relations
Consider that locally geodetic curves are provided on both surfaces El and _2- This is possible
if both systems of equations, (13.2.65) and (13.2.67), are satisfied. However, the above systems
provide only four independent equations since the coefficients of equations are related. The
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requirement of the dimension of the contacting ellipse (sec. 13.4) yields the fifth relation between
parameters df, Kh, ds, %, and o. If additional requirements are to be satisfied, only one locally
geodetic curve can be provided by the gear synthesis.
13.3 Relative Normal Curvature
The relative normal curvature of two mating surfaces dn at the given point P is defined as the
difference of the normal curvatures of both surfaces taken in a common normal section of surfaces
and represented as
(1)dR = rn(2) - % (13.3.1)
Consider that the tangent to the common normal section forms an angle q with the unit vector
es and an angle (q + a) with the unit vector ef (fig. 13.1.1). Euler's formula yields
d_(2) = ds cos 2 q + Kq sin 2 q d_(]J = d/cos 2 (q + a) + dh sin 2 (q + o) (13.3.2)
(See eq. C.3.26.) Here d,l1) and d_(2) are the normal curvatures of surfaces rq and E2 in the
common normal section. Thus,
_R = ds COS2 q + dq sin 2 q -- rf cos 2 (q + a) - % sin 2 (q + o) (13.3.3)
After simple transformations we get
dR = (d_- dfCOS20 - _h sin2 a)Cos2q + (%- df sin2o - dh COS2 o)sin2q
+ (Kf- dh)sin__2o sin 2q (13.3.4)
2
Equation (13.3.4) and expressions for all, a12, and a22 in equation (13.1.44) yield
d,_ = 0.5[a,, + a22 + (all - a22) cos 2q ] + a12 sin 2q (13.3.5)
The principal values of the relative normal curvature are the extreme values of function dR(q).
The principal directions of the relative normal curvature are determined with the equation
d
dq (dR) = 0 (13.3.6)
Equations (13.3.6) and (13.3.5) yield
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tan 2q = 2 a12 (13.3.7)
at I -- a22
Equation (13.3.7) determines two solutions for q, which are q_O and qm + 90°. This means that
there are two perpendicular directions for the principal directions of the relative normal curvature.
The principal values of the relative normal curvature are represented by the equation
 R-05l o+o22, I ao22,2+4o 2}'21 (13.3.8)
Equations(13.3.5),(13.3.7),and(13.3.8)workforbothcasesofcontactofmatingsurfaces,which
arepointcontactandlinecontact.In thecaseof linecontact,hecoefficientsall, a_2, and a22
are related by
a_2 (13.3.9)
a22 = --
all
(See eqs. (13.1.47).) Equations (13.3.8) and (13.3.9) yield that in the case of line contact, the
principal values of the relative normal curvature are determined as follows:
KR = 0 xR = all + a22 = (Ks + Kq) -- (Kf+ Kh) (13.3.10)
One principal direction with KR= 0 coincides with the tangent T to the line of contact of mating
surfaces, and the other principal direction is perpendicular to T.
The determination of the principal values and directions of the relative normal curvature may
be interpreted as the diagonalization of the symmetric matrix
(13.3.11)
It is known from the Theory of Matrices (Korn, et al., 1968) that such operation may be represented
by the matrix equation
E 01 E°a21= [C] T [CI
0 P12 a12 a22
(13.3.12)
where [C] T is the matrix transpose to [C]. We express matrix [C] by
,c,:[cosqsi q]
sin q cos q
(13.3.13)
Equations (13.3.10) and (13.3.11) yield
(all - a22) sin 2q
P12 = a]2 cos 2q - 2 = 0
and
2at2
tan 2q - --
011 -- a22
Pll = 0.5[all + a22 + (all- a22)cos 2q] + a12 sin 2q
P22 = 0'5[all + a22 -- (all -- a22) Cos 2q] - a12 sin 2q
These equations are similar to the equations (13.3.7) and (13.3.8), which were determined previously.
Equations discussed in this section were first proposed by Litvin (1969).
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3.4 Contact Ellipse
Because of the elasticity of tooth surfaces, the contact of surfaces at a point is spread over an
elliptical area. The bearing contact of gear-tooth surfaces is formed as a set of contacting ellipses.
Consider that the following are given for the point of contact: (1) the approach of surfaces under
the load, (2) the principal curvatures of contacting surfaces, and the parameters of principal
directions. To determine the dimensions and orientation of the contacting ellipse, we use a procedure
based on the following considerations:
Figure 13.4.1 shows surfaces r_1 and r_2 in tangency at point M. The unit surface normal and
the tangent plane are designated by n and 17. The area of the deformed surfaces is shown by dashed
lines and designated by K1MIL 1 and K2M2L 2 for surfaces E 1 and E2, respectively.
Consider points N and N' of surfaces _-_1 and E2, respectively (fig. 13.4.1). The locations of
N and N' with respect to point M are determined with the coordinates of N and N' which are given
by N(p,t _1)) and N'(p,g2)), respectively (figs. 13.4.2(a) and (b))). The elastic deformation of
surfaces at M is designated by 61 and 62, and the elastic approach of surfaces at M is given by
6 where ,5 = 61 + 62. The resulting displacement of a surface point may be represented as a
displacement having (fig. 13.4.2) (l) a component with the surface (given by 6i, i = 1,2) and (2)
a component with respect to the surface, because of the elastic deformation at points N and N',
(given by f, i = 1,2). The resulting location of point N is designated in figure 13.4.2(a) by N2,
and thus N N2 is the resulting displacement. Let us represent N N 2 as
N N 2 = N N_ + N,N 2 (13.4.1)
_2 //-- 11
_N I£',I__K"'_ N _','-bl
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Here IN-_-2I = 61 is the displacement with surface E 1 and NIN2 is the displacement with respect
to Et, because of the surface deformation at point N_. The location of point N2 with respect to
the tangent plane II is given by the equation
t_l) = f_l) _ 61 +fl (13.4.2)
Similarly, for point N', we obtain (fig. 13.4.2(b))
-N'N'2 = N'N'I + N'IN'2 (13.4.3)
which yields
t_H) = e(21+ 62 -f2 (13.4.4)
Here f(i) and _(II) represent the deviations from the tangent plane for two mating points of contacting
surfaces. The notations t_J) and t¢2) represent the initial deviations from the tangent plane H for
points N and N' of surfaces Gl and G2, respectively. Points N and N' will coincide with each other
and form a common point of contact of the deformed surfaces of t_I) and _¢u). This yields
(13.4.5)
Equation (13.4.5) yields
It_1) - _2)1 = 6t + 62 - (/'1 -t-A) (13.4.6)
The right-hand side of equation (13.4.6) is always positive since 61>fl and 62>f2. Equation
(13.4.6) is satisfied for all mating points of contacting surfaces within the area of deformation and
at the edge of this area. However, at the edge of this area fl = 0 andj_ = 0 and therefore equation
(13.4.6) becomes
I: _ -:2) I = 6_ + 62 = 6 (13.4.7)
Outside of the area of deformation
1_1) _ !(2) I > 6 (13.4.8)
and within this area
We may correlate 1(_)
represented by
I/_l) - l_2_I< 6 (13.4.9)
with the surface curvature as follows. Consider that a surface _ is
r(u,O) E C2 ru x ro_O (u,O) E E (13.4.10)
where (u,O) represent the surface coordinates.
Curve M M' on the surface E may be represented by the equation
r = r[u(s), O(s)] (13.4.11)
where s is the arc length.
Let us designate the len tg_of the arc which connects two neighboring points M and M' of the
curve by As, where As =M M'. The increment of the position vector r is designated by Ar, where
Ar = M M'. Expanding Ar with the Taylor-series expansion, we get
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Here
dr d2r (As) 2 d3r (As) 3
M M' = Ar = --As + + + ..- (13.4.12)ds ds 2 2! ds 3 3!
dr Or du OrdO
- +
ds Ouds OOds
d2r 02r (du_ 2 02r dudO 02r(dO_ 2
ds 2 - du 2 \ds/t + 2- +o oo ds '
Plane H shown in figure 13.4.3 is tangent to the surface at point M. Vector
PM' = fn (13.4.13(a))
is perpendicular to plane H at point P, and f represents the deviation of the curve point M' from
the tangent plane. The deviation f is positive if P--M' and n are in the same direction. Equations
MM' =Ar and MM' = MP+enyield
dr d2r (As) 2 d3r (As)3
MP+fn=--As+ + + ... (13.4.13(b))ds d_2 2! ds 3 3!
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Vectors MP and n are mutually perpendicular. Taking the dot product on both sides of equation
(13.4.13(b)) with n, and limiting the expression for g up to terms of the third order, we obtain
(d2r. )as:f = kds2 n 2 (13.4.14)
It was mentioned in chapter 10 that the normal curvature of a surface may be represented by
Thus,
d2r
K,, = --.n (13.4.15)ds 2
As 2
f= %-- (13.4.16)2
rl // P//
7T1
M =q
l
_al (b) _:ci
Figure 13.4.3.
Consider the coordinate system with coordinate axes n, 7, and _"(figs. 13.4.3(a) and 13.4.3(b)),
whose origin coincides with point M, and axes rl and _"lie in the tangent plane II. It is easy to
verify that
As 2 =,72+_-2=02 (13.4.17)
where As = 0 = IMP-I, and r/ and _"are the coordinates of point P.
Equations (13.4.16) and (13.4.17) yield
f = --1gn,O2 (13.4.18)
2
The normal curvature and principal curvatures of a surface are related by Euler's equation. (See
app. C.) Considering the relations in Euler's equation, the fact that el is the unit vector of the
principal direction having principal curvature KI, and the fact that vector MP makes an angle q
with el, we obtain
K_ = _[ cos 2 q + r]i sin 2 q (13.4.19)
where KI and Kll are the principal curvatures of the surface at point M.
Consider again the coordinate system having coordinate axes n, r/, and _"(fig. 13.4.3), whose
origin coincides with point M. The unit vector el makes an angle o_ with the r/-axis, and the
orientation of MP is determined by angle #, where/_ = q + or. With these designations we obtain
gn = KI c°s2 (/_ - o0 + _n sin2 (/x - or) (13.4.20)
Equations (13.4.17), (13.4.18), and (13.4.20) yield
2f= p2[K[ cos 2 (_ - o0 + Kn sin 2 (_ - o0] (13.4.21)
Let us now consider the contact of two surfaces, v.j and 1S2, whose point of contact is M. The
tangent plane is formed by axes _ and _"(fig. 13.4.4); et l) and e_2) are the unit vectors of the
principal directions of surfaces I:1 and G2, respectively; vector MP and the surface unit normal
n determine the common normal section of both surfaces. The deviation from the tangent plane
for point P (IMP-i = p) may be expressed in terms of the curvatures of both surfaces as follows:
(13.4.22)
-"-rl
(a} (bl
Figure 13.4.4.
_........_ q
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= cos2 sin2 (13.4.23)
Here ? c/) (j = I, II) is the deviation for point P of surface Ei (i = 1,2,).
It was mentioned earlier that at the edge of the area of deformation, the deviations (ea), #ii))
and the surface approach at M(6) are related by equation (13.4.7). Equations (13.4.7), (13.4.22),
and (13.4.23) yield
P2[K_ I) c°s2 (/_ - _(])) + Kh]) sin2 (_ - 0_(0) - K_2) cos 2 (t_ - _(2))
_ _2) sin 2 (# _ _t(2))] = 4-28 (13.4.24)
Transforming equation (13.4.24) by using the expressions
=_ _"p2 = ,r}2 + _-2 COS # _ sin _ = -
p p
we obtain
where
7/2(_i(1) cos 2 o_(1, + x/iI)sin 2 or(l)_ x_2)cos 2 _(2)_ _h2)sin 2 or(2,)
+ _-2(K_I)sin 2 _(1,+ _hl)COS 2 or(I)_ K[(2)sin 2 cz(2)- _12)c°s 2 or(2))
+ r/_'(g I sin 2o_(h - g2 sin 2or(2)) = +26
(13.4.25)
(13.4.26)
Angle c_(_) that determines the orientation of the coordinate axes r/and _"with respect to et _),
may be chosen arbitrarily. For instance, a (_) may be chosen as satisfying the equation
gl sin 2a °) - g2 sin 2or(2) = 0 (13.4.27)
(13.4.28)
where (fig. 13.4.4)
_(2) = O/(1) + or
Equations (13.3.27) and (13.3.28) yield
tan 2c__]) = g2 sin 2or
g_ - g2 cos 2or (13.4.29)
Equation (13.3.29) provides two solutions for 2a (I). We shall choose the solution represented by
equations
and
COS 2e¢ (1) = gl -- g2 COS 2o
(g_ - 2gig2 cos 2or + g22)I/2
(13.4.30)
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g2 sin 2o (13.4.31)
sin 2o_ (1) = (g_ _ 2gig2 cos 20 + g_)l/2
Equations (13.3.30), (13.3.31), and (13.3.28) determine the orientation of axes r/and _"with respect
to the principal directions of the contacting surfaces. These equations yield
cos 2 o_'1)= 0.511+ m(gl- g2 cos 20)]
sin 2 o_(1)= 0.511 -m(gl - g2 cos 2o)]
sin 2 o_'2' = 0.511 - m(gl cos 2o- g2)]
(13.4.32)
(13.4.33)
(13.4.34)
(13.4.35)
where
1
m= ( 2)l/zg_ - 2g_g2 cos 2o + g
Equations (13.4.26), (13.4.27), (13.4.32) to (13.4.36) yield
Br/2 + A_ "2 = -4-6
(13.4.36)
(13.4.37)
Here
and
Here
1 + cos ]B=j,
(13.4.38)
(13.4.39)
K_i) = _(i) + Ktti) gi = K(i) - _I]i)
Equation (13.4.37) confirms that the projection of the area of elastic deformations on the tangent
plane is an ellipse whose axes coincide with axes _/and _', respectively (fig. 13.4.4(b)). The axes
of the ellipse are
(13.4.40)
Example problem 13.4.1. A cone surface I]1 and a spherical surface E2 are in contact at a single
point M. Consider as given the approach of surfaces. Determine the dimensions and orientation
of the contacting ellipse.
Solution. The cone surface is represented in the coordinate system Sf by equations which are
similar to equations (8.4.14):
y_ , (1) = u sin _c cos 0 (13.4.41)
x_ 1"1= R cot _,, - u cos _b,. l) = u sin 4'c sin 0 ,,,f
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ThesphericalsurfaceisrepresentedinthecoordinatesystemSo_21by equations which are similar
to equations (8.4.1 i)
Xo(2) = p COS /z )'0(2) = p sin # COS
co
The superscripts 1 and 2 in equations (13.4.41) and (13.4.42) indicate surfaces Ej and _2,
respectively.
Point M of surface E I is represented in the coordinate system Sf by coordinates x) l) = 0,
y)l) = 0, z_ II = R. Considering these coordinates and equations (13.4.41) we find that 0 = 0 and
u = AM = R/sin _b, for point M. Point M of E2 is represented in coordinate system So by
coordinates x0(2) = P sin _,. y0_2) = 0, Zo_2) = P cos _b,.. With these coordinates and equations
(13.4.42), we find that # = 90* - _b,.and ¢ = 90 ° for point M.
Surface _2 may be represented in the coordinate system Sf by the matrix equation
[r_ 2)] = [Mfo ] Jr0( 2)] (13.4.43)
where
1
0
=
0
0
Equations (13.4.42) to (13.4.44) yield
0 0 -p sin 74
1 0 0
0 1 R - p cos ¢,,
0 0 1
(13.4.44)
x/21 = p (cos _ - sin ¢,,.) y)2) = P sin # cos _b
z_ 21 = P (sin # sin _ - cos 4,,.) + R
(13.4.45)
It is easy to verify that surfaces E I and _2, which are represented by equations (13.4.41) and
(13.4.45), are indeed in contact at M, since at this point rSI) = rj! 2) and the surface normals are
collinear. Here r) i) (i = !,2) is the position vector for the point of contact.
Let us now determine the contacting ellipse with equations (13.4.28) to (13.4.40).
The principal directions of the cone surface at point M may be represented by the unit vectors.
°l
0
COS l_c
0
-sin _b_,
We recall that one of the principal directions of the cone surface coincides with the cone generatrix.
(The unit vector e_11of this principal direction is shown in figure 13.4.5.) The principal curvatures
of the cone surface (with the chosen direction of the unit vector n) are given by
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Z0
K}' = cos ¢______K,t' = o
R
The principal directions for a spherical surface may be chosen arbitrarily. Let us choose the
same principal directions as that of El. Thus _ = 0 (See fig. 13.4.4.) The principal curvatures of
1 Thus,
the spherical surface are given by K_2) = KI_2) p
cos fc K,_" 2
K_I) = COS 1_¢ gl = - g2 = 0.
R R P
Using equations (13.4.38) to (13.4.40), we obtain
A = - 2p 2 pR
a=(2p6) 1/2 b= R-pcos_b
The major axis of the contacting ellipse is 2b and it is directed along e_ t).
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Chapter 14
Pitch Surfaces
Limiting Contact Normal
14.1 Introduction
Although the term pitch surfaces (pitch cylinders, pitch cones) may be confusing, we have to
apply it since it is widely used in the engineering literature. However, the term pitch surfaces denotes
several types of surfaces that differ in a kinematical sense.
Consider a pair of spur or helical gears, both having parallel axes of rotation, in mesh (fig.
14.1. i(a)). The pitch circle is an imaginary circle that rolls without slipping over a pitch circle
of a mating gear. The pitch circles are in tangency at the pitch point I. The pitch circles are the
centrodes of mating gears, and the pitch point is the instantaneous center of rotation in the relative
motion. (See ch. 2.1 .) We have to differentiate between the pitch circles of standard and nonstandard
gearing.
In the case of standard gearing, the centrodes of mating gears coincide with their pitch circles.
The gear pitch circle is a reference circle and, in addition, it is the gear centrode in mesh with
a rack (fig. 14.1. l(b)). The centrode of the rack is a straight line that is tangent to the gear centrode
and is parallel to the direction of the rack translation.
In the case of nonstandard involute gears, we have to use two different terms, the operating pitch
circles and merely pitch circles. The operating pitch circles are the centrodes of the mating gears
while the pitch circle of the gear is its centrode in mesh with the rack. The operating gear pitch
circles of gears and their pitch circles do not coincide. Figure 14.1. l(c) shows the operating pitch
circles and the pitch circles for the case where C' > C. We emphasize that only the radius of the
pitch circle but not the operating pitch circle may be expressed in terms of the standardized diametral
pitch and the number of gear teeth. Thus,
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N
rp = _ (14.1.2)
The radius of the operating pitch circle is represented by
N
r;-
2P' (14.1.2)
where P' is a nonstandardized diametral pitch.
Let us now consider bevel gears. In the case of standard bevel gears the pitch cones are the axodes
(ch. 2.3), the loci of the instantaneous axes of rotation in the relative motion (fig. 14.1.2(a)). The
line of tangency Ol of the pitch cones is the instantaneous axis of rotation in the relative motion
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and 3' = 3'1 + 3'2, where 3'1 and 3"2are the pitch cone angles. In the case of nonstandard bevel gears
(3" ;_ 3') the axodes are the operating pitch cones and the pitch cones are not in tangency. The
radii of the pitch cones (but not of the operating pitch cones) may be expressed in terms of
standardized pitches.
Summarizing, we say that in the case of transformation of rotation between parallel and intersected
axes, the operating pitch surfaces are the axodes and they coincide with the pitch surfaces in the
case of standard gearing only.
Drives of helical gears with crossed axes, worm-gear drives and hypoid gears transform rotation
between crossed axes. The gear axodes are two hyperboloids which roll as well as slide over each
over. (See ch. 2.4 and fig. 2.4.) The operating pitch surfaces have nothing in common with the
hyperboloids-they are cylinders (cones) with crossed axes in the case of worm-gear drives and
helical gears (hypoid gears).
14.2 Operating Pitch Surfaces: Transformation of Rotation Between
Crossed Axes
We define the operating pitch surfaces Hi and/-/2 as those surfaces that satisfy the following
conditions:
(1) The axis of rotation of the operating pitch surface coincide with the axis of the gear rotation.
(2) Surfaces HI and H2 are in tangency at the main contact point P (the pitch point) in the fixed
coordinate system Sf.
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(3) The relative velocity v (lz) is directed along the common tangent to the helices on the surfaces
H l and H z. (In the case of transformation rotation between parallel and intersected axes the pitch
point P belongs to the instantaneous axis of rotation and v cl2_ = 0).
The last two conditions may be represented by the following equations:
n") e vii2) = 0 (i= 1,2) (14.2.1)
[n(i)w(i)r (i)] =0 (i = 1,2) (14.2.2)
Here n (i) is the pitch surface unit normal at P and r (i) is a position vector drawn to the pitch
point P from a point of the line of action of w (i). Equation (14.2.1) yields that the operating pitch
surfaces H I and H 2 have a common tangent plane at P and vector v "2) lies in this plane.
Equation (14.2.2) is based on the following considerations: (1) the unit normal to H i at the pitch
point P intersects the axis of rotation of H i (the line of action of w(i)), since H i is a surface of
revolution. (2) The position vector r (i) also intersects the axis of rotation. (3) Vectors n (o, r (o
and oJ (o belong to the same plane drawn through the pitch point P and the points of intersection
of vectors n (o and o_ (°, and r (° and ¢o(°.
Equations (14.2. l) and (14.2.2) determine the operating pitch surface only locally, within the
neighborhood of the pitch point P. This small area of the operating pitch surface may be represented
as an area of a cone or a cylinder because of the angle formed by vectors n(i) and ¢0(i). The
operating pitch surfaces are usually chosen in the same way as the pitch surfaces of the gears.
The operating pitch surfaces of the helical gears (with crossed axes), the worm, and of the worm
gear are cylinders; the operating pitch surfaces of hypoid gears are cones.
It was mentioned above that in the case of crossed gear axes the operating pitch surfaces do
not coincide with the gear axodes. The gear tooth surface F, and the operating pitch surface H i
intersect each other. The gear tooth surfaces _l and _2 are to be in tangency at the pitch point
P and their common normal n (r) and the relative velocity v tl2_ must be perpendicular to each
other; that is
n (Ei) • V {12) = 0 (14.2.3)
If equation (14.2.3) is satisfied, the gears, with surfaces E I and _e, being in contact within the
neighborhood of P will transform rotation about the crossed axes with the prescribed angular velocity
ratio.
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14.3 Helical Gears with Crossed Axes and Worm-Gear Drives:
Operating Pitch Surfaces
The operating pitch surfaces are two cylinders of radii rp(1) and rp(2) with crossed axes and the
pitch point P is located at the line of the shortest distance between the axes of the cylinders (fig.
14.3.1(a)). Point P is the point of tangency of the pitch cylinders. Points Pl and P2 of these
cylinders coincide with each other forming the common point P.
Let us draw a common tangent plane H to the cylinders that pass through P. The straight line
t-t lies in FI and it is a tangent to the helices on the cylinders (fig. 14.3. l(b) and fig. 14.3.2(a)).
Such a helix is the line of intersection of the gear tooth surface with the operating pitch cylinder.
Figure 14.3.2(a),(b) shows two pitch cylinders of helical gears with the crossing angle y formed
by vectors oJ(I) and 0012). The gears are provided with left-handed screw surfaces r, I and _2.
Surfaces Zl and I_2 are in tangency at P. Vectors v (j) and v (2) represent the velocities of points
_/_ r (1)
//-11
r_2' r_2) J_._/" ZHe,ix
(al {bt
Figure 14.3.1.
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P1 and P2, respectively. Because of the continuance of tangency within the neighborhood of P,
the velocities v (l) and v (2) must be related as follows:
(1) The relative velocity
V (i2) = V (I) _ V (2)
is to be directed along t-t. Vector v (t2) is the velocity of sliding at P.
(2) Projections of vectors v °) and v (2) on line m-m (fig. 14.3.2(c)) must be of the same direction
and have the same magnitude (Line m-m is perpendicular to t-t.)
Consider the velocity polygon shown in figure 14.3.2(c). The crossing angle 3' which is formed
by vectors co(1) and w<2), is given by (fig. 14.3.2(a))
3' = 180" - (_7i + _32) (14.3.1)
Velocities v (ll and v <2>of points P1 and P2 are represented by
v<,_= _o<L_× r_ v_2>= _o(2_x r_ 2> (14.3.2)
Here
iv<_)l= _o<')_:'>(i = 1,2) (14.3.3)
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Since projections of v _l) and v (2) on m-m must be of the same direction and have the same
magnitude, we obtain
v _1) cos fll= v(2) cos f12
Equations (14.3.3) and (14.3.4) yield
(14.3.4)
_ cos/32
m12 ¢o(2) r_pl) cos/31 (14.3.5)
Unlike the case of spur gears or helical gears with parallel axes, the prescribed ratio m]2 can be
satisfied with a various ratio ,(2)/,(])
,p ,,p .
The magnitude of sliding velocity is given by (fig. 14.3.2)
Iv¢]2)l = co(l)rp(I) sin/31 + o)(2)rp(2) sin /32 (14.3.6)
Mating helical gears with crossed axes are usually of the same hand as is shown in fig. 14.3.2.
Figure 14.3.3 shows helical gears with crossed axes having opposite hands. Considerations similar
to the ones discussed above yield that (fig. 14.3.3)
(1) The crossing angle is
3' = 180" - (/31 -/32) (14.3.7)
(2) The projections of vectors v tJ) and v (2) on line m-m have the same direction and magnitude,
(fig. 14.3.3(c)) and the angular velocity ratio is represented by equation (14.3.5) and
(3) The magnitude of the sliding velocity is given by
Iv_12_l= fw_')rCpl) sin/31 - w(2)rp(2) sin/321 (14.3.8)
Let us differentiate between standard and nonstandard involute helical gears. The pitch cylinders
of standard helical gears are the gear axodes in mesh with the rack cutter. The velocity of translation
of the rack cutter (v) and the angular velocity of the gear (w) are related by
v = wr_
where r_ is the radius of the pitch cylinder of a standard helical gear.
(14.3.9)
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The center distance of helical gears is equal to the sum of the radii of the pitch cylinders in the
case of standard helical gears. Nonstandard helical gears are generated by special settings of rack
cutters and the change of the center distance depends on these settings.
The above derived equations may also be used for the worm-gear drives with cylindrical worms.
A worm may be considered as a helical gear for which the number of teeth is equal to the number
of worm threads. The pitch point P is located on the line of shortest distance between the crossed
axes of the worm and the worm gear. The operating pitch cylinders of the worm and the worm
gear are two cylinders that are in tangency at P (fig. 14.3.4 (a); fig. 14.3.5). The radii of pitch
cylinders are r and R, respectively.
Plane II (fig. 14.3.4(a)) is tangent to the pitch cylinders at P. The helices on the pitch cylinders
have a common tangent (t-t) at P which lies in plane 7r. Points P1 and P2 of both pitch cylinders
coincide with each other at the point of tangency P. The worm and the worm gear rotate about
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axes a-a and b-b with angular velocities o_ o) and w Cz) respectively. The velocity of points P) and
P2 are represented by equations
v (_) = 60 (I) × r v (2) = oJ (z) × R (14.3.10)
Similar to the previous discussions we may state that
(1) The relative velocity v (12) (the sliding velocity) must he directed along the tangent t-t
(2) The projections of velocities v o) and v (2) on line m-m (it is perpendicular to t-t) must he
of the same direction and have the same magnitude.
The velocity polygon (fig. 14.3.4(b)) yields
v (1) sin _1 = 12(2) cos /_2
It is evident from figure 14.3.5 that
(14.3.10(a))
/32 = _'1 - (3' - 90 °) = 90 ° - (3' - )_)
Here Xj is the lead angle on the worm pitch cylinder represented by
X,=arctan (_)
where h is the screw parameter (h > 0 for a right-handed worm)
v(I) = 6o(l)r v(2) _ w(2)e
Equations (14.3.10(a)), (14.3.1 1), and (14.3.13) yield
(14.3.11)
(14.3.12)
(14.3.13)
w (2) r sin k l
m21 -- co(1) R sin (3' - kl) (14.3.14)
We have considered a worm-gear drive with a right-handed worm. Figure 14.3.6 shows the pitch
cylinders and the velocity polygon for a worm-gear drive with a left-handed worm. Derivations
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based on analysis similar to the one discussed above yield
y-90 ° =X_+fl2
Thus
f12= (3' - Xt) - 90 ° (14.3.15)
and
v (_) sin X_ = v t2) cos _2 (14.3.16)
Equations (14.3.15) and (14.3.16) yield
w tl) r sin _,l = w(2) R sin (3' - hi) (14.3.17)
The lead angle Xl, if represented by equation (14.3.12), has a definite sense which depends on
the sense of the screw parameter h (h < 0 for a left-handed worm). Taking into account that the
worm thread is left-handed, and that the screw parameter h and Xl are negative, we obtain from
equation (14.3.17) that
r sin hi (14.3.18)
m21 = -- R sin (3' + Xl)
The general expression for the ratio m21 may be given by
r sin Xl (14.3.19)
m21 = 4- R sin (3' • Xt)
The upper sign corresponds to a worm-gear drive with a right-handed thread of the worm.
Let us differentiate between standard and nonstandard worm-gear drives. The operating pitch
cylinder of the worm of a nonstandard worm-gear drive does not coincide with the pitch cylinder
of the worm. The pitch of the worm is given on the pitch cylinder and the addendum and dedendum
of the worm are measured from the worm pitch cylinder. The cross section of a nonstandard worm-
gear drive is shown in figure 14.3.7. The pitch point P is out of the worm pitch cylinder. However,
it is located on the line of the shortest distance between the worm and the worm gear. Nonstandard
worm-gear drives are applied to improve the conditions of meshing.
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14.4 Hypoid Gears: Operating Pitch Surfaces
Basic Equations
Unlike the helical gears and worm-gear drives, the pitch point P of hypoid gears is located offset
of the line of the shortest distance, and the operating pitch surfaces are two cones (fig. 14.4.1).
Let us derive equations which relate parameters of the operating pitch cones with the coordinates
of the pitch point. These equations were derived by Baxter (1961), Litvin (1968), and Litvin, Petrov,
and Ganshin (1974).
We set up the following three coordinate systems: Sl (xl,Yl,Zt) and $2 (x2,Y2,Z2) rigidly connected
to gears 1 and 2, respectively, and Sf rigidly connected to the frame (fig. 14.4.2). The origins
O l and 02 are the apices of the pitch cones; zl and z2 are the axes of gear rotation (we will limit
the discussion to the crossing angle of 90*); dl and d2 determines the location of the cone apices;
C is the shortest distance between the gear axes of rotation; and P is the pitch point. The pitch
cones are in tangency at point P. The plane drawn through points O l, 02, and P is the pitch plane;
O_P and 02P are the lines of tangency of the pitch cones with the pitch plane.
We represent the equations of the pitch cone in the coordinate system S i as follows (fig. 14.4.3):
xi = ui sin % cos 0i Yi = ui sin % sin 0_ zi = ui cos "_i (i = 1,2) (14.4.1)
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Here Oi and ui = I OiMl are the surface coordinates, and 3'i is the angle formed by the cone
generatrix and the cone axis.
The unit normal to the cone surface is given by
Ni cgri #ri (14.4.2)
ni = _ Ni OOi cgui
Equations (14.4.1) and (14.4.2) yield (provided ui sin 3'i _ 0)
nxi = COS 0 i COS % ny i = sin Oi cos "Yi nzi = -sin q'i (14.4.3)
Equations of the pitch cones and the surface unit normals are represented in coordinate system
Sf by the following matrix equations
[r:l)] = [Mfl] [rl] (14.4.4)
__[,:,] ,144 ,
[r:']-- [r2] .446,
[42)] = [Lf2] In2] (14.4.7)
Here
1 00 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 -ds
000 1
(14.4.8)
1 0 0 C
0 0 -1 d2 (14.4.9)
[Mf2] = 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
Matrix [Lfi] may be derived from matrix [Mfi] by deleting the last column and row. Equations
(14.4.1) to (14.4.9) yield
[r:"]=
us sin 3't cos 0s
ul sin 3'1 sin 01
us cos "Ys -dl
1
(14.4.10)
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cosO] cos 3'] ]
Jsin #l cos 3q
-sin 3'1
f u2 sin 3'2 cos 02 + C
[r!2)l = --U 2 COS _2 + d2
L'] 1.
u2 sin Y2 sin 02
l
(14.4.11)
(14.4.12)
cos 02 cos Y2
sin 02 cos 3'2
Since the pitch cones are in tangency at the point P the following equations must be satisfied
= -:[ry"] (14.4.14)
[n;')] =- [nfi 2)] (14.4.15)
(Here [r_ p)] represents the pitch point P.) We have derived equation (14.4.15) taking into account
that the pitch cones are located above and below the pitch plane, and that the surface unit normals
are directed opposite to each other.
Equations (14.4.14) and (14.4.15) yield
ul sin "rl cos 01 = u2 sin 3'2 cos 02 + C = Xt!e) (14.4.16)
V (P)ut sin 3'1 sin0t = -u2 cos 3'2+d2 = f (14.4.17)
u] cos 3't -dl = u2 sin 3'2 sin 02 = z_ e) (14.4.18)
cos 0j cos 3'1 = - cos 02 cos 3'2 (14.4.19)
sin 01 cos 3'1 = - sin 3'2 (14.4.20)
sin 3'1 = sin 02 cos 3'2 (14.4.21)
The system of equations (14.4.19) to ( 14.4.21 ) consists of only two independent equations because
Io;"I: I--, (,44
The radius of the cone circle which passes through P may be represented as follows (fig. 14.4.3):
ui sin 3'i = ri (i = 1,2)
3o6
Equations(14.4.16)to (14.4.18)and(14.4.23)yield
r I cos 01 =r2 cos 02+C---x) p)
rl sin 0t = -r2 cot 3'2 + d2 = y)'7,_
rl cot 3'1 - dl= r2 sin 02 = z) P)
(14.4.24)
(14.4.25)
(14.4.26)
Equations (14.4.24) to (14.4.26) and two equations of the system (14.4.19) to (14.4.21 ) represent
the basic system of eight equations, that relate the parameters of the pitch cones, the surface
coordinates, and the coordinates of the pitch point. The eleven parameters are the following: rl,
01, r2, 02, dl, d2, 3"j, 3"2,x; e,, Y)t') and z_ e'. Considering three of the parameters from the above
set as given, we may determine the remaining eight parameters.
Relations Between Cone Parameters
Let us derive equations that relate the six cone parameters rl, r2, dl, d2, 3'1, and 3'2.
Equations (14.4.25) and (14.4.20) yield
--r 2 cot "/2 + d2 = rl sin 01 = --rl -- (14.4.27)
Rearranging equations (14.2.27), we get
r2 cot 3'2 cos 3'1 - dz cos 3'1 - rl sin 3'2 = 0
From equations (14.4.26) and (14.4.21), we get
r2 cot 3'1 - dl= r2 sin 02 = r2--
(14.4.28)
(14.4.29)
Thus
rl cot 3'1 cos 3'2 -- dl cos 3'2 - r2 sin 3'1 = 0
With equations (14.4.24), (14.4.20), and (14.4.21), we get
(14.4.30)
r12(l _ sin201) - rzZ(1 - sin202) - 2Cr 2 cos 02 - C 2 =
r_ (cos23'1 - sin23'2)
cos23'1
r_(c°$23'2 -- sin23'l) - C 2 - 2Cr2 cos 02 = 0
c0s23'2
Thus
r_(cos2y__ll--sin2y2) _ r_(c°s23'2 - sin23'l) _ C2] 2
cos23'l c0s23'2
_2 2/c0S23'2 -- sin23'lx\
-- e4L r2|. --__--- / =0
\ cos 3'2 /
(14.4.31)
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Three equations (14.4.28), (14.4.30), and (14.4.31 ) relate six cone parameters. Considering three
of these parameters as given, we may determine the remaining three.
It is easy to verify that the cone angles must satisfy the inequality
3'1 + 3'2 <90* (14.4.32)
if the crossing angle is 90*. From equations (14.4.20) and (14.4.21), we see that since
sin 3'1
sin 02 - sin 02 <_ 1
cos 3'2
- sin 3'2
sin 01 - [sin Olt_< 1
cos 3'1
the following inequalities must be satisfied
(14.4.33)
(14.4.34)
sin 3'1 sin 3'2
--_ 1 --_ 1 (14.4.35)
cos 3'2 cos 3'1
Inequalities (14.4.35) yield
sin 3q -< sin (90 ° -3'2) sin 3'2 -< sin (90 ° - 3'0 (14.4.36)
and
7t + 3'2 _ 90* (14.4.37)
From equation (14.4.31) we obtain that the equality 3q + 3'2 = 90* may be satisfied only if
C = 0. Since the center distance of hypoid gears C # 0, the final relation between 3'1 and 3'2 is
3'1 + 3'2 < 90* (14.4.38)
There is an alternative system of equations that relate the pitch cone parameters. Consider that
C, 3'2, r2 and 3'1 < 90* - 3'2 are given. We may then determine the remaining parameters di, d2,
and rt by using the following procedure for computations:
sin 3'2
sin Ol - (14.4.39)
cos 3'1
sin 02 - sin 3'l cos 02 = - cos 01 --c°s 3'1 (14.4.40)
COS 3'2 COS 3'2
C + r 2 COS 0 2
rl -- (14.4.41)
cos Oi
d2 = rj sin O_ + r2 cot 3'2
dl = rl cot 3'1 - r2 sin 02
(See eqs. (14.4.19) to (14.4.26).)
(14.4.42)
(14.4.43)
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Pitch Point Coordinates
Knowing the pitch cone parameters, we may represent the coordinates of the pitch point as follows:
(See eqs. (14.4.24) to (14.4.26).)
y)t,) = _ r2 cot "Y2 + d2 (14.4.44)
(14.4.45)
(14.4.46)
Pitch Plane Orientation
The pitch plane passes through points O1, 02, and P (fig. 14.4.2). The pitch cones and the pitch
plane have a common normal at point P because they are in tangency at P. Therefore, the unit
normal to the pitch plane (nJ)) may be determined as the normal to the pitch cone 1 at point P.
Equations (14.4. I l) and (14.2.24) to (14.4.26) yield
n) P) = cos 01 cos ylif + sin 01 cos %jr- sin %ky
cos 3', (x)e)i f + _v)jf) _ sin -ylkf (14.4.47)
rl
The Tooth's Longitudinal Shape
We begin with the determination of the unit vectors of the generatrices O1P and 02P (fig.
14.4.2). We designate these unit vectors by r °l and 7 (2_. Equations (14.4.10) and (14.4.12) yield
T( 1) ___
OIP Oul
-- - sin 71(cos Olif + sin 01Jr) + COS _lk/ (14.4.48)
and
r(2) 02P Ou2= __ - - sin Y2 cos 02i/- cos Y2Jf + sin "1'2sin 02kf (14.4.49)
Io2pl
au2 I
The unit vectors r {l) and r _11form an angle rt (figs. 14.4.2 and 14.4.4) given by the equation
COS "q = 7 (1"_* 7 (2).
Equations (14.4.48), (14.4.49), and (14.4.19) to (14.4.21) yield
cos r/= tan 3'1 tan 3'2 (14.4.50)
Let us now determine the relative velocity vector v _12)at the point P shown in fig. 14.4.2
v,2)=v<,,_va,=oamxr)V)- (oa<2'×r)e)+ OfOxoa a))
3O9
= 0 0 --W (1) -- 0 --W (2) 0 -- C
X_ P) Y_P' Z/P) x; P) Y_P) Z_ P' 0
= (w")Y/e'+ wfZ)z;P)) i/- w(')_?)jf - w(2)(xy !e)- C) kf
0 0
--o_ (2) 0
(14.4.51)
Vector V(j2) is directed along the tangent to the tooth's longitudinal shape.
It is easy to verify that vectors vO) and v (2) lie in the pitch plane and are perpendicular to the
unit vectors "r _1)and r t2), respectively. This may be proven with the equations
v(i).n/P) =0 v(i)._ "(i) =0 (i= 1,2) (14.4.52)
Since vectors V (1) and v (2) lie in the pitch plane, vector v (12) = v (1) - v (2) also lies in this plane.
Let us now determine the angle _i(i = t,2) formed between the unit vector _"(i) and the relative
velocity vu2). Taking into account that
7(1) .. Vtl) = ./.(2) • Vf2) = 0
we get
and
COS _1 --
7(I), V (12) 7(I) .. (V (I) __ V(2)) 7(I), V (2)
IV(12)I -- iV(12)} -- tv(12) I (14.4.53)
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Here (see eqs. (14.4.51))
COS _2 =
T (2) , V (12) T(2), V (1))
Iv" )p Iv" )p
= w (j) (P)i
v") _(')× r;P)= (y] 7--x;t')jj)
V(2): 0_(2)X c:P)+ OfO X O0(2):OO(2)I--z(P)i" (x/P),fLf"r- -- C) kfl
and
IV(12)'= I(O_(1))2[(Y):P))2 + (x:P))2] + .... ::f ,..f
2(0_(I)_ (:._(2),_._(P).:,(P)
+ (60(2')2[(_P))2 + (x;P' -- C)2]11/2
Equations (14.4.48), (14.4.49), (14.4.55), and (14.4.56) yield that
and
¢'2"v°'=wIl'(Y_P'c°sO2sin'y2 +x_ p,c°s 3'2)
(14.4.54)
(14.4.55)
(14.4.56)
(14.4.57)
(14.4.58)
(14.4.59)
Wemaytransformequations(14.4.58),(14.4.59),and(14.4.57)usingthefollowingexpressions:
(Seeeqs.(14.4.26),(14.4.21),(14.4.24),(14.4.19),(14.4.25),and(14.4.20).)
sin71 (14.4.60)
z;P) = r 2 sin 02 = r2-
COS 3'2
cos 01 cos 71 (14.4.61)
x)e) - C=r 2cos02= -r2
cos 72
We then get
sin 72 (14.4.62)
y)P) = rl sin 01 = - rl--
COS 71
x) P) = r1 cos 0t (14.4.63)
(x)e))2 + (y)e))2 = r_
(x) P) - C)2+ (z)e)) 2= r_
01COS
7(1) , V (2) = -- _0(2)r2
COS 72
(14.4.64)
(14.4.65)
6o(2)r2 xfccOs2 Yl -- sin2y2
_ _ (14.4.66)
COS 71 COS 72
cos Oj
T(2) , V (I) = o3(I)rl -- -t-
_(l)rlX/COCOS2 71 -- sin272
COS 72 COS 71 COS 72
(14.4.67)
-11/2
iv(12) I_- to(l)rl - 2oJ(l)w(2)rlr2 tan Yt tan 72 + w(2)r2
= (co("r|)2--2w(llw(2)rtr2cos'q+(w(2)r2 (14.4.68)
Here r/ is represented by equation (14.4.50). The final expressions for flj and fl: are given by
COS fll = 4-
6o(2)r2 c_os2 71 -- sin272
[V(12) 1 COS 71 COS _2
(14.4.69)
COS f12 = 4-
¢o(1)rl Cx]_os2 71 -- sin272
1V(12)[ COS 71 COS 72
(14.4.70)
Equations (14.4.69) and (14.4.70) determine the direction of the tangent to the tooth's longitudinal
shape at P. These equations yield
_o (1) r 2 COS /32 [
m12 = 03(2 ) = I
(14.4.71)
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We may derive alternative solutions for 131and 132. It is evident from figure 14.4.4(b) that
v (_1 = v m cos r/+ v (2) sin rt tan 13_ (14.4.72)
v t2_ = v (_) cos 7/- v (o sin _/ tan 132
Equations (14.4.72) and (14.4.73) yield
[an 131 --
.¢(1) __ V(2) COS
(14.4.73)
v (2) sin r/ (14.4.74)
v (1) cos T/ -- v (2)
tan/32 = v (l) sin r/
From equations (14.4.55), (14.4.56), and (14.4.24) to (14.4.26), we obtain
[(Y/ )(X; ) ll/2v(l) _ _(1) p) 2 -'l- p) 2 = co(l)r 1
[iz:lI.,cl]'"V(2) : 02(2) p) 2 + p) _ 2 = co(2)r 2
Equations (14.4.74) to (14.4.77) yield
(14.4.75)
(14.4.76)
(14.4.77)
and
tan 131 rl - m21r 2 cos r/
mzlr 2 sin r/ (14.4.78)
where m21 = w(2)/_d (1).
tan 132 r] cos 'r/ - m21r 2
q sin r/ (14.4.79)
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Optimal Synthesis of Pitch Surfaces
Consider that the gear center distance, the crossing angle and the gear ratio are given. To determine
the pitch surfaces in contact at the pitch point, we use equations which relate the design parameters.
Since the number of equations used is less than the number of varied parameters, the solution is
not unique. Thus, the design of pitch surfaces is a problem of optimization with some criteria.
For instance, the criteria of force transmission may be used. This problem was solved by Litvin,
Petrov, and Ganshin (1974).
14.5 Limiting Contact Normal
Consider that the pitch plane, the pitch point P and the direction of the sliding velocity V (12)
are known (fig. 14.5.1). Let us draw through the pitch point P, the normal plane, which is
perpendicular to the pitch plane and to v (]2). The mating surfaces E] and _2 are in contact at point
P and the common unit normal n to El and E 2 lies in the normal plane (fig. 14.5.1). The direction
of n is determined by the normal pressure angle _b,. Since vector v 112)is perpendicular to the
normal plane, the equation
n • V (12) = 0 (14.5.1)
is satisfied for any pressure angle ¢,. Equation (14.5.1) is the equation of meshing (sec. 9.8) and
the gear tooth surfaces are conjugate at P locally--they transform rotational motion with a prescribed
angular velocity ratio.
However, there is a limiting pressure angle ¢_ which determines the direction of the limiting
contact normal. The problem of the limiting contact normal was the subject of research done by
Wildhaber (1946a), Baxter (1961), and Litvin (1968).
Let surface El be covered with lines of contact at which I_1 comes into tangency with the mating
surface E2. Consider the particular case when the contact lines on E1 have an envelope at the pitch
Yrpoint P (fig. 14.5.2). As we know, (sec. 12.1) the velocities v_1) and - (2) of the contact point in
the motion over surfaces E I and E2 are related by the equation
v_2) = v_l) + v02) (14.5.2)
Normal plane
n-._ /_ V(121
Figure 14.5.1.
/-n
Envelope of //
contact lines-\\ ///_ /
V
/' , /
///
Contact lines
Figure 14.5.2.
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This equation is derived with the assumption that vector v_1) can be along any direction but
different from the direction of the tangent to the contact line. It is evident that if at P the contact
line envelope exists, the velocity v_(1) is zero along any direction different from the direction of
the tangent T (fig. 15.5.2).
Let us differentiate the equation of meshing given by
n't)'v()2)=n<')'(60('2'×r(')-C×w _2') =0 (14.5.3)
taking into account that an envelope of contact lines exists at P and v) j) = 0. We assume that the
gear ratio and w °_ and co ¢2)are constant. Thus
I:I(I)*v(12) +nd)° (60d2) X b(1)) =0
Since v_J)= 0, we have
(14.5.4)
!_! (1) " (]) (,.0(|) n( | } l_(I) . (I)
ntr _ × _ Ytr
Equations (14.5.4) and (14.5.5) yield
n(l)° [--(60(1) X V(12)) + ((,0('2) X V]rl))] =0
With the expressions
(14.5.5)
(14.5.6)
V(12) . (1) v(2) O)(12) O_(i ) 00(2 )Vtr -- --tr _- --
we may represent equation (14.5.6) as follows:
I/ .' /n 0)o 60 (1) X Vtr ) -- O_ (2) X =
(14.5.7)
Here r (e) is the position vector of pitch point, C is the vector of shortest distance between the
axes of rotation. Equation (14.5.8) and equation
n d) • V (12) = 0 (14.5.9)
determine the direction of the limiting normal at the pitch point P. Synthesizing the gears we have
to choose the direction of the surface normal different from the limiting direction. Then the envelope
of contact lines at the pitch point will not occur. In the case of gear train with the crossing angle
of 90 °, we get
¢,0(1) • 0,) (2) = 0 (14.5.10)
XC = (w o) x w (2)) (X ¢ 0)
(The vector of shortest distance is perpendicular to the axes of rotation.)
w ") x (w (2) x C) = 0
(14.5.11)
(14.5.12)
(Vectors to (o, 60_2), and C are mutually perpendicular.) Equations (14.5.10) to (14.5.12) yield that
equation (14.5.8) may be represented in the discussed case as follows
n. [r (e) x (w (2) x w('))] = - Xn.(r (v) x C) = 0 (14.5.13)
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or (provided k _ 0)
The derivation of equations (14.5.13) and (14.5.14) from equation (14.5.8) is based on the
following considerations:
Step/.--Considering the triple vector products in equation (14.5.8), we obtain
_ r(e)(00(1). 00(2)) _ 00(1) X (00(2) X C) - 00(1)(00(2), r(e))
+ r(e) (00(_) • 00(2)) = w(2)(00(1), r(e)) _ o3(I)(o3(2), r(e))
because
(1) 00(1). 00a) = 0 (Because these vectors are perpendicular.)
(2) 00(1) x (00(2) × C) = 0 (See eq. (14.5.12).)
Thus the triple vector product in equation (14.5.8) may be substituted by
00(2)(00(1_• r (e)) _ 00O)(00(2). r (e)) = r (e) x (00(2) x 00(I))
Step Z--With equation (14.5.11), we obtain
00(i) x o3 (2) = _kC
Thus equation (14.5.13) is confirmed.
Step 3.--We derive equation (14.5.14) as follows:
[nr (e)Cl = (nxif + nyjf + nzkf) .
C 0 0
= (,,xi¢+ ,,y#+ ,,zk)(z)%- y#%)C = - = o
Thus, equation (14.5.14) is confirmed.
In the case of worm-gear drives, the pitch point P lies on the center distance and vectors r (P)
and C are collinear. Equation (14.5.14), which only works for orthogonal gear drives, is satisfied
with any direction of the surface unit normal n, since r(e) × C = 0. This results in that the
existence of the contact line envelope at the pitch point P is inevitable for orthogonal worm-gear
drives. This is the reason why nonstandard orthogonal worm-gear drives may result in a better
efficiency.
Let us now express equation (14.5.14) in terms of the parameters of a hypoid gear drive with
a crossing angle of 90 °.
Consider a coordinate system Se rigidly connected to the pitch plane with the unit vectors of
the coordinate axes, %, e2, and e3 (fig. 14.5.3). The unit normal to the pitch plane is given by
el; e3 coincides with 7"(1), the unit tangent to the pitch cone (fig. 14.5.3 and fig. 14.4.2); the unit
vector e 2 is represented by the equation
e2 = e3 x el (14.5.15)
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The unit vector el is represented in the coordinate system S/as follows: (eq. (14.4.47))
e I
cos Yl cos Ol
cos yj sin 0 l
-sin y_
(14.5.16)
Vector e 3 -_ 7 II) is represented by (eq. (14.4.48))
e 3 =
Equations (14.5.15) to (14.5.17) yield
e 2 =
sin "_1 cos O]
sin _1 sin 01
cos 71
-sin 01
l cos Ol
0
Equations (14.5.16) to (14.5.18) result in the following matrix:
lLSe]=
COS Yl COS 01 -sin Ol sin ")'1 cos 01
cosylsin01 cosOi sinyt sinO_
-sin 3'1 0 cos 3q
(14.5.17)
(14.5.18)
(14.5.19)
Elements of matrix (14.5.19) aie (k = 1,2,3; e- 1,2,3) represent the direction cosines; k is the
number of axis of Sf, and f is the number of axis of Se. (See app. A). For instance,
a23 = cos (if, e3) = sin Yl sin 01
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This matrix represents the transformation of a vector in transition from Se to Sf.
The surface unit normal n (fig. 14.5.3) is represented in terms of el, e2, e3 by the matrix
[Be] =
sin 4'.
cos 4'. cos t_l
-cos 4'. sin _l
(14.5.20)
The surface unit normal is represented in terms of if, if, and kf as follows:
[nf] = [Lfe][ne]
Equations (14.5.19) to (14.5.21) yield
(14.5.21)
cos Yl cos 01 sin 4'. - sin 01 cos 131cos 4'. - sin3'l cos 01 sin 131cos 4'. 7]cos 3q sin 01 sin 4'. + cos 01 cos/31 cos 4'. sin 7t sin 01 sin ¢31cos 4'.
- sin 3'1 sin 4'. - cos 3q sin _31cos ¢.
(14.5.22)
If the surface unit normal reaches the limiting direction, equation (14.5.14) must be satisfied.
Equations (14.5.22) and (14.5.14) yield
(cos 3'1 sin 01 sin c_ + cos 01 cos/31 cos c_ - sin 3'1 sin 0t sin _1 cos _)z_ v)
+ (sin 3'1 sin _ + cos 3'1 sin/31 cos _)y_e) = 0 (14.5.23)
Here c_ = 4', is the limiting pressure angle, the angle formed by the limiting normal with the pitch
plane (fig. 14.5.3); x (v), y(e), and z (P) are the coordinates of the pitch point.
We may transform equation (14.5.23) by using the following expressions: (see eqs. (14.4.17)
to (14.4.21) and (14.4.50))
sin 3'2 (14.5.24)
sin 01 ....
cos Yl
sin 72
sin r2) (14.5.25)z} v) = r2 sin 02 - r2 (provided u2 72
COS 3'1
,(P) = rl sin 01 - sin 72 rl (provided ul sin 71 = rl) (14.5.26)
_f COS 71
sin 2 r_ = 1 - tan 2 3'1 tan2 3'2 =
cos2 71 - sin 7_ _ 1 {1
COS2 71 c0S2 72 COS2 _2 \ sin 2 72___1J cos 2 01COS 2 COS2 72
(14.5.27)
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cos Ol = - sin r/cos 3'2 (provided cos 02 > 0) (14.5.281
= _] -/32 (14.5.29)
Equations (14.5.23) to (14.5.291 yield that
r2 sin/32 + y_P) cot 3'1 sin /31
tan e - (14.5.30)
r2 tan "1'2-YJP)
The orientation of the limiting normal (angle a) depends on the location of the pitch point.
Figure 14.5.4 shows tooth shapes of both sides in the normal section which passes through the
pitch point P. The surface unit normals n m and n (21form angles _b_II and _b_21 with the pitch plane.
These normals make the same angle with the limiting normal, that is, _b_11 - t_ = _b_21 + a. Thus,
_b_l) # _b_21, _b_l) _ ¢,(21 = 2a, and the tooth shapes are asymmetrical.
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Chapter 15
Axes of Meshing
We define the axis of meshing as a straight line rigidly connected to the flame through which
passes the common normal to the mating surfaces at any point of contact of the surfaces.
In the case of gears having parallel (intersected) axes of gear rotation, there is only one axis
of meshing and this axis is the line of contact of pitch cylinders (of pitch cones in the case of
intersected axes). It will be proven below that there are two axes of meshing if the axes of gear
rotation are crossed. In this case, the relative motion is a screw motion and one of the mating surfaces
is a helicoid. (This theorem was first proposed by Litvin, 1955.) The application of the axes of
meshing simplifies, in some cases, the gear synthesis and the tool design.
15.1 Crossed Axes of Gear Rotation: Axes of Meshing
Consider that a gear mechanism transforms rotation between crossed axes (fig. 15.1.1). The
relative motion is a screw motion, which is represented by rotation about and sliding along an
axis called the axis of screw motion. (See ch. 2.4.) Knowing the angular velocities of gear rotation,
the shortest distance, and the crossing angle between the axes of gear rotation, we may determine
the unique parameters of relative screw motion. The reverse case--the representation of the given
screw motion as rotation about two crossed axes--has an infinite number of solutions. However,
we may find a unique pair of crossed axes, among all of the pairs of crossed axes, which will
serve as a pair of axes of meshing by satisfying the following conditions: (1) The rotations about
the axes of meshing may be substituted by the given screw motion. (2) All common normals to
the mating surfaces at points of surface contact intersect both axes of meshing.
Consider that such a pair of axes of meshing indeed exists. Since the common normal to the
mating surfaces must intersect the axes of meshing, the two following equations must be observed.
X (i) - x y(i)_ y Z (i)- z
- (i = I,II) (15.1.1)
n x ny n z
Here X (i), y(i), and Z (i) are the coordinates of a point on the axis of meshing; x, y, and z are
the coordinates of a point of contact of mating surfaces; and nx, n_, and nz are the projections of
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the common unit normal to the mating surfaces. The contact point of surfaces, the common unit
normal and the coordinates of the axes of meshing, are considered in the fixed coordinates system
Sf(xf, yf, zf) that is connected rigidly to the frame. (The subscript fin equations (15.1.1) is dropped
for simplification.)
Considering that the xf-axis is directed along the shortest distance between the crossed axes (fig.
15.1.1), we may represent equations (15.1.1) as follows:
X (i) - x _ y(i) _ y _ K(ily(i) _ z
nx ny nz
(15.1.2)
Here (X (il, 0,0) are the coordinates of point Oi (i = I,II), the intersection of the axis of meshing
with the x/-axis, and
Z (i) = K(i)y(i) (15.1.31
where K u) determines the direction of the axis of meshing. Equations (15.1.2) yield
X (i) = K (ij (xny - yn_) - xn z + zn_
K(i)ny - n z
(15.1.4)
It may be stated that the location and direction of the axis of meshing does not depend on (1)
coordinates of the point of surface contact or (2) on the projections of the surface unit normal,
if X (i) and K (i) do not depend on the mentioned parameters. Let us prove that the location and
direction of the axes of meshing is constant if one of the mating surfaces is a helicoid. We begin
with the equation
yn_ - xn>. = hn z (15.1.5)
which is satisfied if the gear-tooth surface Y:q is a helicoid (sec. 8.4, eq. (8.4.40)); here h is the
screw parameter. We then determine the equation of meshing that relates the coordinates of the
Axis o[
i x, Meshing 1///
I J6O(I, /
L_6o11_
Yf
_(21 10 2 //
_ //_- Y • Axis of Meshing II
Figure 15.1.1.
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point of contact (x,y,z) and the projections of the surface unit normal (n_, ny, n:). (See ch. 9.8).
The derivation is based on the following equation
n. v (12) = n. [(oo (1) - 60 (2)) × r (n - (R × £0(2))] = 0 (15.1.6)
Here
n = nx i + nyj + nzk (15.1.7)
is the surface unit normal"
_(:) = w(l)k 60 (2) = co(2)(sin 3`j + cos 3`k) (15.1.8)
are the angular velocities of gears 1 and 2 (fig. 15.1.1); and
r (l) = xi + yj + zk (15.1.9)
is the position vector of the point of contact;
R = OfO2 = - Ci
(15.1.10)
Equations (15.1.6) to (15.1.10) yield
-n_[(l-m21cosy)y+m2,zsiny] + ny[(1-m2tcosy)x-Cm21cos'y]
(15.1.11)
= W(2)/W (I)Here m 2 i
Taking into account that surface _l is a helicoid and equation (15.1.5) is satisfied, we represent
equations (15.1.11) and (15.1.4) as
xn. - znx - h
1 -- m21 cos 3`
n z - C(ny cot 3, - n z) = 0 (15.1.12)
m21 sin 3'
X(i) = -K(i)hnz-xn: + znx (15.1.13)
K(i)n>, - n z
Equations (15.1.12) and (15.1.13) yield
(X(i)K(i)+Cc°t3")n_+QK(i)h-X(iI-f+hl-m21-c-°s3`)nz=O- m21 sin 3` (15.1.14)
To be independent of the parameters of contact point, the coordinates X (i) and K (i) of the axes
of meshing must satisfy the following equations:
X(i)K (i) + C cot 3` = 0 (15.1.14)
K(_)h - X (° - C + h
1 -m21 cos 3`
m21 sin 3'
- 0 (15.1.15)
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Equations (15.1.14) and (15.1.15) yield
(K_i_), _ K_i) 1 z m21_cos 3' + = 0
m21 sin 3' (15.1.16)
X(i) _ C cot 7
The solutions to these equations for X (i) and K ¢i) are given by
K(I) = 1 1 - m21 cos 3' + 1 1 - m21 cos 3. 2 4C cot
2 m21 sin 3' 2 m21 sin 3' h
XU ) _ C cot 3'
K¢I)
(15.1.17)
(15.1.18)
(15.1.19)
g01,= 1 ( C 1 --m2, cos3') 12 m21 sin 3' [(C 1 - m21 cos 3') 2m21 sin 3'
x_n_ _ C cot 3'
K_lf)
For the case when the crossing angle 3' = 90*, we get
1/2
(15.1.20)
(15.1.21)
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K(t) _ C 1
h m21
(15.1.22)
X (1) = 0
(15.1.23)
K (If) = 0
(15.1.24)
Using L'Hospital's rule, the fraction in equation (15.1.21) for 3' = 90* becomes
d
-- (-Ccot3')
X(H_ _ d3'
d
[ KOI)(3')]
- C+----
h
(15.1.25)
m21
The angular velocity ratio for the worm-gear drive is (sec. 14.3)
m2j = ± rp sin ht,
Rp sin (3" ± Xp) (15.1.26)
The upper sign corresponds to worms with the right-handed threads; rp and Rp are the radii of
the pitch cylinders of the worm and the worm-gear; hp is the lead angle on the pitch cylinder of
the worm. Taking into account that C -- rp + Rp, and h -- ± rf, tan kp (h < 0 for a left-handed
thread), we may represent the parameters of the axes of meshing by using table 15. I. I.
3`
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7;e-
2
71-
3` =
2
Worm thread
Right - handed
Left - handed
Right - handed
Left - handed
TABLE 15.1.1.
cot Xp - C cot 3' tan Xt,
-cot Xp C cot 3' tan Xp
col ;kp 0
-- COt ;kp 0
/(411) X_II}
C cot 3`
5,
rp
C cot 3'
_- rp
5,
0 -rp l0 --rp
Figures 15.1.2 and 15.1.3 show the location of axes of meshing for a worm-gear drive with
the right-handed thread, and with the crossing angles 3' = 7r/2 and 3' ;e 7r/2, respectively. The
direction of the thread on the bottom part of the worm is indicated by dashed lines.
Let us now determine the angular velocities of rotation about the axes of meshing. Consider
a worm-gear drive. The relative motion of the worm with respect to the gear may be expressed
in terms of the angular velocities 60(t1 and 60(2) of the worm and of the gear (fig. 15.1.1), the
crossing angle 3' and the shortest distance C. Parameters of the relative motion are represented
by the angular velocity
60(121= 60(I)- 60(2) = -- 09(2}sin 3'j + (wd)_ wl2)COS qc)k (15.1.27)
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and the moment
m = - R x w (2_= - Cw (2) cos "rJ + Cw _21sin 7k (15.1.28)
We may represent the relative motion as the rotation of the worm about the axes of meshing
with angular velocities 60(_1and w CH).We determine oatl) and 60m_ by using the following equations
(fig. 15.1.1)
wa) + °_(n) = 0°(_2) (15.1.29)
OfOi x 60_1)+ Of On x 60(n) = m = - R x 60_2) (15.1.30)
Equations (15.1.29) and (15.1.30) yield
_0_I) + o_ II) = - w (2) sin 3, (15.1.31)
c°!l) + c°!ll). = Kfl)w(l)y + K(II)w_II)., = 6o (I) - co _2 cos 3' (15.1.32)
X(I)w_I) + xIll)w_ If) = X(1)K(1)_0y (,I) + X(II)K(II)w_, If) = - Cw ¢2) cos 3` (15.1.33)
X(I)('O_, I) + x(ll)oj_.II) = Cw (2) sin _ (15.1.34)
Knowing parameters X (i) and K (i) (i = I,II), we may determine o0_I) and w_n) by using only two
equations of the equation system (15.1.31) to (15.1.34). This system contains only two independent
equations in unknowns w_.li and w_n).
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15.2 Milling of Worms by Peripheral Milling Cutters:
Axes of Meshing
Consider a worm which is generated by a peripheral milling cutter (fig. 15.2.1). Let us set up
two fixed coordinate systems S,.(Xo y,,, zc) and So(xo, Yo, Zo) (fig. 15.2.2). The surface of the
cutter is a surface of revolution. We may imagine that while the cutter is at rest, the worm performs
a screw motion which is determined by vectors 60 and h60, (fig, 15.2.2) where h is the screw
parameter. The axis of screw motion is the worm axis Zo. The relative motion of the cutter with
respect to the worm is represented by the vectors (-w) and (-h6o). We do not take into account
that the cutter rotates about the zc-axis, that determines the velocity of cutting only, since this
motion is not related with the process of generation of the worm surface.
Let us determine the axes of meshing. We begin with the determination of the equation of meshing
of the cutter and the worm that is being generated. We use the equation (ch. 9.8)
n_ • v_ _w) = 0 (15.2.1)
Here n_ is the unit normal to the cutter surface, and Vc(cw) is the relative velocity of the cutter with
respect to the worm. We may determine v_(_w) by substituting vector (-_o), that is directed along
the negative zo-axis, (fig. 15.2.2) by an equal vector that passes through Oc and the moment given
by
m = O,O o X (-o_) (15.2.2)
where (fig. 15.2.2) 0,0o = - C_i,.. Therefore vector v,!"w) becomes
v__w) = -60 x r,. - h60 + 0,,0 o x (- 60)
xC
I
nc
Figure 15,2.1.
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- ¢oh sin YcJc - 60h cos yckc
= 60[(-z,. sin % + y,, cos %)i,. - (xc cos % + h sin % + Ct cos y,.)j,.
+ (x,: sin y_ - h cos % + Ct sin "r,.)kc] (15.2.3)
The unit normal to the cutter surface is represented by
nc = nx_i_ + nycj,. + nz,k,: (15.2.4)
Since the cutter surface is a surface of revolution, a normal to the surface intersects the zc-axis.
The surface coordinates and projections of the unit normal n,, (fig. 15.2.1) are related as follows:
ycnxc - Xcny,. = 0 (15.2.5)
(See equations (8.4.7) and (8.4.40).) Equation (15.2.5) is a particular case of equation (15.1.5)
because the screw parameter h for a helicoid is zero for a surface of revolution.
Equations (15.2.1), (15.2.3) to (15.2.5) yield the following equation of meshing:
x,,n:,, - ZdTx,. - (h + Ct cot yc)ny,. - (h cot % - C_)nzc = 0 (15.2.6)
One of the axes of meshing, axis I-I, coincides with the z,.-axis because the unit normal to the cutter
surface intersects the cutter axis (fig. 15.2.1). The other axis of meshing, II-II, may be determined
by using the following considerations:
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(1) The unit normal at the point of contact must intersect the ll-ll-axis, and the following equation
is to be satisfied:
x_,n_K{H)nv" - X_n)n. c zc q- X_gtzc -- Z_llu. = 0 (15.2.7)
Equation (15.2.7) is derived from equation (15.1.4) taking into account that (eq. (15.2.5))
Xcnyc - yd_x,. = 0
(2) Parameters nxc, nv,., nz,,, and xc,z,, must satisfy the equation of meshing (15.2.6) and
parameters X{n) and K{_r) must be independent of the coordinates of the contact point and the
projections of the unit normal. Equations (15.2.6) and (15.2.7) yield
(X._m/(,._.n_ + h + C cot %)ny_ + ( -X_ m + h cot y, - Ct)nz,, = 0 (15.2.8)
Parameters X,(.nt and K_ll_ do not change in the process of meshing if the following equations are
observed:
X[,II) = h cot 3',- - Ct (15.2.9)
K_m _ h + C, cot 3',.
Ct - h cot 3',.
(15.2.10)
Equations (15.2.9) and (15.2.10) determine the location and the direction of the second axis of
meshing (II-II) in the coordinate system S,,. We may determine the location and the direction of
this axis in the coordinate system So, by using the matrix equation for the transition from the
coordinate system S, to So. Thus
y_r_
0 JO
1
1 0
0 cos %,
0 sin %.
0 0
0 c,
-sin 3% 0
cos y,, 0
0 1
x_.ll)
y_c II)
K_II'y[ 11,
1
(15.2.11)
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Equations (15.2.9) to (15.2.11) yield
X_JI) = h cot % (15.2.12)
Kg I) - Ct
h (15.2.13)
Equations (15.2.12) to (15.2.13) (first proposed by Litvin, 1968) determine the location and the
direction of the second axis of meshing (II-II) in the fixed coordinate system So. The location of
both axes of meshing is shown in figure 15.2.3. The angle 6 formed by the axis of meshing II-II
and the worm-axis Zo and the parameter a are represented by
(15.2.14)
and
a = X_ 1) = h cot % (15.2.15)
I
//
J J/ I
.J I¸/" a
C1\
Figure 15.2.3.
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15.3 Application of the Theory of Axes of Meshing: Generation of
Worm With Concave-Convex Surface
Worm-gear drives with concave-convex surfaces of the worms, proposed by Niemann and Heyer
(1953) are produced by the Flender Company. Such worms may be ground with a grinding wheel
having a circular arc in the axial section. Generally the line of contact between the grinding-wheel
surface and the surface of the worm being generated is a spatial curve.
Litvin (1968) proposed a new type of a concave-convex surface of a worm, that represents a
locus of plane curves (circular arcs of the same radius). The proposed surface may be generated
by the same grinding wheel, that is applied by the generation of Flender's worms. However, the
line of contact between the tool and worm surfaces is not a spatial curve. Rather, it coincides with
the axial section of the grinding wheel. This result is provided by special tool settings, that differs
from that usually applied.
It was proven in section 15.2 that there are two axes of meshing when a helicoid is generated
by a milling cutter with a surface of revolution. One of these axes, I-I, is the zc-axis of the cutter
(grinding wheel) (figs. 15.2.1 and 15.2.3), and the other is the II-II-axis (fig. 15.2.3). Parameters
of the II-II-axis of meshing are represented by equations (15.2.14) and (15.2.15).
The line of contact _-a will coincide with the axial section of the grinding wheel if the center
C of the circular arc _-o_ is located at the point of intersection of the II-II-axis with the shortest
distance (Cr) between the axes of the cutter and the worm. Parameters a and 3'c of the tool settings
are related by the equation (h is given)
(15.3.1)
The above statement is clear if we take into account that the cutter surface is a surface of revolution
generated by the circular arc _-o_ in rotational motion about the cutter axis I-I. Thus the norma|s
to the cutter surface at points of arc c_-c¢ indeed intersect the I-I and II-II axes of meshing.
Parameters (a, 3',.) are related by equation (15.3.1) and determine the tool settings; parameter
a may be chosen arbitrary. However, the shape of lines of contact of the worm and the worm-gear
surfaces depends on parameter a. Litvin (1968) recommended to have
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a = rp + h sin ft, (15.3.2)
where rp is the radius of the pitch cylinder of the worm, and ft, is the normal pressure angle.
Let us now derive equations of the worm surface. We set up the following coordinate systems:
(1) S,.(x,.,y,.,z,.) rigidly connected to the tool (fig. 15.3.1).
(2) A movable coordinate system Sb (figs. 15.3.1 and 15.3.2), where axis zb is parallel to the
axis z,., and the origin O b is located on the circle of radius d, that is drawn in plane z,. = 0 and
centered at O C.
(3) The coordinate system Sj (x_,yl,z 0 rigidly connected to the worm.
(4) The fixed coordinate system So(xo,Yo,Zo ) rigidly connected to the frame (fig. 15.3.3).
The worm being generated performs a screw motion with components _band h_b (fig. 15.3.3(c))
of the angle of rotation about and the translation along the screw axis (Zo), respectively.
The circular arc is represented in the coordinate system Sb by (fig. 15.3.1)
xb=-psin0 Yb=O zt,=pcos19
The coordinate transformation in transition from the coordinate system Sh to S,. is represented by
the following matrix equation (figs. 15,3.2 and 15.3.1):
z b
ct ii? _
M
XC , XC
B
B-B Section_
.- P zb _ xb
Ob
0 - '_-p
Figure 15.3. I.
XC
Yc
Figure 15.3.2.
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X C
Yc
Zc
1
= [M,.ol
-p sin 0
0
O cos 0
1
cosy sinv 0 -dcosv
-sinv cosy 0 dsinv
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
-P sin 0
0
O cos 0
1
(15.3.3)
that yields
x,, = - (p sin O + d) cos v
Here
Yc = (P sin 0 + d) sin v zc = 0 cos 0 (15.3.4)
d = Ct - a (15.3.5)
Equations (15.3.4) represent the cutter surface in coordinate system So; v and 0 are the surface
coordinates. The surface unit normal is represented by the equations
N,. Orc Or,.
nc = -- where N_ = _ x -- (15.3.6)
IN,,I O0 av
Equations (15.3.4) and (15.3.6) yield that the surface unit normal is represented by (provided
psin0+d#0)
nc = sin 0(cos vi,.- sin vj,.) - cos Ok,. (15.3.7)
We represented the equation of meshing in general form by equation (15.2.6) as follows:
xcn:.c - Zcnxc - (h + Ct cot %)nyc - (h cot Yc - Ct)nzc = 0
Substituting in this equation for x,., zo nxo nyc, nzc, d, cot % the following expressions
x_= - (osin0+d) c°sv Zc=pcosO nxc=sinOcosv
nyc=-sinOsinv nz_= -cos0 d= Ct-a
a
cot % = -
h
(see equations (15.3.4), (15.3.7), (15.3.5), (15.3.1)), we obtain
a
(Ct - a)(1 - cos v) cos 0 - (Ct_ + h) sin v sin 0 = 0
(15.3.8)
There are two solutions of equation (15.3.8) for v and 0: (1) with v = 0 and any value of 0, and
(2) with values of 0 and v related by the equation
tan0 ((7,-a)h v
- tan - (15.3.9)
Cta + h2 2
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These solutions result in the existence of two lines of contact on the surface of the grinding wheel.
One of these lines (with v = 0 and any 0) is the circular arc c_-o_;the second line is out of the working
space of the worm and we do not take it into account.
With v = 0 the unit normal of the tool surface is represented by (equations (15.3.7))
n,. = sin #i,.- cos Ok,. (15.3.10)
This means that the normals to the line of contact lie in the same plane (Yc = 0). Thus the analytical
solution confirms that the line of contact of the surfaces of the tool and the worm being generated
is a plane curve, and it is the circular arc a-a (fig. 15.3.1).
In section 15.4 we will need equations of the worm surface. This surface may be determined
as a locus of contact lines represented in the coordinate system Si (x], Yl, z]) (fig. 15.3.3). The
coordinate transformation in transition from the coordinate system S, to the coordinate system St
is represented by the following matrix equation (fig. 15.3.3)
Xl
',,1
1
= [Mz,.l
X(,
Yc
= [M]o][Moc ]
Zc
!
-(,o sin 0 + d)
0
p cos 0
1
(15.3.11)
We determined the coordinates x,., y,., zc for the contact line by using equations (15.3.4) and taking
into account that v = 0. Matrices [Mlo] and [Moc] are represented as follows (fig. 15.3.3)
[Mo,,] =
1 0 0 C
0 cos 3% -sin"7,. 0
0 sin 3',- cos 3_. 0
0 0 0 l
(15.3.12)
[Mjo] =
cos¢, sin_b 0 0
-sin_b cos$ 0 0
0 0 1 -h_
0 0 0 1
(15.3.13)
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where 4' is the angle of rotation of the worm that is in mesh with the tool. Equations (15.3.11)
to (15.3.13) and (15.3.5) yield
xl = -p(sin0cos4'+ sin 3% cos0sin4')+acos4''_
Yt = 0(sin 0 sin 4' - sin 7c cos 0 cos 4') - a sin 4' _ (15.3.14)
zl = O cos _/c cos 0 - h4'
Here 0 and 4' are the surface coordinates.
The surface unit normal is given by
N1 Or_ 0ri
nt - where N1 =- x- (15.3.15)
INI I 0r 04'
Equations (15.3.14), (15.3.15), and (15.3.1) yield
Nxt = re(sin 0 cos 4' + sin _c cos 0 sin 4')
Nyl = - re(sin 0 sin 4' - sin 7c cos 0 cos 4') (15.3.16)
N:t = - m(cos 3%cos 0)
where m = p 2 cos % sin 0 - (oh/sin 3'c). The surface unit normal is represented by the following
equations (provided m ;_ 0)
nxl = sin 0 cos 4' + sin 3'c cos 0 sin 4'
nyt = - sin 0 sin 4' + sin _,,. cos 0 cos 4' (15.3.17)
r/zl = -- COS 'Tc COS 0
We could obtain equations (15.3.17) in a simpler way just by using the matrix equation
In l] = [Llo] [Lo¢] [n_] (15.3.18)
Matrices [Lio] and [Lo,-] may be derived from matrices [Mto] and [Mo_] by deleting the last column
and the last row in them. (See appendix A.) Matrix [n,.] is given by (equations (15.3.10))
sin 0
[no] = 0 (15.3.19)
-cos 0
15.4 Knots of Meshing
The surface of action may be represented as a locus of lines of contact of gear-tooth surfaces
in the fixed coordinates system rigidly connected to the frame. Generally a section of the surface
of action cut by a plane represents a plane curve. There are special cases where a section of the
surface of action represents a straight line if the following conditions are satisfied (proven by Litvin,
1968):
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(1) The gears transform rotation between crossed axes with a constant angular velocity ratio.
(2) The tooth surface of one of the mating gears is a helicoid.
(3) The surface of action is cut by a plane that is parallel to the shortest distance C between
the axes of gear rotation and is located at a definite distance from C. The contact lines of gear
tooth surfaces intersect the above mentioned straight lines. These points of intersection are called
the knots of meshing, since we may imagine that the lines of contact are attached to the straight
lines, that are obtained as sections of the surface of action.
Figures 15.4.1 and 15.4.2 show projections of contact lines of the worm and the worm-gear
surfaces on the plane (xj_ yy). These contact lines are determined for the worm-gear drives with
the concave-convex surfaces of worms generated by methods proposed by Niemann and Heyer
(1953) (fig. 15.4. !) and by Litvin (1968) (fig. 15.4.2), respectively. Points e, f, e', andf' represent
projections of the lines of knots of meshing. Changing the location of the lines of knots, we can
improve the shape of contact lines to obtain better conditions of lubrication.
The evidence of the existence of lines of knots is based on the following considerations:
(1) Since the worm surface is a helicoid, two axes of meshing exist. The normal at any point
of contact of the worm and the worm-gear surfaces intersects both axes of meshing. (See sec. 15.1.)
(2) There can be a limiting case when the common surface normal intersects one of the two axes
of meshing and is parallel to the other one. (The normal intersects the other axis of meshing at
infinity.)
Figure 15.4.3 shows a cross section of the worm surface at two positions for a worm of a worm-
gear drive with a crossing angle of 90 °. The normal n-n to the worm surface intersects the I-l-axis
of meshing and is parallel to the II-II-axis of meshing. The upper lines of knots of meshing are
f'-f' and e'-e', respectively.
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Figure 15.4.4 shows a cross section of the worm surface at two other positions. The normal
n-n to the worm surface intersects the II-II-axis of meshing. The bottom lines of the knots are f-f
and e-e, respectively.
Considering the general case of the crossing angle 3' # 90°, we represent the lines of knots by
the following equations. (See table 15.1.1.) (1) The upper lines of knots of meshing are determined
by
XT_- X) I)= ::1z Ccot "_ tan Xp (15.4.1)
n d = 0 (15.4.2)
nd_ KCm _ C cot "y (15.4.3)
n ,f 5,
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Here, (x/,yf, zf) are the coordinates of the point of contact of the worm and the worm-gear surfaces;
(n@nyf, n:fl are the projections of the common normal to the surfaces; (xf, yf, zf) and (nxf,n_f, nzd) are
determined for an angle of the worm rotation when one point of the instantaneous line of contact
of mating surfaces is the point of the upper line of knots simultaneously.
Equation (15.4.1) results in that the upper line of knots intersects the I-I-axis of meshing. Equations
(15.4.2) and (15.4.3) yield that the common normal to the mating surfaces is parallel to the lI-II-
axis of meshing.
(2) The bottom lines of knots are represented by
xf = X) ll) = - rp (15.4.4)
nxf = 0 (15.4.5)
n._ = K_) = -4-cot ht, (15.4.6)
nff
Equations (15.4.4) to (15.4.6) are based on the same considerations. The upper and lower signs
in equations (15.4. I) and (15.4.6) correspond to the right-handed and left-handed worm thread,
respectively.
Example problem 15.4.1 Consider the worm surface and its unit normal that are represented in
coordinate system S l by equations (15.3.14) and (15.3.17), respectively. The crossing angle
3' = 90 ° •
Determine the lines of knots of meshing by using equations (15.4.1) to (15.4.3) and (15.4.4)
to (15.4.6), respectively.
Solution. We represent the equations of the worm surface and the surface unit normal in coordinate
system Sf by using the matrix equations
[rf] = [Mfll[rl] (15.4.7)
[nil = [L:_lIn_] (15.4.8)
Here (see equation (1.3.22))
[M:,! =
cos ¢1 -sin (_l 0 0
sin t_l COS(_1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 I
(15.4.9)
[L:ji =
cos¢l -sinOj 0
sin thl cos _1 0
0 0 1
(15.4.10)
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Equations (15.3.14) and (15.4.9), and (15.3.17) and (15.4.10) yield the equations of the worm
surface and the surface unit normal, respectively, as follows:
x/= - p[sin 0 cos (_'-00 + sin 7,. cos 0 sin Ok - 001 + a cos (_ - 00)
yf= p[sin 0 sin (_ - 4>1)- sin 7,, cos 0 cos (_ - 001 - a sin (4, - 00
zf = p cos 7,, cos 0 - h_
(15.4.11)
n4= sin 0 cos (_b - 01) + sin 7¢-cos 0 sin (_, - 00 1
n_f= - sin 0 sin (_ - 01) + sin 7,. cos 0 cos (4' - 00
n4-- - cos 7c cos 0
(15.4.12)
Here 01 is the angle of rotation of the worm that is in mesh with the worm gear.
Using equations (15.4.11), (15.4.12), and (15.4.1) to (15.4.4), we obtain for the upper lines
of knots that
Jr0=- sin(_b-qSO= + 1 xf=O )5 +(p-a) (15.4.13)
2
Similarly, we get for the bottom lines of knots that
tan 0 = - tan (_ - 01) sin 7,. cos (_b - 00 = - tan % cot kp
where (0 < 0 < 90°). Equations (15.4.11), (15.3.1) and (15.4.14) yield
xf = - a tan T,. c°t kp = - h c°t Xp = - rP
(15.4.14)
(15.4.15)
cos 0 cos 7, _ a sin (_, - 0,) (15.4.16)
35 = p-
cot Xp
We may transform equations (15.4.14) taking into account that
COS 0 =
1 cos Xp (15.4.17)
",/1 + tan 2 0 cos 7,.
h (15.4.18)
tan Xp = --
rp
sin Ok -0,)= + if/-tan _ 7fcotTkF = ±
ffaa'3 - rP2 (15.4.19)
From equations (15.4.16) to (15.4.19), we get
oh _Z _ (15.4.20)+ rp
Equations (15.4.15) and (15.4.20) determine the location of the bottom lines of knots.
The upper lines of knots (f' and e ') and the bottom lines of knots (/'and e) are shown in figure
15.4.3 and figure 15.4.4. The tooth element proportions are nonstandard and rp is the radius of
the operating pitch cylinder of the worm.
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Chapter 16
Methods for Generation of Conjugate Gear-Tooth
Surfaces
16.1 Introduction to Gear Generation
Gear-tooth surfaces are termed conjugated if the gears, having such surfaces, transform rotation
with a prescribed constant angular velocity ratio (the prescribed ratio function for noncircular gears).
The gear-tooth surfaces are usually generated with an auxiliary surface called the generating
surface. The methods of generation are applicable in practice if the generating surface (the tool
surface) is simple enough and may be manufactured with high precision. We may differentiate
between the following methods of generation:
Method 1
The generating surface Eg is identical to the tooth surface of one of the mating gears (say Ej).
In the process of cutting, the meshing of r. - El and r. 2 has to simulate the meshing of E I and
E2 in the designed gear train.
Method 2
The generating surface Eg differs from the gear-tooth surfaces, Ej and r.2. The principle of
generation is based on the imaginary meshing of three surfaces--Eg, _j, and E2 simultaneously.
This method provides conjugate gear tooth surfaces with two types of the instantaneous contact:
(1) contact at a point and (2) contact along a line.
Method 3
Two noncoinciding generating surfaces, E F and r.e, are used for generation of gears with
surfaces F_ and r.2. It is assumed that the generating surfaces contact each other at a line.
Generating surface E F generates surface El and is in line contact with Ej. Similarly, generating
surface r_e generates surface E2 of gear 2 and is also in line contact with E2. However, at every
instant, gear surfaces Ej and E z will contact each other at a point only.
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Method 4
The gear-tooth surfaces are generated with one or two auxiliary lines. The shapes of these lines
are the shapes of the tool blades.
16.2 Generation Method 1
It was mentioned previously that the generating surface Eg is identical to the tooth surface of
one of the gears (gear 1). A typical example of this method is the generation of gear-worm drives
with cylindrical worms, which is based on the following principles:
(1) The worm gear is generated by a hob, which is identical to the cylindrical worm of the
gear-drive.
(2) The meshing of the hob with the worm-gear being generated simulates the meshing of the
worm with the worm gear.
To design the generating worm, (the hob), we have to increase its addendums to provide a clearance
between the addendums of the worm and the dedendums of the worm gear. We also have to check
conditions of nonundercutting of the worm gear by the generating hob. The disadvantages of the
method discussed are:
(1) The use of a large number of tools, (the hobs), because for worm-gear drives with different
parameters of worms, we have to use different tools.
(2) The sensitivity of the worm-gear drive to misalignment and other errors of assembly and
manufacturing as a result of the line contact of surfaces 121and E2.
16.3 Generation Method 2
This well-known method is based on the following principles:
(1) Gear-tooth surfaces E1 and I22 are generated by the same generating surface 12g.
(2) Surfaces 12g-l'q and Eg-122 are in line contact.
(3) The contact of surfaces El and E2 are either in (a) line contact or (b) point contact.
General considerations as to the type of contact that surfaces 121and 122may have are as follows:
Consider the mesh of surfaces 12gand I21. These surfaces are in line contact at every instant and
surface Eg may be covered with lines Lgl (q_) (fig. 16.3. l(a)). Here 4_ is the parameter of motion
which determines the orientation and location of the generating gear and gear 1 in the fixed coordinate
system. Each line of the family Lgl (0) will be the instantaneous line of contact of surfaces Eg
and El that are in mesh.
Considering the mesh of the generating gear and gear 2, we may also determine the family of
instantaneous lines of contact (L82(40) of surfaces 12gand E2. It is evident that gears 1 and 2 will
be in line contact if and only if both families of contact lines, Lgi (4_) and Lg2(O), coincide with
each other. Thus, at every instant, surfaces 12g, 121, and 12zwill contact each other along the same
line; that is, one of the lines of the family Lgl (_) =- Lg2(40. Gears 1 and 2, with surfaces 121and
122,will contact each other at a point only if the families of contact lines, Lgl (4_) and L82 (40, do
not coincide but have a common point at every instant (fig. 16.3.1(b)).
/--2g \
(a) (b)
Figure 16.3.1.
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The analytical determination of Lgl (dR) and tg 2 (dR) is based on the following procedure. Consider
that surface E, is represented by the vector function
r(u,0) ¢ C 1 r,, x r 0 # 0 (u,0) (_E (16.3.1)
where u and 0 are the surface coordinates. The surface normal is given by
N(u,0) = r_ x re (16.3.2)
Using methods described in section 2.3, we may determine the relative velocity v (gl)(¢) and
v(g2)(dR) of the generating gear with respect to gears 1 and 2.
The family of contacting lines Lg I (dR) on surface r.g is represented by the equations
r = r(u,O) N*v (gj) = fl (u,0,dR) = 0 (16.3.3)
Similarly, we get that the family of contacting lines Lg2(dR ) is represented by the equations
r=r(u,O) N'V (g2) =./_(U,0,dR) =0 (16.3.4)
Surfaces El and E2 are in line contact if functionsfj (u,0,¢) andf2(u,O,dR) are identical. Surfaces
r- t and £;2 are in point contact if these functions are not identical but the equation
f_ (u,O,¢) =f2(u,0,O) = 0 (16.3.5)
possesses a unique solution for u and 0 with a fixed value of dR.The graphical solution of equation
(16.3.5) with dR= dR(l) is (Uo,Oo) as shown in figure 16.3.2.
An important particular case is when gears 1 and 2 transform rotation between parallel or
intersecting axes. In this case, the relative motion of the gears is rotation about the instantaneous
axis, that is the line of tangency of pitch cylinders (respectively, pitch cones). The generating gear
g will provide an instantaneous contact line for gear surfaces E I and E 2 if the relative motion of
g, with respect to gears 1 and 2, is determined with the same instantaneous axis of rotation. This
principle of generation is applied to spur gears, (fig. 7.2.1, fig. 7.2.3), to helical gears with parallel
axes, and to bevel gears. In the case of generation of bevel gears, the generating gear g, and gears
1 and 2 rotate about axes O-ag, O-al, and O-a2, respectively (fig. 16.3.3). These axes lie in the
same plane and intersect each other at a common point O. Axis 0-I will be the instantaneous axis
of rotation for any pair of three sets of gears--g and 1, g and 2, and I and 2--if the line of action
of vectors
(,,d (gl) = (,_(g) -- (,0 (I) O)(g2) = tad(g ) _ 00( 2 ) 09( 12 ) ___ (.0 (1) _ (.0( 2 )
0Figure 16.3.3.
coincide with 0-I. This condition is satisfied with the following relations:
c0(g) to(g) w (_) sin 3'2
cocl) - sin 3'1 _o(2) - sin 3'z w(2_- = sin 3'1
(16.3.6)
Now consider the generation of gears with crossed axes by the generating surface Eg. Gears
1 and 2 rotate about their crossed axes with the prescribed angular velocity ratio ml2 = co_lV_o (2_.
The relative motion of gears 1 and 2 may be represented as a screw motion whose components
are: (1) rotation about the axis of screw motion with angular velocity 60 a2) = w d) - 60(2) and (2)
translation along this axis with the velocity hw (12). (Here h is the screw parameter.) We can
generate gears 1 and 2 having an instantaneous contacting line of their surfaces if and only if the
relative motion of the generating gear with respect to gears 1 and 2 is represented by the same
screw motion. If this condition is not satisfied, the generating gear g will generate gear-tooth surfaces
131 and I22, that are in point contact.
Generation of Drives with Beveloid Gearing
The principle of generation discussed is applied, for instance, for the generation of drives with
beveloid gearing. Beveloid gearing (Dudley, 1962), proposed by Vinco Corporation of Detroit,
is applied for the transformation of rotation between intersecting and crossing axes. Figure 16.3.4
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shows a beveloid gearing drive with crossed gear axes. One of the gears (gear 1) is a regular involute
gear. The other gear (gear 2) is a noninvolute face gear whose generation is based on simulation
of the conditions of meshing of the gear train when the generating gear cuts gear 2. This can be
done if an involute shaper, identical to gear I of the train, would cut the noninvolute gear with
the same settings and gear ratio as the ones prescribed for the train. This method provides an
instantaneous line contact of gear-tooth surfaces rq and E 2.
To reduce the sensitivity of the train to gear errors, a point contact of I_ and r_2 is to be
provided. For this reason, an auxiliary generating surface r.g is applied. (A surface of an involute
shaper whose number of teeth Ng is larger than the tooth number Nl of gear 1 is applied.) We
may imagine that surface Eg, which is in internal tangency with Y_l (fig. 16.3.5), is simultaneously
in tangency with Ez. The mesh of generating gear g with gear 1 is simply the mesh of two involute
gears with base circles of radii rbt and rbg, respectively (fig. 16.3.5). The shapes of gears are in
internal tangency and I is the pitch point (the instantaneous center of rotation). However, the mesh
of generating gear g with gear 2 is a case of a spatial gearing.
The instantaneous lines of contact Lg I (_) are straight lines which are parallel to the axes of gear
rotation. The instantaneous lines of contact Lg2 (_) are spatial curves and they do not coincide with
Lg I (_b). However, lines of contact Lg I (_b) and Lg2(d_) have a common point for a fixed value of
_b. This point is the instantaneous point of tangency of gears 1 and 2.
It was aforementioned that the disadvantage of gears having line contact of their surfaces is the
sensitivity to misalignments and other errors of manufacturing and assembly. For these reasons,
it can be expected that the line contact of gears is to be substituted with a point contact, even for
the traditional types of gears-spur gears and helical gears with parallel axes.
16.4 Generation Method 3
This method of generation is based on the application of two generating surfaces _e and Ep,
that separately generate gear 1 and gear 2, respectively. The generating surfaces are so designed
that they can contact each other at a line Lrp.
Consider that generating surfaces EF and Ep, that contact each other at Lrp, are rigidly connected
to each other. The motion of rigidly connected surfaces _e and Ye with respect to gears 1 and
2 may be represented as the motion of a rigid body. However, we assume that in the process of
generation surface El is in mesh only with surface _:e and that Y2 is in mesh only with surface _:p.
Figure 16.4. l(a) shows the generating surfaces _e and _p, that are in contact at Lep. Surface
_e contacts surface _1 at every instant along a line. Figure 16.4. l(b) shows the family of contact
lines Lel (0) on the generating surface. (Here 0 is the parameter of generation motion.) Similarly,
each line of the set L_(<_) is the instantaneous line of contact for surfaces _:e and E2 (fig.
16.4.1 (c)).
It is evident that the generated surfaces Yt and I;2 can have a point contact instead of a line
contact only if Lfl (40 is not identical to Lp2(rb). Such a point lies on line Lep and is the point of
intersection of three lines-Let, and two mating lines of families Lel (q_) and Lm(4_). (Mating
contact lines on surfaces I;e and I;e are determined for the same fixed value of 4_.)
The advantage of the method of generation discussed is the localization of the bearing contact,
reduced sensitivity of gears to misalignment, and other errors in assembly and manufacturing.
Generation of Bevel Gears
Let us consider the generation process for bevel gears. Two bevel gears transform rotation between
intersected axes O-al and O-az with angular velocities 60(1) and w (2), respectively (fig. 16.3.3).
As mentioned above, the pitch surfaces are two cones of angles 3't and 72 which roll over each
other (see ch. 2.2). Axis 0-I is the instantaneous axis of rotation which passes through O--the
point of intersection of axes O-al and O-a2. Axis 0-I is the line of action of vector
t0(12_ = t0 (I) - 60(2), that represents the angular velocity in relative motion (rotation about 0-1).
Plane 1I is a tangent plane to the pitch cones. While the pitch cones rotate about O-a1 and O-a2,
respectively, plane 11 rotates about O-Og with angular velocity w (gl (fig. 16.3.3). Axis 0-1
represents the line of action of vectors O) (gl) : O_(g) -- 0oft) and 60 (g2) = 60(g) - _(2). Thus 0-I
is the instantaneous axis of rotation of members g and 1, and g and 2. Plane II is the pitch surface
of generating gear g.
We may generate gears 1 and 2 with conjugate surfaces if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) Plane II is provided with a generating surface _;g, (2) surface I_g is rotated about O-ag while
members 1 and 2 rotate about O-at and O-a2, respectively, and (3) 0-I is the instantaneous axis
of rotation in the relative motion. With these conditions satisfied, surface _;g will generate
conjugated surfaces _l and _2 which are in line contact.
Figure 16.4.2 shows a head cutter that is used for the generation of Gleason's spiral bevel gears.
This tool is provided with blades having straight-lined profiles. These profiles being rotated about
axis C-C form two cones that cut both sides of the tooth. Thus the generating surface is a cone surface.
In the process of generation the following motions are performed (fig. 16.4.3): (1) a rotational
motion of the head cutter about axis C-C, that provides the desired velocity of cutting and (2) a
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rotational motion of the head cutter about axis O-a s while the gear to be generated rotates about
axis O-ai. (The member of the cutting machine, that rotates about O-a s and carries axis C-C, is
called the cradle.)
Using the discussed method for generation, we obtain a line contact of gear-tooth surfaces I_I
and t22. To obtain a point contact we have to use two generating surfaces that can contact each
other at a line. Two examples of such generating surfaces are shown in figure 16.4.4 and figure
16.4.5, respectively. They are
(1) Two cone surfaces with the same appex angle _bc, that contact each other at a common
generatrix (AB).
(2) A cone surface and a surface of revolution whose contact line is a circle.
A
Figure 16.4.4.
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Generation of Helical Gears
Let us now consider the generation process of conjugate surfaces for helical gears with parallel
axes. The gears must transform rotation between axes OI and 02 with angular velocities 6o(_) and
o_(2) (fig. 16.4.6(a)). The pitch surfaces of gears 1 and 2 are pitch cylinders of radii r I and r2,
respectively. Plane II, that is tangent to the pitch cylinders, is the pitch surface of a rack cutter.
While the gears are rotating with angular velocities w (_) and w _2_, the rack cutter translates with
velocity v = wt_rt = wt2)r2 . To generate gears having a point contact of their surfaces we use
two generating surfaces, EF and _v (fig. 16.3.6(b)). Consequently, we use two rack cutters and
in this case surfaces EF and E e contact each other along the line Lre. Being rigidly connected,
surfaces EF and EP move together with plane II as one rigid body. They translate with velocity
v while the gears rotate with angular velocities w °) and oJt2_. We may imagine that surface r_r
generates surface E l of gear 1 and surface r_e generates surface r.2, the tooth surface of gear 2.
We assume that lines of contact Lrl (¢) and Le2 (q_) do not coincide, but that they have a common
point which lies on Lre-the line of contact of generating surfaces Ee and r.e. The common point
of the three lines (two instantaneous lines LFl (q_) and Le2(_b) (_ is fixed) and line Lre ) is the
instantaneous point of contact of gear-tooth surfaces _1 and E2. The discussed method is used for
generation of helical gears with circular arc teeth.
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16.5 Generation Method 4
This method is based on the generation of gear tooth surfaces by an auxiliary line Lg, that is
the shape of a blade. We set up coordinate systems Si, $2, and Sg rigidly connected with gears
1, 2, and the generating line Lg, respectively, and the fixed coordinate system Sf. System Sg
performs a prescribed motion with respect to Sf, while the coordinate systems Si and $2 perform
the prescribed motions with the given gear ratio. Together with these motions, line Lg generates
surfaces El and r. 2 in coordinate systems $1 and $2, respectively. Surfaces rq and E 2 have a
common line Lg at every instant. However, Lg can just be a line of intersection but not a line of
tangency for surfaces r. I and E2- Surfaces El and _;2 will be conjugated if line Lg is the line of
contact of r_1and E2 at every instant. This condition is satisfied if at any point of L e the following
equations are observed:
N (_)" v(12) = N (2) * v _12)= 0 (16.5.1)
Here N (_) and N t2) are the surface normals, and V (12) is the vector of relative velocity. If equations
(16.5.1) are satisfied, then line Lu is the instantaneous line of contact of _1 and _2, vector v _12),
determined for any point of L x, lies in the tangent plane to E_ and Y2 and the surface normals are
collinear, that is
N ¢1) = mN (2) (16.5.2)
We may develop some techniques for the generation of r_ and E 2 by L8 based on the following
considerations (proposed by Litvin, 1968). The surface normal may be determined by
N (i) = v (ig) x 7" (i = 1,2) (16.5.3)
Here v (ig) is the relative velocity of a point M represented in the coordinate system Si with respect
to the same point represented in the system Sg; 7"is the tangent vector to Lg at M. Using equation
(16.5.3), we consider that the surface coordinate lines on Ei are line L8 and the path which is traced
out in S/by a point of L_,'
Equations (16.5.1) and (16.5.3) yield
[vllg)7 v tl2)] = 0 (16.5.4)
[v(2g)T V (12)] = 0 (16.5.5)
Wemayrepresentv _t2) in equations (16.5.4) and (16.5.5) by
V (12) = v(lg) _ v(2g) (16.5.6)
and obtain, using equations (16.5.4) to (16.5.6), that
[v(Iglrv 12g)] = 0 (16.5.7)
It is easy to verify that equation (16.5.7) if satisfied, provides the collinearity of surface normals
N _11and N _2). To prove this we use the equation
N Il) x N (2) = (v _tg_ x 7") x (v _2g) x 7")
= V (2g)[V (lg)77"] -- 7"[V (Ig)7" V (2g)] = _ 7"[V (Ig)7" V (2g)] (16.5.8)
Equations (16.5.7) and (16.5.8) yield N _l) × N (21= 0, and thus the surface normals are collinear.
On the basis of equation (16.5.7), we may propose the following two techniques for the generation
of conjugate surfaces I21 and 2;2. These techniques are based on the satisfication of equation
(16.5.7) with:
(1) The collinearity of vectors 7" and v (12)
(2) The collinearity of vectors v (is) and v (12) (i = 1,2)
The evidence that equation (16.5.7) is satisfied with the proposed conditions is based on the following
considerations:
(1) Using the equation
7" X V (12) = 7" X (V (lg) -- V (2g)) = 0
we obtain
T X V (Is) = 7" X V (2g) (16.5.9)
Equations (16.5.9) and (16.5.7) yield
[v(lg)7"v(2g) ] = [v(Ig)7"v (is)] _--0
(2) Using the equation
V (Ig) X V (12) = 0
we obtain
v(Ig) × (v(Ig) _ v(2g)) = -v _lg) × v (2g) = 0 (16.5.10)
Thus, equation (16.5.7) is satisfied due to the collinearity of vectors v (Is) and v (2g). A similar
result may be obtained by using the equation
V (2g) X V (12) = 0
Technique 1: Vectors 7" and V (12) are Collinear
Consider that gears 1 and 2 transform rotation between crossed axes and that the relative motion
is represented as a screw motion (fig. 16.5.1). We assume that the conditions of generation are
as follows:
(1) Lg translates along the axis of screw motion Ag with an arbitrary chosen velocity v (g).
(2) The shape of Lg is a helix on a cylinder whose axis coincides with the axis of screw motion.
(3) The screw parameter of the helix is the same as the screw parameter of relative motion for
gears l and 2.
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Let us prove with the aforementioned conditions, that vectors 7" and v (t2) are indeed collinear.
The velocity of a point in its screw motion is directed along the tangent to the trajectory traced
out by such a point. Line Lg is a helix traced out in screw motion. Consequently, the tangent to
Lg and vector v (12)are collinear, and equation (16.5.7) is satisfied. Line Lg being translated along
the axis of screw motion, while the gears are rotated, generates conjugate surfaces Ej and E2.
With this method, we may generate, in particular, conjugate surfaces for gears which transform
rotation between parallel axes. In such a case the relative motion is rotation about an instantaneous
axis 1. This axis is a particular case of the screw axis with the screw parameter equal to zero.
The generating line L8 becomes an arc of a circle of radius p centered at axis I (fig. 16.5.2). Line
Lg, being translated along the instantaneous axis of rotation while the gears rotate about axes O_
and 02, generates conjugate surfaces E I and E2. Considering that the ratio v(_)/o_ (i) (i = 1,2)
is constant, we conclude that surfaces El and E 2 are two helicodes. Here v _gl is the velocity of
Lg in translational motion.
Figure 16.5.2.
Technique 2: Vectors v ¢ig) (i = 1,2) and v(;2_ v (12) are Collinear
Let us prove that vectors v <is) and ¢12) become collinear if the generating line L s performs a
screw motion.
Consider that Ag, the axis of screw motion for Lg, intersects the shortest distance between the
axes of rotation of gears 1 and 2 and lies in plane H that is perpendicular to C (fig. 16.5.1). We
may determine the velocity v(Ig) as follows:
v<lg) = v(l) _ vtg) (16.5.11)
Here
¢1) = too_ × r (16.5.12)
is the velocity in rotational motion of a point for gear 1; r is a position vector drawn from a point
which lies on the axis of rotation of gear 1, 01; and to(_) is the angular velocity of rotation about
Or. Vector
vtg) = (totg) x r) + (d × to(g)) + pg (.d(g) (16.5.13)
is the velocity in screw motion of a point of the generating line Lg. Here ¢0 (_) and PSto (g) are the
angular velocity in rotation about and translation along the screw axis Ag. Here pg is the screw
parameter in screw motion for Lg, and d is a position vector drawn from O1 to Og. We assume
that d is a vector of shortest distance between axis O1 and Og.
Equations (16.5.11) to (16.5.13) yield
vtlg) : (to(l) __ to(g)) × r - (d × toIg)) _pgto(g) (16.5.14)
Velocity ¢12) in relative motion for gears 1 and 2 is represented by the equation
V t12) = V tl) -- V t2) = 00 (12) × r - C x tot2) (16.5.15)
Here to(12) = 00(1) _ to(2), and C is a vector of shortest distance drawn from Oi to 02.
Vectors v (Ig) and v (_2) are collinear, that is,
vtlg) = Xv02) (16.5.16)
Equations (16.5.14) to (16.5.16) yield
(tot,) _ to(g_) x r - (d x tots)) _pgto(g) = _[(tot,) _ to(2)) x r - (C x tot2))] (16.5.17)
Rearranging equation (16.5.17), we get
[tot')(1 - X) - to tg) + )_to(2)] × r + X(C × to(2)) _ (d × co (g)) - Pgto(g) : 0 (16.5.18)
Remember that r is a position vector which is drawn from a point on axis O_ to a point on line
Lg. Equation 16.5.18) will be satisfied for a generating line Lg of any shape if
to(_)(1 - _) - tolg) + ;,,to<2) = 0
k(C x tol2)) _ (d x to(g)) -- pgto{g) = 0
(16.5.19)
(16.5.20)
Vector equations (16.5.19) and (16.5.20) are to be used to determine totg), pg, d, and _,
considering that C, to(_), and tot2) are given. The line of action for d is the same as that for C,
and we may represent d by
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Vectors of angular and linear velocities represented in equations (16.5.19) to (16.5.20) lie in planes
that are perpendicular to C. Thus vector equations (16.5.19) to (16.5.20) yield only four scalar
equations in five unknowns: two projections of o_, d, log, and h. Fixing one of these unknowns,
for instance d, we can determine the four remaining unknowns.
Consider that axes Oi-Oi and 02-02 of gear rotation make an angle 3'; the location and
orientation of A s (the axis of screw motion) is determined with d and 6 (fig. 16.5.1). Projections
of the vectors of equations (16.5.19) and (16.5.20) on axes xf, ))-, and zf are represented as follows:
- w (g> sin 6 + hw _2)sin 3' = 0 (16.5.21)
(1 - 3,)w O) - w (g) cos 6 + hw (2_cos Y = 0 (16.5.22)
-C 0 0
0 w _2)sin 3" w (2) cos 3'
-- --d
0
0 0
w (g) sin 6 w (g) cos 6
-pgoJ Igl(sin 8if + cos Sky) = 0
Equation (16.5.23) yields
hCw (2_ cos 3' - dw Is) cos 8 - pgw _e) sin 8 = 0
- XCw _2)sin 3"+ dw (g) sin 8 --pg6O (g) COS6 : 0
Equations (16.5.21) to (16.5.25) give
w (g) sin 6
w (2) sin 3'
(16.5.23)
(16.5.24)
(16.5.25)
(16.5.26)
co(g ) = co(J)w(2) sin y
o_(l) sin 8 + _o(2) sin (y - 8) (16.5.27)
sin (3' - 8) sin 8
= - C (16.5.28)
Pg sin 3'
d= -Px cot (3' -8)= sin 8 cos (3' - 8) C
sin 3' (16.5.29)
Equations (16.5.26) to (16.5.29) determine all parameters of the screw motion of generation if
8 is chosen.
The discussed method may be used for the generation of conjugated surfaces for gears with crossed
axes by a screw motion of a generating line of any shape. The generated surfaces El and _2 will
contact each other at every instant along the generating line Lg. The discussed technique may also
be used for the generation of screws, pumps, and feeders.
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There is an important case of screw generation by a circular arc line Lg centered at the axis of
screw motion Ag as proposed by Litvin and Polytavkin (Litvin, 1968). Consider that two screws
transform rotation between crossed axes O1-O1 and 02-02, that make the angle 3; (fig. 16.5.3(a)).
Vectors w (t/and w(2_(Io:<'_/--Iw(2'l-- _) are the angular velocities in rotation about these axes,
and C is the shortest distance between the axes. Axis Ag of screw motion of generating line is
located in plane II and makes the angle 6 with Oi-O1. Since Lg is a circular arc centered at A_,,
the rotation of Lg about A s is not necessary. Therefore, the generating motion of Lg can be
performed as translation only, instead of screw motion. Thus, while screw i is rotated about axis
Oi-Oi with angular velocity w, the generating line Lg is translated along A s with velocity v L_). The
generating tool can be a blade as shown in figure 16.5.2(b), or as a rotating milling cutter.
As mentioned previously, parameters of generating motion for L_ are determined by equations
(16.5.36) to (16.5.29). In the considered case, w I1) = co_2)= co, and the angle (5 may be chosen
as 6 = 0.53,. The velocity of Lg in translational motion is given by
o: sin (3' - 6) sin (5C (16.5.29)
v(g) = Pgc°(e) = - sin (5 + sin (3' - (5)
The negative sign ofps and v (_) indicates that the screw parameter px, is negative and vector v (,_')
is opposite to co (s) (fig. 16.5.3).
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Chapter 17
Synthesis of Spiral Bevel Gears
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17.1 Introduction to Gear Geometry
There are different types of spiral bevel gears, based on the methods of generation of gear-tooth
surfaces. A few notable ones are the Gleason's gearing, the Klingelnberg's Palloid System, and
the Klingelnberg's and Oerlikon's Cyclo Palloid System. The design of each type of spiral bevel
gear depends on the method of generation used. It is based on specified and detailed directions
which have been worked out by the mentioned companies. However, there are some general aspects,
such as the concepts of pitch cones, generating gear, and conditions of force transmissions (see
ch. 19.2) that are common for all types of spiral bevel gears.
Pitch Cones
Consider that rotation is transformed between two intersected axis, Oa_ and Oa2, which make an
angle 3, (fig. 17. I. 1). (See also sections 2.2 and 14.1.) The angular velocities in rotation about
these axes are w t_) and w (2). The instantaneous axis of rotation (O/) is the line of action of the
relative angular velocity
0)(12) = 0)(I) _ 00( 2 ) (17.l.l)
or
00( 21 ) = 60( 2 ) _ 00(1) (17.1.2)
The instantaneous axis of rotation is the line of tangency of the pitch cones that roll over each
other without slipping. The apex angles of the pitch cones 3'1 and 3'2 are represented by the
following equations:
m12 + cos 3'
cot 3q - sin 3' (17.1.3)
m21 + cos 3'
cot Y2 -- sin 3' (17.1.4)
Here
/7/i 2 --
w °} N2 w _2_ N_
- and m21 c0(i )w {2} NI N2
are the gear ratio; Nl and N2 are the number of gear teeth.
For the most common case when 3' = 90°, we obtain
cot 3"1 = m12 cot 3'2 = m21 (17.1.5)
Plane I1 is a tangent plane to the pitch cones (fig. 17.1.1). We may imagine that plane H rotates
about axis Oag with angular velocity w I*}, while the pitch cones rotate with angular velocities w II)
and w {2) about axes Oal and Oa2, respectively. Plane II, limited with the circle of radius 01, may
be considered as a particular case of a pitch cone surface having an apex angle 3', which
approaches 90* and has an outer cone distance equal to 0I.
Generating Gear: Types of Spiral Bevel Gearing
Consider that a generating surface gg is rigidly connected to the pitch plane 11. Surface ISg rotates
with the pitch plane H about Oae (fig. 17. I. l) while the gear blanks rotate about Oa I and Oa 2,
0
ag
0
Figure 17.1.1.
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respectively. Surface Eg generates tooth surfaces 1_t and _2 on gears 1 and 2. Such a generating
process provides conjugate gear-tooth surfaces _:l and E2 which contact each other along a line
at every instant. The instantaneous line of contact moves over surfaces I]1 and E2. Gears 1 and
2, having surfaces _] and _2, will transform rotation about axes Oal and Oa2 with the prescribed
gear ratio. The type of spiral bevel gearing depends on the type of generating surface Eg.
The generating surface for Gleason's spiral bevel gearing is a cone surface (ch. 16.4). The head
cutter (fig. 16.4.2), that cuts the gear, carries blades with straight-lined profiles. Consider a
coordinate system Sc that is rigidly connected to the head cutter and rotates with it about the C-C
axis. The head-cutter blades, being rotated about C-C, generate a cone in the coordinate system
S,.. The angular velocity of rotation about C-C does not depend on the generating motions and
provides the desired velocity of cutting only.
To generate the gear tooth surface the head cutter has to go through two motions:
(1) Rotation about Oag while the generated gear rotates about Oai (fig. 16.4.3)
(2) Rotation about C-C
Rotations of the generating gear and the gear being generated are related since the instantaneous
axis of rotation is 0I. The rotation of the head cutter about C-C may be ignored by considering
that a generating cone surface is rigidly connected to plane II (with axis C-C of the cone) (fig.
17.1.1) and rotates about axis Oag. The motion of the generating gear (rotation about Oag) is
simulated by the rotation of the cradle of the cutting machine which carries the head cutter.
Consider the line of intersection L of the generating surface with the pitch plane YI. In the case
of Gleason's gearing, L is a circular arc of radius R (fig. 17.1.2(a)). Line L generates a spatial
curve on the gear pitch cone that is more like a helix rather than a spiral although the gears are
called spiral bevel gears.
The type of spiral bevel gears is related to the type of the longitudinal shape of the gear. We
differentiate between the following types of spiral bevel gears.
(1) The Gleason's gearing (fig. 17.1.2(a)): where the longitudinal shape is a circular arc of radius
R.
(2) The Palloid System of Klingelnberg (fig. 17.1.2(b)): where the longitudinal shape is
approximately an involute curve for a base circle of radius rb. The generating surface of the Palloid
System of Klingelnberg is generated by a conical worm. The tool is a conical hob which simulates
the conical worm.
(3) The Cyclo-Palloid System of Klingelnberg and Oerlicon System (fig. 17.1.3): where the
longitudinal shape is an extended epicycloid, traced out by point P of the finishing blade of the
head cutter. The blade and circle of radius p are rigidly connected and represent a rigid body.
The circle of radius p rolls over the gear circle of radius r. Thus these circles are centrodes of
the head-cutter and of the generating gear. The head cutter rotates about Oc and the generating
gear rotates about Og. Unlike the generation of Gleason's gearing, the rotations of the head-cutter
and the generating gear in the case of the Cyclo-Palloid System are related: point I is the instantaneous
center of rotation in the relative motion of the head cutter with respect to the generating gear.
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In reality the methods of generation discussed are more complicated because they have to provide
a localized contact of gear-tooth surfaces. It is for this reason that two generating surfaces are used
instead of one. (See ch. 16.4.)
Henceforth, we will designate the direction of the tangent to the longitudinal shape at point P
by/3. Point P is the point of intersection of the instantaneous axis of rotation Ogl and the shape
(figs. 17.1.2 and 17.1.3). The longitudinal shape (the spiral) can be right-handed or left-handed,
similar to the right-handed and left-handed helical gears. Figure 17.1.3 shows right-handed spirals.
Tooth Element Proportions
The axial section of the Palloid gearing and the Cyclo Palloid gearing is shown in figure 17.1.4(a).
This gearing has a constant height of the teeth.
_- Pitch cone
\\
_Ao _
(a)
(b_
Pitch
diameter
I
L
Figure 17,1.4.
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The axial section of the Gleason's gearing is shown in figure ! 7.1.4(b). Tooth height changes
proportionally to the distance from the apex and the three cones-the pitch cone, dedendum cone,
and addendum cones-have the same apex. In some cases, the gears are designed with different
apices for the mentioned cones to provide a constant backlash between the dedendums and addendums
of mating gears.
The transverse diametral pitch is given for the back cone. The pitch diameter for the gear is
determined by
Ni
di- (i = 1,2) (17.1.6)P
where P is the diametral pitch and N i is the tooth number.
The outer cone distance Ao is determined by
di
Ao - (17.1.7)
2 sin 3'i
The addendum and dedendum angles are represented by (fig. 17.1.4(b))
AI = tan- 1 a
-- (17.1.8)
Ao
b
A2 = tan-i __ (17.1.9)
Ao
Here a and b are the dimensions of the addendum and dedendum for the back cone expressed
in terms of the diametral pitch.
17.2 Introduction to Synthesis
Gleason's gearing has obvious technological advantages: (1) The velocity of cutting does not
depend on the generating velocities. (2) It is easy to grind. (3) The axial shape of teeth (fig. 17.1.4(b))
provides favorable conditions for bending stresses and resistance to elastic deformations. (4) The
contact of surfaces is localized. However, the gear-tooth surfaces can be generated as conjugated
surfaces if special machine-tool settings are used only. This may be explained with figure 17.2.1.
Consider two pitch cones having angles 3'1 and 3'2. The instantaneous axis of rotation of the pitch
cones is 01. Gears 1 and 2 are generated by generating surfaces Er and _:e, respectively. The axis
of rotation of the generating surface must be perpendicular to the generatrix of the root cone. Thus,
the axes of rotation of the generating gears, Oz(r) and Oz(P), do not coincide, but rather make
an angle of Aj + A 2, where A_ (i = 1,2) is the dedendum angle of the gear. Since axes Oz (r)
and Oz (t') do not coincide, we cannot use a method of generation that provides the gears with
conjugate surfaces. For this reason some compensating machine-tool settings must be used and
the determination of such settings is the subject of optimal synthesis. The methods for the synthesis
of spiral bevel gears and hypoid gears with Gleason's gearing are based on the application of tooth
contact analysis. These methods have been worked out: (1) by Gleason's engineers (1970), (2)
by Litvin (1968), and Litvin and Gutman (1980). The approach, proposed by Litvin (1968), and
Litvin and Gutman (1980), is based on application in two stages; the local synthesis and the global
synthesis.
The purposes of local synthesis are to provide: (1) contact of gear-tooth surfaces at the mean
contact point, and (2) improved conditions of meshing within the neighborhood of the mean contact
point. The purpose of the global synthesis is to provide optimal conditions of meshing for the whole
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area of meshing. The criteria of conditions of meshing are the kinematical errors and the bearing
contact.
Synthesis of spiral bevel gears discussed in this chapter is based on the research performed by
Litvin, Hayasaka, Rahman, and Wei-Jiung Tsung. A new method for generation of Gleason's spiral
bevel gears with conjugate tooth surfaces has been recently developed by Litvin, Tsung, Coy, and
Heine (Litvin et al, 1986).
17.3 Generating Surfaces and Coordinate Systems
Here the generating surface is a cone surface (fig. 17.3.1). This surface is generated in the
coordinate system S,._), while the blades of the head cutter rotate about axis C-C (fig. 16.4.2).
The generation of gear-tooth surfaces is based on application of two tool surfaces, _F and Ze,
which generate gears 1 and 2, respectively. The generating surfaces (generating cones) do not
coincide; they have different cone angles, ff,!F_ and _/,_'), and different mean radii, r_FI and r,. (p)
(fig. 17.3. l(a)). Special machine-tool settings, AE1 and ALl (fig. 17.3.3(b)), must be used for the
generation of the pinion.
Considering the generation of the gear 2 tooth surface we use the following coordinate systems:
(1) S,!e), which is rigidly connected to the generating surface Ee (fig- 17.3.1(b))
(2) The fixed coordinate system S,_,2), that is rigidly connected to the frame of the cutting
machine
(3) The coordinate system $2, which is rigidly connected to gear 2 (fig. 17.3.2)
In the process of generation, the generating surface rotates about the x,t,2)-axis with angular velocity
l] (v), while the gear blank rotates about the z2-axis with the angular velocity _(2_. Axes x,_2) and
z2 intersect each other and form the angle 90* + "Y2- A_, where A2 is the dedendum angle for
gear 2. Axis Xm_2) is perpendicular to the generatrix of the root cone of gear 2. The coordinate
system Sf shown in figure 17.3.2 is rigidly connected to the housing of the gears and will be used
for the analysis of conditions of meshing of the gears.
Considering the generation of the pinion, we use the following coordinate systems:
(1) S_F), that is rigidly connected to the generating surface YF
(2) S_ I_, that is rigidly connected to the frame of the cutting machine
(3) Si, that is rigidly connected to the pinion (gear 1) (fig. 17.3.3)
Axes x,l,l) and Zl do not intersect but cross each other; AEt and ALl are the corrections of machine-
tool settings that are used for the improvement of meshing of the gears. In the process of generation,
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the generating surface rotates about the the xm_l)-axis with angular velocity [](_), while the gear
1 blank rotates about the zvaxis with angular velocity fl(l). Axes xm(ll and z_ form the angle
90* - q¢_+ AI, where At is the dedendum angle of gear 1 and axis x_ l) is perpendicular to the
generatrix of the root cone of gear 1.
17.4 Generating Tool Surfaces
The tool surface is a cone and is represented in the coordinate system S_ ) as follows (fig.
17.3.1 (a))
I x_ )
• ysO)
1
r_ j) cot _b_(j) - uj cos ¢_(J) 1
uj sin ¢_J) sin Oj
uj sin ¢_(J) cos 0j (j = F,e)
1
(17.4.1)
where uj and Oj are the surface coordinates.
The coordinate system Sfl ) (j = F,P) is an auxiliary coordinate system that is also rigidly
connected to the tool (fig. 17.3. l(b)). To represent the generating surface Yr and _e in coordinate
system S,9 ) we use the following matrix equation (a left-hand generating gear is considered)
x,!J )
y(J)
z(cJ)
1
Ix?' 1
y_))
1
1 0 0 0
0 cosqj -sinqj -bjsinqj
0 sinqj cosqj bjcosqj
0 0 0 1
x(j)
ys(j)
z_ j_
1
(17.4.2)
Here bj and q) are parameters that determine the location of the tool in coordinate system Sfl ).
Equations (17.4.1) and (17.4.2) yield
Xc_) = r/) cot _.b/) - uj cos _bc_)
yc_) = uj sin 4,fl ) sin (Oj - q/) - bj sin qj (17.4.3)
z_ ) = uj sin _bc(j) cos (0) - qj) + bj cos qj
where j = (F,P).
The unit normal to the generating surface _j (j = F,P) is represented by
n_ ) N,q) N_) 0r_) 0rY) (17.4.4)
INO) ] OOj Ouj
Using equations (17.4.3) and (17.4.4) (provided uj sin ¢,_J_ # 0), we obtain
n,9 ) : sin 4,_)i_ ) + cos _,fl) [sin (Oj - q))jfl) + cos (Oj - qj)k,9 )] (17.4.5)
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17.5 Equations of Meshing by Cutting
Generation of I_l
We derive the equation of meshing of the generating surface ]_F and the gear-tooth surface El
by using the following procedure:
Step 1.-First, we derive the family of surfaces Zr which are represented in the coordinate
system Sm_l}. Such a family is generated while the coordinate system S,! F} is rotated about the
c, (F)xff)-axis (fig. 17.3.3). We recall that the generating surface _. is rigidly connected to ,-'c . We
use the matrix equation
Xm_l
Y,(n1
z_ _
1
X (F)
y,!F)
Z<!F)
I
(17.5.1)
for the coordinate transformation.
Here (fig. 17.3.3)
1 0 0 0 l
[ ] 0 COS_F sin_F 0M,I,I), (F) =
0 --sin _oF cos _F 0
0 0 0 1
(17.5.2)
where _oF is the angle of rotation about the x_ l}-axis.
Using equations (17.5.1), (17.5.2), and (17.4.3), we obtain
X(m I rc(F) cot l_c(F) -- UF COS _,!F)
[ ] ym_l UFSin,l,'V) sinrF--bvsin (qF--¢F)r(l ) = = re
Z,I, I /'/F sin _(!F) COS 7 F + bF cos (qF -- _F )
I 1
(17.5.3)
where rF = OF - qF + _F" Equations (17.5.3), with the parameter _oF fixed, represent a single
surface of the family of generating surfaces.
Step 2.-The unit normal to the generating surface E F may be represented in coordinate system
S_(i)
as follows:
(1
am _ Nff ) N( 1 } = __0r"(' } × __Or'("' )
[N_')[ OOF OUF (17.5.4)
We may also use an alternanve method for the derivation of the unit normal. This method is based
on the matrix equation
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Matrix [L,_t),! F_] may be determined by deleting the 4th column and row in matrix (17.5.2).
The column matrix [n,! F)] is given by vector equation (17.4.4). After transformation, we obtain
[nff _] =
sin _b,!F) 1
cos _,!F_sin "re [
cos ¢,!'_ cos "rrJ
(17.5.6)
Step 3.-We derive the equations of the relative velocity as follows:
v(FI) = Vm(F) __ V (1) (17.5.7)
where vff _ is the velocity of a point M on surface YF and v_ I_ is the velocity of the same point
M on surface I21.
Vector vff ) is represented by the equation
Vn(, F) = --mf_(F) × r_l) (17.5.8)
Here (fig. 17.3.3):
[_m (F)] =
__(F)
0
0
(17.5.9)
II) is represented by equation (17.5.3).Vector rm
Equations (17.5.8) and (17.5.9) yield
v(F)] : _ (F)
0
Zm(l)
_ ym¢1)
(17.5.10)
Gear 1 rotates about the zl-axis with the angular velocity fit1) (fig. 17.3.3). Since fllb does not
pass through the origin O_ l), of the coordinate system S_ j), we substitute _d) by an equal vector
which passes through Om_1) and the vector moment represented by
0_ Oh X ll_ _)m
Then, we represent v_) ) as follows:
I,_ [_(1) x r.() ) + 0._,'_ Oh X _')V m = (17.5.11)
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Here
O_l)Oh =
L sin Aj
-- AE 1
-AL 1
[e,},(_)]= _ft<_)
sin (3'1 - A0
0
cos ('rt - A1)
(17.5.12)
where L = Ohg. Equations (17.5.11) to (17.5.12) yield
[v_I)] = _f_(J)
_12(1)
= __(1)
im(I)
sin (3q - AI)
Xn( I )
.(1)
Im
L sin A_
sin (Yl - A(l)
x.(, l
jm( l ) k(l )
0 cos (Yl -AI)
ym(l, Zm_1)
jm(') k_'
--AE I -ALj
0 COS ('Yl -- AI)
-(Ym _') + AE,) cos (71- Al
- L sin A 0 cos ('rl - AO - (z_ I) + ALl) sin (3'1 - A1)
(y_l) + AE,) sin ('rl- A,)
The final expression for " (F1) isYrtl
(17.5.13)
[V_ FI)] =
--i2(lt(ym(l) + AEI) COS (3q- AI)
_"_(F)Zm(I) @ _'_(1)I(Xm(l) -- Lsin A 0 cos (Yl- AI)- /(1) AL,)sin ("_1 AI)][ Z,n +
__(F)y_l) + _(l)(ym(l ) .jr. AEI) sin (3'1- AI)
Step 4.-The equation of meshing by cutting is represented by
nm_t) " vff') = 0
Using equations (17.5.15), (17.5.14), (17.5.6), and (17.5.3), we obtain
(7.5.14)
(17.5.15)
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-)f
+ co, cos
q
+ br [sin ¢,_F)sin (qF - _r ) + cos _bc_r) sin OF mF[cos-"sin(qq(3q-- A1)--A0/_]
_ AE1 [sin ¢,!F)_ COS ¢_F)tan ('Yl- AI)COS rE]
L
= ft (uF, 0r, _F) = 0 (17.5.16)
where mFl = _(F)/_(I). Equation (17.5.6) relates the generating surface coordinates (ur, OF) with
the angle of rotation (_or).
Generation of I_2
Using a similar procedure, we may obtain the equation of meshing for surface Ep by using the
following steps.
Step 1. - Equations of the family of generating surfaces Zp represented in the coordinate system
S_ 2) are
x_ 2)
ymt2)
Zm(2 )
ri P) cot ff_/') - up cos ffcCP>
up sin ¢,_P) sin re -- be sin (qp - +e)
Up sin ¢,!P) cos re + be cos (qe - _pe)
(17.5.17)
Step 2.-The unit normal to Ze is represented in Smt2) by the column matrix
sin _(P)
cos ¢,[P)sin re
cos ¢,_pl cos rj,
(17.5.18)
where re = 0e - qe + _Op. e
Step 3.-The velocities v_ ), v_2), and vm'te2) are represented in S_2) as follows:
[Vm_p)] = f_(P)
0
z_2)
_ y_2
(17.5.19)
2)] = _fl(2)
y{m2) cos ('_'2 -- A2)
(_.,,_,+,_sin,,_)cos(-,_- "2)- (z_'sm(-_- .'_)
y_2) sin (3'2 - "%)
(17.5.20)
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Step 4.-The equation of meshing
yields the following equation:
n_2J• vff 2_= 0
fe(ue, 0p, ,pp) =
u_o - (r,! e' cot ¢,!P) + L sin A2) cos ¢c_e'] sin rp -- be sin (qe - ¢,o) sin ff_t,)
+ be cos ¢_e) sin Oe me2 - sin (72 - A2) = 0 (17.5.22)
cos (72 - A2)
Here rap2 = _(P)/f_¢21.
17.6 Local Synthesis: Conditions of Tangency
The purpose of local synthesis is to provide (1) tangency of gear-tooth surfaces at the main point
of contact, (2) transformation of rotation with an instantanteous gear ratio equal to the given ratio,
and (3) determination of the range of machine-tool settings which correspond to the motion of contact
point along and across the gear-tooth surfaces, respectively. The solution of the first two problems
is discussed in this section.
Tangency of Surfaces _t, and 1_2
We consider that the main contact point M lies on the instantaneous axis of rotation of gears
1and 2 (fig. 17.3.2). This axis is the pitch line-the line of tangency of gears 1and 2. The generating
surface E e and the gear-tooth surface being cut will be in tangency at M if the following conditions
are satisfied: (1) the generating surface Ep passes through M and (2) the instantaneous axis of
rotation by cutting coincides with the instantaneous axis of rotation for gears 1 and 2.
It is easily verified that the second condition is satisfied with
sin 72
mp2 -- (17.6.1)
COS A 2
To prove this we consider the collinearity of vectors _ le2) and Of M. Here (fig. 17.3.2):
fl_e2_ = fl_el _ fl,2)=
_12(p) + fl_21 sin (3'2 - A2)
0
__(2_ cos (72 - A2)
(17.6.2)
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where [_(P2) is the angular velocity of the generating gear P with respect to gear 2 and
Of M = L
sin A 2
0
cos A2
(17.6.3)
The conditions of collinearity yield
_fl(m + ft(2) sin (Y2 - A2)
= __(2) COS ('Y2 -- A2) (17.6.4)
sin A 2 COS A 2
_(e)/f_(2) sin 72/cos A2 and equation (17.6.1) is confirmed. Equation (17.6.1)Thus mp2 =- =
determines the angular velocity ratio for the generation of gear 2.
We may determine the machine-tool settings by taking in equation (17.5.17)
X,}, 2) = 0 yn(,2) = 0 Zm(2) = L cos A2 (17.6.5)
(2) y,(2) and z,(,2) are the coordinates of point M (fig. 17.3.2). Equations (17.5.17) andwhere x,,, ,
(17.6.5) yield
r'!e) (17.6.6)
lip = 7
sin _/,! P)
r,! e) sin re - be sin (qp - _pp) = 0 (17.6.7)
r,! e) cos rp + b e cos (qp - `pp) = L cos A 2 (17.6.8)
where rp = Oe - qe + _oe. Using equations (17.6.1), (17.6.6), (17.6.7), and the equation of
meshing (17.5.22), we obtain:
sin 0e =
L cos A 2 sin re
bp
(17.6.9)
Equations (17.6.7) to (i 7.6.9) relate parameters of machine-tool settings: be, qe, and Oe. These
equations may be satisfied for any value of ,pp. For example, with _oe = 0 and from drawings of
figure 17.3.1, we obtain
/3p = 90" - (0p - qp) = 90* - "re (17.6.10)
The final expressions for equations (17.6.7) to (17.6.10) therefore become
ri P) cos/3p - be sin qe = 0 (17.6.11)
r,! P) sin _p + bp cos qe = L cos A 2 (17.6.12)
sin 0p =
L cos A2 cos/3p
bp
(17.6.13)
An alternative solution is based on the equation for 0e where
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Oe = re + qe = 90* - Be + qe
Considering fie, rc(P), L, and A2 as given, we may determine the parameters of the machine-tool
settings for gear 2 from equations (17.6.11) to (17.6.13).
The common unit normal for surfaces ISe and E2 at their contact point M is represented by
rim2)] =
sin ¢,_el
cos ¢4e_ cos _p
cos ¢,c_p_ sin tip
(17.6.14)
(See eq. (17.5.18).)
Tangency of Surfaces Zp, _F, and I_2
We set up the following coordinate systems rigidly connected to the frame of the cutting machine:
Sa, S_ 1_, (fig. 17.3.3), and S,, (fig. 17.6.1(a)). Axis Zm_l) and za intersect each other at point N
whose location is determined by OhN = L; A s is the dedendum angle of gear 1; and axis z_
coincides with the rotation axis of gear 1.
We consider also coordinate systems Sf and Sk (fig. 17.6.1(19)) which are rigidly connected to
the coordinate system S,_,21 (fig. 17.3.2). Point M which is located on the zf-axis is the point of
tangency of surfaces Ep and E2. In the simplest case, point M may coincide with N and coordinate
systems Sfand Sk may coincide with coordinate systems Sh and S,, respectively. The three surfaces
Ep, _2, and I_F will then pass through the same point. However, YF will be in tangency with Ee
and Ez if the normal to I_f coincides with the normal to Ee- This condition can be satisfied with
a special relation between the blade angles ¢,_r) and _b_p) and special machine-tool settings. For
practical reasons it is important to make ¢_F) = ¢_P) and use blades with the same angle. This
becomes possible by choosing a new point of contact A for surfaces ISF, Ep, and I_2.
Consider that the generating surface I_F is set up in the coordinate system Sh, but the settings
of I_F are not yet determined. The generating surface I_e is set up in the coordinate system I_f and
its settings are known: Ee passes through point M and the surface unit normal at M is represented
in the coordinate system S_ 2_ by equation (17.6.14). Surfaces Ee and E 2 are in tangency at M.
Initially, the coordinate system Sf coincides with Sh, and Sk coincides with S_. We may consider
that coordinate systems Sf, Sk, S_2), and surfaces Ee and I_2 form a rigid body B. Now, consider
that B is rotated about the za-axis through an angle 6 (fig. 17.6.2) which is just a setting angle.
Axis zf being rotated about the z,-axis will move over the surface of the pitch cone with the apex
angle 3q. Consequently, point M, which is the point of tangency of surfaces ISpand E2, will come
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to a new position which we designate by N. However, point N lies on the pitch cone of gear 1.
Surfaces ZF and Zp (consequently, _F, _P, and _2) will be in tangency at N, if the following
equations are observed:
[rff)] = [Mhf] [r;M)] (17.6.15)
InChF)] = [Lhf] [n) M)] (17.6.16)
Here
(°10
1
(17.6.171
is the column matrix of point M. Y _q
Matrix [n) M,] is the column matrix of the unit normal to surface Eeat point M. Matrix |Mhf j
represents'-the coordinate transformation in transition from Sf to Sh and is determined as follows
(figs. 17.6.1(b) and 17.6.2):
[Mhf] = [MMlMaklIMkfl =
I cos'_l 0 sin3'l 0 l0 1 0 0-sin3'1 0 cos 3'1 0
0 0 0 1
cos 6 cos z Yl + sin2 3'1
sin _ cos Y_
(1 - cos 6) cos Yl sin 71
cos6 -sin6 0 0
sin6 cos6 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
cos3_1 0 -sinyt 0
0 1 0 0
sinyi 0 cosyl 0
0 0 0 1
-sin 6 cos 3g
cos 6
sin 6 sin yj
0
(1 - cos 6) cos 3'1 sin 3'1 0
-sin 6 sin q't 0
cos 6 sin 2 3'1 + c°s2 3'1 0
0 1
(17.6.18)
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The column matrices [r_F)J and [n_F)J, represent in coordinate system Sh, surface EF and the
surface unit normal.
Matrix equations (17.6.15) and (17.6.16) provide six equations which determine the machine-
tool settings for the generating surface EF- The derivation of these equations is based on the
following procedure:
Step 1. Determination of the matrix product t -a[Mhr] [r/(_] in equation (17.6.15). - Using
equations (17.6.17) and (17.6.18), we obtain
(1 - cos 6) cos 3q sin 71
-sin 6 sin 71
cos 6 sin 2 3'1 + cos 2 71
1
(17.6.19)
Step 2. Representation of surface ZF in coordinate system Sh.- Surface _r is represented in
the coordinate system S_ l) by equations (17.5.3). We may represent EF in Sh by using the following
matrix equation:
r(hF)] = I-, -(1)[ tv/b_ ] [r,_')] (17.6.20)
where (figs. 17.3.3 and (17.6.1)
[M_mI)] =
cos A I 0 sin Aj -(L cos A1 - ALl) sin Al
0 1 0 AE I
-sin A I 0 cos A I L sin 2 A_ + AL1 cos At
0 0 0 1
(17.6.21)
Equations (17.5.3) and (17.6.21) yield
x_ F) : (r,! F) cot _,!F, UFCOS d/,!F))COS A,
+ [UF sin _b,!F) cos rr + br cos (qr- Wr)] sin Al -- (L cos A l - ALl) sin Al (17.6.22)
y_htq = ur sin _,!F) sin 7"F -- br sin (qF -- _PF ) + AEj
Z_F) = - (r,! F' cot _b,!r) - UF COS _b_F)) sin A,
+ [UF sin _b,!r) cos rF + brcoS (qF-- 'P¢)] COSAl + L sin 2 Ai + ALl cos Al
(17.6.23)
(17.6.24)
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Step 3. Determination of basic equations provided by matrix equation (17.6.15).-Using
equations (17.6.15), (17.6.19), and (17.6.22) to (17.6.24), we get
(r,!_>cot,_,!_>- ._cos_>) cos_,+ [u_s_n_c'_>cos7_+b_cos(q_-_)] sinA,
- (L cos A) - ALl) sin At = L(1 - cos 6) cos 3'1 sin Yl (17.6.25)
(17.6.26)UF sin _b__) sin 7F -- br sin (qF -- _PF ) + AEI = -L sin 6 sin 3'1
- (r,! F) cot _b,!F, -UFCOS _b_F)) sin A1 + [UF sin if[F)COS ZV + br cOs (qr- _Or)] COSAI
+ L sin 2 Ai + ALl cos Al = L(cos 6 sin 3'1 + cos2 3'0 (17.6.27)
The three basic equations (17.6.25) to (17.6.27) provide that surfaces _F, _P, and E2 have a
common point P.
Step 4. Representation in coordinate system Sh of the unit normal to surface re.-The surface
unit normal at point P is represented in coordinate system S_ 2) by equation (17.5.18). Parameter
rp = 90* - Be at point M (fig. 17.3.1). The unit normal is represented in the coordinate system
Sh by the matrix product [L_2)] [n_2)].
Here (figs. 17.3.2) and (17.6.1)
-sin 6 cos 3't
cos 6
sin _5sin 3'1
(1 - cos 6) cos 3'1 sin 3q
-sin 6 sin 3'1
cos 6 sin 2 3'1 + cos2 3'1
cos 6 cos 2 3'1 + sin2 3'1
sin 6 cos 71
(1 - cos 6) cos 3'1 sin 3'1
COSA 2 0 --sin A 2
0 1 0
sinA2 0 cosA2
(17.6.28)
(17.6.29)
Using equations (17.6.28) and (17.5.18), we obtain
[ ]nxh = COS 6 COS3'1 sin ,-c't'(P) cos (3'1 + A2) - cos ¢,_P) sin (3'2 + AE) sin B_,
+ sin 3'1 [sin _b,!P) sin (3'1 + A2) + cos ff,!P) cos ("/l + A2) sin Bp]
- sin 6 cos _b,!P) cos 71 COS 13,o
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5[sinl-_,!mcos(y,+ A2) cos ¢,!P)sin/3p sin (Yl + A2)]nyh(e)= sin
+ cos b cos _,!ej cos/_e
n(P) [ ]zh = --cos 6 sin "Vt sin _b_e) cos (Yl + A2) -- cos l_t(P) sin /_p sin ("/l + A2)
+ cos y, [sin ¢,!e) sin (y, + A2) + cos ¢',!P)sin _e cos (y, + A2) ]
+ sin 6 cos ff,!P) cos _p sin "/l
(17.6.30)
(17.6.31)
Step 5. Representation in coordinate system Sh of the unit normal to surface Zp.-The unit
normal to surface E F is represented in coordinate system S,_,I_ by equations (17.5.6). We may
represent this unit normal in coordinate system Sh by using the following matrix equation:
(17.6.32)
Here (see matrix (17.6.21)):
--['m"]
cos A I 0 sin A I
0 1 0
-sinAi 0 cosAl
(17.6.33)
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Using equations (17.6.32), (17.6.33), and (17.5.6), we obtain
n}[ ) = sin ¢_,!r) cos Ai + cos ff_F) COS7"F sin A t (17.6.34)
n_[ ) = cos ¢,!F) sin 7 r (17.6.35)
n}f ) = -sin ¢/,!r) sin A l + cos _b,!F) cos 7"F COS A I (17.6.36)
Step 6. Determination of basic equations provided by matrix equations (17.6.16).-Using
equations (17.6.16), (17.6.29) to (17.6.31) and (17.6.34) to (17.6.36), we obtain
sin _b_r) cos A I + cos _,!F) COS7 F sin A I
y, [sin _,!P) cos ("_1 + A2) -- COS _(!P) sin (Yl + A2) sin /_p]COS COS
Y, [sin ¢,!e) sin (Yl + A2) + cos _b,!e, cos (Y, + A2) sin/3p]+ sin
- sin 6 cos 1_(! P) COS '_1 COS l_p (17.6.37)
cos ¢,!F) sin rr: sin 6[sin 4/,!_') cos (y, + At)- cos ¢,!e)sin/3 e sin (y, + A2)]
+ COS5 cos _,!P) cos 13p (17.6.38)
-sin _,!F) sin Aj + Cos _b,!r) cos re cos Aj
---co, + cos sin +
+ sin 6 cos _,!e) cos _p sin 3'1 + cos 3'1[sin ff,!e) sin (Yl + A2)
+ cos ff,!P) sin 13e cos (3'1 + A2)] (17.6.39)
The three basic equations (17.6.37) to (17.6.39) provide that surfaces _]F, _P, and 122have a
common normal at point P and are in tangency at this point. Only two equations of (17.6.37) to
(17.6.39) are independent since In_v)] = In_e)l = 1.
The satisfaction of equations (17.6.25) to (17.6.27) and (17.6.37) to (17.6.39) yields that the
three surfaces _r, Yp, and _2 have a common point N and are in tangency at this point. All four
surfaces En, Zr, Ee, and Y2 will be in tangency at N if at this point the equation of meshing of
_r and El is also satisfied. This condition can be fulfilled with the appropriate value of the ratio
for cutting mFi = _(F)/fl(I). (See sec. 17.7.)
17.7 Basic Machine-Tool Settings
The basic equations (17.6.25) to (17.6.27) and (17.6.37) to (17.6.39) determine the relations
between the machine-tool settings for the generating surfaces Ee and Yr. We may determine these
settings by using the following procedure.
Determination of Settings
Step 1. Determination of 7F.-Consider equations (17.6.37) and (17.6.39). Multiplying these
equations by sin 3'1 and cos 3'1, respectively, we get, after simplifications, that
COS T F =
sin _,!e) sin (3'1 + A2) + cos _b_P) cos (3'1 + A2) sin He - sin _b,!e) sin (3'1 - At) (17.7.1)
COS _,!F) COS (3'1 -- A1)
Using this equation, we make _b,!F) = _,!P) = _/c, where _b,.is the standard angle of the blades of
the head-cutter.
Equation (17.6.40) provides two solutions for rF. We have to choose the solution which gives
rF close to (90 ° -- _p).
Step 2. Determination of 6.-Represent equations (17.6.37) and (17.6.38) as follows:
A sin c5+ B cos _ + C = 0 (17.7.2)
D sin _ + Ecos 6 + F= 0 (17.7.3)
These equations provide one solution for 6
6 A(E+F)-D(C+B)
tan - = (17.7.4)
2 BF- CE
Step 3. Determination of uF.-Consider equations (17.6.25) and (17.6.27) simultaneously.
Multiplying these equations by cos Aj and sin A I respectively, we get, after simplifications,
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r,!v_ cot ¢_v) - L sin 3'1 cos (3'1 - AI)(I - cos 6)
U F =
cos _,!F) (17.7.5)
Step 4. Determination of (qF - _t_) and b F.-COnsider equations (17.6.25) and (17.6.27)
simultaneously. Multiplying these equations by sin A 1 and cos A j, we get, after transformations,
bFCOS(qF--_r ) =L[c°s3'lC°S(3'l--Al)+ cos6sin3'l sin (3'1-A1)]
-- AL l -- bl F sin _b,!F_ cos rE (17.7.6)
Equations (17.7.6) and (17.6.26) yield
Q
tan (qr -- _OF) = a (17.7.7)
Q = UF sin _b,!F) sin rF + AEI + L sin b sin ",/_ (17.7.8)
G = L[cos 3'1 cos (3'1 - AI) + cos 6 sin 3'1 sin ('_l - A,)] - AL l
--UF sin _,!F) COS "/'F (17.7.9)
Equations (17.6.26) and (17.7.9) yield
Q
bF -- (17.7.10)
sin (qr - 0F)
Alternative Solutions for (qr- 'Pc)
We may represent equations (17.6.25) and (17.6.26) as follows:
b F cos (qv -- _pF) = A (17.7.11)
b F sin (qF - _°r) = B
Equations (17.7.11) and (17.7.12) yield
(17.7.12)
bF = _f_ + B 2 (17.7.13)
tan
qr-- _F 4_A2+ B _ - A
2 B (17.7.14)
Step 5. Determination of 0F.--Consider that 7"F and (qr - ¢F ) are known. Then we may
determine OF using the equation
OF = rF + qF -- _F (17.7.15)
Step 6. Determh_ation ofmFl.--Surfaces EF and El will be in tangency at point A if the equation
of meshing (17.5.16) is satisfied for this point.
We transform equation (17.5.16) by using expressions (17.7.5), (17.7.6), (17.7.10), and (17.7.16)
for UF, bF cos (qF -- _F )' bF sin (qr -- Or:)' and 0F, respectively. After transformations we get the
following equation for mFl:
T
mFI E (17.7.16)
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Here
is the angular velocity ratio for cutting of gear 1.
"N
L sin 7,/cos 6 sin 7"F -- sin 6[cos (3'1--AI) tan ff_v_--sin ('_l- A[)COS TF]/ (17.7.17)T=
k.
E = L sin Yl [cot Yl cos (3'1 - A1) sin re + cos 6 sin (Yl -- Aj) sin 7v
+ sin 6 cos rr] -- ALl sin 7v "k- AEI cos 7 r (17.7.1 8)
Generally, the ratio mFl depends on the corrections of machine-tool settings, z3d_land &El. There
is a particular case when the corrections AE1 and AL_ are related with the equation
AEI cos TF = _L 1 sin T v (17.7.19)
For this particular case the ratio mFl does not depend on the corrections of machine-tool settings.
17.8 Local Synthesis: Determination of Corrections of Machine-Tool
Settings
Basic Equations
The purpose of the corrections of machine-tool settings is to make the first derivative of the gear
ratio d/d¢l (ml2(sot)), equal to zero at the main contact point A. The determination of the
corrections AE_ and ALl is based on the use of the following equations:
Vr(2) __ V:I) = V (12) (17.8.1)
fi[2) _ fl(l_ = _1'2) X n (17.8.2)
d V[12))dt (n_t)" = 0
d (n'P) ovtp2)) =0
"( )-- a(F) ov (F1) = 0
dt
(17.8.3)
(17.8.4)
(17.8.5)
(See eqs. (6.1.12) and (6.1.13).)
Equations (17.8.3) to (17.8.5) are the differentiated equations of meshing for gears 1 and 2,
the generating gear P and gear 2, and the generating gear F and gear 1, respectively.
Here Vr_) (i = 1,2) is the velocity of the contacting point in motion over the surface; fir_) is the
velocity of the tip of the surface unit normal in motion over the surface; v_12)is the sliding velocity;
n is the common surface unit normal; and w _12)= to<_ - to_2) where to _i) is the gear angular
velocity.
Let us transform equation (17.8.1) by using the following relations:
v/2) = v_e_ + v_e2) = v_ P) (17.8.6)
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Here v (e2) = 0 since point M of tangency of surfaces _e and X 2 lies on the instantaneous axis of
rotation (fig. 17.3.2)
vr(t) = Vr(e) + v(FI) (17.8.7)
V) l) = Vr(2) (17.8.8)
because point N of tangency of surfaces E l and _2 lies on the pitch line and v (12) = 0.
Equations (17.8.1), (17.8.2), and (17.8.6) to (17.8.8) yield
Vr (p) -- Vr (F) "t'- V (FI} (17.8.9)
Using similar transformations for equation (17.8.2), we get
nr(2) = fi_p) + fl(e2) × n(e) (17.8.10)
fir(I) = h(F) + ['_(FI) X n (F) (17.8.11)
Here l] (m) = l] (e) - fl(2) and fl(FI) = fl(r) _ fl(i) where [_ is the angular velocity in the
generating process; n (l) = #2) = n(F) = n(e) at the point of contact.
Equations (17.8.2) and (17.8.10) to (18.8.11) yield
fir{P) + _(P2) X n (P) -- 60 02) X n (P) = fir(F) + _(rl) X n(F) (17.8.12)
Let us now differentiate the equations of meshing (17.8.3) to (17.8.5) by taking into account
that the main contact point v(_2)= 0 and v (p2) = 0. Let us also assume that 60O)= constant,
/
60(2) = constant, and ml2(_l) = 0. Thus we obtain
d(h(,).v(,2)) =f(,,.v(12 )+n(,) d[6002) x r,1)] = [n(t)60(12)l;(1) ] =0dt dt t (17.8.13)
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d(n(e).v(m)) =[nO')_(m,i(P,]=Odt \ (17.8.14)
f(F)v(F1) + [n(F)_(Fl)f(F)] = 0 (17.8.15)
Litvin (1968) proved that the basic equations mentioned provide two sets of the corrections with
which the motion of contact point is directed across and along the tooth surface. Of the two motions,
the more favorable case is the motion of the contracting point along the tooth surface, because
it provides reduced kinematical errors and better conditions of lubrication. For these reasons, we
limit the discussion to the mentioned case.
Kinematic Considerations
Consider four surfaces Ep, X22,_F, and Z;_ which are in tangency at point A. Point A lies on
the pitch line of gears l and 2. Gear 1, having surface ]21, rotates with angular velocity 60(0 and
is in mesh with surfaces _2F and X 2. Thus 60¢0 - fl(t) and _(F) __ 60(F), where 00IF) = 60(l)mF1.
Similarly, we may state that gear 2, having surface _2, rotates with angular velocity 60(2) and is
in mesh with surfaces Ep and El. Here 60(2) _ _(2), and 60(P) --- _O'), where _0O') = w(2)mp2 . All
four surfaces will be in contact within the neighborhood of point A if they have a common point
and common normal.
Equations (17.6.37) to (17.6.39) provide that surfaces Ep and Er are indeed in tangency at point
A. Considering that surfaces El, and E F are in tangency within the neighborhood of A, we have
to change/3 e for the variable rp. Then, equations (17.6.37) to (17.6.39) become equations with
variables re = Oe - qe + _PP and rr = OF -- qF + _Or" These equations can be satisfied in the
process of meshing with certain relations between re and re. There is a particular case when
equations (17.6.37) to (17.6.39) are satisfied within the neighborhood of A, because re and rr are
constant. We remind that rF and re, for point A, are not equal but related with equation (17.7.1);
where re = 90* - 3p for point A. Thus the contacting normal to surfaces _e keeps its original
direction within the neighborhood of A.
Figure 17.8.1 shows two longitudinal shapes of surfaces/:e and EF at two positions when they
contact each other at A and A*, respectively. The contacting normals have the same direction at
A and A*, and intersect the instantaneous axis of rotation at A and B, respectively.
Considering that re ad rF are constant within the neighborhood of A, we get
dre _ 0 d_oe _ dOp (17.8.15)
dt dt dt
d'rF -- 0 K_PF -- dOF (17.8.16)
dt dt dt
Determination of AEI: Basic Equations
The determination of AEI is based on the following equations:
Of 2 due + Of= dOe + Ofz dee _ 0f2 due + (af2 0f2_ __d_e = 0 (17.8.17)
Oup dt OOp dt OCp dr OUe dt \O_p OOp/ dt
Ofl dUF Ofj dOF Of 1 d_F Ofl du F (Of1 Ofl_ d_Of_o (17.8.18)
----+ + + ---
OUr dt OOF dt OCr dt OUr dt \O_OF OOvJ dt
Vr(P)* i(1) = Vr(F), i,_l) + v(r'), i(l) (17.8.19)
Here
f2(up, Op, _pp)= 0 (17.8.20)
is the equation of meshing of surfaces Ep and _2, represented by equations (17.5.22), and fl (uF,
Or, CF) = 0 is the equation of meshing of EF and El, represented by equation (17.5.16). Let us
differentiate the equations of meshing, considering that re and 7F are constant. (See eq. (17.8.15)
and (17.8.16).) Equations (17.8.17), (17.5.22), and (17.8.15) yield
//
/
/
/
/¢- Projections of
/// contacting normals
Z_ Instantaneous axis of rotation
Figure 17.8.1.
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dUe:bp[cosOecos_b,!e'tanA2-cosqpsin_b,!P)] l &pP
dt cos/3 e dt
= [L(sin A2 cos _,!e) sin Be - cos ,52 sin ¢,,!et)
+ r,!et(sin tk,!el sin/3 e - cos _bc(e) tan A2)] 1 d_.op
cos/3p dt
The derivative d¢p/dt may be represented as follows:
02 (P) sin "Y2 09(2) sin %
0)_2 _- = mp2 -- _ m_ 1 -- .
COS A 2 w Ill _ sin T2
Thus
(17.8.21)
_ sin 72
w (p) _ d_e mp2tF/210)(i ) _
dt cos A 2
(for w_1i= 1 rad/sec)
The final expression lor dup/dt is
du_ = [L(cos _b,!e) sin/3,, sin A2 - sin d,,,_t') cos A2)dt
+ r,!ei(sin ¢j,!e) sin Be - cos _b,!el tan A2) ] sin Yl
cos _e cos A2
Equations (17.8.18), (17.5.16), and (17.8.16) yield
AEI U F sin _,b_FI sin rF KjK2 -- K 3 sin 7"F COS (_1 -- AI)mlF dUF
-- + +
L L K4 K4L dt
Here
(17.8.22)
(17.8.23)
(17.8.24)
Kj = - [sin (71- AI)- mF1] COS I_,! F) COS rF + sin lk,ft-t cos (%- ml)
K2 = cos y] cos (y] - AI) + cos 6 sin Yl sin (Yl -- AI)
K 3 = sin t5 sin Yl sin rFCOS ak_cF)[mFi- sin (Yl- A0]
--cos ¢,!F, [ sin (71- A,)- mF,] + COS rF sin tb,!rl cos (%- A.)
K4 = (17.8.28)
sin rF
(17.8.25)
(17.8.26)
(17.8.27)
We may determine AEI/L by expressing duF/dt in terms of due/dt. The relation between duF/dt
and dut,/dt may be determined by using equation (17.8.19). We obtain vector *rm"(F) by
differentiating equations (17.5.3). Then we get
vl_l .i(tl cos _l&!F) NuF
dt (17.8.29)
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Vector Vm(FI) was represented by equations (17.5.14), and for _(1) = w(t) - 1 rad/sec it yields
Vm/F,).im(') = _ (y_') + AE 0 COS(3'1- A,) (17.8.30)
We may express y]t) in terms of the coordinates of the contacting point of surfaces I_p and EF
by using the following coordinate transformation:
ix l,,i°lY_') = M(mlh) [Mh:l 0z Cmt) L
1 1
(17.8.31)
Here (0, 0, L, 1) are the homogeneous coordinates of the contacting point M (fig. 17.3.2), which
are represented in the coordinate system Sy. Matrix [Mhf] was represented by equation (17.6.18)
and matrix [Mm(l)h] is as follows (fig. 17.3.3):
cos At 0 -sin AI LsinAi 1
0 1 0 -- AEI
sin At 0 cos A 1 -_LI
0 0 0 1
(17.8.32)
Equations (17.8.30) to (17.8.32) yield
v_Ft) .i_ l) = L sin (5 sin 3'1 cos (3`L- At) (17.8.33)
To determine vector vi e) and represent it in the coordinate system Sin, we differentiate equations
(17.5.17). Then we obtain
dOp
dup + up sin _P) cos --
sin _,!t,) sin re d---[ re dt
sin 4/,Ie)
dup dOp
-- - up sin ff_P) sin --
cos re dt re dt
(17.8.34)
We transform equation (17.8.34) as follows:
sin 3`1
d_pp _ co(p) = co(2)mp2 = rn21mp2 _(1) =
dt cos A 2
(for _o(1) = 1 rad/sec) (17.8.35)
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Forthemaincontactingpointwehave
re= 90 ° - fie and ue sin _,!?) = r,!e)
Equations (17.8.34) to (18.8.36) yield
due r,!? ) sin "Ylsin cosg, 7-, - &
cos A 2
sin _b,!P) sin f due siny]
P d-_ + r'!?' COSfp_
To represent vector V:P) in coordinate system S.,(1), we use the matrix product
[Zt(nl)m (2,] = [Zn(,IJh] [Zhf] [L (2,]I_._" J
Here (fig. 17.3.2)
(17.8.36)
(17.8.37)
(17.8.38)
iC2)!
cos A2 0 -sin A 2
0 1 0
sinA 2 0 cosA2
(17.8.39)
Using equations (17.8.19), (17.8.29), (17.8.30), and (! 7.8.37) to (17.8.39), we obtain the following
equation which relates duF/dt and du?/dt:
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dUF dup
7/= a,,--a7 + b,
Here
a,, = [cos (y] + A2) + tan _,!?)sin f? sin ("t', + Ae)] cos 6 cos (3', - &,)
+ /sin (y, + A2) -tan _,!P) sin fie cos (3', + A2)] sin (% -- A,)
+ sin (5 tan _b,!P) cos flit"cos (Yl - A])
and
bl = IL sin 6 sin 3q cos (Yl - Ai) + r[ e_ cos fie sin yj
COS A 2
cos 6 cos (yj - A1) sin (% + a2) -- sin(yj -- kl) cos (yj + A2)]
r,!e)sin 6 sin f? sin yj
cos z_2 cos (yj - Ai) / 1cos _b,!P)
(17.8.40)
(17.8.41)
(17.8.42)
Equations (17.8.24) to (17.8.28) and (17.8.40) to (17.8.42) determine the required correction
AEI/L.
17.9 Bearing Contact at the Main Contact Point
The bearing contact of surfaces Yl and Y2 at the main point of contact A may be represented
by the contacting ellipse. The dimensions and orientation of the contacting ellipse depend on the
principle curvatures of _1 and _2 and the angle which is formed between the principal directions
of these surfaces. (See ch. 13.4.)
Principle Curvatures and Directions of I:2
Consider that the principal curvatures of Ee are known. The principal curvatures and directions
of _2 may be determined by using the following equations (ch. 13.1):
tan 20 (e2) = 2F(2) (17.9.1)
KI(p) -- KI_P) + G (2)
+ )= + p) + s (2' (17.9.2)
r/2)-- K_I2)= KI(P)-- KI_P) + G (2)
cos 20 (e2)
(17.9.3)
F (2) =
a(2)_(2)
31 u32
b3<2)+ (v(_),i_'°))at_) + (v(e2)oitle))a_)
G (2) =
S (2) =
b3_2) + (v(e2).ii(e))at_' + (v(e2)oit_e))at_)
bJ 2, + (v(m)oi,(e))a_) + (v(e2)°it;))at_)
a_) = [n('°)w(e2)it_ p)] with v (/'2) = 0
(17.9.4)
(17.9.5)
(17.9.6)
(17.9.7)
(17.9.8)
(17.9.9)
Here (fig. 17.9.1) it_e) and i1_e) are the unit vectors of the principal directions of Ee; i_2) and i_2)
are the unit vectors of the principal directions of I_2. Angle o (e2) is formed between the unit vectors
i_(e) and i[ 2), and is measured counter-clockwise from i(P) to i/2) (fig. 17.9.1). The principal
curvatures of Ep and Y2 are K[2) and K_2), respectively. Vector n (e) is the unit normal to surface
r,e; to (m_) = to (e) _ to(2), where to (v) and to(2) are the angular velocities of the generating gear
P and generated gear 2, respectively.
Vectors Vlre) and " (2) represent the transfer velocities of the contact point M in the rotational
"¢ lr
motion with 2e and 22, respectively (fig. 17.3.2). These vectors are determined as follows:
v}f)= to(e)× r(M) (17.9.10)
,(2) to(2) x r (M) (17.9.11)
fr =
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n(P_: hi2) I_Pt
Figure 17.9.1.
V}rP) _--" --trY(2)because the contact point lies on the instantaneous axis of rotation, zf (fig. 17.3.2).
The generating surface r,e is a cone surface and its principal directions are directed along and
perpendicular to the cone generatrix. The unit vectors litp) and ilte) are represented in S_ 2) as
follows (see equations (17.5.17)):
ii(P) -
arm(2)
0
-- COS Tp
- sin re
0
= sin Bp
-- COS ]_p
(17.9.12)
arm_2)
aup
i_P) -
arm(2)
oueF
-cos
sin ¢,!e) sin rv
sin ¢,!m cos rp
-cos de,!e)
sin ¢_e) cos Be
sin _,!v) sin _/e
Here re = 90"-_/e.
The principal curvatures of the cone surface are
(17.9.13)
rl(p , _ 1 _ cos ¢,_P)
Up tan ¢_P) r_P)
K_ P) =0
The unit normal vector n (p) is given by (eq. (17.5.18))
(17.9.14)
(17.9.15)
[n (e)] =
sin ff_P)
cos  ff) cos
cos _ctP' sin/31,
(17.9.16)
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We represent vectors r (M), co (P), and 02 (2) in the coordinate system S,_2) as follows (fig. 17.3.2):
_J
[r (M)] =
0
0
L cos A 2
1
(17.9.17)
[0) (P)] :
_W(P)
0
0
[02 (2)] : co (2)
-sin (')'2 - A2)
0
cos (')'2 - A2)
0)(2 ) = --_COS A 2 (p)
sin 3'2
10)(_)] = I0)(e)l - [o_2)] -
COS ('Y2 -- A2)
sin 3'2
(P}0)
sin A 2
0
Cos A 2
(17.9.18)
Using equations (17.9.7) to (17.9.11) and (17.9.16) to (17.9.18), we obtain
o31 :
0)(P) COS (Y2 A2) (sin d/,!v) sin fie cos A2 - cos 4/,!e) sin A2)
\
sin 72 k
(17.9.19)
0) (e) cos (3_2- A2) cos fie cos A2
(132 --'= sin ')'2
(17.9.20)
b_ = (w(P))2L cos A 2 cos (72 - A2) [cos _e) sin fit, sin A2 - sin _,!e) cos A2] (17.9.21)
• sin "),2
Equations (17.9.1) to (17.9.6) and (17.9.19) to (17.9.21), with v (m_) = 0, determine the principal
curvatures ,_2) and Kt_) for _2 and the angle o (_).
Let the principal directions of Y2 be represented in the coordinate system Sf. Consider two
trihedrons S,(il (P), il(Ip), and nt,) and Sb(i/2), ih2), and n (2)) (fig. 17.9.1) which are located in the
tangent plane (it is tangent to surfaces Yt, and _2 at point M). Transformation of vector components
in transition from Sb to Sf is represented by the matrix equation
[.(2)
[Lib ] = [L_)] tl.,rna][Lab ] (17.9.22)
Here
[L,b] =
cos a (_) -sin o (p2) 0
sin o (e2) cos o (p2) 0
0 0 1
(17.9.23)
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I L,I, )a] =
0
sin _p
-- COS _p
-cos 46!P)
sin ¢_,!P) cos _p
sin _,!P) sin Be
sin ¢_,!P)
cos C/t(P) cos _p
cos _b,!P) sin _p
(17.9.24)
cos A 2 0 --sin A 2
0 1 0
sin A2 0 cos A:
(17.9.25)
Matrices (17.9.23) and (17.9.25) are based on figure 17.9.1 and figure 17.3.2, respectively.
The derivation of matrix (17.9.24) is based on equations (17.9.12), (17.9.13), and (17.9.16).
Elements of this matrix represent the direction cosines of angles formed by the unit vectors il(p),
litP). and n (P) with the unit vectors of the coordinate axes of S,},2).
We may now represent the unit vectors i_2_and i{_2) in the coordinate system Sf as follows:
1
0 =
0
-cos _b,!e) sin O (P2I COS A 2 + (COS _p COS 0 (/2-) -- sin _,!PI sin Bp sin o(r_))sin A 2
sin _p cos 0 (m) + sin @,!P) cos Bpsin o (m')
-cos ¢,!P) sin a (_''-) sin A 2 -- (cos _e cos a (m') - sin _,!P) sin ¢3_,sin a(e2))cos A2
(17.9.26
0
0
-cos _b,!P) cos o (m) cos A_ - (cos 13p sin o (e2) + sin _b,!P) sin BP COS a(P2))sin A2
--sin _p sin o (e2) + sin @,!e)cos _p COS O (P2)
-cos _b,!e) cos 0 (p2) sin A2 + (cos ¢3psin e (p2")+ sin 1_!P) sin /3p cos cr(P2))cos A_
(17.9.27
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Principal Curvatures and Directions of X;I
Consider that the principal curvatures and directions of the generating surface ,_v are known
We may determine the principal curvatures and the directions of El by' using equations similar
to equations (17.9.1) to (17.9.27)
2F (_)
tan 2e (El) = (17.9.28)
Kilt)_ Kt()+ o_>
_" + 61'= _t_) + _t() + s('>
,i_)_ ,ill = 4 '_'- Kt(>+ G(')
cos 2a (FJ)
(17.9.29)
(17.9.30)
F (I) =
G (I) =
S (1) =
a(_)_(1)
31 t_32
b}') + (v(Fi)oi(r))at]) + (v(F1).i_F))a_)
b}l)+ (v(rl)oi,(F))at't)+ (v(FI)°itF))ot_)
+(aJ 'y
bJ')+ (v(rl)°il(r')atl)+ (v(V').it;))at_)
(17.9.31)
(17.9.32)
(17.9.33)
(,) [n,F)w 'el)ii(F)] -- x_r) (V (r') • il(r))O31 =
a(I) [n(F)6o(FI)iI]F)]_KI]F)(v(FI)°iI]F))32 =
b_ ') : [n(r)w(')vl :)] - [n(F)w (r)VI:)]
(17.9.34)
(17.9.35)
(17.9.36)
Here il(F) and illF) are the unit vectors, which are directed along the principal directions of the
generating surface EF; _(F) and g_tF) are the principal curvatures of EF; it I) and ih_) are the unit
vectors of the principal directions of El; o (¢1) is the angle between the unit vectors i(v) and i_1)
measured counter-clockwise from il(r) to i}1).
The generating surface Er is a cone surface and its principal directions are directed along and
perpendicular to the cone generatrix. We may represent it(v) and ii_v) as follows:
I (I)
0r_l) _. ] 0r,t, ''
i|(F)- O0g [ OOF
0
= COS 7 F
-sin 7"t:
(provided U F sin ¢,_F) ¢ 0) (17.9.37)
-cos _) ]
sin 1//c(F) sin 7"v /
[
sin ¢,!r) COST F J
(17.9.38)
Here _,!F) = ¢,!P) and 7"F is determined by equation (17.7.1).
The principal curvatures of the generating surface _V are represented by the following equations:
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(F)_ COS _c (F)
Kl
r_ r) (17.9.39)
KI_r) = 0 (17.9.40)
We may represent vectors v}f ), v_)), and v (r]) in the coordinate system -(1)S,', by using equations
(17.5.10), (17.5.13), and (17.5.14), respectively. The coordinates x,,(I), y_l), and z_ l) of the
contact point A may be obtained by using equation (17.8.31). Assuming that t2(j) = 1 rad/sec, we
obtain
[v (r)] = mFiL
0
cos 6 sin % sin ("/I - Al) + cos % cos (Yl - Aj) zx/.]
L
AEI
sin 6 sin Y_ +---
L
(17.9.41)
Iv(])] = -L
sin 6 sin 71 cos ("rl - Al)
-cos 6 sin %
-sin 6 sin "YIsin ('/1 - AI)
(17.9.42)
Iv(r)] = [v(F) 1 _ [v(1)] =
L
mFl [ COS
sin 6 sin Yl cos (% - A¿)
6sin% sin(%- A,)+ cos yl cos (y]- A,)--_1 _ COS _ sin _1
mE] [sin _ sin ")/l-_-_1- sin _ sin _'](_'l- A[)
(17.9.43)
Using equations (17.9.28) to (17.9.43) and (17.5.6), we may determine the principal curvatures
K_t) and KhII for El and the angle o (rl).
Let us represent the principal directions of _21 in the coordinate system Sf. Consider two
trihedrons Sd(il (r), illF), n _F)) and Se(i_ l), i_1), n (_)) which are located in the tangent plane. The
origin A of these two trihedrons coincides with the point of contact, A, of surfaces EF and Ez.
The transformation of vector components in the transition from the coordinate system Se to Sh is
represented by the following matrix equation:
L_ ])] 'L (17.9.44)
Here
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[Lde] =
coso eel) -sino cF_t 0
sin a cFl) cos o cFi) 0
0 0 1
(17.9.45)
(1)]
L,,, d] =
0
COS7"F
--sin TF
-cos _k,!FI
sin _c (F) sin rr
sin _b_F) cos rF
sin _F)
COS_b,!F) sin 7 F
COS _,!F) COSTv
(17.9.46)
cosAi 0 sinAI
0 1 0
-sinAl 0 cosA 1
(17.9.47)
Matrix equations (17.9.45) and (17.9.47) are based on figures 17.9.2 and 17.3.3, respectively.
Elements of matrix (17.9.46) represent the direction cosines of angles which are formed by the
unit vectors ixCF), illv), and n (F) with the unit vectors of coordinate axes of the coordinate system
S_11. (See eqs. (17.9.37), (17.9.38), and (17.5.6).)
The final transformation of vector components in transition from Se to Sf is based on the
following matrix equation:
r,. 7.9.48)[Lse]- ILshl L Jt J
Equation (17.6.18) yields
[Lshl=
COS _ COS2 "YI + sin2 "Yi
-sin 6 cos "_1
(1 - cos 6) cos _/i sin "_l
sin 6 cos Yi
cos 6
-sin c5sin Yl
(1 - cos 6) cos "Yl sin Yl
sin 6 sin Yi
cos 6 sin 2 Yi + cos2 Yl
(17.9.49)
I (iii) iiI(FI
i] li
F>
ri(Pl=igl(l)
Figure 17.9.2.
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Wemayrepresenttheunitvectorsi[ l) and i_I) in the coordinate system Sf by using the following
equations:
(17.9.50)
1
0
(17.9.51)
17.10 Contact Ellipse
Consider that surfaces P'2 and E 1 are in contact at point A. The principal curvatures r_2), K_2),
and g_), gh') of both surfaces are known. The unit vectors i_2) and i_j) of the principal directions
make an angle c  TM, measured counterclockwise from i_2) to i_)) (fig. 17.10.1). The elastic approach
of the surfaces is given by 8. The discussion is limited to the case of a left-hand generating gear
(fig. 17.3.1). The angle o 12') is determined as follows:
cos o_21)= i_2). i_I) (17.10.1)
sin o (20 = -4-n.(i_ 2) X i_ l)) (17.10.2)
The upper and lower signs are given for the convex- and concave-gear-tooth side respectively.
The axes 2a and 2b of the contracting ellipse and angle o_ may be determined as follows:
A = 4- K_I'- K[2)- (g_ - 2gig2 cos 2o'21)+ g_)l,'2 (17.10.3)
11 +4 (17.10.4)
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A "(
tan 2_ =
gl sin 2o (21)
g2 -- gl cos 0 (21)
(17.10.5)
(17.10.6)
(See ch. 13.4.) Here
g (i) = KI (i) -I- KI]i) and gi = KI(i) - Kl]i) (i = 1,2)
Angle o_ is measured counterclockwise from the _"axis to i(2). The major axis of the ellipse is
directed along the _7-axis (fig. 17.10.1).
17.11 Tooth-Contact Analysis
The tooth-contact analysis is based on the following equations
r)"(Of,SO/,SO_) : r/!2)(Op, sop,sot2)
n;t) (0V,SOF,SOl) = n;2) (0e, SOe,SO_)
(17.11.1)
(17.11.2)
(See ch. 11.1.)
These equations represent the tangency of surfaces El and E2 in the fixed coordinate system S t,j t
which is rigidly connected to the frame (fig. 17.3.2); sol and so2 represent the angles of rotation
of the gears ; r}1) and r)-2), n) I) and n;2) with fixed values of so; and so2represent the position vectors
and the surface unit normals of E_ and E2, respectively.
Derivation of r} I) and n}I)
Equations (17.5.3) and (17.5.16) represent the family of lines of contact between surfaces EF
and El. Using these equations, we may eliminate uF and represent the family of contacting lines
by the equation
r_t) = rmCl)(OF,SOF) (17.1 1.3)
Surface El may be determined with the family of contacting lines represented in the coordinate
system $1 rigidly connected to gear 1. The coordinate transformation from S_1) to Si is based on
the following matrix equation:
[-..(j)]
[M,_)] = [gtr][grh][M_m.l (17.11.4)
Here (fig. 17.11.1)
cos A l 0 sin A1 -L sin At cos AI + L]k/-'l sin At
0 1 0 AEI
-sin A 1 0 cos A 1 L sin 2 AI + ALl cos A 1
0 0 0 1
(17.11.5)
r, -(1)-I s iov r eforma,rix repro entod':,yMatrix IMamJ 1_3
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[Mrh ] =
cosyj 0 -sinqq 0
0 1 0 0
sin3q 0 cos3q 0
0 0 0 1
(17.11.6)
[M_r]=
cos SOl -sin SOl 0 0
sinsol cossol 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
(17.11.7)
Then surface El will be represented as follows:
-- [rm"']
We determine r) _)by using the following matrix equation:
[r) t)] = [MfhlIMhrlIMallr,l
Here
(17.11.8)
(17.11.9)
[M_t] =
P t
cossol sinsol 0 0
t t
-sinso_ cos soI 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
(17.11.10)
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t
where sol is the angle of rotation of gear 1, which is in mesh with gear 2. We must differentiate
between sol and so(: sol is the angle of rotation of gear l which is in mesh with the generating gear
provided with the surface I; F.
Matrix [Mhr] is the inverse matrix of [Mrh] which is represented by equation (17.11.6). Matrix
[Mfh] is the inverse matrix of [Mhf] which is represented by equation (17.6.18).
The final expression for [rf )] is as follows:
[F_I)] = [Mfh][Mhr][Mrl][Mtr]lMrh][M_, I)] IF(/1)] (17.11.11)
It is important to note that the product of matrices [Mrt][Mtr] does not yield a unitary matrix
!
since the elements of these matrices depend on different parameters, _l and 'Pt, respectively.
t
However, elements of the matrix [Mrr] = [Mrl][Mtr] may be expressed in terms of (,pj - ¢1).
Similarly, we may derive [n_ t)] by using the matrix equation
[nj!l)] = [tfh][thr][trl][tlr][trh][t(hll )] Into(I)] (17.11.12)
where [n[,lq is represented by equation (17.5.6).
Derivation of r)2_ and n)2_
Equations (17.5.17) and (17.5.22) represent in the coordinate system Sm<2) the family of lines
of contact between surfaces Ye and E2. Eliminating up, we may represent the family of contacting
lines as follows:
r(2) _(2)= r,. (0e,¢e) (17.11.13)
Surface _2 is determined by the family of contacting lines represented in the coordinate system
$2. The coordinate transformation is based on the following matrix equation:
[r2] = [M2,][M_f][M_n)] [r_m2'] (17.11.14)
Matrix [M_,Z)] is represented as follows (fig. 17.3.2)
cos A2 0 -sinA2 LsinA2cosA 2
0 1 0 0
sin A2 0 cos A2 L sin 2 A2
0 0 0 1
(17.11.15)
It is evident from the drawings of figure 17. I ! .2 that
Y
Yf, Yl
x
x2
CZ 2
Y zt'z2
Y2
(b)
Figure 17.11.2.
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[Mrf] =
cos 312 0 siny2 0
0 1 0 0
-siny2 0 cosy2 0
0 0 0 1
(17.11.16)
IM2,1 =
cos _02 sin _o2 0 0
-sinso 2 cos_,2 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
(17.11.17)
Equations (17.11.13) to (17.11.17) represent surface E2 in the coordinate system $2. A family
of surfaces E2 is generated in the coordinate system Sf while gear 2 rotates about the z2-axis. Using
the matrix equation
[r_ 2)] = [Mf,][M,2](re]
we obtain the column matrix [r}2)]. Equations (17.11.14) and (17.11.18) yield
[r,,2,]:
(17.11.18)
(17.11.19)
Here [Mf/] is the inverse for matrix [Mg]; elements of matrix [Mr2 ] are expressed in terms of ,p_
where 'P2 is the angle of rotation of gear 2 in mesh with gear 1" but elements of matrix [M2,] are
expressed in terms of _2 where _o2 is the angle of rotation of gear 2 in mesh with the generating
gear provided with surface E e. Elements of matrix
[M,] = [mt2][M2t ] (17.11.20)
are expressed in terms of (_o2 - _,_).
Using a similar procedure we may derive [he!21] as follows:
where [n(m2)] is represented by (17.5.18).
(17.11.21)
Analysis of Contact of Surfaces El and X;2
Equations (17.11. l) to (17. I1.2) yield a system of five independent equations in six unknowns
as follows:
fi(¢F,OF,TF,#l,_p,Op, Zp,l,_2) : 0 (i = 1,2,3) (17.11.22)
fj(TF,_l,7"p,IA2) = 0 (J = 4,5,6) ( 17.11.23)
Here
rE = OF + CF -- qF rp = Op + _p -- qp P,I = _1 -- _I
, _PF ¢P
t*2 = ¢'2 - ¢2 ¢] - ¢2 - (17.11.24)
mFl m_
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Vectorequation(17.11.1)yieldsthreeequations(17.11.22)andvectorequation(17.11.2)yield
threeequations(17.11.23).However,onlytwoequationsof (17.11.23)areindependentsince
= I,¢ 1= 1.
To solve the above system, we adopt the following computational procedure: Fix/_l and consider
the system of five equations ((17.11.22) to (17.11.12)) in five unknowns (use two of three equations
(17.11.23) only). The solution of these equations is based on an iterative process with the following
considerations: (1) With the chosen parameter/_2, equation system (17.11.23) is a system of two
equations in two unknowns, 7"F and ze. (2) Then two of the three equations (17.11.22) will
represent a system of two equations, OF and 0e, since _F and _oe can be expressed in terms of rV,
OF, and 0e, 0e, respectively. The solution of these two equations will provide Or and 0e. (3) The
remaining equation of (17.11.23) is used as a checking equation. (4) The iteration will give the
correct solution for all the unknowns with the fixed value of/_1 if all the unknowns _2, re, rF,
0e, and OF satisfy the checking equation. If the checking equation is not satisfied, then we have
to try a second iteration. Such an iterative process is a computer method of solution of a system
of nonlinear equations which is based on the use of a subroutine. The mentioned subroutine is
a part of the computer library.
The solution obtained for the unknowns provides information about (1) the line of action of surfaces
Z1 and E2 and (2) the kinematical errors of the gear train.
The line of action is the set of points of contact of surfaces I]1 and _2, which is represented in
the coordinate system Sf. We may obtain the line of action as a set of points with coordinates xy ),
yy), and z) i), where i = 1,2. The location of each point of contact depends on/3,1. , ,
To determine the kinematical errors of the gear train, we have to obtain the function _o2(sol).
The solution of equations (17.11.22) and (17.11.23) provides _t2, sot, _op as numerical functions
of _1. Since _r and ,pp are known, we may determine ¢1 and _o2 (eq. (17.11.24)). We may then
determine ,p_ and ,¢_ by using the following equations:
¢ t
¢1 =_1-_1 _2 =_2-_2
t
The kinematical errors may be determined by a function of 4_j as follows:
,(,) ,A_p2 _Pl = _P2-- _PlN2
where Ni and N2 are the number of gear teeth.
To reduce the kinematical errors we have to use the appropriate values of _ for the chosen
]r_F) - r,!e) I. (It is assumed that the correction of machine tool settings AEI and ALl are related
by eq. (17.7.19)).
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Chapter 18
Kinematic Precision of Gear Trains
18.1 Introduction
Kinematic precision is affected by errors which are the result of either intentional adjustments
or accidental defects in the manufacturing and assembly of gear trains. The criteria of kinematic
precision of a gear train may be represented by the function
A_b2(_b1, AQ) (18.1.1)
Here ¢1 is the angle of rotation of the driving gear 1,
AQ = (Aql , Aq2 ..... ) (18.1.2)
is the vector of gear errors, and
Ate2 ____0 _ _2 (18.1.3)
is the kinematic error of the gear drive, represented as the difference between the theoretical and
actual angles of rotation of the driven gear 2. The theoretical function q_o is represented by
NI
b° = _bl_22 (18.1.4)
where N2 and N2 are the numbers of gear teeth.
Until now, we considered a gear drive consisting of only two gears. Methods for the determination
of error functions (18.1.1) is also easy to use for a gear train which is composed of a set of gears.
In this case the kinematical error is represented by the function
A4b, = _o _ _,, = 4hmOl _ _,, (18.1.5)
39O
where
o o o .toOl
mnl = mn(n_l)m(n-l)(n-2)..
is the angular velocity ratio for an ideal gear train which can be represented by the ratio of the
number of teeth of the gears. For instance, the ratio m°l is represented by
0o(2) Nl (18.1.6)
m°l - t0(l) -- N2
where wt2) and w(1) are the angular velocities of the ideal gears 2 and 1. Henceforth, we will
differentiate between the ideal gear ratio which is constant and the instantaneous gear ratio which
is not constant, if errors of gears exist. Consider gears 2 and 1 which are in mesh. Because of
the gear errors, the angles of rotation of the gears are related by a nonlinear function f(Ol); that is,
_b2= f(q_l) (18.1.7)
The instantaneous angular velocity ratio is given by
dq_2
dq_2 = dt _ °_(2)
m21 = dO---t d4_l w(1) =f4, (18.1.8)
dt
d
where f_ = _ (f(Ol))'
We may also consider the ratio of gear revolutions. This ratio may be represented for both cases,
for gears with and without errors, as follows:
n 2 N_
nl N2
where n l and n l are the revolutions of the gears.
The precision of gears was investigated by Litvin (1968), Litvin, Goldrich, Coy and Zaretsky
(1983b), Michalec (1966), and other authors.
In this chapter two methods to determine function (18.1.1) worked out by Litvin and his coauthors
are presented: (1) a numerical method for computer solution and (2) an appropriate solution which
leads to simple results in analytical form.
18.2 Theory and Exact Solution Method for Kinematic Precision
In the process of motion the tooth surfaces of two gears, I21 and _2 (fig. 18.2.1), are in tangency
if the following equations are satisfied (see ch. 11):
r)l)(ul, 01, 01)= r; 2)(u2' 02' t_2)
n)t)(ul, 0t, ¢1)= n; 2)(u2' 02' t_2)
(18.2.1)
(18.2.2)
Here r) 1) is the position vector of the contact point on gear i; n) i) is the surface unit normal vector
at the contact point M; ui, and Oi are the surface coordinates of the gear surfaces; and _biis the
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Figure 18.2.1.
angle of rotation of gear i (i = 1,2). Subscript f denotes a coordinate system which is rigidly
connected to the frame.
For a gear set with kinematic errors, represented by AQI and AQ2 , conditions for tangency maybe expressed as
rJl)(ul, 0 I, _b], AQt ) = rJ2)(u2, 02, O2, AQ2)
n_l)(ul , 01' (#l, AQt)= n/Z)(u2, 02, ¢2, AQ2)
Equations (18.2.3) and (18.2.4) yield the functions
(18.2.3)
(18.2.4)
The functions
_2(01, AQ,, AQ2) = (_0(_)l) + A(#2((#I, AQ1, AQ2)
ui(_kl, AQ], AQ2 ) Ol(_)l ' AQ] ' AQ2)
(18.2.5)
(18.2.6)
r; i)(ui' 0i) ui(q)J, AQI, AQ2) Oi(epl, AQ], AQ2 ) (i = 1,2) (18.2.7)
represent the path of the contact point on gear surface Ei corresponding to the meshing of gears
with errors of manufacturing and assembly. Functions
r;i)(u0(q_l), O°(q_l)) u°(_bl), 0°(_bl) (i = 1,2) (18.2.8)
represent the path of the contact point on gear surface _i corresponding to meshing without errors.
Comparison of functions (18.2.7) and (18.2.8) yields the change of the contact point path induced
by errors.
Consider the solution of equations (18.2.1) to (18.2.2) and (18.2.3) and (18.2.4). Vector equations
(18.2.1) to (18.2.2) yield only five independent scalar equations, since In(l) I = M(2)I = 1. These
equations may be represented as
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fj(ul, Or, qSi, u2, 02, q_2)= 0 (j = 1, 2 ..... 5) (18.2.9)
It is assumed that _1, _, _, f4, Js] E C 1. Let us mentioned once again that the symbol C j indicates
that functions j_ have continuous partial derivatives at least of the first order for all its arguments.
It is assumed that equation system (18.2.9) is satisfied by a set of paremeters
p(l)= (Ut,), 0_1) ' (_l), u_l), 0_1), (#tj,) (18.2.10)
and that surfaces _t and E2 are in tangency at point M0. Surfaces _1 and g2 will be in point contact
in the neighborhood of Mo if for the set of parameters p(l) the following Jacobian is not equal
to zero (see app. B)
D(fl, f2, f3, f4, fs)
D(ul, Ol, u2, 02, (92)
aft _ _ _ _
3U l 301 3U 2 (_02 0(92
Oul 001 Ou2 002 0(92
# 0 (18.2.11)
If inequality (18.2.11) is satisfied, equation system (18.2.9) may be solved in the neighborhood
of p(t) with the functions
Iu,((9,), 0,((9,), u2((91), 02((90, (90((9,)) (C' (18.2.12)
The function (9°((91) represents the ideal law of motion. In most cases (for conjugate tooth action)
function _°((91) is linear.
Equations (18.2.3) to (18.2.4) also yield a system of five independent equations in six unknowns
(Ul, 01, (91, U2' 02' (92)
gj(ul, Ol, (91, u2, 02, (92, AQ)= 0 (j = 1, 2 ...... 5) (18.2.13)
It is assumed that this system is satisfied by a set of parameters
p(2) = (ut2), 012,, (91'), u2t2), 0_2), (9t2)) (18.2.14)
with the same value of (9_t) as in the set pO). If in the neighborhood of p(2) the Jacobian
D(gt, g2, g3, g4, gs)
D(fll, 01, u2, 02, (92)
;_ 0 (18.2.15)
then system (18.2.13) may be solved with the functions
[Ul(_l , AQ), 01((91, AQ), u2(0_, AQ), 02((9_AQ), 62((91, AQ)) _ C _ (18.2.16)
Function (92((91, AQ) represents the actual law of motion transformation--the law of transformation
of motion which corresponds to errors of manufacturing and assembly. Kinematic errors of the
gear drive are represented by the function
A(92 = (92((91, AQ) - (9°(¢1) (18.2.17)
This method of solution can provide, not only the kinematic errors of a gearset, but also the new
path of the contact point. (See functions (18.2.7).)
In general, the numerical solution of a system of five nonlinear equations is a difficult problem
which requires many iterations. To save computer time an effective method of solution was proposed
by Litvin and Gutman (1981a). The principle of this method is as follows:
The system of equation (18.2.13) may be represented as
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fl(ut, OI, dPl, u2, 02, dP2, A, H 1, 112, AQ)=0 (18.2.18)
J_(UI' 01, _l, U2, 02, _2, A, H1, 1-12, AQ) = 0 (18.2.19)
f3(ul, Oj, q_l, u2, 02, rb2, A, Hi, H2, AQ) = 0 (18.2.20)
f4(/'/I, 01, U2, 02, tJ_2, AQ)= 0 (18.2.21)
A(uj, 01, u2, 02, _2, AQ) = 0 (18.2.22)
Equations (18.2.18) to (18.2.20) are determined from vector equation (18.2.3), and equations
(18.2.21) to (18.2.22) from vector equation (18.2.4). Here, A represents the shortest distance between
the axes of rotation of the two gears and HI and //2 represent the axial settings of the gears
(fig. 18.2.2). Systems St (&, Yl, zl) and $2 (x2, Y2, z2) shown in figure 18.2.2 are rigidly connected
to the driving and driven gears, respectively. Let us now suppose that two arbitrary points
MI (ul, 01) and Mz(U2, 02) on surfaces _l and G2 are chosen. With a set of known parameters
(ul, 0_, uz, 02), equations (18.2.21) and (18.2.22) become a system of two equations in two
unknowns which may be expressed as
FI (q_l, _b2) = 0 (18.2.23)
F2(_b_, 02) = 0 (18.2.24)
x 2
Yf
H2 / z2
A Yl
Xl, Xf
"- H1
Figure 18.2.2.
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Upon solving for 051and 052, one can check that the following equations are satisfied:
A -Kl(ut, 01, 051, u2, 02, 4_2, AQ)=0 (18.2.25)
HI - K2(ul, 01, (_l, u2, 02, q_2, AQ) = 0 (18.2.26)
1-12-- K3(ul, 01, 051, U2, 02, 052, AQ) = 0 (18.2.27)
where A, Hi, 142, and AQ are given values.
In general, the solution of the above two systems of equations (18.2.23) to (18.2.24) and (18.2.25)
to (18.2.27) requires an interative procedure. In practice, one of the four variable parameters
(ul, 01, u2, 02) is to be fixed, and the other three are changed such that the two-equation system
is satisfied.
The advantage of the above method lies in the ability to divide the system of five equations
((18.2.23) to (18.2.27)) into two subsystems of two and three equations, and to solve them separately.
18.3 Application of Theory to Helical Gears with Circular Arc Teeth:
Sensitivity to the Change of Center Distance
Generation of Gear-Tooth Surfaces
The generation of gear-tooth surfaces is based on application of two rack cutters (fig. 16.4.6,
see ch. 16.4). The surfaces of these rack cutters contact each other along a straight line; the normal
section of each rack cutter surface is a circular arc. The generated surfaces of gears are in contact
at a point at every instant.
Using the method for an exact solution (see sec. 18.2), we will investigate the influence of change
of center distance on the conditions of meshing. It will be proven that the change of center distance
may cause an unfavorable bearing contact if some gear parameters are not limited. The solution
of the discussed problem is based on the research completed by Litvin (1968) and Litvin and Tsay
(1986).
Rack Cutter Surface
The normal section of the rack cutter is a circular arc which is represented in an auxiliary coordinate
system $2b) as follows (fig. 18.3.1):
x2 i) = Pi sin Oi + x_ ci) y(ai) = - (pj cos Oi - Y_aG)) z2 il = 0 (i = I, II) (18.3.1)
Here x<,c,) and y(f,) are the coordinates of the circle center, Cr Equations (18.3.1), with i = I,
II, represent the normal sections of rack cutters which generate gears 1 and 2, respectively.
The generating surface of the rack cutter is obtained by the translational motion of the coordinate
system -a'_(i) along a straight line vco_i) v_O_i) (fig. 18.3.1). The coordinate transformation is
represented by the matrix equation
x,! i)
y,!i)
z,!i)
1
1
0
0
0
0 0 0
sin 3, cos )k Ui COS _k
-cosX sinX uisinX
0 0 1
Zlai)
1
(18.3.2)
Here ui = [0, !i) 0(_i) [, and )x is the lead angle of the helix on the gear pitch cylinder. Equations
(18.3.1) and (18.3.2) yield
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x, !i) = Pi sin Oi + x_ ci)
y,!i) = _ (Pi cos Oi - ,,,_ci)) sin h + ui cos h
z,! n = (p, cos Oi - y_C,)) cos X + ui sin X
(18.3.31
Equations (18.3.3) represent the generating surface of the rack cutter, E_ i), in the coordinate
system S_ l).
The surface unit normal is represented by the equation
n,! i1 - N'!') where N,! 0 = Or'!') x Or,!'_
IN,! i_ ] O01 Oui
(18.3.41
Equations (18.3.3) and (18.3.41 yield
sin 0i
[gt, !i)] : --COS 0 i sin X (18.3.51
cos 0i cos X
It was mentioned above that we consider two generating surfaces of rack cutters. These surfaces
contact each other along a straight line determined as follows:
xff) : x_ll) ),{11 = y_II) zff ) = Zc(II) tl(1) = n_i,
r/(l) : n(ll) rt(1) . (111yc yC Z,, = nz," (18.3.6)
Equations (18.3.3) to (18.3.6) yield the following relations:
ul = Ull, of sin 01 + x_Cl ) = OH sin 0n + x2q0
-- t01 COS 0 r _- ya (Cl) : -- PII COS 011 @ ya (CII) 01 = 01l = I_¢,
where _bc is the pressure angle at the point of contact of helical gears measured in the normal
section of the rack cutter.
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Tooth Surface of Gear 1
We set up three coordinate systems considering the mesh of the rack cutter with the gear being
generated (fig. 18.3.2). Systems S_ i) (i = I, II) and Sj (j = 1, 2) which are rigidly connected to
the rack cutter and the gear, respectively, and a fixed coordinate, S<pi) (i = I, II).
While the rack cutter with the coordinate system S__) translates, the gear being generated rotates
about axis zp(1) . The instanteous axis of rotation is I-I, and the axodes of the gear and of the rack
cutter are the pitch cylinder of radius rt and plane II, respectively. Plane II is tangent to the pitch
cylinder.
The line of contact of the generating surface _3_I) with the gear-tooth surface /31 may be
determined in the coordinate system S_l) as follows (see ch. 9.8):
r_l) = r_[)(ui, 00 Nc (1) • v_ I1) _- 0 (18.3.7)
Here r_i)(ui, 01) is the vector function which represents in the coordinate system Sc_I)the generating
surface E_); Nca) is the normal to the generating surface; Vc(u) is the relative velocity; the subscript
c indicates that the vector components are represented in the coordinate system S_I).
There is an alternative solution for the case of transformation of motions represented in figure
18.3.2(a). Instead of equation N¢ • v_11)= 0, we may use the equation
X_I) _ x_I) _ HI) _ y_I) Z_I) - Zc<I) (18.3.8)
N(I) IV(I) IV(1)
• •z£
" "X¢ " "Y¢
Equation (18.3.8), if satisfied, provides that the common normal to surfaces _'c(I) and E 1 at their
points of contact intersects the instantaneous axis of rotation I-I. Here (fig. 18.3.2)
X_l) = 0 _i) = ri_bI Z_I) = e (18.3.9)
are the coordinates of a point of 1-I represented in the coordinate system S_I) ; _bl is the angle of
rotation of gear 1; parameter e determines the location of a point on the axis Ioi; x(_1), y_I), and z_(l)
are the coordinates of a point on surface r3I) which are represented by equations (18.3.3);/v(1)• -xc,
_c
_o) _,,,_ _) are the projections of the surface normal. (We may also use -xc'(I),ny_d),and n(_z¢instead
_ _,(i) _,(i) andN_zIc).)I01 1"¢XC , Ivy c ,
wi_ WD
×c Xp
i • iI! tI}
r_** 'r /Zc zl.zp /- _
7"<,_l I/_.%'.k-V "_ A,o_o,
/--/
0
Lb)
Figure 18.3.2.
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Equations(18.3.3),(18.3.5),(18.3.8),and(18.3.9)yieldtheequationof meshing represented by
(rlq_ 1 -- u I cos _. -- a I sin X) sin 01 + bl cos 01 sin h =ff(uh 01, _1) = 0 (18.3.10)
Here x_ q) = - bl, y(C,) = al are the coordinates of center CI (fig. 16.4.6(a)).
The equation of meshing (18.3.10) and equations (18.3.3) of the generating surface I]c(1)
considered simultaneously represent a line on surface E{I) (line Ll), which is the line of contact
of r,_(I) and E I. The location of this line on I_ I) depends on the parameter of motion 4h • In the
case of b[ = 0, equation (18.3.10) yields that
rl_bl -al sin
ul = (18.3.11)
cos
for any 01. Thus the line of contact is a circle of radius at (fig. 18.3.3(a)).
Figure 18.3.3(b) shows the contact lines for the case where b, ;e 0. From equation (18.3.10),
we obtain
u I = b I cot 0_ tan X + -- -
rlOl
cos
a I tan _, (18.3.12)
Parameter ul and the contact lines approach infinity if 01 approaches zero.
Surface E l may be determined with the family of contact lines represented in the coordinate
system $1. Using the matrix equation
rAar(1)]r.(T)l = M (1) (n[rl] = t,',lcJt-c J [ jp][M_c][r C ]
cos _b, -sin _l 0 q(cos t_l q" t_l sin _bj)
sinai cos,_l 0 q(sin¢l-¢jcos4h)
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
x(1)
y(_l
Zfl )
1
(18.3.13)
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and equations (18.3.3) and (18.3.12), we obtain
xl = (Pl sin 0i - bl + rl) cos q_l + (Pl cos 01 - bt cot 0l) sin _b1 sin k
Yl = (Pl sin 01 - bl + rj) sin _bl-- (Pt cos 01 -- bl cot 00 cos _bt sin X
Zl = picos 0 Icos _k----
al
cos _k
+ bl cot 01 tan k sin k + rt_bl tan X
(18.3.14)
Equations (18.3.14) represent the tooth surface of gear 1 with surface coordinates 01 and _bt.
To derive the surface unit normal, we may follow the usual procedure and use the following
equations
n I - Ni where Ni Ort Or1=__ ×__ (18.3.15)
INll a_l 00_
Here rl(4h, 00 is the vector function which represents the surface given by equations (18.3.14).
A simpler way of derivation is based on the consideration that the rack cutter surface _;_l) and
the gear-tooth surface r,_ have a common normal at points of contact. Thus
fr (I)1r.([)1 (18.3.16)[nt] = [_lclt"c I
Here [L([.)] is the matrix which transforms the direction cosines in transition from S_l) to S_.
Deleting the last column and last row in matrix [M_)], we obtain
[L('?I:
cos _b1 -sin thl 0
sin 4, I cos_bt 0
0 0 !
(18.3.17)
Equations (18.3.16), (18.3.17), and (18.3.5) yield
sin 01 cos 4_1+ cos 01 sin k sin '¢'t
[nll= sin 0I sin 4_1 - cos 01 sin k cos _bl
cos Oi cos k
(18.3.18)
Tooth Surface of Gear 2
Similarly, we may derive equations of the tooth surface of gear 2. The equation of meshing of
the rack cutter II and gear 2 is given by
(r2_b 2 - uil COS_k -- an sin k) sin Ou + blI COS 0Ii sin k = fn(un, Ou, _b2) = 0 (18.3.19)
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The line of contact of E_n) and Z2 is represented in S,<JI) by equations
x: lI) --'_ Pll sin 011-- bn
Yc(II) = -- (Pll COS 0 u -- all ) sin X + bn cot Oll sin h - an sin X + r2#52
z{U) all
c = Pll cos Oil COS )k
cos X- -- + bn cot OH tan X sin X + r202 tan X
(18.3.20)
Fixing the parameter of motion #52, we may determine coordinates of the contact line on Y_c(II) as
functions of 0ii.
To derive equations of tooth surface 2, we have to use the coordinate transformations from S_n)
to S2, which is represented as tbllows (fig. 18.3.2(b)):
[r2] = [M2p] [Mpc] [r_,lI_]
cos #52 sin #52 0 0
-sin #52 cos #52 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
I 0 0 -r 2
0 I 0 -r2#52
O0 1 0
000 1
Xff I)
V_ I1)
Z_ ll)
1
cos #52 sin #52 0 -r2(cos #52+ #52sin #52)
-sin #52 cos #52 0 r2(sin #52 - #52cos #52)
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
X: 11)
y_m
_11)
1
(18.3.21)
Equations (18.3.21) and (18.3.20) yield
x2 = (,on sin 0n - b. - r2) COS #52 -- (PlI COS 011 -- bit cot On) sin #52 sin X
3'2 = - (Pll sin 0n - bn - r2) sin #52 - (On cos On - bn cot On) cos #52 sin h
Z2 = Pll COS 011 COS _ -- --
all
cos
+ bn cot On sin X tan _ + r2#52 tan X
(18.3.22)
The surface unit normal is represented by the following matrix equation:
[n2] = [L2(_l)][nc(ll)] (18.3.23)
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Fromthematrixequation(18.3.21),weobtain
COS q_2
[_l'l = -sin q_2
0
sin _2 0
cos 02 0
0 1
(18.3.24)
Equations (18.3.23), (18.3.24), and (18.3.5) yield
sin 0u cos 4'2 - cos 0u sin k sin _2
[n21 = -sin 011 sin 4_2 - cos 0n sin X cos _b2
COS Oll COS _k
(18.3.25)
Simulation of Conditions of Meshing
The conditions of meshing of gears which have some errors may be simulated by using equations
of continuous tangency of gear-tooth surfaces. We set up three coordinate systems SI and $2,
rigidly connected to the gears, and Sf, rigidly connected to the frame. Using these coordinate
systems, we may simulate the errors of manufacturing and assembly of the gears, such as the change
of center distance, the misalignment of axes of rotation, and so on. We limit the discussion to the
case of the change of center distance, C, considering that the operating center distance C (fig. 18.3.4)
is not equal to the sum of the radii of pitch cylinders. Thus C # rl + r2.
Consider that the gear-tooth surfaces, E1 and X;2, and their unit normals, nl and n2, are
represented in the coordinate systems $1 and $2, respectively. We represent Ei and n, (i = 1, 2)
in the coordinate system Sf by using the following matrix equations:
[r)i)] = [mfi][ri] [n)"] = [Lfi]tni] (i = 1, 2) (18.3.26)
Here (fig. 18.3.3)
c
////" [ f' Zl0U / /
0,01 Yt
Figure 18.3.4,
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[Ms,]--
t t
cosq_ sinCj 0 0
t /
-sinq_l cosOl 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
I 1
cosOi sinOl 0
t t[Lfl] = -sin _1 cos Ol 0
0 0 1
(18.3.27)
[Mr21=
t t
cos_2 -sin¢2 0
' q_,sin_2 cos 2 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
C
0
0
1
t t
cos _2 -sin q_2 0
t ¢
sin_2 cos_2 0
0 0 1
(18.3.28)
_ and q_2are the angles of rotation of the gears in mesh; recall that Ot and _b2 are the angles of
rotation of the gears while they are generated with the rack cutters (fig. 18.3.2).
Using equations (18.3.26) to (18.3.28), (18.3.14), (18.3.18), (18.3.22), and (18.3.25), we obtain
x_) = AI cos #_ + Bt sin #_
Z/l) ,oi cos Or cos X al
cos X
y/I) = AI sin #_ - B_ cos #_
- -- + bl cot 01 tan h sin _. + rtq_t tan X
(18.3.29)
Here
AI(01) = Pl sin Or - b_ + r I Bl(Ol) = (Pl cos 0t - bl cot 01) sin h
t
[nil >] =
sin Oi cos #1 + cos Oi sin X sin #l
sin 01 sin #, - cos Ol sin X cos /d,1
cos 0t cos X
2) = A2 cos #2 - B2 sin #2 + C
y/2) = _ A2 sin #2 - B2 cos #2
Z/2) = Pll COS 011COS X all
cos X-- -- + bli cot On sin X tan h + rzcb2 tan X
(18.3.30)
(18.3.31)
Here
A2(0n) = ,Oilsin 01I -- bH - r2 B2(OH) = (,Oil cos 011- bll cot OH) sin X
r
_2 = 02 - _2
4o2
[421]=
sin0n cos _2 - cos 0tl sin k sin _2
-sin 01l sin /_,2 -- COS 0i[ sin k cos #2
cos 011cos k
(18.3.32)
The gear-tooth surfaces are in continuous tangency and therefore the following equations must be
satisfied (see ch. 11, eqs. (11.1.17) and (11.1.8))
r)l)(01, #t, _bl)= r) 2) (On, /z2, _b2) (18.3.33)
n)_l)(01, N1)= n)2)(011 , /A2) (18.3.34)
Equation (18.3.33), if satisfied, yields that the position vectors r) 1) and r) 2) coincide at the point
of contact of gear-tooth surfaces, _l and E 2. Equation (18.3.34) if satisfied yields that the surfaces
have a common unit normal at the point of contact.
Equations (18.3.33) to (18.3.34) yield a system of five independent equations only since
In°ll = In(2)l = 1. These five equations relate six unknowns: 01, #l, q_l, 0n, /z2, _2; thus, one of
these parameters may be varied.
The equation system (18.3.22) to (18.3.34) yields the following procedure for computations.
Step/.--Using equation n_ ) = n_ ), we obtain
cos 01 cos k = cos 01i cos k
Thus
01 = 011= 0 (18.3.35)
Step 2.--Using equation nl]) = n (2) i) (2) (1)yf ,3¢ =yf ,andxf =x) z), we obtain a system of three
equations in three unknowns (0, /zI, and _2) where
sin 0 sin #l - cos 0 sin k cos #t = - sin 0 sin #2 - cos 0 sin X cos/_2 (18.3.36)
(ol sin 0 - b0(sin 0 sin #1 - cos 0 sin k cos #l) + rl sin 0 sin #1
= - (On sin 0 - bi[)(sin 0 sin _2 + cos 0 sin k cos t_2) + r2 sin 0 sin/z 2 (18.3.37)
(Ol sin 0 - bl)(sin 0 cos /xI + cos 0 sin h sin t_l) + rl sin 0 cos #1
=(onsin0-bH)(sin0c°s_2-c°s0sinksin#z)-r2sin0c°s#2+Csin0 (18.3.38)
We may check the solution for 0, tz_, and/A 2 by using equation ,,(o = ,,(2) which yields
-_f "z,f
sin 0 cos/z I + cos 0 sin _, sin #1 = sin 0 cos/x 2 - cos 0 sin k sin P-2 (18.3.39)
The solution for 0,/zl, and t_2 provides constant values whose magnitude depends on the operating
center distance C. The magnitude of 0 determines the new location of the contact point caused
by the change of C.
Step 3.--Knowing 0, we may determine the relation between parameters 4_1and _b2 by using
equation z) I) = zj!2) which yields
4O3
PI cos 0 cos k aj
cos X
= On cos 0 cos k ---
---+bjcotOtanksink+rlCq tank
an
cos _.
+ bn cot 0 tan k sin k + r2_b 2 tan k (18.3.40)
Equation (18.3.40) provides a linear function which relates ¢. and _b2 since 0 is constant.
Step 4.--It is easy to prove that since 0, _q, and #2 are constant values, the angular velocity
ratio for the gears does not depend on the center distance. The proof is based on the following
considerations:
(1) Equation (18.3.40) with 0 = constant yields that rldO I = r2d02 and dckJd02 = r2/r J.
t t
(2) Since #l = Ol - _bl and _2 = 02 - _b2 are constant, we obtain dO( = &hi, dq_ = dO2 and
o_¢1)_ &b( dOl r_
m12 - w_2) dO_ dO2 rj
Thus the gears keep the same angular velocity ratio although the center distance is changed. The
disadvantage of the discussed gears is the substantial change of location of contact point caused
by the change of center distance.
Step 5.--It is evident that since 0, ktl, and/_2 are constant values, the line of action of the gear-
tooth surfaces in the fixed coordinate system represents a straight line, which is parallel to the
zf-axis. We may determine coordinates xJ i) and yji) of the line of action by using equations
(18.3.29) or (18.3.31 ). The location of the instantaneous point of contact on the line of action may
t t
be represented as a function of the angle of rotation 4h of gear I. Knowing _1 and fixing ¢_, we
determine 0t by using the equation
t
_bl = _q + _l (18.3.41)
Equation (18.3.41) and the equation for zJ 1) in the system equation (18.3.29) yield
_;l) = Pl cos 0 cos X aI
cos _k- -- + bi cot 0 tan X sin X + rj tan _k(#1 + t_l ) (18.3.42)
Step 6.--We may also derive an approximate equation which relates 0 and the center distance
C. Since _l and /_2 are small values, we make cos #i = 1 and sin/z i = 0 (i = I, 2) in equation
(18.3.38). Then we get
Pl sin 0 -- bl + rl = Pll sin 0 - bll - r2 + C
= ,Oilsin 0 -- bll - r2 + (r I + r2 + AC) (18.3.43)
Here C = r2 + r2 + AC where AC is the change of center distance. Equations (18.3.43) yield
sin 0 - AC + b t - blt
Pt -- Pit
(18.3.44)
The nominal value of 0 which corresponds to the theoretical value of the center distance is given by
sin 00 - bt - bit (18.3.45)
Pt -- On
4O4
Compensation of Location of Bearing Contact
It results from equation (18.3.44) that the location of the bearing contact depends on the error
AC of the center distance. If the normal pressure angle 0 becomes too small, the bearing contact
will be located on the bottom of the tooth of one gear and on the top of the tooth of the other
gear. Such a bearing is not acceptable and should be avoided.
The sensitivity of the discussed gears to the change of center distance AC may be reduced by
increasing the difference _on - Pl I. However, this results in the increase of the contacting stresses.
The dislocation of the bearing contact may be compensated by regrinding one of the gears (preferably
the pinion) with new tool settings.
Consider that 00 is the theoretical value of the normal pressure angle, b ° and b ° are the theoretical
values of tool settings, and p0 and p0 are the theoretical values of the radii of circular arcs. These
parameters are related by equation (18.3.45). Equation (18.3.44) yields that the location of the
bearing will not be changed if the pinion will be reground with new tool setting bl determined
as follows:
sin 0 ° - AC + bl - b°l (18.3.46)
ao-p °,
Equations 18.3.46) and (18.3.45) yield
b I = b °- AC (18.3.47)
18.4 Approximate Method for Calculation of Gear Drive Kinematic
Errors
As a general rule, when using exact methods, the determination of kinematic errors of a gear
drive must be obtained numerically by using a computer. This is a disadvantage of the exact method.
Therefore, an approximate method with the idea of obtaining accurate results analytically is now
presented.
Figure 18.4.1 shows two gear surfaces _l and _2 which are not in tangency due to errors of
manufacturing and assembly. Points M (n and M (2) and surface unit normal vectors n) I) and nJ 2)
do not coincide, and position vectors r) I) and r) 2) are not equal. To bring the two surfaces into
contact it is sufficient to hold one gear fixed and rotate the other gear by an additional small angle.
Since the gear with surface I:_ is the driving gear, it is preferable to fix the position of surface
E1 and rotate surface I_2 to bring it back into contact with Yl. The additional angle of rotation Aq_2
represents the change of the theoretical angle of rotation _b2°, which is brought about by errors of
manufacturing and assembly. The angle A4_z is as yet an unknown function of the vector of errors
AQ and varies in the process of motion. Thus
A_b2 =f(_bl, AQ) (18.4.1)
The determination of function (18.4.1) is based on kinematic relations between velocities
(displacements) for a contact point and a surface unit normal which move over the tooth surfaces
of mating gears. (See ch. 12.1.)
The following equations are used for the determination
ds; l) + ds [1) + dsq (1' = dst(r 2) + ds [2} + dsq (2) (18.4.2)
dn_ i) + dn_ ') + dnq (l) =dny ) + dnr(2) + dnq(2) (18.4.3)
Here dsff ) is the displacement of the theoretical contact point in transfer motion, with the tooth
surface; ds(r i) is the displacement of the theoretical contact point in the motion over the tooth
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surface; ds(qi) is the displacement of the contact point caused by the gear errors (i = 1, 2).
Similarly, dn,(/), dnr (/), and dn(qi) (i = 1, 2) are the changes in the direction of the surface unit
normal in transfer and relative motion and due to the errors. Unlike equations (12.1.9) and (12.1.15),
both equations (18.4.2) and (18.4.3) consist of additional members having the subscript q. These
members are due to gear errors. To bring surfaces into contact, it is sufficient to rotate only gear
2, holding gear 1 at rest. Therefore, dsr(_l) and dn[_ t) are zero and
(18.4.4)
dnr(') +dn(') = dn[r2) + dn_(2) + dnq(2) (18.4.5)
To determine relations between dst(r2) , dsq(I), and dsq(2), we take the following scalar products:
n, (ds (') + dsq(I)) = n. (dst(r2) + ds (2) + ds (2)) (18.4.6)
Since vectors ds_(I) and dsr_2) lie in the common tangent plane I-I, equation (18.4.6) is transformed
as follows:
n. ds_2) = n. (dsq(l) - dsq (2)) (18.4.7)
Vector dSr(r2) may be represented by the following cross product:
dst(F ) : dO (2) X r2(M) (18.4.8)
where d_ (2) is the vector of the incremental angle of rotation of gear 2 and r2(M) is the position
vector drawn from an arbitrary point on the axis of rotation to the contact point M. Equations (18.4.7)
and (18.4.8) yield
[d¢) (2) r2(M) n] = (dsq (.,- dsq(2,) on (18.4.9)
Equation (18.4.9) is the basic equation for the determination of kinematic errors of gear drives.
Its application will be demonstrated in subsequent sections.
Similarscalarproductscanbederivedonthebasisof equation (18.4.5). It may be proven that
these scalar products are zero because the vectors in equation (18.4.5) all belong to the tangent
plane. Henceforth, the following notations will be used:
EAq! 1' -- AS_1) EAq_ 2)- AS_2) (18.4.10)
where EAq! I) and _aq) 2) represent the sum of linear error vectors due to errors of manufacturing
and assembly of gears 1 and 2, respectively.
In many cases, however, errors in gear trains do not result from linear displacements, but rather
from angular displacements. For instance, kinematic errors may result from the misalignment of
gear shafts.
Figure 18.4.2 shows the axis of gear 2 rotation a-a in its ideal position. Consider that, because
of an error of assembly, axis a-a is rotated about the crossed axis B-B. Such an error of assembly
may be represented by vector a_, which is directed along axis B-B, where the direction of A6
corresponds to the direction of rotation by the right-hand rule. With the given vector A_, the
displacement &q_21 of contact point M may be determined as follows:
(1) Vector Ab, directed along the axis B-B, is substituted by an equal vector Ab, which passes
through the origin 02, and the vector moment R x A& Here R is a position vector drawn from
02 to an arbitrary point on the line of action of vector A_ (fig. 18.4.2).
(2) The displacement Aq_2) of the contact point M caused by the angular errors Ab may be
represented by
Aq _2)= A6 x r_ M' + R x A6 = A6 x (r_ M) - R) (18.4.11)
A similar equation may be derived to determine the displacement of the contact point M brought
about by an angular error of assembly of gear 1.
With notations (18.4.10) equation (18.4.9) which determines the kinematic errors may be
represented as follows:
(A_ ¢2) x r_ M) + EAq).n CM)= 0 (18.4.12)
where EAq = _Aq) 2) -- YAq! II and n (M) is the surface unit normal at the contact point M.
The location of the contact point M and the direction of the unit normal n (t_) change in the
process of motion. A further simplification of equation (18.4.12) is based on the following
considerations: (1) The contacting tooth surfaces have a common normal at all positions and (2) this
normal passes through the contact point M and the pitch point P. For planar gears the pitch point
P coincides with the point of tangency of the pitch circles (gear centrodes). The pitch point for
bevel gears is located on the line of tangency of pitch cones. In both cases the surface unit normal
n is collinear with PM and
r_ M) = r_ e) + PM = r2_e) + kn lu) (18.4.13)
_M)
Figure 18.4.2.
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Equations (18.4.12) and (18.4.13) yield
(A0 2) x r_ e)) + _Aq] • n (M) = 0 (18.4.14)
because
(A¢<2'× r2(M')on<M)= [A¢ t2' × (r_ P) + Xn(M))] on 'M)
= (A¢(2, × r2(P))° n(M) + [A_(2, Xn(M' n(M,]
= (A¢( 2_ × r_P)) • n _MI (18.4.15)
The application of equation (18.4.14) instead of equation (18.4.12) has the advantage that the
location of the pitch point may be considered as a constant (r2(v) = const). However, the direction
of the surface unit normal is a function of _bI. Three types of gears--involute (spur and helical)
and Wildhaber-Novikov--are exceptions to this statement. For these gears the unit normal of the
gear surfaces, at their contact point, does not change its direction.
Because of kinematic errors, the angular velocity ratio fluctuates in the process of meshing of
the gears. Figure 18.4.3 shows functions for two types of kinematic errors. The first is a piecewise,
nonlinear, periodic function whose period depends on the ratio
N2 b
ml2 .... (18.4.16)
NI a
Here N, (i = 1, 2) is the number of gear teeth and b and a are the minimum integral numbers
with which the ratio m12 can be expressed. The angle of rotation of gear 1, which corresponds
to the period of function A_(2_(_t) , is equal to 2ra. Such functions of kinematic errors are caused
by (1) the eccentricity of gears or (2) by the noncoincidence of the theoretical axis of the gear
and the axis of rotation, and thus making a crossing angle with it.
The second type of function A_b(2)(_l), shown in figure 18.4.3(b), has a period of q_1= 2_r/Nl
(periodic with tooth mesh cycle). This function of errors is typical for the case when the generating
process provides nonconjugated tooth surfaces, but all teeth of a gear have the same surfaces. An
example of such a generating process is the generation of Gleason's gearing.
AO (2) 6¢(2)
(a}
D ¢i J
N 1 N 1
(b)
Figure 18.4.3.
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18.5 Application of Theory to Eccentricity of Involute Spur Gears
Figure 18.5.1 shows two base circles of radii r(I) and rb(2) for two involute spur gears. The
rotation centers of the gears are designated by O (l) and O(2). The involute shapes are in tangency
at point M of the line of action KL, if the centers of base circles Oi coincide with centers of rotation
0 (i) and vectors of gear eccentricity Ae, = 0 (i) Oi (i = 1, 2) are zero.
To model the meshing of gears with eccentricity, we translate the gears from their theoretical
positions by a distance 0 (i) Oi = Aei, where Ae i is the gear eccentricity. Now, center Oi of the
base circle does not coincide with the center of gear rotation. After the displacement, the involute
shapes are no more in tangency, rather they intersect each other or lose the contact.
To bring the involute shapes into tangency once again, it is sufficient to rotate gear 2 through
a small angle Aq5 (2}. Using equation (18.4.14), we obtain
(A0 (2_ x r2_P)) • n (M) = (Ael - Ae2)" n (M) (18.5.1)
The triple product results in (fig. 18.5.1)
(AO 12) X r_ t')) • n _M) = A_b(2)r_ t') cos ¢q. (18.5.2)
where G is the pressure angle. Vectors of eccentricity Ael and Ae2 form angles fll and/32 with
vector 0 (1) 0(21; these angles are measured in the direction of gear rotation (fig. 18.5.1). The
scalar products yield
Ael • n _M/ = Ael sin (_,. + ill)
(18.5.3)
Ae2 • n _M) = Ae 2 sin (1]',- + f12)
From equations (18.5.1) to (18.5.3), we obtain
a_(2 ) = ael sin (fil + _'_) + ae2 sin (f12 -- _'c)
rb(2)
(18.5.4)
K
L
Figure 18.5.1.
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where the radius of the base circle of gear 2 is
rb(2> = r2(p) cos if,. (18.5.5)
The center O, (i = 1, 2) of the base circle rotates in the process of meshing; Oi (l) and Oi (2)
are two instantaneous positions of this center (fig. 18.5.2). Angles 31 and fie may be represented
as follows:
31 = 31o + 01 32 = 320 + 02 (18.5.6)
where flJo and B2o correspond to the initial positions of centers Oi and 02, with 01 = 02 = 0.
Equations (18.5.4) and (18.5.6) yield
A0(2 ) = Ae I sin (01 + "I0 + Ae2 sin (02 + Y2)
r_2)
where '_l = (fllO "1'- _c) and 3'2 = (f12o - gee).
For convenience, consider the kinematic error
0 (0 = _b(2) = 0. Then, the kinematic error becomes
(18.5.7)
function to have zero magnitude at
A0(2) = A0(2)(01) -- A0(2)(0 ) =
Ael[sin (01 + ")11) -- sin _,_] Ae2[sin (02 + 3'2) - sin _/2]
rb(l) m21 + rb(2) (18.5.8)
where m2_ = _(2)IoJ(I) = r(bl)/r(b 2) = N IIN2. Equation (18.5.8) represents the kinematic error of
a gear train with two gears as the sum of two harmonics. The periods of these harmonics are equal
to the periods of complete revolutions of the gears.
Equation (18.5.8) may be represented symmetricly as follows:
AO(2) = Ael[sin (01 + "/l) - sin 3'2]
rbt_) m21 +
Ae2[sin (02 + 3<2)- sin "/2]
r_ 2 ) -m22
2 Aei[sin (_i + Yi) - sin Yi]
E rE,) (18.5.9)
i=1
Here, m22 = 1 and _2 = q_lm21 •
Equation (18.5.9) may be generalized for a train with n gears as follows:
AO('O _ Aei[sin (_i +r(bi_i) -- sin 3/i]_--- mn i
i=l
(18.5.10)
where AO (_) is the resulting kinematic error of the gear train represented as the angle of rotation
of gear n (the output gear).
A complicated gear train is a combination of pairs of gears. The parameter 3q may be
represented as
Yi =fliO+ _;
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Figure 18.5.3.
for the driving gear of the pair, and as
for the driven gear of the pair. For instance, for computational purposes, a train of three gears
must be replaced by two pairs of gears. The idler (intermediate gear) is considered as the driven
gear in the first pair, and as the driving gear in the second pair.
We designate the kinematic error exerted by the eccentricity Ae i of gear number i as
Aei[sin (_bi + _i) -- sin _i] (18.5.11)
AO i = r_i)
where AOi is the error of the rotation angle q_i. The maximum possible value of this error is
_2Aei (18.5.12)
A0imax -- A0imin = r(bi)
The kinematic error of the train may be represented as
AO (hI = _ AOimni
i=1
(18.5.13)
Gear trains are usually applied for the reduction of angular velocities and thus toni is less than 1.
It results from equation (18.5.13) that the last gears of a train (numbers n, n - 1, n - 2) induce
the largest part of the resultant kinematic error A0 (n). Therefore, the precision of these gears must
be higher than the others.
The largest value of the kinematic error function A0 <') and its distribution above and below the
abscissa depends on the combination of parameters 2¢i (i = 1, 2 ..... n). Figure (18.5.3) shows
the distribution of a function AOi(_)i) exerted by eccentricity of gear i of the train.
The resulting errors of a gear train may be compensated partly by using definite rules of assembly
of gears with eccentricity. For instance, for gears with tooth numbers NI = N2 and equal
eccentricities Ae_ = Ae2, the resultant kinematic error will be approximately zero if the eccentricity
vectors Ael and Ae2 (fig. 18.5.1) are directed opposite each other.
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18.6 Application of Theory to Eccentricity of Spiral Bevel Gears
For spatial gears the term "eccentricity" is used to describe that the geometric axis of a gear
is parallel to, but does not coincide with, its axis of rotation (fig. 18.6.1). As the eccentric gear
rotates, its geometric axis generates a cylindrical surface of radius Ae. The eccentricity vector Ae
is a vector which rotates about the gear axis. The initial position of vector Ae (its position at the
beginning of motion) is given by angle o_ (fig. 18.6.1).
Figure (18.6.2) shows coordinate systems Sl (xi, Yi, zl ) and Sf(xf, yf, zf) which are rigidly
connected to gear 1 and the frame, respectively. System Sh is an auxiliary coordinate system, which
is also rigidly connected to the frame. Driving gear 1 rotates about axis Zh. The position of Aei
in coordinate system Si is given by the angle cq, which is made by Ael and axis xl. The current
position of/Xei in coordinate system Sf (or Sh) is determined by the angle (Ol + al) and the matrix
equation
Geometrical axis
\
Initial \.
position \ // //"_
Current i __/.,_l,_._.s/ _ /po,ition j/
of A®-i _
\
x_ Axis of rotation
Figure 18.6.1.
J /\ \III
Figure 18.6.2.
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COSYl 0 sin 3`j
0 1 0
--sin 3'1 0 cos Yl
Aet cos (q_l + oq)
--Ae 1 sin (_b1 + (21)
0
(18.6.1)
Here [Aehtl)] is the matrix of vector Ael, which is represented in the coordinate system Sh. The
3 x 3 matrix [Lfh] transforms elements of the column matrix [Aeh(1)] tO coordinate system Sf from
the coordinate system Sh.
Matrix equation (18.6.1) yields
Ae I COS(q_l + O/1) COS _l
--Ael sin (q_l + al)
--Ael cos (_)1 + (21) sin Yt
(18.6.2)
The vector of eccentricity of the driven gear may be determined similarly. Figure 18.6.3 shows
coordinate systems $2 and Sf rigidly connected to gear 2 and the frame, respectively. The auxiliary
coordinate system Sp is also rigidly connected to the frame.
Vector Ae_2} is represented by matrix equation
[Ae) 2)] = [Lfp] [Aep(2)] =
cos 3'2 0 -sin "](2
0 1 0
sin 3'2 0 cos 3'2
zae2 cos (_2 -4-a2)
Ae2 sin (t_2 q- O_2)
0
(18.6.3)
which after matrix multiplication gives
Ae2 cos (_b2 + t_2) cos 3'2
[Ae/2)] = Ae 2 sin (¢2 + Or2)
Ae 2 COS (_b2 + o¢2) sin 3`2
(18.6.4)
xf !z
x2
_2
Y2
zf
Zp, Zl
Figure 18.6.3.
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Kinematic errors induced by gear eccentricities may now be found by using equation (18.4.9) as
follows:
(18.6.5)
Here Ae_ _) and Ae] 2t are given by matrices (18.6.2) and (18.6.4), and vector A0}2) (fig. 18.6.3)
is represented by the matrix
b0;2,]= b0, 
cos 3'2 0 -sin Y2
0 1 0
siny2 0 cosy2
0
0
A_2
-A0 2 sin "}'2
0
A0 2 cos 3'2
(18.6.6)
Vector 0) 2) represents the position vector of the contact point which lies on the line of action
of the gears and nf represents the common unit normal of the gear surfaces at their point of
tangency.
Equations (18.6.5) and (18,6.6) yield
where
A02 = nx _Ae x + ny F_Aey + nz EAe z
-3' cos _2 nx + (x cos "}'2q- z sin "?2)n,. -- y sin "),2/'/z
]_Ae._ = Ae._(1) -- Ae_ 2), EAey = Ae_! I) -- Ae,! 2), and EAe. = Aez _11 -- Ae_ 2)
(18.6.7)
(the subscript f was dropped).
Projections ny and nz of the surface unit normal n, and coordinates x, y, and z of the contact
point change in the process of motion. But since the changes in these variables are relatively small,
they may be neglected. The surface unit normal nf and the point of contact P may be represented
as follows (fig. 18.6.4).
nj= sin _,,if + cos _bc(cos _jf + sin _kf) (18.6.8)
Xf = 0 yf = 0 Zf = L (18.6.9)
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Figure 18.6.4.
The derivation of equations (18.6.8) and (18.6.9) is based on the following considerations:
(1) Axis zf is the instantaneous axis of rotation of the generating gear and the gear being
generated.
(2) Point P is the point of tangency of the gear-tooth surfaces, because it lies on the axis of
instantaneous rotation.
(3) The common surface unit normal to gear-tooth surfaces, nf, coincides with the unit normal
to the generating surface which is the cone surface. Vector nf is determined as follows:
nf=a×b
where a and b are two unit vectors which are mutually perpendicular (fig. 18.6.4).
Equations (18.6.7) to (18.6.9) yield
A ((bl)
L sin 3'2 cos _bccos fl
(18.6.10)
where
A(_I) = at sin (4_1 + at) + bl cos (_l + oq)
+ a2 sin (_2 + 0/2) + b2 COS (_2 + o¢)
al = --Ael cos _bccos fl
a2 = --Ae2 cos _'c cos fl
b I = &el(cos Yl sin _,,.- sin % cos _,,. sin fl)
b2 = - Ae2(cos ')'2 sin _,. + sin 3'2 cos _,: sin fl)
NI
Equation (18.6.10) yields that the kinematic errors caused by the eccentricity of spiral-bevel gears
may be represented as the sum of four harmonics: the period of two harmonics coincides with
the period of revolution of gear 1; and the period of the other two coincides with the period of
revolution of gear 2.
Function Aq52(_l), represented by equation (18.6.10), is a smooth function with continuous
derivatives which serves as a first approximation. In reality, the derivative of function _2(01)
breaks as different sets of teeth come into mesh. (See fig. 18.4.3(a).) This break can be discovered
if Aq_2(_l) is determined by equation (18.6.7).
18.7 Backlash of Spur Gears
The driving gear 1, if reversed, puts into motion the driven gear not right away, but only after
the driving gear is rotated through a small angle. The contact of gear-tooth surfaces stops temporarily
if the gear motion is reversed for the following reasons: (1) There is a backlash between the teeth
on the other side; and (2) because of the change of direction of the elastic torsion of the gear shafts.
The backlash between the surfaces depends on the errors of the center distance, errors of the distance
between the teeth, shape errors, and gears eccentricity. The magnitude of the backlash is changed
in the process of meshing due to the gears eccentricity.
Consider two mating gears without errors. The direction of rotation of the driving gear (gear 1)
is indicated by k (fig. 18.7.1) and M is the point of contact for the indicated direction of rotation.
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(a)
Figure 18.7.1.
(b)
Assuming that the backlash is zero, we say that the nonworking shapes (shapes on the other side
of teeth) are in tangency at point L. Because of gear errors, the shapes will be jammed if the backlash
is zero. To avoid this, we have to foresee a backlash magnitude. We designate the vector of initial
backlash at point L by NL. This vector is directed along n (Lt--the unit normal to the nonworking
shapes at L.
We have to differentiate between two types of backlash which may be exerted at point M and
point N, respectively. Consider first that the mating gears do not have errors and the gear-tooth
surfaces contact each other at point M. We then consider new conditions--the contact of tooth surfaces
of gears i and 2 having some errors ISAq! l) and ISAq) 2), respectively. Because of these errors
gear-tooth surfaces cannot contact each other at M until gear 2 will be turned through a small angle
A02(M). We may determine this angle (A02 (MI) by using the following equation (it is similar to
equation ( 18.4.14)):
[(A0_ M) x rJ e)) + EAq) 2)- tSAq[ ')] *n(M': 0 (18.7.1)
The superscript M in A0_ MI indicates that we consider the angle of turn of gear 2 with which
the contact of working shapes at M can be reestablished again. However, the turn of gear 2 changes
the initial backlash at N between the nonworking shapes.
Consider then that we try to put the nonworking shapes into contact at N. We can obtain this
contact by turning of gear 2 through an angle AO_ N) (the superscript N in Ar2(N) indicates that
contact at N is provided). We determine A02 (u_ by using the following equation
Here vector EAQ !2_ represents all of the "errors" which induce a backlash N; this vector is
represented by
_AQ (-'': (AO_ M_ x r_) + EzAq) 2_ - EAq_" + LN (18.7.3)
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Equations (18.7.2) and (18.7.3) yield
[ (A02(N))< r2(N)) + (A02(M)× r_e)) + EAq)2)- _Aq!l) + _--)] on(N) = 0 (18.7.4)
The further transformation of equation (18.7.4) is based on the following considerations:
(1) The unit vectors neM) and n (N) make an angle 2_bc, where _bc is the pressure angle.
Thus
n CN) + n {M) + a = 0 (18.7.5)
Here lal = 2 sin _bcand vector a has the same direction as vector O ct) O {2) of the shortest center
distance.
Equation (18.7.5) yields
n (NI = -- (n (M) + a) (18.7.6)
(2) Using equations (18.7.4), (18.7.6), and (18.7.1), we get
-[ ( A02_N'× r_N)) + (A02_M'× rzCe') + _Aq)2)-- _Aq_l'+ _)1" (n(M'+ a)
= [(A0zCN)×r2 (N)) +_lon(N'-- [(AO_2M)×r_2e') +_,Aq)Z'-_Aq'i']°(n")+a)
: [(AOCzN'×r¢2N') +_]*n'N'-- [(AO¢2"'×rCzV') +_'Aq)2'-_Aqi'2)] *a:O
(18.7.7)
Then, we have that
[AO2{M, r2_p, a]:0
because of the collinearity of vectors r_ e) and a.
Equations (18.7.8) and (18.7.7) yield
(A02CN, × r_N)).n(m = (ISAqJ 2)- X;Aq! I)) *a + Abn
(18.7.8)
(18.7.9)
Here
Ab n =-(LN on (L)) =NL en {L) (18.7.10)
is the initial backlash NL measured from N to L along the unit normal n (N) •
(3) A further simplification of equation (18.7.9) is based on the following:
r_N) = r 'e) + PN [A02cm r2_N) n 'm] = [A0_ u' r2CP)n'm]
because [A02(N) _n (L_] = 0, due to the collinearity of vectors _and n(L).
Equations (18.7.9) ano (18.7.11) yield
(AOz_m × r_e))on{L): (X;Aq}2'- X:Aq! l)) o a + Ab.
It is easy to verify that
[A0_m r2(el n(L)] = A02_N) r_ e) cos 6c = A0z_N, rb2
(18.7.11)
(18.7.12)
(18.7.13)
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where rb2 is the radius of the base circle of gear 2;
counterclockwise.
The final equation is
AO_N) is positive if gear 2 is rotated
A02<N)= (_Aq} 2)- EAq/l))ea +Ab n
rb2
(18.7.14)
Using this equation, we can determine the backlash A02 (N) in radians induced by errors of gears.
Example problem 18.7.1 Consider that the acting error is the increment AC of the center distance
due to the displacement of the rotation center of gear 2. Determine the angular backlash A02tN)
(take Abn = 0).
Solution. Using equation (18.7.14), we get
A0_N)_ AC,a_2ACsin_b c_2AC
rb2 rb 2 r 2
tan _b,. (18.7.15)
where r2 is the pitch radius of gear 2.
Example problem 18.7.2 Given the eccentricity vectors Ael = Aql 1_and Ae 2 = Aq_ 2) of gears
1 and 2, respectively (fig. 18.7. l(a)). Determine the angular backlash induced by the eccentricity
of gears.
Solution. Using equation (18.7.14), we obtain
ao_N) = (Aee - Aej) * a + Abn = 2 sin _c(Ae2 cos /32 -- Ael COS /31) + Abn
rb2 rb2
(18.7.16)
Here la[ = 2 sin _b,,and vectors Ae2 and Ael make angles 132and 31, respectively with vector a
which is directed along Otl)O t2_. We represent angles/32 and /3j as follows
/32 = 320 - _2, and/31 =/31o + Ol (18.7.17)
where 31o and [320 determine the initial positions of eccentricity vectors, and _2 and _bI are the
angles of rotation of the gears.
Equations (18.7.16) and (18.7.17) yield
A02_N) = 2 sin ,_c[Ae2 COS (/320 -- _2) -- Ael cos (fljo + 4_1)] + Abn
rb2
(18.7.18)
Here Ab n is the constant part of the linear backlash represented in inches; A02tN) (00 is the variable
part of the angular backlash represented in radians.
The gear teeth will not be jammed if
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A0(N) (01) _ 0 0 < ¢1 < 27rnl _b2 = 01_- - (18.7.19)
where n I is the number of revolutions of gear 1, which determines the period of function A02 (u)
(4h), and N 2 and N l are the numbers of gear teeth. Using equation (18.7.18) and expression
(18.7.19), we may determine the initial backlash Abn with which we can avoid the tooth jam.
18.8 Application of Theory to Transformation of Rotation With a
Varied Ratio by Eccentric Gears
Noncircular gears are applied for transformation of rotation with a nonlinear relation between
the angles of gear rotation. For some cases, eccentric gears can be used instead of noncircular
gears. However, the application of eccentric gears is limited due to the jamming of gear teeth which
have great magnitudes of eccentricities. The danger of the jamming of teeth is substantially decreased
if identical eccentric gears are applied. Equation (18.7.18) yields that
Ao(N) = Abn (18.8.1)
rb2
if Ael = Ae2, Nl = N2, and fllO = f12o.
Thus AO (N) is constant (it does not change in the process of meshing). The position function
of such eccentric gears may be determined with equation (18.5.4). Taking in this equation
Ael = Ae2 = Ae, 4,1 = 4'2 = 4,, and flJo = f12o = rio, we get
2 A e[sin(4, + rio) cos _b,,] (18.8.2)
A4,12) = r_2)
Equation (18.8.2) represents the varied part of the angle of rotation of gear 2, 4,2" The total angle
of rotation of gear 2, 4,_2), is represented as follows:
2 A e[sin(4, + rio) cos _kc] (18.8.3)
4,12_= 4, + r_2)
where 4, is the angle of rotation of gear 1, and r_2_ is the radius of base circles of the gears.
18.9 Measurement of Rotation Angles With Eccentric Disks
The theory of eccentric gears may be also applied for the measurement of angles of rotation
with eccentric disks. Such disks, provided with scores, are the basic part of optical, electro-optical,
and electromagnetic instruments designed for the measurement of angles of rotation. Because of
the eccentricity of disks, the angle of rotation registered by the instrument differs from the real
angle of rotation. This error may be compensated if the angle of rotation is registered by taking
signals (or reading the rotation angles) from the opposite scores that are located on the same diameter
of the disk. Figure 18.9. l(a) shows a disk whose center of rotation is O and the geometric center
is 01; OO = Ael is the eccentricity vector; a is the fixed index; and Mo is the point of the disk
which is under the index at the initial position. The eccentricity vector forms with OMo at the
initial position the angle rio, which is measured from OMo to OOi in the direction of disk rotation.
While the disk is being rotated, the geometric center O_ of the disk and the eccentricity vector
rotate about O.
Consider that the disk was rotated about O through the angle 4, and the position vector OM coincides
with Oa. If the disk would be rotated about O_ instead of O, point M would be under the index
a after rotation through the angle 4,t = MoOl M. The error of measurement of the angle of rotation
is represented by
A4, = 4,, - 4, (18.9.1)
It is evident from the drawings of figure 18.9.1(a) that
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Figure 18.9.1.
where
Thus
A A
/X01 = OiMO, and A02 = OiMoO
a¢ = AOi - A02
Considering the triangles O_MO and O1MoO, we get
(18.9.2)
(18.9.3)
(18.9.4)
Ae Ae
sin A_ 1 = -- (4_ + _o) sin A02 = -- sin _3o
r r
(18.9.5)
Since A_b1 and A02 are small angles, we may represent equation (18.9.5) as follows:
Ae Ae
AOj = -- sin (0 + 5o) AO 2 = -- sin _o
r r
(18.9.6)
where r is the disk radius.
Equations (18.9.4) and (18.9.6) yield
Ae
AO = -- [sin (O + 15o) - sin 5o1 (18.9.7)
r
Equation (18.9.7) represents Aq_(_), the error of measurement of the angle of rotation caused by
disk eccentricity.
The error Aq_(q_)can be compensated for if the angle of rotation is registered with the aid of
two indices which are located opposite each other at the line a (1) Oa 121(fig. 18.9. l(b)). Consider
that point M_ l) and M_ 2) are under the indices a °l and a(2) at the initial position. The eccentricity
vector (OOj) makes angles 3otll and _/o(2) with O--d-tl_ and O-a -t21, respectively. Disk points M (l)
and M (2) will be under a t i) and a (2), respectively, after the disk rotation through the angle O.
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However, the instrument will register angles ¢t(1) and Ct(2) with the aid of indices a (1) and a _2),
respectively. Here
¢ lt) = M(ol)OIM_l), and ¢ _2) = M0(Z)OIM(2) (18.9.8)
Using equation (18.9.7), we may determine the errors of measurement as follows
Ae
A¢ (1) = --[sin (¢ +/30(1)) - sin fl0(1)1
r
(18.9.9)
A¢(Z ) = Ae [sin (¢ + B0(2)) -- sin /30(2)1
r
(18.9.10)
a _2) = tiff) + 7r (fig. 18.9.1(b)). The superscripts 1 and 2 correspond to a _l) and a (2)where _'o
respectively.
It is easy to verify that the true angle of rotation ¢ may be determined with the equation
¢t _1) + Ct(2)
¢ = (18.9.11)
2
where ¢t (1) and ¢t (2) are the angles which were registered by indices a (t) and a _2), respectively.
Thus, using two indices, we may compensate the error of measurement exerted by the eccentricity
of the disk.
The derivation of equation (18.9.11) is based on the following considerations:
(1) Equation (18.9.1) yields that
¢(1) = ¢ .._ A¢(1) (18.9.12)
¢(2) = ¢ + A¢(z) (18.9.13)
where A¢ u) (i = 1, 2) is the measurement error.
(2) Equations (18.9.9) and (18.9.10) yield that
A¢ O) + A¢ (2) = 0 because fl0(2) = _'OA'(l)+ 7r
Thus ¢t_l) + Cz(2) = 2¢ + A¢O) + A¢(2) = 2¢ and equation (18.9.11) is confirmed.
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Chapter 19
Force Transmission
The problem of force transmission by spatial gears is related to the type of gear geometry.
However, a general solution of this problem may be proposed. This solution is based on the use
of geometric parameters of gear surfaces which are common for all types of gears. The proposed
solution is applied in this book for helical and spur gears, worm-gear drives, and bevel gears.
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19.1 Force Transmission of Gears With Crossed Axes
Force Transmission
Consider a gear mechanism with crossed axes of rotation--a worm-gear drive or a mechanism
formed by two crossing helical gears (fig. 19.1.1 (a)). We set up two fixed coordinate systems rigidly
connected to the frame, Sy(x¢; yy, zf) and Sp (xf,, yp, zp). Gears 1 and 2 rotate about axes zf and
zr,, respectively, which form the crossing angle y. This angle is measured counterclockwise from
¢0°l to w 12). Gear 1 is the driving gear and gear 2 is the driven gear. Gears 1 and 2 are loaded
with the driving moment M a and the resisting moment M r. Here P is the pitch point and OyP = rl
and OpP = r2 are the radii of pitch cylinders; C is the shortest distance between the axes of
rotation. Figure 19.1. l(b) shows the velocity polygon at point P. (See ch. 14.3.) The common
tangent to the helices on the pitch cylinders is t-t; _1 and _2 are the angles formed between t-t
and the gear axes. Projections of vectors v Il) and v <21on line Pm must be of the same magnitude
and direction. (Line Pm is perpendicular to t-t.)
Considering as given the driving and resisting moments, M a and Mr, we have to derive equations
for the normal reaction F _2_ transmitted from gear 1 to gear 2. We assume that the gear-tooth
surfaces contact each other at the pitch point, and F 112_is directed along the common normal to
the gear-tooth surfaces.
We recall that the normal to a surface E may be represented by (see ch. 8.3)
N=a×b (19.1.1)
where a and b are the tangents to lines L 2 and Ll on the surface (fig. 19.1.2(a)). Line L2 is the
line of intersection of gear-tooth surface E2 with the pitch cylinder of radius r2 (fig. 19.1.2(b)).
The unit tangent to line L2, a, makes an angle B2 with the zp-axis. Line LI on surface E2 is the
line of intersection of _2 with plane d-d, which passes through point P and axis xp, and is
perpendicular to vector a. The section of pitch cylinder represented by plane d-d is the ellipse with
axes 2r 2 and 2r2/cos B2, repsectively. The section of/S 2 represented by plane d-d defines the normal
section of the surface. The unit tangent b to the tooth shape in the normal section forms an angle
x[
1
0 °_(lp Md pl
/ -?' II
Figure 19.1.1.
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_b, with the xp-axis (¢,. is the normal pressure angle). We represent vectors a and b in the
coordinate system S t, as follows:
a = - sin _2Jp + cos l_2kt, (19.1.2)
b = cos _,,,it, + sin ¢,, cos/32it, + sin ft, sin _2kt, (19.1.2a)
and kp are the unit vectors of the coordinate axes x m Ym and Zp, respectively.where it,, jp,
The surface normal is represented by
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N=a×b=
ip jp kp
0 -sin/32 cos/32
cos _b. sin _b. cos B2 sin d/., sin/32
= -sin ¢¢nip + cos/3 2 cos _b,,jp + sin _2 cos _bnkp (19.1.3)
Since IN I = (N2p + N 2>p+ N_),/2 : 1, we get that the surface unit normal is as follows:
nxp = - sin _n nyp = cos _b, cos t32 n w = cos _b, sin/32 (19.1.4)
Equations (19.1.4) may be used for all types of worm-gear drives and helical gears.
We may now determine the contacting force F (12) which is directed along the unit normal to
the gear-tooth surfaces.
F (12) = F_12)np (19.1.5)
Representing F tt21 in terms of X(12), "pV(12)' and Zp _12), we obtain
X (12) = -F ¢t2) sin _ y_L2) = F(12) cos _n cos/3 2
Zp(12) = F(12) cos _'n sin/3 2 (19.1.6)
Consider conditions of static equilibrium of gear 2. The gear is loaded with F <t21, Mr, and
reactions F I°A) and F (°e) (fig. 19.1.3) transmitted from bearings A and B (we neglect the forces
of friction). The conditions of static equilibrium provide six equations. We may express the
components of F ¢121 in terms of the resisting moment M, and the geometric parameters/32 and
_, by using one of the six equations, that is
[M r + (OpT × F_12))] • kp = 0 (19.1.7)
Here (fig. 19.1. l(a))
M, = -Mr'kp (19.1.8)
and
×p
p
r2
Mr
_112) A 7 Zp
..I zp Ilzt /, .--"_
¥0 I .jU
_ _yp
Figure 19.1.3.
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Off' x F 1123--
ip jp ilp
r_ 0 0
Xp(12) yp(12) 7(12)
_p
(19.1.9)
Equations from (19.1.7) to (19.1.9) and (19.1.6) yield
yp_12) Mr F (12) cos Cn cos/3 2
r 2
(19.1.10)
Thus, the contacting force is given by
F (12) =
Mr
r 2 cos Cn COS /3 2
(19.1.11)
Using equations (19.1.6) and (19.1.11), we get
X_12 ) _ Mr tan _bn (19.1.12)
r 2 COS /32
yp(12) Mr (19.1.13)= --
r2
Zp(12) Mr= -- tan B2 (19.1.14)
/'2
Component Z_ 12) represents the thrust load of contacting force F (21). The derivation of F (21), which
is transmitted from gear 2 to gear 1, is based on the following considerations:
(1) F (21) = -F 02) (19.1.15)
and
(2) F _21)is represented in the coordinate system Sf by using the matrix equation
[Fj_ 21) ] = -[Lye][Fp('2) I
(19.1.16)
Matrix [Lye] transforms projections of vectors in transition from the coordinate system Sp to Sf.
This matrix is given by (fig. 19.1.1(a)):
[ryel =
1 0 0
0 cos 3' -sin 3'
0 sin 3' cos
(19.1.17)
It is also known that
_[Fp(12)] = [Fp(2t) l (19.1.18)
where [Fp_lz)] is the column matrix represented by equations (19.1.12) to (19.1.14). Equations
(19.1.16) to (19.1.18) and (19.1.12) to (19.1.14) yield
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y_21) = _ Mr cos (3` + f12)
/'2 cos f12
Z;21 ) = _ M r sin (3` + f12)
/'2 COS f12
(19.1.19)
(19.1.20)
(19.1.21)
We may express components of F (21) in terms of Md,
considerations:
(1) 3' = 180 ° - (ill + f12) (see fig. 19.1.1(b))
and
(2) The gear ratio is
3` + f12 = 180"-fll
ill, and _bn based on the following
(19.1.22)
03 (1) _ r 2 COS f12
m12 03(2) /'1 COS fll
(See sec. 14.3, figs. 14.3.2, 14.3.3, and fig. 19.1.1(b).)
(3) Since the friction forces are neglected, the power of gears 1 and 2 is the same and
Maw(l) = MrW(2)
Thus
Mr --
md0) (1) _ r2 cos f12
0_(2) /'I COS fll
Equations (19.1.18) to (19.1.22) yield
Md (19.1.23)
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X_21) _ Ma tan _b,,
rl cos flj (19.1.24)
yfi21) _ Md
rl (19.1.25)
M_
-'Z_TM = - _ tan fll (19.1.26)
/'1
Equations (19.1.12) to (19.1.14) and (19.1.24) to (19.1.26) may be used for all types of worm-
gear drives, crossing helical gears and helical gears with parallel axes. However, we have to abide
by the following rules: (1) The directions of axes zfand zp must coincide with the directions of
6o(1) and 6o(2), respectively, and the coordinate systems Sf and Sp must be right-handed. (2) Both
gears must be left-handed. For a right-handed gear we have to change the sign of tan fli in the
derived equations. In the case of helical gears with parallel axes one of the gears is left-handed
and the other is right-handed; however ]fllI= 1f121.
N_rContacling force _ - ......
r2 cos [52cos _n _\
/ ....
/
/
/
//
/
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In the case of spur gears, we make angles fll = f12 = 0 in equations (19.1.11) to (19.1.14),
(19.1.24), and (19.1.26), following the rule of orientation of the coordinate systems Sf and Sp.
Axes zf and zp make an angle 7 = 180 ° and 0 ° for external and internal spur gears, respectively.
The derivation of equations (19.1.12) to (19.1.14) may also be based upon geometric consideration
(fig. 19.1.4). Consider that the driven gear rotates in the direction represented by vector v (2). The
direction of the transmitting force coincides with v (2) and its magnitude is equal to Mr r2. The
direction and magnitude of the axial force are determined from the condition that the geometric
sum of the transmitting and axial forces is perpendicular to line t-t (which is the tangent to the
helix at the pitch point P). Considering the normal section of the gear, we can determine the
contacting force and the radial component.
Bearing Reactions
The determination of bearing reactions is based on equations of static equilibrium of the gear.
Considering the driven gear (fig. 19.1.3), we may represent these equations as follows
F el2) + F (°A) + F (°B) = 0 (19.1.27)
(O-_xF"2') + (O_XF (°A)) + (O--BxF (°B)) +Mr:0 (19.1.28)
Here F flz) is the force transmitted from the driving gear which passes through the pitch point P.
Force F cl2_ is represented in the coordinate system Sp by equations (19.1.12) to (19.1.14).
Reactions F (°A) and F (°B) are transmitted from the frame and pass through points A and B. Only
one bearing, say A, resists not only the radial load but also the axial load.
We transform equation (19.1.28) as follows:
OpP X F (12_---- r2 0 0
Xf}t2) rp(12) Zp(12)
0
--Zll 12) r 2
v,l
(19.1.29)
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OpA × F (°A) :
i_ _ k_
0 0 el
xp(OA) v(OA) z_OA)
-p
_ y_OA) fl
x_°A)
0
(19.1.30)
OpB × F (°o) = o o -e2
x(_°_ v(.°_ o
y(pOB) e2
-x_°B) e2
0
(19.1.31)
Equations (19.1.27) to (19.1.31) and (19.1.12) to (19.1.14) yield
X (OA) =mr
e2 tan _b,
+ tan _2
r 2 cos /_2
e_ +e2
(19.1.32)
y(OA) = _m r e2
r2(el + 6) (19.1.33)
z(oA) _ Mr
- - -- tan/32
r2
X (OB) = M r
el tan ¢.
tan _2
r2 cos 132
6+e2
(19.1.34)
(19.1.35)
y(OB) = _M r
r2(6 + e2)
The bearing reaction
F(OA) = x(OA) i + y(OAIj + z(OA)k
exerts a radial and axial load. The radial load in bearing A is given by
i +
(19.1.36)
(19.1.37)
and the axial load is given by
F2°'4) I = z(Oa} (19.1.38)
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The bearing reaction
F(Oa) =x(Oa)i + y(Oa)j
exerts only a radial load represented by
= q(X'+7 + (19.1.39)
Similarly, we may determine reactions in the bearings of the driving gear by using equations of
equilibrium for this gear.
19.2 Force Transmission for Spiral Bevel Gears
Surface Unit Normal
The mean contact point is represented in the fixed coordinate system Sf (fig. 19.2.1). We
consider two lines on the gear-tooth surface and two unit tangents to these lines: (1) vector bf is
the unit tangent to the longitudinal shape and (2) vector af is the unit tangent to the tooth shapes
in the normal section A-A. The normal to the tooth surface is represented as follows
Nf = bf × af (19.2.1)
Here
af = cos _c if + sin _k_ cos/3 jf + sin _b_ sin/3 kf (19.2.2)
and
by = -sin/3 jf+ cos/3 kf (19.2.3)
where if, jf, and kf are the unit vectors of axes xf, yf, and zf; and _bc is the pressure angle in the
normal section.
Using equation (19.2.1) to (19.2.3), we get
/
r Section A-A
\Parallel to x1
I \\k
Of S_" _ Z[
Yf
Figure 19,2.1.
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Nf = 0 -sin/5 cos/3
cos ¢,, sin _,. cos 13 sin ffc sin/5
= -sin if,if+ cos _b,.cos/sjf+ cos _b,:sin _k/-
The unit surface normal nf is given by the equation
(19.2.4)
Equation (19.2.4) yields
and
NI2 2 ,2f) i/2IN/= ,I+ N,f+ N =1
I -sin if,.
lnjl = cos f,. cos
cos if,. sin
(19.2.5)
Contacting Force F (12)
The driven gear 2 is loaded with: (1) the resisting moment Mr, (2) the contacting force F (z2)
which is transmitted from gear l, and (3) the bearing reactions. The contacting force is directed
along the normal nf. To determine the contacting force and its components, we use the following
procedure:
Step 1.-We must represent the surface unit normal in coordinate system St, (fig. 19.2.2) whose
axis zp is the axis of gear rotation. Matrix equation
[npl = [Lpf][ny] (19.2.6)
represents the transformation of vector projections in transition from S] to Sp. Here (fig. 19.2.2)
×f Xp
Of, OpAl.
(a)
Zp
iP (12)
o 2
_zp
/ _. \ / /
/ "'_//
Yp
(bb
Figure 19.2.2.
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cos 3'2 0 sin 3'2
0 1 0
-sin "t'2 0 cos 3'2
(19.2.7)
where 3'2 is the apex angle of the pitch cone. Equations (19.2.5) to (19.2.7) yield
[rip] =
-cos 3'2 sin ¢c + sin 3'2 cos ¢,. sin/3
cos ¢c cos/3
sin 3'2 sin _,, + cos 3'2 cos ffc sin [3
(19.2.8)
Step 2.-The contacting force F (12) may be represented by
7(12)
_p
--COS 3'2 sin _bc+ sin 3'2 cos _b,. sin/3
cos/,c cos/3
sin 3'2 sin _b,.+ cos 3'2 cos _b,,sin B
(19.2.9)
Step 3. -One of the equations of static equilibrium of gear 2 is based on the consideration that
the sum of projections of the torques on the Zp-axis is equal to zero. This condition yields
[Mr + (OpP × F_I2))] • kp = 0 (19.2.10)
Here (fig. 19.2.2)
M, • kp = -Mr (19.2.11)
and
OpP × F (12) =
ip jp kp
r2 0 r2 cot 3'2
Xp_t2)yp( 12) Zp_12)
_y(pt2) r2 cot 3'2
Xpc12) r2 cot 3"2 - Z{pt2) r2
y[pl2) i. 2
(19.2.12)
(OpP × FII2)) ° kp = Y/112) r2 (19.2.13)
The radial components of bearing reactions are perpendicular to axis Zp and the axial component
is directed along this axis. Therefore the projection of the moment of bearing reactions on axis
Zp is zero.
Equations (19.2.10) to (19.2.13) yield
y(12) = __Mr (19.2.14)
-p
1.2
Step 4.-Using equation (19.2.14) and (19.2.9), we obtain
F (12) = M r
r2 cos ¢c cos /3
(19.2.15)
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Xp{ 12 ) _ Mr (- cos 3'2 tan _c + sin 3'2 sin 8) (19.2.16)
r2 cos
y_12) = __Mr
r2
Zp( 12 ) _ Mr
(sin 3'2 tan d/,. + cos 3'2 sin t3) (19.2.17)/'2 COS ]_
Equations (19.2.15) represent the magnitude and components of the contacting force F (121.
Contacting force F (211
Gear 1 is loaded with (1) the driving moment Ma, (2) the contacting force F (21) which is
transmitted from gear 2, and (31 bearing reactions which are transmitted from the frame. The
contacting force F (2J) is of the same magnitude as F "21, but it has an opposite direction. To derive
the contacting force F (2t) and its components, we use the following procedure:
Step 1.-We represent the unit normal [nf] in coordinate system Sh whose location with respect
to the coordinate system Sf is shown in figure 19.2.3. Coordinate transformation from Sfto Sh is
represented by the matrix (fig. 19.2.3)
I cos 3'1 0 -sin 3'j
[Lhj] = 0 1 0
sin 3'_ 0 cos 3'j
(19.2.18)
Using the matrix equation
[nh] = [Lhf][nf] (19.2.191
where [nf] is represented by the column matrix (19.2.5), we obtain
[nh] =
-cos 3'j sin _b,,- sin 3'_ cos _,, sin/3
cos _kccos
-sin Yl sin if,. + cos 3'1 cos if, sin [3
(19.2.201
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Step 2.-We represent the contacting force F (21) as follows
F (21) = --F(21)nh =
Xk( 2
y(12)
Z(12)
= _F (2j)
-cos Yl sin 4'c - sin Yl cos 4'c sin/3 1
/cos J/,,cos/3
- sin Yl sin ffc + cos Yl cos 4,_ sin/3 J
Step 3.-The sum of projections of the torques on the Zh-axis is equal to zero. Thus
(19.2.21)
[M d + (OhP × F(21))] • k h = 0 (19.2.22)
Here (fig. 19.2.3)
Md , k h = - M d (19.2.23)
OhP = --rti h -b rl cot "ylkh (19.2.24)
and
OhP × F (12) =
ih Jh kh
--r I 0 rl cot "YI
Xh( 21 )y(21) Z(21)
(19.2.25)
Equations (19.2.22) to (19.2.25) yield
yht2t) = _ Md (19.2.26)
FI
The negative sign of y_21) indicates that y_21) is directed parallel to the negative yh-axis.
Step 4. -Using equations (19.2.21) and (19.2.27), we represent the magnitude of the contacting
force F (21) and its components as follows:
F(21) = Me (19.2.27)
rl cos _c cos/3
Xh(21) -- Md (COS "/1 tan 4,,. + sin Yt sin/3) (19.2.28)
r I COS /3
y_2t) _ (19.2.29)
El
Z (21) - Md (sin 3'1 tan ffc - cos Yl sin/3) (19.2.30)
F I COS fl
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Appendix A
Matrices: Properties and Operations
A.1 Introduction
A rectangular array of numbers or functions represented in the form
[A] =
all (-/12 (/13 .... aln
a21 a22 a23 .... (/2n
aml am2 ('lm3 .... amn
(A.I.I)
is called a rectangular matrix with m rows and n columns. A matrix may be denoted with a pair
of brackets, [ 1, a pair of double bars, tl [/, or a pair of parenthesis, ().
Quantities aij (i = 1,2 ..... , m; j = 1,2, ....,n) are known as the elements of matrix A. Here,
subscripts i andj correspond, respectively, to the row number and column number where element
aij is located. For instance, element a23 is located in the second row and the third column of matrix
[A]. It is assumed in this book that all matrix elements are either real numbers or real-valued
functions.
The order of a matrix, denoted m x n or (re,n), indicates that the matrix has m rows and n columns.
The so-called row, column, and square matrices are matrices of a particular order m x n.
If a matrix has as many rows as it does columns (i.e., m = n) it is known as a square matrix.
Elements air, a22, a33 ...... a_n of a square matrix are located on its main diagonal, whereas
elements aln, a2(_- 1), a3(n- 2), •.... a_l form its secondary diagonal. The main and secondary
diagonals of a 4 x 4 square matrix are illustrated as follows:
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED _IN t ted lt01ttk_¥ IdtJkll
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l all a12 a13 a14 7
\ /.",_.l
a21\a22 a23/a24 _ Secondary diagonal
\/
a31 a3(_a33 a34 I/Main diagonal
/ \
/ N
a41 a42 a43 a44J
A column matrix is a rectangular matrix of order n × 1 (n rows and 1 column). For instance,
coordinates of a point M in three-dimensional space (fig. A. 1.1) may be represented by a column
matrix of order 3 x 1
[R.,] =
all
a21
a31
X m
Ym
Zm
(A.1.2)
Here [R,,] is the matrix of radius-vector
R = Xmi + YmJ + zmk (A. 1.3)
where i, j, and k are unit vectors of the coordinate axes.
A matrix of order 1 × n (1 row and n columns) is called a row matrix. It may be represented as
[B] = [bll bl2 .... bin] (A.1.4)
The identity or unitary matrix is a square matrix such that elements ajl, az: ...... a,,,, (located
on the main diagonal) are equal to one, and all other elements equal to zero. The unitary matrix
is denoted as
1 0 0 .... 0
0 1 0 .... 0
[/l =
I
000 .... !
M
Figure A.I.1.
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A symmetric matrix is a square matrix in which all elements are related by the equation
a0 = aji (A. 1.6)
To determine a symmetric matrix it is sufficient to be given the elements located on its main
diagonal, and a definite number of the other elements. For instance, a symmetric matrix of order
4 × 4 is determined if, from its 16 elements, only a certain 10 elements are given
[AI =
all a12 a13 a14
. a22 a23 a24
,, ,, a33 a34
" " " a44
A skew-symmetric matrix is a square matrix such that all its elements are related by
air = - aji (A. 1.7)
It results from equation (A. 1.7) that the elements which lie on the main diagonal of a skew-symmetric
matrix are equal to zero. For these elements i = j and the equality
aii : _ aii
can be satisfied only if aii is equal to zero.
A skew-symmetric matrix is determined if a definite number N of its elements air (i _ j) is given
(N depends on the order of matrix). For a skew-symmetric matrix of order 3 × 3 N = 3:
0 a12 a13
,, 0 a23
ff " 0
One application of skew-symmetric matrices is in the determination of a vector product in matrix
representation. (See sec. A.8.)
A.2 Equality of Matrices
Two matrices [A] and [B] are equal, that is,
[AI = [BI
if they are of the same order and if their respective elements are related as follows:
ake = bke
for all k, e.
(A.2.1)
(A,2.2)
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A.3 Addition and Subtraction of Matrices
To be conformable for addition (subtraction), the considered matrices must be of the same order.
Suppose that matrices [A] and [B], both of order m × n, are given
[A] =
all a12 .... aln
_21 a22 .... a2n
aml am2 .... amn
[B] =
bll b12 .... bl.
b2 t b22 .... b2n
b,,jl b,n2 .... bran
Matrix [C], the sum of matrices [A] and [B], also has the order m × n and is determined as follows:
[c] = [.41+ IBI =
y Cl 1 C12 .... CIn
C21 C22 .... C2n
Cm I Cm2 .... Cmn
atl + blz
a21 + b21
z
a12 + b12 .... aln + bin
a22 + b22 .... a2n at- b2n
aml + bml am2 + bm 2 .... q.lmn + bmn
(A31)
The addition (subtraction) of matrices is commutative
[A] + [BI = [B] + [AI
and is associative
([A] + IBI) + [CI = [al + ([B] + IC]) (A.3.2)
A.4 Multiplication of Matrices
The matrix equation
[C] = [A][B] (A.4.1)
means that the matrices [A] and [B] are to be multiplied and constitute a product matrix [C]. Elements
of matrix [C] are expressed in terms of elements of [A] and [B].
To be conformable for matrix product (A.4.1) (with the mentioned order of factors) the number
of columns in [A] must be equal to the number of rows in [B]. For instance, if the order of [A]
is m × n, and the order of [B] is n × q, matrices [A] and [B] are conformable for the product [A][B].
This conformity does not depend on m and q, but the same matrices are not conformable for the
product [B][A], because by changing the order of factors, the number of columns in [B] is not
equal to the number of rows in [A], that is q _ m.
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Let [A] be an m x n matrix, and [B] an n × q matrix. The element c o in the ith row and jth
column of the product matrix [C] is determined by multiplying corresponding elements of the ith
row of [A] and the jth column of [B], and then adding the products. Consequently,
n
Cij = ailbl j + ai2b2j + .... + a,,,b,,j = _ aikbkj (i = 1 ...... m; j = 1 ...... q)
k=l
(A.4.2)
Equation (A.4.2) yields that if [A] is an m × n matrix and [B] is an n × q matrix, the product
[C] is an m × q matrix.
Sample problem A.4.1 The following matrices are given
[A] =
all a12 a13 a14
a21 a22 023 024
I
¢/31 (/32 a33 a34]
a41 a42 a43 a44
a51 a52 a53 a54
[B] =
[_t ""I
blllbl2lbl3
b21 I b221 b2_
I I
b31 I b321 b33
Ib I
b41 L 421 b43
(A.4.3)
These matrices are conformable for multiplication since the number of columns in [A] is the same
as the number of rows in [B]. The product [C] is a matrix of order 3 × 5 and may be represented as
CI1 C12 C13
C21 C22 C23
If] = c31 _c32-] c33
t.._ _1
C41 C42 C43
C51 C52 C53
Element c32 is found by multiplying the corresponding elements of the 3rd row of [A] and the 2nd
column of [B], and then by adding these products
c32 = a31bl2 + a32b22 + a33b32 + a34b42
The product of an n x n square matrix [A] and an n × n identity matrix [I] yields a product
[,4][1] = [ILIA] = [AI (A.4.4)
The multiplication of several matrices, for instance, [A], [B], and [C], is conformable if their orders
are as follows: m × n, n × q, and q × p.
The multiplication of matrices is associative
([AI[B])[C] = [AI(IBI[C]) (A.4.5)
Matrix operation
[D] = [AI(IB] + [C]) (A.4.6)
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is conformable if [B] and [C] have the same order and the number of columns in [A] is equal to
the number of rows in [BI (or [C]).
Matrix multiplication is distributive with respect to addition, thus
[D] = [AI([B] + [C]) = [A][B] + [A][C] (A.4.7)
Problem A.4.2 Find the product [C] = [AI[B] where
[A] =
3 2 2 1
4 -302
5 0 5 3
0 6 7 4
[B] =
1 30 -1
-1 0 1 2
2 5 2 3
3 0 4 1
Answer.
[Cl =
8 19 10
13 12 5
24 40 22
20 35 36
8
-8
13
37
Problem A.4.3 Find the product [C] = [A][B] where
[AI =
1 301
-1012
2 523
3 044
[BI =
Answer.
30
19
It1 =
76
72
A.5 Transpose Matrix
Let [A] be an m x n matrix. The transpose matrix [A] r of order n x m may be obtained by
interchanging the corresponding rows and columns of matrix [A]. For instance, the transpose of
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 A :Eoa2al31
a21 a22 a23
(A.5.1)
is
[A] T =
arllaTi2
at2
al, a;2
all a21
=
a12 a22
a31 a23
(A.5.2)
Assuming that [A] is an m x n matrix, we get that
ajri = aij (i = 1,2 ...... m; j = 1,2 ...... n), (A.5.3)
where a f/and a,) are elements of matrices [A] r and [A], respectively.
Equations (A. 1.6) and (A.5.3) yield that if [A] is a symmetric matrix, the transpose matrix [A] r
is equal to [A]. For instance, let [A] be given as a symmetric matrix
[A] =
all a12 a13
a21 a22 a23
a31 a32 a33
(/11 a12 a13
= a12 a22 a23
a13 a23 a33
(A.5.4)
The interchanging of rows and columns in the symmetric matrix
[AI =
all a12 a13
at2 a22 a23
a13 a23 a33
(A.5.5)
does not change the matrix and [A]r = [A].
In three-dimensional space, a vector R may be represented by the 3 x 1 matrix
X
IRI = Ry
Rz
(A.5.6)
where Rx, Ry,
1 x 3 matrix
and R z are the projections of vector R. The transpose of [R], matrix [R] T, is the
[RI r = [RxRyRz I (A.5.7)
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It can be proven that equation (1.5.3) yields the following relations:
(IAI = LA]
(c_[A]) r = oe[A] r
([,41 + [B])T= [A] T+ [B] r
([A][B]) r = [B] r[A]r
([AII[A2I .... [A.]) r= [A.I r [A._l] r .... [A2I T JAil r
(A.5.8)
(A.5.9)
(A.5.10)
(A.5.11)
(A.5.12)
A.6 Inverse Matrix
Inverse matrices (designated by [A]- 1) find many applications in mathematics and mechanics.
In this publication, the problem of determining the inverse of a given matrix occurs by coordinate
transformation. (See ch. 1.) A unique inverse matrix [A] -1 exists if the given matrix [A] is square
and its determinant, det A ;_ 0. A matrix [A] such that det A ¢ 0 is known as a nonsingular matrix;
[A] is singular if det A = 0.
To find the inverse matrix [A1-1, it is necessary (1) to determine the cofactors Big of elements
aij in det A and (2) to determine the so-called adjoint matrix
[B] = [Bo] r
Once this is done the inverse matrix may be obtained as
(A.6.1)
Let det A, of order n, be given as
[A] i - IBI
det A (A.6.2)
det A =
all a12 a13 .... aln
a21 a22 a23 .... a2n
anl an2 an3 .... ann
(A.6.3)
According to the definition known from linear algebra, the cofactor Bij, of aij in det A, is (- 1)i+j
times the determinant of order n- 1 obtained from det A upon erasing the ith row and jth column.
For instance, the cofactor B23 is obtained from det A upon erasing the second row and the third
column
B23 = (- I)
anl an2 a_3 .... ann
(A.6.4)
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The adjoint matrix is
[B] =
Blj BI2 BI3 .... Bin
B2t B22 B23 .... B2n
Bnl Bn2 Bn3 .... Bnn
BI1 B21 B31 .... B_L
Bi2 B22 B32 .... B.2
Bin B2n B3n .... Bnn
(A.6.5)
The inverse matrix [A]- 1 is represented by equation (A.6.2), where det A may be represented
in terms of the elements and cofactors of any one row or column. For instance, corresponding
to elements and cofactors of the 1st row, we get
det A = aliBtl + a12B12 + .... + atnBtn (A.6.6)
Sample problem A.6.1
Let [A] be a 3 × 3 matrix as follows
[A] =
all a12 a13
a21 a22 a23
031 a32 a33
135
= 246
378
The cofactors are
Bll = (-1)(1+1)
a22 a23
a32 a33
= - 10 B12 = (--1) (1+2)
a21 a23
a31 a33
=2
BI3 = (-1) (1+3)
O21 a22
a31 a32
=2 B21 = (--1) (2+1)
a12 a13
a32 a33
=11
B22 = (--1) (2+2)
all a13
a31 a33
=-7 B23 = (--1) (2+3)
all a12
031 a32
=2
B3| = (-1) (3+1)
a12 a13
a22 a23
=-2 B32 = (-1) (3+2)
all OI3
a21 a23
=4
B33 = (--1) (3+3)
Oil a12
a21 a22
=-2
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The adjoint matrix is
nil
[B] = B2j
B3]
Bi2 Bi3
B22 B23
B32 B33
ITi 1 21 31ii012l= BI2 B22 B32 = 2 -7 4
BI3 B23 B33 2 2 -2
The det A is
The inverse matrix is
det A = aliBll + a12B12 + a13B13 = 6
[B][a] -_ -
det A
-10
1
-- = - 2
6
2
11 -2
-7 4
2 -2
It is easy to verify that
[A][A] _=
135
246
378
-10 11 -2
2 -7 4
2 2 -2
1
1
6= 0
0
00
1 0
0 1
There is a class of nonsingular matrices [A] such that the inverse matrix [A]-I coincides with
the transpose [A] r. A matrix [A] with this property is known as an orthogonal matrix. Equations
yield that
[A]-t =[Alr; [AI[AIr= [AI[AI -_ = [/1 (A.6.7)
det ([ALIA] r) = det A .det At= (det A) 2 = i det 1 = + 1 (A.6.8)
Orthogonai matrices find an application by coordinate transformations for cartesian coordinate
systems with a common origin. (See ch.1.)
An inverse matrix of a product
[Cl = [ALIBI
may be represented by the equation
(A.6.9)
[C] -_= [B] - l[A1-1 (A.6.10)
This statement can be proven as follows: Multiplying both parts of equation (A.6.9) by the product
[B]-I[AI-t, we get
[BI J[AI - _[C] = [B] - _[A] - _[,411Bi (A. 6.1 I)
The product [A]-_[AI[BI yields that ([A]-_[AI)[BI = [I][BI = [BI and
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[BI- I([AI- 1[ALIBI)= [BI - I[BI = Ill (A.6.12)
Equations (A.6.11) and (A.6.12) yield that
[B] - _[A] - _[C] = [I] (A.6.13)
and that [B]-l[A]-l = [C] i. Thus, statement (A.6.10) has been proven.
By analogy with equations (A.6.9) and (A.6.10), we get that the inverse matrix [C]-l of a
product
[C] = [All[A2] .... [A,,]
is
[C] -1 =[A,,] I[A],,-ll I .... [A2l-I[Al] I (A.6.14)
A.7 Matrix Differentiation
Matrix elements may be functions of a variable (for example, t). The derivative of an m x n
matrix [A] is
(A.7.1)
[Jail dal2 dal,, ]
....dt : daml dam2 da .....
The derivative of a matrix product
is determined as follows:
[Cl = [ALIBI (A.7.2)
(A.7.3)
A.8 Matrix Representation of Vector Formulas
Henceforth, it will be assumed that a vector A is represented by its projections al, a2, a3 on
the axes of orthogonal coordinate system as follows:
A = ali + a2j + a3k (A.8.1)
where i, j, and k are the unit vectors of the axes. The matrix representation of vector A is
[A] =
al
a2
a3
(A.8.2)
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or
[A] T = [ala2a3] (A.8.3)
where [A] 7"is the transpose of matrix [A]. The matrix representation of vector addition
D = A + B + .... + C (A.8.4)
is
dl
d2
d3
al bl l
a2 + b2
a3 b 3
al + bl + .... + cl
a2 + b2 + .... + c2
a 3 + b 3 + .... + c 3
31_ .... __
('1
c2
c3
(A.8.5)
The scalar product of vectors
A • B = albl + a2b2 + a3b 3 = C
may be represented in the matrix form as follows:
(A.8.6)
C = IA] riB] = [ala2a3l
bl
b2
b3
= alb I + a2b 2 + a3b 3 (A.8.7)
or
C = [BI 1"[AI= [blb2b3]
al
a2
a3
= alb I + a262 + a3b 3 (A.8.8)
We use the order of factors in the matrix products as lbllows:
C = 1,41qBl = [B] r[,4l
The 1 x 3 and 3 x 1 matrices are conformable for multiplication.
A vector product of two vectors is represented by the equation
(A.8.9)
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AxB=
il i2 i3
a I 02 03
b| b2 b3
02
b2
a3
ii
b3
al a3 al a2
- i2 + i3
b I b 3 bl b2
(A.8.10)
The matrix representation of vector product A × B is
IC] = [A] sk[B] =
0 --a3 a2
a 3 0 --at
--a 2 a I 0
hi
b2
b3
-a3b 2 + a2b3
= a3b t - alb 3
-a2b 1 + alb2
(A.8.11)
The scalar triple product is represented by the equation
d = A. (B × C) = [ABCI = [BCA] = [CAB] = - [BAC] = - [CBA] = - [ACB]
1711 a2 a3
b 2 b 3 bt b3 bl b2
= bl b2 b3 = al - a2 --ba3 (A.8.12)
C2 C 3 Ci C3 Cl ¢2
¢1 C2 C3
The matrix representation of the scalar triple product is
d = [A] T[B] sk[C] = [B] T[C] s_ [A] = [C] r[Al sk[B]
= - [Bl r[AlSk [CI = - [C] r[B]Sk [A] = - [A] r[ClS;' [B] (A. 8.13)
The superscript sk denotes a skew-symmetric matrix. Each matrix triple product in equation (A.8.13)
yields the same scalar d. For instance, the multiplication of matrices in equation (A.8.13) yield
d = [A] r[BlS_ [C]
= [ata2a3l
0 - b3 b2
b3 0 -bl
-b2 bl 0
Cl
C2
¢3
= al(-b3c2 -F b2c 3) +a2(b3Cl -blC3) +a3(-b2cl + blC2)
(A.8.14)
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Appendix B
Theorem of Implicit Function System Existence
A system of j equations in n unknowns
f,(xl, x2...... x.) = 0
(i= 1, 2 ...... j=n- 1)
fi e C I (xt. x2 ...... x,,) _G
(BI)
is considered. This equation system is satisfied at the point
xo = (xo ,xo...... xo) m2)
The theorem of implicit function system existence states that in the neighborhood of point X ° the
solution of equation system (B1) may be represented by functions
Ix2(xl), x3(xl) ...... x,,(Xl)/_ C l (B3)
if the following Jacobian differs from zero:
D(fl, f2, ""', fj) _
m
D(xz, x3, """ xn)
Ox2 ax3 axn
;_ 0 (B4)
Here xl is the independent variable of functions (B3).
The solution of equation system (B 1) may be represented by functions of another variable, for
instance, x2, if the following Jacobian differs from zero:
RECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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D(fl, f2, "'", fj) _
D(x_, x2, """ x.)
of, of, of,
OX 1 OX 3 OX n
OXl Ox3 Ox.
# 0 (B5)
Considering the particular case when n = 2, j = 1 and the equation
f(xl,x2) = 0 f _ C I (xl.x2) _ G (B6)
is discussed, we get that the solution of equation (B6) may be represented as
Xz(Xl)_C l if Of #0 (B7)
ax2
or as
xl(x2) E C l if Of # 0 (B8)
0xl
Neither function (B7) or (B8) exist if Of = 0 and Of = 0, simultaneously.
OXl Ox2
Considering the case when j = n - 2, we find that the solution of equation system (B1) may be
represented by functions of two variables, for instance, xl, Xz if the following Jacobian differs
from zero:
Dtf,, f2 ...... fj)
D(x3, x4 ...... x,,) # 0 (B9)
For a better understanding of the essence of this theorem, let us consider again the case when
j=n-l.
Differentiation of equations (B1) yields the following system ofj = n linear equations in n
unknowns
oI,, 3+ ....
Ox2 Ox3 Of. Oxl
0fig, x9 + 0fJd_x3 + .... + 0fJd.xn = _ 0fJd, xi
Ox2 " Ox3 Of. Oxt
(BI0)
With a given value of dJf I and known partial derivatives this system possesses a unique solution
for dx z...... dx, if and only if the Jacobian (B4) differs from zero.
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Appendix C
Linear Vector Function. Principal Curvatures
and Directions of a Surface
Usually, the determination of the principal curvatures and directions of a surface is based on
Dupin's indicatrix. Another approach, proposed by Rashevsky, 1956, is based on the properties
of linear vector functions and we employ his proposal in this section.
C.1. Linear Vector Function
Consider two planar vectors a and b. We assume that there is a rule which determines vector
b if a is given. Such a rule may be represented by a function A (a). Thus
b=A(a) (C.I.1)
Such a vector function may be represented by a matrix equation with which we express the
components of vector b in terms of the components of vector a. The type of such a matrix depends
on the type of the vector function A(a). (See the following examples.)
Figure C. 1.1 corresponds to the case when vector b is obtained from a as follows: vector a is
rotated about point ON through an angle _b and then extended corresponding to the ratio
Ibl _ X (C. 1.2)
[a[
We set up two coordinate systems Sm and Sn rigidly connected to vectors a and b, respectively.
Figure C. 1.1 (a) and figure C. 1.1 (b) show the coordinate systems Sm before and after the rotation
through the angle _, respectively. The direction of vector a will coincide with the direction of
b after the rotation through the angle _ (fig. C. 1. l(b)). Then by the extension of the length of
vector a, the two vectors will become equal. We describe the correspondence between vectors
b and a by the following matrix equation:
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Yn
Ym
Z
Om,On
•.t---- bI
Yrn
b2
---U
a_ l
- ×n
X_m _ m, Ol
YD
XlTI
_b_
Figure C.I.I.
t
( n )
b2
×n
[o,m,]Icos0 ,n01[a,m,]b2(n) = h[Ll] a2('n) = X sin 4) cos ¢ a_ "1
[ cos0 s'n0]Lo' ']Xsin_ Xcos¢ a_ ") (C.1.3)
Taking into account that
a('') a I b(')
we get
[b] F cos0 sin°][a]: :,L,Ea']b2 _. sin _ h COS q5 a2 a2 (C. 1.4)
Equation (C. 1.4) is an example of matrix representation of vector equation (C. 1.1).
Another example of a correspondence between vectors a and b may be represented as follows.
Consider that vector b is obtained by extension or compression of components of vector a. Thus
bl = Xlal b2 -- _.2a2 (C.1.5)
The matrix representation of (C.1.5) is
I  2°J[o]o,: Ia]a2 (C. 1.6)
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Onthebasisofthetwoexamplesdiscussed,wecouldseethat vector equation (C. 1.1) may be
represented in the matrix form by
I all °12 1
[bl = [L]la] = [a]
a21 a22
(C.1.7)
Here, [L] is the matrix with which we may express the components of vector b through the
components of vector a (fig. C. 1.2(a)). Thus
b I = allal + a12a2
b 2 = a21al + a22a2
(c. 1.8)
Knowing matrix [L] (the matrix representation of function A), we may determine for any given
vector c its corresponding vector d (fig. C. 1.2(b)). Henceforth we will assume that A(a) is a linear
function. For such a function the following equations must be observed:
(1) The first equation is
m = A(a + c) = A(a) + A(c) (C. 1.9)
This equation expresses that vector m--the function of the sum of any pair of vectors, a and c,--is
equal to the sum of functions of each item. The matrix representation of equation (C. 1.9) is
Iml Ia cl I°'l ICll= [L] = [L] + [L]
m 2 a2 + c2 a2 c2
(C. 1.10)
(2) The second equation is
f= A(Xa) = XA(a) (C.I.II)
where factor X is a constant. Vector equations (C. 1.11) may be represented in matrix form as follows:
Ill I I hal ] [al 1= [L] = X[L] (C. 1.12)
f2 _ka2 L 02
Yn
T
b 2
_x n
Yn
,./
.,_-CI
•.,,,o_d i --
Figure C. 1.2.
d 2
x n
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(3) We also assume that the linear vector function is symmetric. This means that the following
equation is to be observed for any pair of vectors:
d,A(a) = aoA(d) (C.1.13)
The matrix representation of equation (C. 1.13) is
[d] r ILl [a] = [al T [L]Id] (C. 1.14)
Here, the superscript T designates the transposed matrix. (See app. A.)
Equation (C. !. 14) is observed if and only if matrix ILl is symmetric. We may prove this as follows.
Using the designation
Ic] = [Lllal (C. 1.15)
we represent the scalar product of vectors d and e by (see app. A)
[dl r [C] = [c] r Idl (C. 1.16)
Equations (C. 1.15) and (C. 1.16) yield
Id] r [c] = [d] r [Llla]
[cl r = (ILl(a]) 7"= [a] T ILl T
[c] r [dl = Ial T [Ll r [d] = [al r [Llld]
(assuming that ILl is a symmetric matrix and therefore [L]r= ILl).
Thus the matrix equation [d]r[cl = [clr[d] yields [dlrlL]la] = [a]rlL]ldl and equation
(C. 1.14) is proven.
Matrix ILl may be determined if a pair of noncollinear vectors c and b and their corresponding
vectors
p = A(c) q = A(b) (C.1.17)
are given.
Using matrix equations
Iala21Eel
P2 a21 a22 c2
(C. 1.18)
iql=Ial°2JIbl
q2 a21 a22 b2
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we get a system off our linear equations in four unknowns: ajj, at2, a21 , a22 ,
clall + c2a12 _Pl
cla21 + c2a22 =P2
blalt + b2al2 = ql
b_a2j + b2a22 = q2
(C. 1.19)
Here, due to the symmetry of matrix [L], a12 = a21. Thus equation system (C. 1.19) is a system
of four equations in three unknowns. Such a system possesses a unique solution if and only if the
system matrix and the augmented matrix are of equal rank r = 3. The system matrix is
Cl C2 0
0 Cl C2
b I b 2 0
0 b I b2
(C. 1.20)
and its rank r = 3.
The augmented matrix is of rank r = 3 if
cl c2 0 Pl
0 cl c2 P2
bl b2 0 ql
0 b l b2 q2
= (c2b I _ Qb2)(Qqt + c2q 2 --plbl -p2b2) =0 (C.1.21)
Equation (C. 1.21) relates the four vectors-- c, b, p = A(c), and q = A(b)--which must be given
for the determination of the symmetric matrix [L]. Equation (C. 1.21) may be represented in the
following vector form
[b c k] (q.e -p.b) = 0 (C.1.21(a))
where k is the unit vector which is perpendicular to the plane in which vectors c, b, p, and q
are located. The scalar triple product [b c k] cannot be equal to zero because the vectors do not
belong to the same plane and no two vectors of b, c, and k are collinear. Thus
q.c - p.b = A(b).c - A(c).b = 0 (C. 1.22)
Now, considering as given the four vectors-- c, b, p = A (c), and q = A (b)--which are related
by the equation (C. 1.22), we may determine the symmetric matrix [L]. For the solution we have
to apply a subsystem of three linear equations which is chosen from equation system (C. 1.19).
For instance, the following subsystem may be chosen:
flail 4 c2a12 = Pl
Clal2 q- c2a22 : P2 (C.1.23)
blall + b2a12 = ql
The solution for the unknowns atl, a12, and a22 is given by
plb2 -c2ql
all -- al2 = °21 --
clb2 -- c2b t
clql -plbl clq2 -p2bl
a22 =
clb 2 -- c2b I Clb2 -- c2b j
(C. 1.24)
The expression for a22 has been simplified with the aid of relation (C. 1.22).
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Equations (C. 1.24) determine the matrix [L] of the vector function A considering vectors c and
b and their corresponding vectors p = A(c), q = A(b) as given. Here, A is the vector function
whose matrix representation is given by [L].
We can now obtain more easily the correspondence between any given vector d represented by
d = kjc + _,2b (C. 1.25)
and the corresponding vector f given by
e = A(d) (C. 1.26)
It is easy to prove that the sought-for vector f may be expressed in terms of vectors p and q by
the equation
f = hip + _.2q (C. 1.27)
The proof is based on the following considerations: Considering matrix [L] as known, we get
IPl = [Ll[cl Iq] = [L]lbl [el = [Llldl (C. 1.28)
Equations (C. 1.25) and (C. 1.28) yield
[gl = [LlXllcl + h2lbl) = X_lLllcl + X2[LlIbl = h_lp] + X2lql (C. 1.29)
This equation is the same as equation (C. i.27).
C.2. Characteristic Roots and Vectors
Consider that the linear and symmetric vector function A (c) must determine a corresponding vector
p = A(c) (C.2.1)
which has to be collinear with the given vector c. Thus
A(c) = _.c (C.2.2)
The matrix representation of equation (C.2.1) is
[Lllc] = _.[c] (C.2.3)
which yields
I""21Icl: Icl(ll2 a22 C2 C 2 (C.2.4)
Matrix equation (C.2.4) represents a system of two linear equations
allC I q- al2c 2 = _kc 1
°12Cl + a22c2 : _¢2
_c.2.5)
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From equations (C.2.5), we get
(all - X)c I + at2c e = 0
(C.2.6)
al2Cl + (a22 -- X)c 2 =0
Equation system (C.2.6) contains two homogeneous linear equations in two unknowns cj and
c2. The nontrivial solution for ct and c2 (it differs from ct = 0 and c2 = 0) exists if and only if
all --_k a12
a12 a22--X
= 0 (C.2.7)
Thus, we may determine two solutions for the ratio Cl/C2, which represent two directions of the
characteristic vector c. The characteristic values (roots) and characteristic vectors are also called
"eigen values" and "eigen vectors", respectively.
Henceforth, we will assume that Xl ;_ X2. Equation (C.2.7) yields that
all -}- a22
XI --
2 4( all +a22) 2
-- alia22 + a{2
+ 2
X2 all + a22 "_ (all + a22) 2_ __ -- alla22 q- a_22 2
(C.2.8)
Directions of the characteristic vectors c <l) and C (2) are determined by (see eq. (C.2.6))
C(I) a12 c(2) _ a12
c2(1) all - hi c2(2) all -- X2
(C.2.9)
Equations (C.2.8) and (C.2.9) yield that the characteristic vectors c °l and c ¢2)are perpendicular.
We may prove it as follows:
(1) Using the equation
e o) .e (2) = c}l)c(2) + c2(1)c2(2) = 0 (C.2.10)
we get
c(l__) + c2(2) -- a12 air -- _k2 --0 (C.2.11)
c2{t) c{ 2) all - X1 al2
Thus
a_l --all(Xi + X2) + XIX2 +a22=0 (C.2.12)
(2) Substituting for X_ and X 2 in equation (C.2.12) the expressions (C.2.8), we see that equation
(C.2.12) is indeed observed and the characteristic vectors are perpendicular. Knowing the
characteristic direction, we may simplify the matrix [L] by using a new coordinate system.
Consider that the initial coordinate system is determined by unit vectors il and i2 (fig. C.2. I).
Having the pair of noncollinear vectors e and b and the corresponding vectors p = A(c) and
q = A (b), we may determine the elements of matrix [L]. (See eq. (C. 1.24).) We may then find
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|2Oil
_p l' II
I : XlCI
Figure C,2.1.
the characteristic values hi and X2 (eq. (C.2.8)) and the directions of the characteristic vectors
el and en (fig. C.2.1). The angle #l of the characteristic vector el is represented by the equation
(see eq. (C.2.9))
a12
- (C.2.13)tan/_l hi - all
The positive angle #l is measured from vector el to e,.
We may now represent the given vector c (fig. C.2.1) by
C _-- C I -'[- ell ----- cle I + cilell (C.2.14)
Because vectors ct and cn are characteristic vectors, we may represent the linear vector function
as
p = A(c) = A(c I + Cll ) : A(c]) + A(Cll ) -- Xl Cl + )k2 ClI (C.2.15)
The matrix representation of A (c[) and A(Cll ) is:
icl EcjImlm21Ic,1 Imc'1hi = [A] = =0 0 rnt2 m22 0 rnj2q
E°j I°jEmm2jI°JIm2c'IIh2 = [A] = =
Cll CIl m12 m22 Cll m22Cll
(C.2.16)
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Here, the symmetric matrix [A] with elements m II, m12, and m22 is the matrix representation
of the linear vector function A (c).
Matrix equations (C.2.15) and (C.2.16) yield
roll ----;kl m12 = 0 m22 = ;k2
and
kl 0 1[A] = 0 X2
(C.2.17)
We determine the sought-for vector p by its projections
Pl = klq Pll = k2 ql (C.2.18)
Thus, the vector function A (c) may be interpreted as a corresponding extension (or compression)
of projections of the given vector c in the characteristic directions.
C.3. Surface Principal Directions and Curvatures
Consider a regular surface represented in parametric form by
r(u, 0)_C 2 ru × r0_ 0 (u, O)_A (C.3.1)
The tangent plane, the surface normal N, and the unit normal n are determined at the surface point
M(uo, 00). The tangent plane is drawn through vectors r, and r0; the surface normal N and the
unit normal n are represented as follows:
N = r, × r0 = N(u, 0) (C.3.2)
N
n = -- = n(u, 0) (C.3.3)
INI
The partial derivatives
Or Or On On
r.:-- r0: - nu=-- n0:--
au O0 Ou O0
are taken at the point M(uo, 0o).
The surface normal curvature is determined by the equation (see sec. 10.5)
dr • dn Vr • fir
2
Kn : -- ds 2 v r
(C.3.4)
Here
dr = r.du + rodO
dn = n,du + n0d0
du dO
v_ = r, 7 + rod- t
du dO
i_r= n_ + nod-t
ds 2 = dr 2
(c.3.5)
(c.3.6)
(c.3.7)
(c.3.8)
(c.3.9)
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where t represents time. The subscript "r" means that the relative motion of a point (relative with
respect to the surface) is considered. In other words, we consider that the above vectors are
determined for the motion of a point over the surface.
Vectors dr and vr belong to the tangent plane P. Vectors dn and nr belong to the same plane
P, which results from the following considerations
n,n = 1 (C.3.10)
Thus
2n •dn = 0 (C.3.11)
This yields that vector dn (consequently, vector hr) is perpendicular to the surface unit normal
n and belongs to the tangent plane P.
Assume that the surface is given and that we take partial derivatives ru, r0, nu, and no at a definite
point M. Choosing the ratio
du
dt
dO
Jt
(C.3.11)
we may determine the direction of vector vr and of the corresponding vector fir (fig. C.3.1). If,
in addition to the ratio (C.3.11), one of the derivatives (du/dt, dO/dt) is chosen, then vector vr
and the corresponding vector fir are determined. We can see that by fixing one of the derivatives
(du/dt, dO dO and by changing the ratio (C.3.1 1), new pairs of related planar vectors Vr and fir
can be determined. In other words, there is a definite linear vector function
h r = A (Vr) (C.3.12)
at any regular point M of the surface which relates vectors fin and yr. The matrix representation
of (C.3.12) is given by
[nr] = [Ll[vrl
Using equations (C.3.13), (C.3.7), and (C.3.8), we get
(C.3.13)
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Figure C.3.1.
l dO1 du dO
du dO du (C.3.14)
[n,l dt + [nol dt= ILl [r,l dt+ [rol t = ILlIrul _-t + [Ll[rol dt
Thus
[nul = [Ll[ru] [no] = [L][ro] (C.3.15)
We have seen in section C.2, that there is only a single matrix [L] if equations (C.3.15) are to
be observed. In addition, this matrix is symmetric if the above four vectors are related by the equation.
n u • r 0 = n O • r u
(C.3.16)
This equation is indeed observed (see eqs. (10.1.17) and (10.1.18)). Thus, we may determine
the single symmetric matrix ILl which transforms [Vr] into [hr], [r,] into In J, and [ro] into [no].
Because matrix [L] is symmetric, we may determine two perpendicular characteristic directions
on the tangent plane with characteristic values of X1 and _20_t _ X2). These two directions may
be determined from the collinearity of vectors vr and fir as follows:
h_r hvr hzr (C.3.17)
Yxr Vyr Vzr
or
• du (no • i) dOt(n.. I) dtt +
du dO
(n.'J)_t + (no'j) _t
• du dO du dO
(r.")_t + (ro'i)_t (r.'J)_t + (ro'J)_t
du dO
(n,'k)_t+ (no'k)_t
du dO
(r.. k) dt+ (ro- k) dt
= OC
(C.3.18)
where i, j, and k are the unit vectors of the coordinate axes.
Equations (C.3.18) provide a quadratic equation in du/dt and dO/dt. Two solutions of this equation
for du/dt and dO/dt correspond to two characteristic directions on the tangent plane. These two
characteristic directions are the so-called principal directions of the surface at its point M. Curvatures
of the surface determined on the principal directions are called the principal curvatures. We may
use equation (C.3.4) to determine the principal curvatures taking into account that
OCVr : II r
(C.3.19)
because of the collinearity of these vectors. Equations (C.3.19) and (C.3.4) yield
gl,i[ = --
(C.3.20)
where KI,II are the two principal curvatures of the surface in the two principal directions. We may
represent the principal curvatures of the surface by the equation
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KI,IIV r = _ I_ r (C.3.21)
which is known as the Rodrigues' equation.
Now, consider that a coordiate system with unit vectors ex and ell is rigidly connected to the
tangent plane. The origin of the coordinate system coincides with the surface point M, and el and
en represent the principal directions of the surface at M. Equation (C.3.20) yields
nrl = -- KlVrl nrll = -- _nVrn (C.3.22)
The linear vector function given by
h r = h(Vr)
may be represented in matrix form as follows:
I rIJI Ol IV'IJ
nr n 0 -- Kll Prll
(C.3.23)
Let us express the normal curvature of the surface _, in terms of the principal curvatures KI,
Kix, and the angle q (fig. C.3.2) which is formed between vectors '7 and el. Using equations (C.3.4)
and (C.3.23), we get
/£'n --
il r • V r hrlVri + hrllVrlI = Kl(Vrl)2 + Kll(Vrll)2
(Vr)2 (Vri)2 + (V,n)2 (vn)2 + (v_n)2 (C.3.24)
It is evident from figure C.3.2 that
cos q - vrl - Vrl sin q = Vrll
IVrt N/r_Vrl) 2 -_- (Vrll) 2 (X_Vrt) 7_ + (Vrli) 2
Equations (C.3.24) and (C.3.25) yield
K n = K I COS 2 q + KII sin 2 q
(C.3.25)
(C.3.26)
ell
_rll
,_----firi---.._
J
Vr[
Figure C.3.2.
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This equation is known as Euler's equation. From equation (C.3.26), we may obtain two important
results:
(1) The principal curvatures are the extreme values of the function
K,(q) 0 <--q <-- 2_r (C.3.27)
represented by equation (C.3.26). The extreme values of function (C.3.27) occur at those values
of q for which
dK, _ (KII -- KX)sin 2q = 0 (C.3.28)
dq
Considering the case when r_ _ KII,we can see that the extreme values of the function K,(q) occurthe
_0 °at q and q 90 °. Thus, the extreme values of the normal curvature are simultaneously
principal curvatures.
(2) The sum of two normal curvatures taken for two perpendicular normal sections, K_l_ and
K_z_, is equal to the sum of principal curvatures K1 and Kl_.We may get this result from equation
(C.3.26), taking into account that [q2 - qt] = 90°. Thus
K_11= K1COS2 qt + KIIsin2 qt (C.3.29)
K_2) ---- KI COs2 q2 + KIIsin2 q2 = KI sin 2 ql + Kn COS2 ql (C.3.30)
Thus
K_1J + K_2) -- KI + K11 (C.3.31)
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INDEX
Acceleration, of contact points, 257,258
relative, 220
of surface unit normal, 259
Angle, crossing, 299
lead, 302,303
Apex angle, of the pitch cone, 431
Axes, crossed, 35
parallel, 35
intersecting, 35
screw, 36
Axes of meshing, 319,324
crossed axes of gear rotation, 319
second, 326
Axis, of relative rotation, instantaneous, 30
of rotation, instantaneous, 21,30,350
Axodes, 397
Backlash, of spur gears, 415
Bearing contact, 377
compensation of, location of, 405
of gear tooth surfaces, 288
reactions, 427
Bevel gears, generation of, 341
Beveloid gearing, 339
Body axode, 31
Camus' theorem, 132,133
Center distance, sensitivity to change of,
395
Center of rotation instantaneous, 21,22,27
Centrodes, 23-28,296
link, 22
movable, fixed, 14
radius of gear, 103
Centrode and shape curvatures, relations
between, 112
Characteristic roots and vectors, 454
Compensation, of location of bearing
contact, 405
Computation, process, 90,244
Cone, parameters, 307,308
surface of, 220,230,235
Conjugate, action, 63
gear tooth surfaces, 336
Conjugate shapes, 63,83
generation of, 128
principles of generation of, 130
relations between curvatures, 97
Conjugate surfaces, general theorem, 195
working equations, 200
Contact, ellipse, 293,377,384
lines, 170,214,395
normal limiting, 313
Contacting force, 430,432
stresses, 405
Coordinates curvilinear, 149,150
homogenous, 8,172,194,242
Coordinate transformation,
1,4,5,8,9,11,12,14,15
Curvature, cam, 108
center of, 56,106
equations of, 60
Gaussian, 233
geodetic, 237,238,275
Normal, 227-231
Normal, relative, 286
of a plane curve, 56
principle, 232,233,268,276
radius of, 56
of a spatial curve, 221,222,225,226
of a surface normal, 228-230
Curvatures, principle, 232,291,379,380
Curve, elementary arc of, 223
generation of, 14
parametric form, 42
plane, 16, 42
467
468
regular,43,68,71
regularpointof, 50
Cycloid,133
Cyclo-Palloidgearing,353
system,350,352
Cylinder,surface,240
Deformation,areaof, 292
elastic,288
Direction,cosine,4
principle,377
Dupin'sindicatrix,233,234,449
Eccentricity,of involutespurgears,409
of spiralbevelgears,412
Ellipse,contacting,288,293-295
Envelope,conceptof, 68
of contactlines,196,202,208,214
determinationf, 193
existencetheorem,69,75
of afamilyof contactlines,196
of afamilyof surfaces,168,193
necessaryconditionsof existence,
168,181,197
of planarcurvelocus,79
representationof, 200
sufficientconditionsof existence,
76,169,182,197,
tangent,137,199
Epicycloid,14,54,133
extended,54
ordinary,55,62
Equationsof meshingbycutting,
358,398,399
Errorsof manufacturing,401,405
Euler,theoremof, 233
Euler-Savaryequation,112,115
Euler's,equation,291,461
formula,286
Evolute,136-144
Familyof surfaces.167
Fillet,of thegear,109
Flender'sworms,327
Force,contacting
transmission,422
Forms,fundamental,215,217-220
Function,explicit,42
gradientof, 153
implicit,42,46
Geargeometry,introductionto,350
Gearinganalysis,methodof, 241
Gearingstandard,296
Geartoothsurface,208
tangencyof, 241,242
Generatinggear,spiralbevel,351
Generation,ofbeveloidgearing,339
of helicalgears,344
methods,336,337,341
Gleason's,gearing,408
spiralbevelgears,341,352
Headcutter,341
Helicalgear,271
withcirculararcteeth,395
conjugatesurfacesfor, 344
withcrossedaxes,298,300
standardandnonstandard,300
Helicoid,16,17,158,207,320,332
ruledsurface,160
generalequationsof, 159
Helix,180,202,298
Hob,128
singlethread,128
Hyperboloid,surfacesofrevolution,40,41
Hyploidgears,centerdistanceof, 308
operatingpitchsurfaces,304
Hypocycloid,133
Implicitfunctionsystemexistence,
theoremof, 89,148,243,447,
Interference,127
Involute,curve45,72,175
extended,43
locusof curves,73
nonstandard,gears,296
screwsurface,237
Kinematic,method of envelope
determination, 193
precision of gear trains, 390
relations, 93-95,405
representation of curvature. 59
Kinematical errors, 87,141,389,407
Kinematic errors, 39,405-407
function of, 246,410
types of, 408
Klingelnberg, cyclo-palloid system, 352
Knots of meshing, 331
Line, of action, 38,244
geodesic, 239
working, 244
Linear vector function, 449
Locus, of planar curves, 63,68,74
of regular curves, 65
Machine tool settings, basic, 369
corrections, 371
special,364
Mapping,42
Maincontactpoint,362
Matrix,additionandsubtraction,437
column,435
differentiation,444
equalityof, 436
identity,435
inverse,4,441
multiplication,437
nonsingular,441
orderof, 434
orthogonal,443
representationofvectorformulas,444
row,435
skewsymmetric,277,436,446
symmetric,436
transpose,277,439
Meshing,analysisof, 89
equationsof, 79,83,174,200,207,
210,261
of gearswitherrors,392
Meusniertheorem,225,227,228
Moment,33
drivingandresisting,422
Motioninstantaneousrelative,29
screw,16,319,339
transformation,22,26
Newtonalgorithm,91
Noncirculargears,419
Nonundercutting,conditionsof tooth,
120,124,126,213
of thegeneratedsurface,201
Normal,to aplanecurve,50
toaplanecurve,unit,53
surface,151
surfaceunit,225,226
unit,151
Oerlikon'sCyclo-PalloidSystems,
350,352
Osculatingplane,221,237
Outerconedistance,354
Paraboloids,276
of thegeneratingsurface,201
Pitch,circles,296
cones,304,350
plane,309,407
point,locationof, 83
surfaces,296
surfaces,operating,297,298
Planegearing,analysisof, 87
generaltheorem,82
Point,flat,233
locusof contact,244
pseudosingular,156,157
regular,50,i51
singular,50,151,152,156
Pointpath,275,281,285
Pointof surface,elliptic,234
hyperbolic,234
parabolic,235
Pressureangle,313,423,429
Principlecurvatures,of matingsurfaces,
260,262,367-370
of asurface,449,459
Rackcutter,105,109,124,126,128,
143,395
Rackparameter,176
Racksurface,equationsof, 172
Rays,limiting,150,151
Regressionpoint,52
Regrinding,405
Rodriquesformula,263,460
Rootsblower,86
Rotation,instantaneouscenterof, 20,
83,119
intersectedaxesof, 29
Scalar,product,79
tripleproduct,70
Screw,generation,byacirculararc,349
motion,37
parameter,302,303,324,339
Shaper,130
Simulationof meshing,401
Singularpoints,determinationf, 196
existenceof, 121
of generatedsurface,187,190
Spatialgearing,analysis,241,243
analysisof meshing,243
kinematicrelationsof, 253,259
Spiralbevelgearing,352
forcetransmissionfor, 429
Surfaceof action,171,177,201,208,
211,214
Archimedesscrew,162,165
cone,154,157,158
coordinatelineon,150
curvatures,267
examplesof, 154
familyof generating,174
generating,202,208,214,355,357,358,
361,362,364
generated,201,212,213
point,151-154,157,158
principaldirectionsandcurvatures,
469
457,459
problemof conjugate,166
of revolution,17,154,324,325
ruled,153,154,158,160,161
screw,18
screwinvolute,162
simple,147
spherical,18,155-157
unitnormal,226,227
Symmetricaugmentedmatrix,264
Synthesis,of gears,87
local,354,362
Taylor'sformula,219
Tangency,externalandinternal,114
of geartoothshapes,87,88
of geartoothsurfaces,242
pointof, 250
Tangent,of aplanecurve,50,52
Tooth,contactanalysis(TCA),246,385
cutting,128
elementproportions,353
longitudinalshape,309-311
Transformation,coordinate,1,4,5,8,9,
11,12,14,15
inversecoordinate,9
matrix,4,12,13
of motion,22,26,103
reverse,4
of translationtorotation,103
of vectorcomponents,11
Trihedron,56,57,93
Frenet's,56
righthanded,262
Undercutting,124,127,177,192
Vector,sliding,33
unittangent,52
Velocity,angular,83
ofcontactpoint,253
linear,79,253
relative,20,32,80,82,255
of sliding,273,300,313
transfer,95,254,255
Worm,cylindrical,301
gear,209
geardrives,298,301,302,303,315,322,
327,422
generationof, 337
threadsurface,202
Worms,millingof, 324
Wormsurface,332
equationsof, 328,330,332
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